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PREFACJ•:.
1N presenting Vol. IX, to our readers we wonkl draw their atten.
tion to Paper V., which gives an accouut of the lfailway Operations
in Egypt in 1882, by Major W. A. Wallace, R.E., and to Paper VIL,
on Narrow Gauge Rolling Stock, by Lieut.-Colonel J, R. Hogg,
R. E., which will be read with particular interest at tbe present
time, when the subject of railways best suited to field service is
engrossing the attention of Officers of all branches of the service.
A melancholy interest attaches to Paper IV., on the Fielcl Training
best suited to our Army, apart from its intrinsic value, it having
been written hy the late Lieut, R. da Costa Porter, R.E., shortly
before his death, and we know we are only reco,·ding the feelings of
the Corps when we express our regret that this is the last paper we
can receive from the pen of a contributor whose early death bas
deprived both the Service and the Corps of an Officer of great
promise.
This volume contains a new departure in the War Game, from
the pen of Captain G. S. Clarke, R.E., who has furnished us with
a paper on the Fortress War Game, adapted by him from the
German, and whil'h should supply Engineer Officers with a fresh
and constant opportunity of carrying on their professional trainiug.
For the drawings attached to Paper VIII., the Report of the
Fall of the Chimney at the Ripley Mills, Bradford, hy Lieut,-Colonel
H. 0. Seddon, R.E., we are indebted to Mr. John Waugh, C.E., of
Bradford, who compiled them for bis expert evidence given Lefore
the Coroner's Jury. The drawings were first published with his
report of the accident, drawn up for The Yorkshire Boilers 1 Insurance and Steam User's Company.
Colonel T. Inglis, C.B., R.E., has kindly contributed a further
paper on Amour Plate Experiments, which brings the subject down
to the end of 1883.
Great difficulty has often been experienced by R.E. Officers in
keeping themselves up in the doings of our sister service, lhc Royal
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Artillery; thanks to tho kindness of Lieut.-Col. F. G. Baylay, R.A.,
wo nre now ab]e to give our reailers a short account of the recent
developments in the manufacture of ordnance, which will be supplemented in our next volume by a precis of the results of the
experim ents against masonry and earthwork recently carried out at
Dungeness and Lycld.
FRANCIS J. DAY, CAPT., R.E.,
Seci'etary, R.E. Insti/U,te.
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PAPER I.

NOTES BY A RUSSIAN ENGINEER OFFICER ON
THE THEATRE OF WAR IN EUROPEAN TURKEY.
(TRiNSLATED FROM THE GERJIA~ BY O.!.PrAIN

J. Y{.

SAV-IGE,

R.E.)

ADRIANOPLE.
AoRTANOPLE (Pl. I.) lies mostly in a hollow on the left bank of the
river Tundscha, at its junction with the Adra, from which point both
streams unite under the name of the Maritza. The town is, except
on the south-west, or right bank of the river, surrounded by heights .
Adrianople is a large, populous town, in which fine, handsome buildings,
like Selim's l\Iosque, the Residency, and other public buildings, stand,
in the midst of small, insignificant•looking houses, and in which, as in
every other Turkish town, miserable plaster, a dusty-looking bazaar,
and the inevitable Turkish dogs are not wanting.
The fortifications of Adrianople consist of 24 field redoubts, which
are built on the surrounding heights. The latter are so favourably
situated for a girdle line of forts, and cover the town so well, that
there could be no doubt about the proper sites for the wo:ks. 'rheir
distance from the town varies from 526 metres to about a kilometre.
Their distance from one another is about a kilometre, except ou the
side coverecl by the Tundscba and Maritza rivers, where they are
about 2½ to 3} kilometres apart.
These 24 works are all built on the same model, but arc at tbe
same time suited to the requirements of each particular case. Tbe
Tt1rks bad for their main objects the creation of several tiers of fire ,
the separation of the artillery froru the infantry, and the command of
the ground on all sides, even towards the town, by artillery fire. For
this purpose the artillery was placed in the middle of the works on a
sort of cavalier, which the designer sty led the 'Earth bastion ,\ la
Montalembert.' The details of this bastion often differ in separate
works, it being sometimes quite smal1, for one gun on1y, with a diameter
of 33 feet, at other times being designed for 6, 8, 12, or even 14 guns,
A
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with a diameter in the latter case of 57 metres (Figs. 1, 2, Pl. lI.). In
some works "!so there are double bastions, as in Figs. 3, 4. In Fig. 3
there is a second bastion inside the first, with a greater command-a
sort of cavalier for a single gun, which is designed to sweep the whole
circle. To suit the form of the ground, moreover, there are some
semicircnl::i.r bastions as in Fig. 4, some elliptical as in Figs. 5 and 7, or
Lexaaona1, or, fin ally, some in the form of two bastions joined by a cur-

tain, ':ts in Fig. 6. The guns fire from deep embrasures. Solid traverses,
about 5 feet higher than the crest of the parapet, are so arranged as to
admit in most of the works of two guns, or less frequently three,
being placed between them. rrhe central traverse extends, as a rule,
to the middle of the bastion, occasionally further, the remainder
merely to the foot of the interior slope of the rampart. In the
traverses are blindages and magazines. The superfluity of covered
shelter in the Turkish works is surprising aud very remarkable. It
is not easy to pick out a single traverse in which there is not some
kind of blindage. The traverses were, moreover, built in an especially
solid manner, their interiors being entirely sunk below terre-plein level,
so that they were not vulnerable from the side . The inner walls of
the blindages were either revetted with thick boards, or with masonry
or brickwork, and those in the valley of the Adra even with cement. In
many of them there are ventilating shafts. The covering baulks are
placed at the level of the ground or of the terre-plein of the rampart.
There is fii·st of all a layer of baulks of beech 1 ft. square, then
over these a second layer of stronger baulks, then a layer of fascines,
and finally a covering of earth 10 ft. thick, so that this covering
may be considered as bomb-proof. Occasionally layers of fascines
ancl baulks are to be found in the earth covering, similar to those in
the Russian blinclages at Sevastopol. Blindages, as in Fig. 3, less
sunken and not having so much earth en the top, are quite t,he
exception. Entrance is effected by steps sometimes made of stone,
and it is either behind or at the side pf the trarnrse. The interiors are
spacious and lofty.
The interior slope of the rampart is from /, to ½, so that the guns
can be easily brought into position. Here ai~d there short banquettes
are placed between the guns, apparently meant more for look-out positions than for defence.
The en_trances to the works are 4·2 metres broad, and wbeu on the
exposed side are covered by breastworks cnrvecl in trace, without
ditches, having sometimes a gun-bank for one gun. This sort of covering
to the entrance answers its purpose completely, having only this disadvantage, that it gives insufficient fire in tbo direction of the entrance.
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Bridges across the ditches are hardly evt,r used; cutl'ance is effected
by means of a darn across the ditch and an opening in the parapet. A
bridge across the ditch was only found in one work in Schumla. The
bastions are surr0110ded by a curnred way adaplcd for infantry defence.
In this manner the infantry and artillery defences are kept sepamte and
in tiers, the former being from the covered way tLnd the latter from the
brtstions. In the case of the double bastion there are three tiers. The
covered way, with its gbcis-liko parapet without ditch, must here be
regarded as the line of defence proper, the bastion ph1ying the 11art of
cavalier.*
The trace of the covered way varies much, according to locality ;
it is chiefly pentagonal, but sometimes hexagonal with a re~entering

angle; sometimes that of a lunette with two or three salients on the front
side. The communication between the covered way and the interior
of the bastion is inconvenient. Some of the bastions, however, have no
covered way or ditch; these are for the most part constructed of earth
dug out of the interior, or of materials brought from elsewhere. In
those bastions which have a covered way the ditch always conforms to
the latter and not to the bastion. In cousequence, the berms are broad
at the salients. None of the ditches have special flanking defence.
The command of the crest of the glacis-like parapet is 41', of the
single bastions 10', of the double bastions 17', of the parapet coYering
the entrance 5½'. The thickness of the parapets ,-aries from 14' to 21',
the depth of the ditches usually 14'. All the numbers given are average.
Two of the works are of especial strength, viz., No. 9, Kaik
Tabia (Fig. 3, Pl. II.), 011 the east side of the town, and No. 14, AniasBabh (Pl. I.), rtt the north-east extremity of the girdle line. Their
trace is admirably suited to the form of the heights on wbich they
are situated. Each of them co11sists of a double bastion, in front of
which is a ravelin with high rounded salient, adapted for infantry
defence: there is a covered way in front of the ravelin; thus four tiers
of fire are obtained. In the interior of the mvclin there is a traverse
with a wide and convenient blindage.
As before stated, the surroundings of Adrianople m<1ke it especially
suitable for an entrenched camp, and, by a lucky chance, the positions
for the works appear·to be so dictated by Nature that there is no choice
about it. These fa,,onrable conditions are wanting, however, in one
place, and that is near No. 15, 'l'asch Tabia (Pl. I.). Here, instead of
the long, easily.defended slopes, occur a number of small hills,

* In fact, thearrangemf'nt is similar to that in permanent ~•orks baYir_1g a cov-ered
way. The only nornlty in tho arr,1.ngement nppcars to Uc its adaptation to sm:111
works with unreyctted <litchcs.-Trandato,·.
A2
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small ravines, an u watercourses, which make it very difficult to defend
the foreg,·ound by grazing fire. Here, at the only difficult spot, the
Turkish engineer failed to master these difficulties: and, be it specially
n oticed, that the naturally strong positions were well utilised and
st.rengthened, while at the place where Nature had not been so
c,treful for the security of the place, the engineers also had taken but
little trouble.
'l'he works of Adrianople were, with the exception of two or three,
quite finished, but not fully armed, when the Russian troops appeared
before the town, so that, when the place was captured, in the 24 works
only 3 field guns, 2 12-pounders, and 6 24-pounders were found.
The taking of Adrianople occurred, as is known, without a struggle,
for tl,e panic-stricken 'l'urks thought only of flight, ancl not ofresistance.
But bad it been necessary to take the town by storm, an obstinate
resistance coulcl not have been olferecl; fo1· although the works around
it were built on quite an original plan and were capable of defence,
yet they were not very adequately supplied.
To t,ike this town a regular siege would not have been absolutely
necessary, as the ditches of the works were not very deep (not more
than 14 ft.); the escarps and counterscarps were only of earth.
Without any defence to the ditches they would have been easily
escaladed if the storming columns had only succeeded in advancing
without great loss. Then, again, the artillery of the works would have
had to be silenced, which woulcl have been all the more easily effected,
as the guns on the elevatecl and clearly visible bastions would have
b een much cramped for room, and exposed to the converging fire of the
Russian besieging batteries. It would have been certainly more difficult
to have neutralised the infant.ry fire from the works. It would have
been necessary to throw up some trenches at night by flying trench
work opposite the attacked works; these would have been occupied by
riflemen, in order to keep up by clay an overpowering infantry fire on
the works. Each succeeding night the trenches would have been
advanced nearer, until they were about 100 to 200 paces distant. In
these trenches the storming columns would have assembled for the
purpose of assaulting the covered ways, and after driving out the
defenders, pressing on into the bastions. If some of the works had
fallen in this manner, the town could not well have held out longer.
The works of Adrianople were foun<l, at the time when they were
inspected, in perfectly goocl condition. Only the blindages in those forts
which were near the town were fnuncl to have been destt-oyed. When
Adrianople was occupied by the Russian troops, the order was given
to level these works. The demolition began with the blindages, but
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the work of destruction was soon stayed in face of the eventuality that
these fortifications might, in the sequel of the campaign, be of use to
the Russian army.
SCJIIPKA.

In advance of the Russian position at tbe Schipka Pass lies tho
'Sweti Nikolaj ' Berg (Pl. III.). It has a flat summit, surrounded
by almost perpendicular rocky scarps, about 100 metres high, and
is called the 'ea.gle's nest.' The sides of this mountain are partly
wooded, and extremely steep. The road which leads northwards over
Schipka to the Sweti Nikolaj begins to ascend gently from close behind
Kazanlik. Immediately behind the village of Schipka it serpentines
upwards, and the ascent is very steep and laborious up to the summit
of the Nikolaj Berg. .According to barometrical measurements,
Kazanlik lies at a height of about 400 metres above sea level, Schipka
village and Nikolaj Berg at about 600 and 1,500 metres respectively.
Behind Nikolaj, during the memorable fights around these positions,
three other heights were concerned, viz., the Volhynisch Berg and
the heights crowned by the Central and Round batteries occupied
by the Russians, so that at this point the Russian position attained
its greatest breadth of about 840 metres. Behind these positions
the only others in possession of the Russians were the road itself and
the heights surrounding it, on which -were batteries and trenchesas, fur instance, lYiortar Battery No. 2, Battery Dragomirow, Skorospiel"eja, and Potjagina.
The Turks held a semicircle round the main position on the Nikolaj
Berg, and had, moreover, the advantage of possessing the commanding
heights, viz., towards the east, Sosok, Sacbarnaja. Golowa or
Woronije Gniezdo (sugarloaf or crow's nest), and l\fayj Bedek;
towards the west, Lisnoj-Kurgan (i.e., forest grave mounds) and
Lisnja Gora (the bald mountain). From these heights they could
bring a converging fire to bear on the whole of the Russian position, as
well as on the windings of the road.
The position of the Russians was most unfavourable here at all
points, having neither sufficient frontal development nor depth. Tbe
batteries on the Nikolaj Berg and the tbree summits behind it had to
deliver their fire simultaneously towards the front, flanks, and rear.
'rhe road communicating with Nikolnj Berg, commanded on both sides
by the Turks, bad to be protected, partially at least, at many points
by several rows of gabions filled with earth, pilecl. one on top of
another. :Moreover, at intervals along the road, trenches were dug
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opposite to the 'l'nrkisb positions. Complete covet• from the enemy's
fire on the road was not to be got, notwithstanding that the road bad
been disertcd at esprcially unfavourable places. There was nothing
for it, therefore, but to mo-,e compact bodies of troops and ammuuition columns by night. The strength of the artillery was nearly equal
on both sides, but the Tnrks had the great ad·nintage of an enveloping
and commanding position.*
The flat top of the Nikolaj Berg was the only position of any
extent in the Scbipka Pass. Here only was it possible to organise any
considerable means of defence, and .fortifications were used nnsparingly. There were 20 Russian gnus in the batteries, trenches, and
lodgments of the Nikolaj Berg. Where the ground was favourable
the fortifications were not confined to the summit, but were arranged
for the most part in secure positions on the reverse slopes, in order to
gain partial cover against reverse fire. The soil was essentially rncky;
the breastworks were made of the stones and monld scraped off the
surface; the revetting material was exclusively gabions. The powder
magazines we.re sunk as deep as possible under the traverses. Behind
the t;·encbes and lodgments of the infantry were huts and blindages,
snnk as far as practicable below the surface, and covered perforce with
hurdles 1 bushes, stones, and earth. Between the trenches and lodgments and the huts in rear of them, communicating trenches had to be
made. All of these were naturally of the simplest and roughest constrnction, owing to the scarcity of materials and the rocky natnre of
the ground.
Amongst the fortifications on the eastern slopes of the S. Nikolaj
Berg is the so-callecl Stalnaja (steel) battery, which was armed with
the steel guns captured from the Turks. This battery was exposed to
a very heavy reverse fire, and it was necessary to build parades, in
addition to the traverses between the pieces, with passages only just
wide enough to admit the guns into the battery; the entrances again
were protected by a parades iu rear; as that e~en was insufficient, a
third solid high parades was added (Fig. 1, Pl. IV.).
On the Niko1aj Berg also covered communications were made
to all batteries and lodgments, having landmarks made of stones or
turf, to show the way at night or in the rain or snow.
North of the Nikolaj Berg, on the road, tliere is a broad, flat,
low-lying hollow, which -was used as the burial.place of the Russians
who fell in the defence of the Schipka Puss. On this spot a white

* The T_urks h!W, at_ the last, ::i.bout 40 pieces, composf'd of 8 c.m. and O c.m. field
and m_ountai_n guns,_be~1des 8 mortars of large calibre. The Russians had 45 field
gnnR, mcludmg 2 m1tra1lleurs, l mountain gun, and 4 heavy mortars,
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marble cross now sbnds, with the picture of a saint, given by Her
Imperial Highness the Crown Princess.
About a kilometre in rear of this place rises on the left of the road
the Volhynisch Berg, which is covered by many rock-built fortifications.
:Many of the parapets of the emplacements consisted merely of gabions
filled with stones, with stones again on the top of them. The parapets
of the Sturmowaja Battery, No. 1, were (Fig. 2, Pl. IV.) constructed
entirely of stone-filled gabions. Quite close to the road here were the
Centralnaja aud Kruglaja (round) Batteries, which were both under
the Turkish fire from front and rear. The Centralnaja Battery consisted, for this reason, of two parallel parapets with traverses across
(Fig. 3, Pl. IV.). The guns were moved from one embrasure to the
opposite one as required : the flank gun bad three embrasures. The
Kruglaja Battery was similar, though more roomy ancl convenient.
Further north the batteries do not seem so worthy of notice ; they are
l_ess numerous as they recede from the Turkish trenches. The ground
improves continually towards the north. Three kilometres behind the
Potjagina Battery is a modest little house, the head-quarters of the brave
defender of the Schipka Pass, Lt.-General Radetzki, and, close behind,
the road begins to descend to the J antra Valley. The Turkish works
exhibited more variety of form than those of the Russians; but they
were not nearly so cramped for room, and had also much more
material at their disposal. On the height, called Sosok by the Russians,
there were merely infantry trenches of sunken profile, the parapet
being revetted inside and outside with vertical hurdle-work. The frequent use of wicker-work and hurdles fo1· revetting was justified partly
by the covered and very well chosen position of the works, partly by the
feeble fire of the Russian batteries ou this point. On the Woronije
Gniezdo mountain or Sacbarnajrt Golowa ( crow's nest or sugar loaf)
there was a battery for two mortars on the extreme summit, and further forward, on the reverse slope of a minor summit, an emplacement
for a single mortar.
Both batteries had to be blasted out of the rock, as shown by the
Sections. The upper battery is (see Section 'a b,' Pl. III.) slightly
retired behind the summit of the mountain. The crest line is at the
level of the ground, the superior slope is counter-sloping, and made of
stone rubbish collected from the surface, and the exterior slope revetted
with hurdles. The height of the crest is about 10'. The lower single
emplacement is sunk about 10' beneath the surface of the rock, but
has, however, on n.ccount of its lower situation, a stone parapet, about
G' high, revetted on both sides with hurdles (Section 'o d,' Pl. III.).
On the left flank the hurdle-work had to be supported (Section '• f,'
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Pl. III.), and, in order to obtain better cover, filled gabions, lyiag on
their sides, had to be placed on the top, close to the crest. 'l'be infantry
trenches consisted hero of shingle revetted with hurdles; the thickness
of the parapet was mostly 3', but occasionally l½' (Sections 'g h' and
• i k,' Pl. III.). In order to make room for the riflemen in the lower
trencb,a ledge had to be first blasted out along tbeslope (Section 'i k,'
Pl. III.). Detween the works on the Woronije Gniezclo mountain and
those 011 the J\Iayj Bedek, there was on a flat summit a battery for two
gtrns. 'fbe latter was of sunken profile, had the cheeks of its embrasures
revetted with hurdles, and a blindage conveniently placed under the
roots of a large tree.
On the J\Iayj Bedek mountain sloct! a Turkish battery, called by
the Russians Dewjatyglazka (nine-eyes), which had at first nine and
afterwards eight embrasures on one straight face. The gun-portions of
this work were ranged close alongside one another for want of space.
Between the gnns were hlindages, as in Sections a b, c d, Pl. III. The
thickness of the parapet was about 6·3m. The slopes were revetted with
hurdles. On the side unexposed to the fire of the Russian batteries
were a number of earthen huts. The construction of these huts was
very simple ancl effective. They were so cut in the slope that the back
appeared to be completely sunk below ground; tbe sides were halfcovered, and only the front, in which ,vere the windows and doors,
was exposed. The side walls consisted chiefly of hurclle-work, daubed
with clay; the roof was generally covered with hurdles, sods, and earth.
Besides these there were some huts more solidly built, with sod
walls, roofed with tiles. There were ovens in most of them, so that
the Turks lived in comparative comfort in tlrnse positions, which were
nearly al ways wooded, whilst the Russians, on their barren positions,
wore exposed to all t.he hardships of an especially severe winter during
the protracted strnggle for the positions on the Scbipka Pass. On the
way from the Scbipka village to the S. Nikolaj mountain were some
excellently placed round rifle.pits for one or two men, having a high
parapet completely covering the men, and loopholes revetted at the
sidos with stones (Pl. III.).
(Not 500m. to tlie south of tl1e elopes of the Nikolaj mountain, on
the stony pinnacles of which still lay the bodies of many of the bold
Turks whom Colonel Ott had himself seen attacking on the 17th
September, the Turks hacl placed a mortar battery and a number of
tre~cbes. 1'be narrator mentions the remarkable contempt for death
wb1ch was shown by the men slaying in these works, when corn~
plctcly seen into from above by the ltussians, and nuder their effective
artillery fire.)
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On tl,e Lisnoj Kurgan Berg, the Turks had built in t eiraces a
solid mortar battery for five pieces. On the upper terrace they had
placed three mortars, and on the lower, which was 4' below it, two;
the parapet of the front portion of the battery was about 14' above the plat.form. The interior slope was revetted below with atones
and above with tnrf. .At the foot of the exterior slope was a row
of gabions. .Along the left epaulement of the battery a ramp led to
the lower platform, and along the right was a high banquette; under
the left was a magazine entirely blasted out of the rock, In this
magazine, as well as in many others of the same sort in the Turkish
works, a number of projectiles were found at the time of their inspec.
tion. But the Russians bad already withdrawn the pieces from the
works. On the Lisooj Kurgan there was also a battery with embrasures, the interior slope of which was, in like manner, revetted
below with brushwood, abo,e that with sods, then with timber baulks,
The height of the parapet was 1:3' .
and finally with hurdles.
.Almost the whole of the space between the Lisnoj Kurgan and Lisaja
Gora was taken up with earthen huts, capable of sheltering a very
large number of troops. These long lines of huts were co,ered by
trenches and batteries against probable attacks by the Russians.
Timber baulks were · used for most of these buildings. Here the
Turks used simple breastworks of stone rubbish revetted on both sides
with hurdles, with logs of timber on the top, as shown in Figs. 5, 6,
7 and 8, Pl. IV. These made loopholes of themselves, eitl1er on
account of their crookedness or their special arrangement. Entire
breastworks were even made of logs covered in front with earth.
One of the batteries there was built in opposition to all the rules of
field fortification. This battery had extraordinarily long and narrow
embrasures, The width at the month was 2', that at the neck
l', the depth 8'. The cheeks were revetted with hurdles. The battery
was built with the object of sweeping the windings of the road to the
Rajska Dolina valley. The guns in this battery were always loaded
and laid on the aforesaid road. As soon as troops or traius of
wagons appeared a lively fire was opened, which made the use of
this communication especially difficult and dangerous. In order to
cover these guns as well as possible from the enemy's fire, the Turks
bad placed !,hem behind these long, narrow embrasures, which could only
be seen into from the particular windings they bore npon, and conld
with difficulty be descried from other positions at the side. There is
no doubt that these embrasures could have been easily destroyed by
three or four well.aimed shots; but the Turks knew how to make
them well-nigh invisible, owing to their peculiar construction.
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On the spacious summit of the Lisaja Gora, two luncttcs wore
thrown up, having no special peculiarities.
We here extract from the account hy Colonel Ott, of the Swiss
Engineers, a sketch of the ground south of the Sweti-Nikolaj (Fig. 9,
Pl. IV.), which is not to be found on the Russian plans. According
to this, the two redoubts, cc, were built by the Turks on the Schipka
Road, and the batteries, b b, on the heights on both sides.
The village of Schipka numbered 800 houses and 3,000 to 4,000
inhabitants before the war, but was razed to the ground; only the
church remained, which was used as a store.
The intrenched camp south of the Schipka lies quite in the plain,
and consists of 16 works, of which some are fortified tumuli; but
most arc round or oval redoubts.
A large tumulus 40m. in height, 1km. south of the village, and
commanding the windings of the road of ascent with its fire, forms
the centre of the northern front,. where the ground rises gently
towards the village. It is organised for 8 guns en barbette, and has
a wide road communicating from the battery to the roar. In front of
the summit arc two shooting lines for infantry.
In front lies a rectangular redoubt organised for artillery and
infantry defence; to the east a small tumulus with sunken ramps and
gun emplacements; to the west three tumuli close to one another,
all united by strong trenches for infantry and covered communications, with batteries between. The whole line commands most
favourably the exit from the clefile, and enfilacles the windings of the
road.
The interior slopes of the parapets are well revetted with fascines.
The entrance is carefully arranged in Turl.7.sh fashion. The main
line has passages for advance, which are specially covered and traversed.
Behind the tumulus are the wooden buts of the general's quarters, and
further within the camp wooden and earthen buts in large numbers,
as well as field ovens. The redoubts in the plain are of small
size, some ar!·angecl only for infantry defence hy one company, some
with gun banks for 1 to 3 guns per work. The parapets have a
command of 2·5 to 3 metres, arc throughout 4 metres thick, aucl have
ditches for the sake of provicling sufficient earth. The guns fire
through embrasures 1 metre deep. The interior slopes are revetted
with hurdle-work. .All these works, on the flanks and ren.r, "·ere of
simple field construction, not specially strengthened by obstacles or
lines in the intervals, and apparently not calculated for such a large
circuit as it was.
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PLE\'KA.

Iu the Gth and 11th numbers of the year 18i'8, the 'Mittl,eilungen'
contained detailed information respecting the fo:·tifications aucl fights
rouncl Plevna, accompanied by sketches of the sites of the fortifica.
tions, and a large plan of the surroundings of the place. The double
number, 7-8, contained also an :i1lustrn.tccl notice of the Roumauian
attack on the Grivitza redoubt,, Kcepi11g this in mind, we extract
from the 'Russian Engineer Officers' Journal' only such details as
did not appear in that publication.
Tbe town itself bad not suffered in the least from the fire of the
Russian guns, as the Turkish fortifications were situatecl at a great
distance away, at many points as much as 7 kilometres.
They were all very well adaptecl to the grouncl ; artificial obstacles
were, however, in no cases made use of. The Turks seem to have
thought the latter quite superfluous, as they bacl unbounded confidence
in the irresistible power of their infantry fire.
The distribution of the Turkish fortifications rouncl Plevna ,vas
as follows: on the north and north.west, and also in the district
between the rfrer Wid and the Grivitza brook, was situated the
Opanec Group. The latter consisted of eleven works of different
shapes and sizes, from circular empJncements for a single gun
(Fig. 1, Pl. V.) lo the large central redoubt shown in Fig. 4. These
works had to look principally towards the north, but they conld easily
bring the whole of the v1tlley of the vVid under their fire.
Oll the north, at a distance of H, kilometre from Plevna, was the
lunetle Suleiman Pasha (Fig. 5, Pl. V.), recloubt 47.* From the latter
extended in an easterly direction, along a narrow ridge, and as far as
the redoubt Osman Pasha (redoubt, 17*) a trench 5 kilometres long,
from which it was possible to commaud very effectively the northern
approaches to Plcvna.
In the middle of this ridge the highest portion was crowned by
yet more fortifications for its better defence. Tbe trench itself was
strengthened here by advanced rifle pits. A second trench, parallel
to the first, was constructed, with its parapet thrown up towards tho
south. Between the t·wo trenches were rr.any earthen huts. From
the eastern encl of this place of arms up to the Osman redoubt the
trench bacl parapets on both sides, ancl was of considerable depth.
The group of defences east of Plevna consisted of works of various
strength, and in the first line on both flanks were tbe redoubts

* These :figures refer to Plate II., Vol. V., R, E. Professional Papers (Occasional
Papers Series).
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Tschorum (Fig. 6, Pl. V.), No. 4,• and Ibrahim Bey (Fig. 7, Pl. V.),
No. 1,• called by the Russians the 'Dead Man's redonht,' and between
them a trench with rifle pits in front of it. Behind this first line was a
second, having on its left flank a battery, and in the centre a long
line of defence in the form of a hastioned front, armed with guns;
on the right flank a lunette. Furthee in rear was the he:s:agonal
.Arab redoubt (No. 8 or 7), which could be eegarcled as the 'reduit'
of this system of teenches and redoubts. From this group to the
Tntschenitza group extended trenches with a redoubt (No. 10•) in
the middle. In a southerly dieectiou from Plevna lay, on the
Zelenaja Gora ( Green Hills), the Krischin group, consisting of three
redoubts (Nos. 23, 19, 24•), which were connected by t.renches, in
front of which others were pushed well forwaed into the foreground.
Towards the west of Plevna tbe extensive mountainous ground
was defended by very strong redoubts, arranged on t,he circumference and at the centre of a semicircle (Nos. 13, 26, 25, 20, 21, 22,
27, 28, 29, 30, 31 •). This fortified semiciecle was connected with
the Opanec group by a line of trenches (battery and fortified camp);
with Plevna by t,,-o lnnettes (Nos. 11 ancl 12) joined by a trench;
with the Krischin group by the recloubt Juuus Bey (No. 14*), in
front of which was a lunette (No. 15*). After the unsuccessful attack
of the 30th August, immediately on the arrival of Adjutant-General
Todleben, steps were taken for a close investment of the Turkish
entrenched camp.
The investment line, consisting of trenches, infantry and artillery
emplacements, lunettes and redoubts, which in many cases were
arranged in several lines one behind another, wns about 70 kilometres
in lengtl1. Its aveeage distance from the Turkish line was 500 to
1,000 metres. At two points these two lines approached very close to
one another, and especially towards the sonth on the Green Hills,
where the distance between them was 80 metres, and on the east near
the Osman redoubt (Grivitza redoubt, No. 2•), against which the
Roumanian troops had attacked by systematic approach.
The left lower bank of the Wid was well commanded by the fire of
the works of the Opanec group; on that account the Russian investment line was here retired to about four or five kilos. from the Turkish,
and required especial strength and resisting power against the possible
attempt of Osman Pasha to break out.

*

Thes7 figures refer to PlatP II. 1 Yol. V., R. E. Prqfessional Papers (Oecasional
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A closer inspection of the style of construction of the 'l'urkish
works shows the great -value they attached to the power of their
infantry fire, and their endeavours to make it as damaging as possible
to the Russians, whilst pr~tecting themselves from fire. They attained
the first of these ubjects by successfre tiers of fire, and the second by
numerous traverses. In order to obtain several tiers of fire they
generally placed along the brow of the slopes several rows of trenches,
one behind another; they moreover provided for two tiers of infantry
fire in their works, either by cutting out a banquette in the counterscarp, as in Profile 3, ] 1ig. 3, Pl. V., or by having an advanced
trench, 3½ ft. deep, 6 ft. in front of the ditch, as in Profile 7, Fig.
7,Pl. V.
With regard to vertical defilade the Turkish fo,·tifications were very
instructive; since, in presence of the steep angles of descent of modern
projectiles, it is out of the question to try and cover the trench entirely
by means of the front parapet, their works will he seen to he crowded
with traverses (~'igs. 2 to 7, Pl. V.) . They are cruciform, parallel,
interrupted, long, short., cut asunder, joined together, prepared for
defence, ancl not prepared for defence. One of the larger redoubts of
the Opanec group is quite singular in this respect (Fig. 4, Pl. V.).
Its traverses are, in fact, so numerous and so irregular that they form
a labyrinth in which one could almost lose oneself. By means of such
a superfluity of traverses, having such different positions, the garrison
could easily find shelter from fire from any direction whateYer. These
traverses also gave a good opportunity for the construction of covered
blinclnges, huts, &c. Natural mounds were often utilised as traverses
by excavating behind their slopes (Fig. 5, Pl. V.).
At Plevna the Russians also used traverses inside their works, and
if mounds of earth occurred in the interior, these were utilised for the
purpose of obtaining better cover (Fig. 10, Pl. V.), by trying to excavate
under them. The profile of the Turkish works at Plevna was that of
strong field-works: the parapet not higher than 10 feet, the thickness
of the parapet not more than 15 feet, the ditches up to 9 feet in depth,
the escarps and counterscarps steep. Closed works were the rule. The
entrances were for the most part traversed, and only occasionally protected by small outworks; there were, further, a very large number
of blindages, and covered shelters in the traverses . For the revetment
of the slopes sods were mostly used.
A comparison of the nature of the Tnrkisl1, Romrnrnian, and
RusRian fortifications at Plevna was especially interesting. The
Turkish works we1e throughout most happily adapted to the ground,
and were, moreover, clistinguislied by solidity and size; apparently an

u
immense amount of ma.tceial a.nd considerable labour had been expended

on them.
The Roum:1nian works were likewise la.rge and massive, but they

were less sl-ilfully plauned, aud had some grave defects. Before the
Osman redonht the whole foreground was covered hy the Roumanians
with very numerous trenches, of which mn.ny were quite superfluous.

They opened also a mine attack ag<1inst this redoubt, and drove a
wood-cased gallery of considerable height and breadth right up to the
enemy's lines, nothing daunted by the difficulties accompanying this
undertaking. Fig. 9, Pl. V. , shows a Ronmanian redoubt thrown up

near the Opanec group, in which the awkward position of the insufficiently long traverse in the interior strikes the eye. The reduit
again is not suitably placed, being so low down that the attacker, once
having taken possession of the outer parapet, could have completely
seen into its interior and rendered it untenable. Equally objeotless
also is the hook-shaped outwork for the defence of the entrance.
The Russian w~rks were very well adapted to the ground, had
dimensions entirely suited to their requirements, and were made abun-

danny strong without incommensurate labour. Here follows the
Penzenski luuette (Fig. 10, Pl. V.), as also a half-sunken siege
battery (Fig. 11, Pl. V.). The design of the former included two
tiers of infantry fire; judiciously placed traverses surrounded the gunbanks, ancl good traverses, half sunken, protected the interior, which
was excavated to a clepth of 2 ft. The parapet of the siege hattery
was only 5 ft. high, but loading trenches were dug out along the
traverses for the gunners. To give covered communication between
the guns, there was a trench along the rear of the battery, from
which ramps !eel up t,o each gun. The traverses were blinded. These
sort of batteries were built and armed in a single night.
RUSTCHUK.

Rustehuk is sitnated on the right npper bank of the Danube. The
fortifications (Pl. VII.) exhibit in plan a lengthy form. The eneeinte
of this town consisted of several bastioned fronts, with long curtains
ru~d small bastions;* the ~asonry escarps were covered by a glacis
without covered way. Facmg towards the Dannbe ,Yere simply some
batteries ancl trenches. Outside the eneeinte 21 works* were built

* According to Ott, 10 bas~ions ?f 5 to 10 g.uns, i_n the curtains five stone gat e::::: the fronts up to 400m. s1de without ravel ms, ditches 3 to 4m. IJro,ul, blindages
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at a radial distance of ½ to 4 kilometres, and about 2 kilometres
from one another. They were throaghout favourably situat,ed on
the summits of the surrounding heights, and apparently built at different periods. Their character was that of field works : the slopes of
the ditches were not rGvetted.
The various directions of the traverses in these works are also very
.remarkable. Fort Tschelibi, for instance (Fig. 1, Pl. VI.), had a great
number of traverses traced in different directions. Their height
reached 14ft., as also did that of the bonnettes. Under the traverses
were pasterns for unimpeded commnnication and many blindages.
The Turks were not content with inner traverses only, but often
employed them to cover the guns: thus, in Fort Achmed Eyub (Figs.
2 and 3, Pl. VI.) traverses extending the whole breadth of the rampart
are placed on both sides of the guns.
In the work Tschesmy (Fig. 4) the guns were surrounded on all
sides by traverses and parades, in which were shelters and magazines.
Wl1ilst the Adrianople works had in no case defended ditches,
some of those at Rnstchuk were so defended. Thus, two of the
clitches of Fort Tschelibi (Fig. 1) were defended by a sort of blockhouse at the salient, but only for infantry fire. There were no posterns to communicate with the interior of the work, and access was
therefore difficult. In Fort Achmed Eynb (Fig. 2) there was a salient
and two shoulder caponiers. Fig. 5 shows a special arrangement.
Here there was a sort of small bastion at the salients for a single gun.
These guns, for which two or even three embrasures were made, had a
very great sweep (over 180°), and were well covered on three sides.
The profiles of the works round Rnstchnk had, with the exception of Lewen-Tabia, no unusual dimensions, the average height of tbo
parapets being 12 ft., and the depth of the ditches 10 ft. The thickness of the parapets was, however, considerable in all cases, being from
20 to 30 ft. As examples of special profiles may be mentioned two of
the faces of Fort Kuink-Tabia (Fig. 5, Pl. VI., profile 2), which permitted of three tiers of infantry fire, and the faces of Fort Kadi-Tabi
(Fig. G, Pl. VI.), which, instead of a glacis, had a breastwork with
abattis in advance of it.
Lewen-Tabia (Fig. 8, Pl. 6) is large, and as regards it,s armament,
the strongest of the line; its trace is so irregular that it is difficult
to describe; it is a sort of horn work, having on one side a kind
of tenaille front, ancl on the other a blunted redan (Halb-redute).
The bastion and the redan had high command, and a sort of cavalier
was erected on the broad rarupart of the curtain which faced the
entrance. Under the rampart was a. colossal cascmate, and under the
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rampart of the rear face a long blindage. The command of the crest
of the pampet was 21 ft ., ancl the depth of the ditch nearly the same.
Some of the other Rustchuk works are noteworthy, viz., the
lunette Chydir-Baba (Fig. 9, Pl. VI.) and Owa '.l'abia (Fig. 7, Pl. VI.),
both of which bad covered ways; the batt.ery Kntschuk-Kirdan, on the
banks of the Danube, in which the guns (Fig. 10, Pl. VI.) were arranged
in several groups, protected by traverses and parados, because they were
exposed on many sides to the enemy's fire, and bad to deliver their own

fire in several directions. Forts Achmet Eyub (Fig. 2, Pl. VI.) and ArabTabia (Fig. 11, Pl. VI.), apparently the latest constructed, r,esemblecl
in form those of Adrianople.
The armament of the Rustchuk works was very mixed; near a
Krnpp gun was often to be seen a smooth-bore shell gun.* One thing
is remarkable, which certainly would have been awkward in the event
of a siege, viz., that the Rustchuk works had no drinking water,

and the garrison would have been dependent on the rain water collected in the excavations.

t

SCHUMLA.

The iutrenched camp of Schumla is in general not as strong ns
Rustchuk, and has in its component parts neither the originality nor
unity of design of the fortifications of Adrianople.
As shown in Plato VIII., Schumla is closed in on one side by
steep and considerable heights, over which there are but few paths,
and on the other side by a still billy but yet far more practicable district. The fortifications consisted of detached works only; there was
no enceinte. On the less hilly side the works were situated alonothrce not very high _parallel spurs, separated from one another b;
brooks. The e:densive horseshoe-shaped elevated ground on the
other (south-west) side of the town forms in its upper portion a
spacious plateau, the outer edge of which was covered with fortifica-

tions.

All these works were at distances of two to five kilometres

* 1'he7, numbe1:ed 260 ~ieces, of which 70 were 15c., 12c., 9c., and Sc. brPechloade:s. Ibe garrison _consisted of 20,000 men. The ammunition and food ,
sufficient for a regular siege.
~as
t Culonel_ Ott says, i_n his acco~mt, that obstacles were but. little used, but that
nume_rous mmes wer~ ~ts~overed mall t~o w~rks he saw! thi' situation of which he
describes as fo!low:s.
lubes. wer~ Lur1ed in the glac1s at intervals of aLout
20 mo~res, termmat1!1g at_ the mter10r ::;lope, from whence they were to be fired
by ord)nary fuse. 'lhe mrnes themselves consisted of two shells each, loaded with
~ynanutei a.nd suok 01~e to two metres below the surface; they appear to h
b
intended chiefly to excite alarm.'
ave een
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apart. They did not exhibit particular strr7gth, nor was their mutual
''
flank defence more than partial.
Owing to the circumstance of the place haviog no central enceinte,
it would have been "n easy matter to pierce the fortified girdle line,
especially between the works Tyrnow and Sary-Bair, which are about
five kilometres apart. The works of Schnmla belonged, as to their
construction, to several periods and styles. Among them are old forts
and new ones, permanent and semi-permanent works. In general they
were more spacious and intended for larger garrisons of infantry and
artillery than the works of Adrianople and Rustchnk. The ramparts
were higher, the ditches were shallower, hut provided with flanking
defence. The interior of the works appeared spacious, and there were
but few traverses.
Amongst the most important of them were :
Ildis Tabia, a large fort situated at the northern end of the
plateau. Its position was very favourably chosen, as it commanded
the whole of the lower environs of Schumla. The trace was, however, old fashioned, being a crown-work closed at the gorge by an
exposed detached wall.
Tscherkes Tabia, a battery for 9 guns, with its gorge closed for
infantry defence (Fig. 1, Pl. VIII.). The guns stood on gun-banks, with
traverses between them. The front and two side faces were strengthened
by a covered way with traverses. In the ditch, close to the entrance,
a blindage was built.
Moskow Tabia, a battery for 16 guns, with closed gorge.
Beschtene (Fig. 2, Pl. VIII.), a particularly neatly built permanent
work, of forty years ago. In this seven-sided fort is to be fo11nd
everything which was then thought necessary for a strong work, including a masonry escarp carried up as high as the plane of site,
eaponiers at the salients, casemates under the ramparts, and hollow
traverses on the terre-pleins: finally, there was a covered way with
38mici.rcular places of arms. The counterscarp is n1erely of earth.
Zebek Tabia, a field work in the form of a horseshoe (Fig. 3,
Pl. VIII.). The whole terre-plein was armed with guns, every gun
1&ving its traverse and separate ramp. In the ditch were two wooden
iaponiers organised for infantry defence, which could only sweep the
!itch very imperfectly, on account of its circular trace. The summit
»i which the fort lies has a long tongue-like projection on the side
>f the entrance. In order to neutralise the undefended space resultng therefrom, the Turks made a sort of covered way round this
iOngne.
Kasan ly, a very roomy work having several bastions, but unfinished,
B

I
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Dym-Tschongel, a p~t.'.lgonal field r~doubt, and Tscbengel, a
spacious, old-fashioned pe1 !..anent work (Fig. 4, Pl. VIII.).
Fillibe a semicircular work, similar to Fort Zebek.
Tyrno;v (Fig. 5, Pl. VIII.), a hexagonal redonbt for 16 guns, with
three wooden caponiers, a twofold terre.plein, and bridges across the
ditch. The revetments consisted of hurdles, gabions, and fascines. In
Tymow the traverses (Fig, 6, Pl. VIII.) were revetted to their full
height with large gabions, 2½ feet in diameter and 9 feet high. To
impede escalade the slopes of the escarp and counterscarp were steep.
At the conclusion of his remarks the author expresses his regret
that there was no regular siege of the fortresses of Adrian op le,
Rustchuk, and Schumla, :,,ml holds the opinion that the Turks would
not ha,e been in a position, in these fortresses, to offer a lengthened
resistance; whilst their field fortifications, so admirably and plentifully employer! on the European theatre of war, were of great service
to them, and cost the Russians, as at Gornyj-Dubnjak, for instance,
very clear. rrbe Russians bad in the course of this war made less use
of field fortifications than t he Turks, and blame might appear to be
attributable to their engineers on that account. Such accusations
could only m·ise from misunderstanding, for at all periods of the late
war, when the Russian engineers were properly handled, their per~
formances were beyond all vraise. When, however, as may unfor~
tnnately have been the case now and then, the technical troops were
employed in a manner nn suitcd to their nature and duties, it could
only be at the expense of those duties and works which technical troops
alone can exectt!e. On the arrival of Adjutant-General Todleben with
the active army 1 the possibility of such ffrils occnrring was almost
excluded, eapecially at Plevna. The Russian sappers were from t.bis
time exclnsh-ely employed in designing and executing the works of the
investment rouncl Plevna, which was then beg un on a large scale.
Thas the 4th sapper battalion had, for instance, in the district
between the Tnfocbenitza ra"Viue and the Roumanian position, partly
to execute a iength of nearly 15 kilometres of the investment line, and
partly to snperintend the workmen. In the course of time, during
tlie sil!g-e, there \Yero in this district treuches to the extent of about
14 kilomet,res; ':::!n batteries for lli8 guns, of which 8 were siege
batteries or 48 guns, and in addition 8 field works with double and
triple line~ of defen?e, roads of communication made in the mo. · cocky
ground, wi~h plentiful use of dynamite, to the extent of 6,670 metres ;
17 bridges, ~agazines and clepOts for ammunition and other wants of
the troops, blindages, and fielrl ovens as requfred • also more than
15,0% i:;amoDs, 8,00(1 fascines, and 1,000 hurdles we;e made.

.
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And all this occurred between the 9th September and 29th
Nm·cmber, old style, with a force of at first four, then three, aad after
the 1st November only one company of sappers,
The following remarks, extracted from the account of Colonel
Ott, may here be inserted :
1 The Russian infantry were deficient in intrenching tools; to each
infantry regiment (3 battalions of 5 companies each) there were 150
shovels, 15 picks, 15 axes, and a certain number of crowb,irs. The
shovels were strong. with straight helves, and carried over the
shoulder in a leather case, but they were tl:rown aw'1y by the solJiers
as irksome burdens. Skobeleff's brigade were obliged, in ordet· to
obtain coyer, to work for their lives with bayonets, side arms, field
kettle lids, and their very hands, in the b,crd fights round the Krischin
redoubts, The Roumani,m infantry were supplied with the light
Austrian infantry spade at the rate of 35 per Company, which
worked well. The organisation of (he engineers was as follows:
Cbief of the engineer staff, Colonel Beriudey. Troops: l engineer
hattaliein of six companies, four being sappers and miners, one a
railway and telegraph company, and one a pontoon company; total,
fl00 men. The sapper companies had two tool waggons ; the pontonicrs hnd Belgian material and iron pontoons. The sappers and
miners were chiefly employed for regular attacks, two companies for
mine warfare; in the infantry, pioneer sections 11ere improvised;
the c;rtillery built their own batteries.'
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PAPER II.

MACHINE SAPPING.
BY MAJOR

J.

A. ARMSTRONG,

R.E.

is, in all branches of engineering, a continuous tendency,
wherever it may be possible, to substitute machinery for hand labour.
It seems likely tbat an increasing use of machinery may at any time
be forced on our branch of the service, and in future great sieges
machinery be employed to push forward the attack and aid in the
defence in a manner unattainable by hand labour alone. If this be a
reasonable conjecture, I may urge that n.n inltiative in the ma.tier
would properly originate in the Corps of Royal Engineers rather than
that the Corps should wait for a lead from civil engineers or American
encouragement of invention. Recent developments in tbe science of
electricity now furnish us with a most convenient means of transmitting force from the generator to the machine ; there seems every
prospect of this source of power-supply being as common in the near
future as steam, gas, or water is at present, and it certainly possesses
far greater facilities for being brought to, and utilised in, the field;
so that I think the time may now be ripe for the Corps to take op this
question.
With this view, I desire to lay before the Corps the result of my
endeavours to design a machine that should execute or supplement
the tedious work of the Sapper. Before venturing to write this
note, I should have desired to test my views, and would ha,e
done so if the circumstances of my present employment were not
prohibitive. I am fully aware of the practical difficnlties that lie in
the way of getting out a working design on paper, yet as it may be
THERE

some years before I can get home or have the necessary leisure or
opportunity, I now describe the most generally suitable design I have,

up to the prescut, hit upon.
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The conditions most necessary appear to be : 1. 'l.'he machine must be light enough to be handled and controlled

by one or two men.
2. It must be fully protected by the cover it digs for itself.
3. It must throw the soil out well in advance to cover itself, and
the throw of the soil must be controllable as in baud labour.
4. It should feed itself up to its work.
5. It must be capable of easy deviation from a straight line right
or left, work deep or shallow in order to turn obstacles or a corner,
or widen out a section.
6. It should be easily anangecl to throw the soil to the right or left.
7. Heavy machines should be self-moving backwards as well as
forwards.

8. The machine must be capable of easy adaptation to work in
various classes of soil with respect to cutting tools and rate of
advance.

I have found the third condition the most difficult to meet satisfactorily, and my present invention is based on a rotatory thrower
or shoveller, working in a plane inclined at an angle (say 45°)
to the horizon (see l<'ig. 1), which throws off the soil excavated as
tangents in that plane to the circle described by the thrower; the
control of direction, or elevation of the throw, is regulated by the
position at which the soil is free to leave the thrower and start along
the tangent. The action is somew bat similar to that of a fan reclining
at an angle on its side, with the discharge pipe capable of being
shifted rouncl tbe axis to control th_e direction of the delivery; for very
light soils such an ejector might possibly be devised; it is also possible to arrange the thrower vertically and diagonally to the direction of
advance, so as to throw in front and cover the machine, but at present
I will only describe the inclined thrower and accessories.
Figs. 2, 3, represent a hand machine for small trenches, advanced
sap, &c. It is the simplest form, and most suitable for preliminary
experiment and descript,ion. I will here notice that, since a man can
exert about four times the useful effect in turning a winch-handle
that he is capable of realising in digging and throwing, there would
seem to be a margin iu favour of snch a machine, after rnaking liberal
allowances for machine losses and imperfections. Fig. 3 is a part
verticn.l section through the machine, and Fig. 2 au elevation of the
shoveller or thrower; a conical broad-webbed screw breaks up and
feeds the soil to the thrower, but its speed of rotation is much less, in
this example, ono twenty-fourth that of the thrower. A A is the inclined back or body-casting, and carries the hollow pillar DD, in which
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rotates the screw shaft B, surrounded by the hollow shaft cc, which
actuates the thrower-lever K. The winch handle and crank F E is
fixed to the tnbe c, and actuates the thrower direct, the screw shaft
n passes through and is keyed to the gear wheel G ; another gear
wheel n is fixed round the pillar o, and a pair of pinions r J am
keyed to a short spindle running tbJ:ough the crank lever E b_y
a suitable proportion of teeth in the gearing wheels (such as
n and r one tooth more than G and J) a slow differential motion
is conveyed to the screw shaft.
'fhe action of the thrower is
shown in Fig. 2. The curved shovellers or throwers L are centred
at the extremities of the lever K. A scoop 11 is formed at the other
end by suitable projections and adjustable steel blades. At the
lower under side of the throwers is fitted a very stiff adjustable spring,
N, or a block. At the back of the main frame A is fitted a stout bar,
capable of a limited rotation around the centre by the band wheel aud
screw R. This bar carries projecting pins F Q; the first passes through
a slot in the frame, the latter outside the frame. These pins or studs
arc in the plane of the thrower L, and on the base of the spring N,
coming into contact with the stud F, the shoveller is thrown outwards
until arrested by the second pin Q, when the stuff is ejected at the
increased velocity gained by the thrower. The thrower is then drawn
down to refill itself and repeat the operation. The hand wheel R regulates the position of the lifting and stop studs F and Q, and the elevation
or direction of the throw. . The machine is provided with small
trucks T (Fig. 3), a long lever u, and cross handle v. For convenience
of guiding the machine a guide-wheel w, with clamp x, is fitted on the
long lever or pole u. The flat elliptical section of trench formed
directly by the machine may be modified by light plough-shares at
the bottom corners, and by coulters above. The single-webbed screw
is removable, and would be modified to suit the soil. A part of the
screw web might be perforated, or wheel-like, to deliver more freely
to the throwers. For working under fire the hand action here shown
would require modification, the gearing being all placed low down,
and be driven by flexible shafting, or any other means found desirable.
'fhis small machine is designed to run in easy soil 40 feet an hour at
60 revolutions of the handle per minute, making a trench two feet
broad by one-and-a-half deep, and with three to five men in attendance.

Figs. 4, 5, show a larger machine, with 3 or 4-fcet face plates,
and must be driven by power of some sort. The motor is supposed
to be a pair of dynamos driving an endless screw, which gears into
a worm wheel of aboµt 70 teeth, driving the throwers direct, and
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with differential gear, to the screw or excavato1 ; the lettering of the
parts is the same as in Figs. 2 and 3. This machine has a triple
thrower, and the guide-wheel is fitted with screw action to move the
machine in a vertical and horizontal plane.
A 4-feet machine, cutting a trench 4-feet wide by 3-feet deep, running at 2,800 revolutions of the dynamo, 40 revolutions of the thrower,
and four revolutions of the screw per minute, would advance two feet per
minute, and throw out 24 cubic feet of stuff, making an advance of 40
yards an hour in easy soil. The actual work done is about½ HP. I will
not speculate as to what would he actually required, hut cost would
be a small object if such a rate of advance and saving of men could
be obtained. If some other power were to be employed, I shonld
favour a low pressure in the connecting tubes, and, if possible, use
hose in advancing, and this leads me to propose a vacuum motor, or
a gas engine; even if the gas had to he made, I think it preferable
t.o making high pressure steam at a distance for our pnrposes.
Large machines would probably not be manageable by the rear
guide-wheel alone, and the screw be inapplicable, both as a feeder
and excavator. In Figs. 6, 7, I show another form with driving
trucks to carry diagonal slips, spikes, &c., so as to secure a firm bite
on the soil, and to support :;nd move the machine. This would also
allow of the substitution of blades, picks, drunken-cutters, &c., in
place of the screw, when the nature of the soil requires it. Other
methods of moving the soil, such as undercutting, crown-cutters, forkdiggers, will suggest themselves, but I expect for service some modification of the screw will on the whole be best.
It will be easy if this invention be workable to design machines
to complete the trenches or batteries, and thus most materially facilitate
the construction of field and siege works.
In connection with this subject I would suggest the use of iron
plate revetments as suitable for rapid work ( vide Plate III.). T·be
principle is simply a pair of flat-buckled, or otherwise stiffened, thin
plates ; the lower extremities are hinged or jointed to each other, and
the l~wer plate is buried horizontally in the parapet; the face plates
are tied back to the buried plate by a tie-rod or stays, with bolts,
buttons, &c. There is less material than in a gabion of the same
class, far greater hold on the parapet, with smooth surfaces and safety
from being burnt in batteries, and it is easily packed, and requires no
making np.

J. A. A.
ABBOTTABAD 1

J111,c

l8tl1, 1882.
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PAPER III.

A SHORT OUTLINE OF THE IRRIGATION
CANALS OF LOWER EGYPT,
BY

Lrnu·r.-CoL. HELSHAM JONES, OF 'l 'HE ROYAL ENGINEERS.

THE object of the following paper is to give a general outline of the
canal system of Lower Egypt-if system it can be called.
I am not aware that any treatise exists which gives anything like
a. complete account of the canals in their relation to one another for
the distribution of water, though much information is to he found in
the work of Linant de Bellefonds. Indeed it appears that the inquiries
of Europeans into the working of Egyptian canals have hitherto been
regarded with no litt,le jealousy.
.After the occupation of Cairo in September last, as I bad been sent
to Egypt specially with reference to canals, I wa,i natnn;lly anxious
to obtain any information I could on the subject. This I found by no
means easy. I was, however, fortunate enough to make the acquaintance of Count Rossetti, a gentleman who is well acquainted with
Lower Egypt, and who has projected a scheme for systematising the
distribution of water. .A main feature of his project is the consolidation
of pumping operations. Everyone who has taken any notice of the
irrigation in Egypt, must have been struck with the waste of power
which evidently goes on in the numberless pumping stations scattered
about the country. M. de Rossetti proposes to collect the pumping
work into a small number of lifting •tations. In the course of working
out his project he bas bad to study the method in which the water is
distributed, and it is to him, and to his colleague, M. Barois, that I have
to acknowledge my obligations for the materials for the present sketch.
The outline given may be of use to any of my brother officers w bo
wish to take advantage of the opportunity afforded by the occupation
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to study the subject on the spot. Should any he induced to do so, I
hope he will give us the advantage of all the information he ca1
obtain.
The maps of Egypt are extremely defective as relates to canals
That published by the Intelligence Office for the campaign is main!:
copied from the maps of Mahnu\d Bey. On it some canals are show,
hy a single blne line, which arc really of more importance than other
which are shown as much larger. It would be difficult to shov
completely on snch a scale the connections of the various canals, bu
where canals actually cross one another on different levels it wonld b
easy to indicate tbe fact. Perhaps some of onr officers may hav,
opportunities for adding to the information now afforded by the ma]
in this respect, as well as in others.
I have endeavoured to trnnsliterate the names, so far as I hav
been able to obtain their spelling in Arabic characters, in accordanc
with the Indian offici.tl system. The spelling of the names on mos
maps of Egypt is French, and it is somewhat difficult to ascertain i:
all cases what the native form of a name really is.
December 1882.

CANALS OF LOWER EGYPT.
Lower Egypt divides itself into three fields of irrigation:
1st. The Eastern, which is bounded by the Damietta branch
the Nile, by the desert from Cairo to Kantara, and by the La
Menzalah.
2nd. The Central, which lies between the Damietta and Roset
branches and the sea, or Lake Burlos.
3rd. The vVestern, which lies on the left hank of the Roset
branch, and is bounded by it, the Desert, and Lake Mareotis.
The general slope of the country is in two directions from t
apex of the Delta, viz :
From S.E. towards N.W., and from S. to N.
In addition to this, each branch of the Nile has by the continu
deposit of silt raised its bed and banks above the surrounding countr
the cross section from E. to W., which results, issomewhatas shown
the_section given on map. The barrage having, owing to defects
des1gn and of construction, failed to answer its purpose, the canal syste

of Lower Egypt depends entirely on the old network of canals. T
only office which the barrage serves is to assist in dividing the snpp
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brought down by the Nile in cold weather between the two branches;
and even this it does only imperfectly, because the river is not properly
trained, and the supply, instead of impinging fair on the apex of the
works, comes in at present (1882) from the left bank, and sets on the
Damietta barrage.
The principal canals in the Eastern Irrigation Fields are as
follows:
(The Freshwater Canal, or Canal of Ismailia, is omitted. It is the
only properly constructed canal in Egypt, but was made to answer a
special purpose.)
1st, the Sharkawiyab ; 2nd, the Basusiyah; 3rd, the Bahr l\'1uez;
4th, the Sahil; 5th, the Buhiyah; 6th, the U mm Salmeb; 7th, the
l\fansnriyah ; 8th, the Sharkawiyah of Damietta.
1st. The Sharkawiyah has its head on the Nile about five miles
below Kasr en Nil, and about one mile below the Shubra head of the
Ismailia Canal. There are headworks of masonry. It has a course
of abont 15 miles to Shibin al Kan{,tir, where it divides into two
principal branches; the one on the right is called the Shibini, the
other the Khalili. The Shibini branch passes near Belbeis, and then
turns north ward, crosses the old W adi Canal on the level six miles
from. Zagazig, and bas a further course of about 20 miles towards
Salibiyah until it is rejoined by the Masraf Abu) Akhdar. 'l'he Khalili
takes a nearly northerly course from Shibin towards Mit Basbar,
where it joins its surplus waters to those of the Khartaniyah and
Filfilah, and is continued under the name of the Masraf Abu! Akhdar,
till the Shibini is joined as above-mentioned.
The Sharkawiyah is not navigable ; it has no head lock, and is
crossed by low fixed bridges.
2nd. The Bas{1siyah has its head, a masonry work, about one
mile lower down than the last, and just above the village of Bas{1s. It
is not navigable. It has a north-westerly course of eight miles only,
and divides into two principal branches, namely, the Khartaniyah
and the Filfilah. These two canals flow at no great clistance r>part,
and after a course of abont 30 miles their surplus waters reunite east
of Minyat al Kamb, whence their combined stream, joining that of the
Khalili, is known as the l\fasraf Ab{1l Akhdar, until its junction with
the Shibini, as already stated.
3rd. The Bahr Muez, like all canals having the designation Bahr
(sea), is believed to be an ancient branch of the Nile. Its head is
on the Nile, about 44 miles below Kasr en Nil, close to the village of
J\fit Radi. Passing north of l\finyat al Kamb it reaches Zagazig,
where it gives water to the old Wadi Canal by a regular masonry
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head. It has three branches to the left, known as the Katmiyah, the
Tahdir and the Umm-at-Trish canals, and one (besides the Wadi
Canal)' to the right, called the Messalaniyah.
The Bahr Muez is navigable to Zagazig only. Its main stream
pursues a north-westerly course under different names, San al Hagir,
until it is lost in the swamps bordering on Lake Menzalab.
4th. The Sa.hi! has its bead (masonry) close to that of the Bahr
Muez. It keeps, as its name implies, on the high ground close to
the Nile for about 18 miles, until it passes Mit Gbamr. Here its
surplus water passes to the
(5th) Bubiyab Canal, which bas its head about a mile below
Ziftch. This canal passes N.E. by Sinbelawin to Lake llfenzalah.
6th. The Umm Salmeh and (7th) the Mansuriyah are both taken
out of the Damietta branch, within a mile of the Buhiyah, and flow
for 21 to 25 miles independently. South of Mansurab the second
gives part of its remaining water to the first, and forms the Bahr
'l'anah, passing the town of Tanah, whilst the llfansuriyah itself continues under the name of Bahr Saghir to Al Menzalah.
Lastly we have (8th) the Sharkawiyah of Damietta. This canal
l1as its origin about a mile below Jlfans11rab, and keeps on the elevated
ground close to the Damietta branch (for which reason it is also
known as As Sabi!) until it reaches the tvwn of Damietta. It is in
its lower part in a very neglected state.
In the Central Field of Irrigation, comprising the two provinces of
Jlfonufiyab and Gbarbiyab, we find the Menufiyab Canal taken out at
the bifurcation of the branches of the Nile between the t\\'o barrages,
and a number of canals all deriving their supply from the Damietta
branch. The principal canals from the Nile are: (1) The Menufiyah;
(2) the Sersawiyab; (3) the Bajuriyah; (4) the Bahr Sbibiu; (5) the
Tura'-t-al Atfah; (6) the Hadrawiyah; (7) the Sabi!.
The Menufiyah is taken out by " regular masonry head at the
ban·age, and if this work had proved successful, would have gone far
to supply the whole of the water required for the Central Field. As
the work bas failed, it is only one among several main canals which
draw their supply from the Damietta branch. At about its seventh
mile the Menufiyah throws off a branch to the left called the
Nainawiyah Canal,* which crosses the old (now disused) Farauyah, and
is continued along the high lernl of the bank of the Rosetta branch
llcarly to En Negeleh, when it' tails' into the Baj(iriyab. At (about)
its fourteenth mile the MenMiyah crosses the old bed of the Farauyah,
"' This ca.nal has no direct head from ~ilo, as shown in map.
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and divides the residue of its water between the Sarsawiyah and the
Bajuriyah .
.A.bout one mile below the point where the Menufiyah crosses the old
Farauyah is the head of the Sarsawiyah, a canal which runs somewhat east of north between the old Farauyah and the Bajuriyah,
which is next to be mentioned, for about 18 miles. It then divides .
.A. branch goes to the right to the Bajuriyah, another to the left runs
nearly as far as opposite En Negeleh, when it also tails into the
Baj{iriyah.
Next is (3rd) the Baj{1riyah; it has the head close to that of the
last named, from which it diverges somewhat in its early course,
but then making more westing, it runs nearly parallel to it. .A.bout
six miles below Kafr es Zaiyat it divides into the Kedabeh and the
Umm Y{lSuf canals.
4th. The Bahr Shibin (named from Shibiu al Kum) is taken out
from the Nile about 20 miles below the barrage, whence it flows about
13 miles, passing Sbibin al Kum, till it throws off a large branch to
the left called the Betanuniyah (from El Betanuu, a village near).
This canal passes about l½ mile west of Tantah, and reaches the
lake Burlos under the name of Bahr Sefeb.
The next important branch of the Bahr Sbibin is the Jafariyah
(named from Jafariyat Bluss, a village close to its head). This
ranal, after a course of 32 or 33 miles, pours its surplus water into
the third large branch of the Bahr Shibin, which is called the
Mit Yazid (from a village near its origin). The Mit Yazid has a
winding course for about 13 miles. .A.t this distance a rectified line is
taken out to the right, which has a course of 16 miles, under the name
of Bahr an Nizam. It rejoins the Mit Yazid, and their combined
stream is at last lost in the lake Burlos. About seven miles below
the point where it throws off the Mit Yazid, and not far above
:tlieballat al Kibir, the Bahr Shibin finally divides into two branches,
the right known as Bahr Faraui Nabruwab, and the left as Bahr al
:tliehallat. The former goes to the sea at Al Madiyah, and the latter
into Lake B{,rlos.
5th. The T{ira'-t-al .A.tfah is taken out of the Damietta branch
within a mile of the Babr Shi bin. It has a course of some 35
miles, and tails into the Bahr Shibin just above the bead of the
Mit Yazid Canal.
6tb. The Hadrawiyah has its head about four miles np the Damietta branch from Benha al .A.sl. It flows for about 30 miles nearly
parallel to the branch of Damietta, and gives its surplus water to the
Sabi\ Canal of Damietta.
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7th. The last main canal in this field is known as the Sahil o
Damietta. This canal is taken out close to the head of the last.
described, the surplus waters of which it receives below Zifteh ..
Its coarse is along high level, close to the Damietta branch, along_
which it has a course of not much less than 90 miles to the town·
of Damietta. From the town of Samanbi'.td downwards this canal no, ·
runs in the borrow-pits of the railway to Damietta.
TIIE WESTERN FIELD

Is fat• less complicated than the other two. It was intended to be fed
by the Bahera Canal, deriving its supply from the Nile on the left of
the Barrage cle Rosetta; but this canal passes through a desert, and
has almost fallen into disuse owing to the difficulties attending the
operation of clearing it. The actual s11pply is mainly drawn from the
Rosetta branch, about 30 miles lower down at Al Katatbah, where
there are archimedean screw-pumps of very large dimensions for use
during low Nile. During high Nile no pumping is required. The
canal taken out here, named from the village the Kata.tbah, is carried
close to the Rosetta branch for about 48 miles to below Shibrikhit. It
then turns west, passes Damanh1ir, and tails into the llfabm{,diah
about five miles below this town.
The Kat,,tbah has two principal branches to the west, namely, the
Canal Amin Aga (which divides into the Al Hajir and Al Fardash)
and the Ab{1 Diab.
The first is taken out about a mile above En N egeleh, and the Ab<i
Diab about three miles lower down. 'fhey water the country between
the railway line and the desert. Besides this, the borrow-pits on the
north side of the railway from the Nile to Damanhur have been
canalised, and the canal so formed serves- to irrigate to the north of
tbe line.
Lastly, we have the llfahmudiah, a canal of great importance, but
which can scarcely be looked on as an irrigation canal, since its chief
objects are to provide the great city of Alexandria with water, and to
connect the navigation of the Nile with that port. In times of high
Nile it receives its supply from the Katatbah, but at other times it is
fed by the powerful pumping station of Atfeh.
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PAPER IV.

THE SYSTEM OF FIELD TRAINING BEST SUITED
TO OUR ARMY.
B,

TIIE

LATE LIEUTENANT R. DA COSTA PORTER, R.E.

Inltoclucto,·y Note.
THE following essay, on the subject of the System of Field Training
best suited to our Army, was written by the late Lieutenant R. da
Costa Porter, Roy,il Engineers, in competition for the medal offered
by the Royal United Service Institution in 1882.
The whole of the ess:iy had been prepared in the rough, and the
first portion of it had been revised by its author (who was at the time
a student at the Staff College) when he received the appointment of
second in command of the Pontoon Troop, Royal Engineers, for service
in the Egyptian expedition. He took the essay (as it was) with him,
intending to complete the revision whilst on board ship, and to send
it home for competition from Alexandria. Unfortunately, whilst in
the Bay of Biscay, on board the transport ' Oxenholme,' he was struck
on the he:id by a spar which broke loose, and was rendered insensible.
He was landed at J\Ialta, where he died a few days afterwards. Tho
manuscript was found amongst his other effects, and is now published
precisely as he left it.
I can state, from a careful perusal of the rough copy, that tb,it
portion of it which underwent bis revision was much altered and
improved in consequence. No doubt the remainder would have been
presentecl in a greatly amended form had he lived to complete it. As
it is, I feel sure that the essay will be read with interest, not only on
account of the sad history attached to it, but also as the product of
one who, though young, had already proved himself one of the advanced
thinkers of the army.
WHITWORTH PORTER, Major.General,
Late Royal Engineers.
1

Cnt your coat according to your cloth.'

I no not suppose that anyone will deny, in the abstract, thnt troops
should be well trained, or that, other things being equal, the best
trained army will always win. But if we proceed to inquire what form
the training should take, we are at once met with a great variety of
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opinions and views, while, whatever system of training be proposed, a
host of difficulties and objections are brought against it. I intend,
therefore, in the following paper to discuss, generally, the nature of
the training I should like to see carried out in onr army, and then
endeavour to show how it may best be adapted to the peculiarities oJ
our service.

The duties of the private soldier, the non-commissioned officer, anc
the officer, are so essentially different that it will be convenient to dea:
with these three classes separately. I shall commence hy pointing oui
the chief requirements of each.
To begin with the soldier, the following seem the principal point,
to be kept in view:
(I) He shonld be physically capable of enduring the fatigues of ,
campaign, including the covering of long distances in march
ing order.
(i) He must be well trained in drill, including all fighting forma
tions.

(3) He must be accustomed to work in broken ground, so as tc
learn the best way of utilising the natural featnres w hie]
present themselves, and to be prepared for the disorde
caused by obstacles which may be met.
( 4) He should be practised against opposing forces, so as t,
acquire the habit of noticing the appearance presented b:
the enemy in bis various movements.
(5) He must be practised in outpost duties, when even the pri.-a
soldier has to use his eyes and brain, to gather informatio
and report intelligibly what he has seen.
(G) He must be thoroughly trained in the use of his weapon, an
especially in judging distances in broken country.
(7) He must be inured to the various exigencies of camp life, 1
order to be able to make the best of unfavourable condition
(8) He must be taught the use of the spade and the axe.
(9) Last, but not least, he must be disciplined in the fullest mea
ing of the word.
The non-commissioned officer must be trained in all these, but
more also.
(I) He must be prepared to fulfil the duties of subaltern office
when they have fallen.
(2) He must be trained in the duties of advanced guards a
flanking patrols, of which he may have to take command.
(3) He must be capable of commanding small parties on outpo
duty.
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(4) He should know something of the theoretical side of warfare,
to assist him in carrying out tl1e above duties.
(o) IIe should be capable of reading a map.
'l'he officer, lastly, in addition to a thorough knowledge of drill and
ltbe interior economy of his regiment, must know the whole art of
tactics. Strategy it will fall to the lot of only a few to require, hut
all ha.Ye to fight,, to march, to encamp, and to bivouac.

Let us return to the soldier, and inquire at greater length what it
is we require of him.

The physical training of the soldier is a matter of great importance,
but it is not one which can be dealt with entirely by rule. No amount
of exposing a man to hardships in peace time will m0,ke him fitter to
endure them in time of war. On the contrary, it will tend to sow the
seeds of disease which may make him break down just when bis
services are most required. But though we cannot harden the man by
exposure we may certainly make him• more capable of bearing fatigue
by proper exercise during peace time. The ordinary life of a soldier
has too much of an indoor character about it. He bas his drills and

guards to do, but much of his time is left at his own disposal, and in
too many cases it is spent in a way which does little to develop his
physical strength. To alter this state of things is the first step necessary.
But it will be found in the sequel that, if the system of training
hereafter proposed be adopted, the man will get a very fair amount of
exercise in the ordina1·y course of his drill. For, not only will his
Ii-ills be longer and more frequent than at present, but they will also
>ften take place at some distance from his barrack square, so that the
mere marching to and returning from the manceuvre ground will
lfford usefnl exercise to bis limbs, as weil as instruction in much that

is now neglected.
Then there is the gymnasium, of which a more e,dended nsc might
bo made, particularly during the winter months.
But in connection with physical training, there is a point which is,

1orhaps, of greater importance than one is at first prepared to attribute
;o it, and that is the necessity £or practising men in marching, drilling,
md shooting with their full kit on. I fancy few pedestrians will deny

;hat this is a matter in which habit plays a great part.

If we wonld

1ave our men ready at tbe commencement of a campaign to undertake
Wen average marches, without undue fatigue, we must develop the

nnscles of the back, wl1ich are called into play in carrying the full
?Cfnipment.
In South Africa, during the Znln War, the men's packs were almost
nvariably can-ied for them and, perhaps, that must always be done in
C
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hot climcttes. But the exti-a strain thrown upon the transport was
very great. In the ' Regulations for Fielcl Forces, South .Africa,' the
weight of the valise, with field kit, was estimated at 17 lbs. .Allowing
800 men as the average strength of a battalion, this would make
13,600 lbs., or six Army Service wagon-loads per battalion. For an
army corps, for the Infantry alone, we would thus require 126
wagons for this purpose.
But besides the mere power of moving along a road with their
packs on, the men must be able to work across country, surmount
obstacles, :1ncl use their rifles efficiently. It is often said that soldiers
should take off their knapsacks on going into action. No doubt this
would add to their physical powers, ancl, where possible, it should he
clone. But, on the other hand, we have the oft-quoted dictum of
Napoleon, that the knapsack is one of the five things from which the
soldier should never be separated. In the German service we find
that, as a rule, the pack is not taken off even for an attack, unless the
ground be very difficult. Thus, in the attack on the Gifert forest at
Woertb, the men only doffed their knapsacks on reaching the foot
of the heights (Official Account, Part 1, p. 210). Then again, we are
told by Verdy du Vernois (as a caution against doing the same thing
again) that a battalion, which had left its packs behind at the assault
on the Hubert Parm at Gravolotte, found at the end of the battle that
the doctors of a field hospital had rifled them to obtain bandages for
the wounded.
Although there may be occasions when a soldier may take off his
valise on going into the fighting line, he will more nsually have to
advance across country, for at least some distance, with it on. The
Germans, recognising this fact, have always been careful to insist
upon their men wearing the pack as much as possible during driH and
manamvres, and epecially during musketry instruction. They also
advocate practising the men in making three or more consecutive
marches of decent length. This form of route-marching might well
be introduced into our service.
Lastly, the men sbould be exercised in fencing with the bayonet in
order to gain dexterity iu the use of the weapon, and also to develop
their strength.
With regard to drill parades and stereotyped fighting formations,
we have two very different schools of thought in our army. First,
there is the ordinary regimental idea that smartness and precision on
})arade are the first and most essential requisites. Secondly, we have
th~ advanced reformers, who appo:u- to think that, because the ordinary
rlr1ll movements of a battalion are inapplicable to the battle-field, they
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should therefore be exchanged fol' something more like what would be
required in the face of the enemy. I suppose it is hardly necessary to
argue seriously that the trnth lies between these two extremes.
Few men who have seen modern warfare will deny the great value
of the cohesion and discipline which, as yet, seem only obtainable by
steady drill. The Germans even go so far as to maintain a peculiar
parade step, difficult to learn, and certainly never to be used in the
field, as one of tbe habitual exercises of their army in peace. Whether
this is not carl'ying the principle too far is open to question, but I
certainly was surprised to see in the criticisms on an Aldershot review
by a German officer, published in a military paper, that he considered
onr drill too looso. It may be that German officers are not infallible,
and the German system not without its faults, but it must not be
forgotten that the a:rmy, which is usually held up to us as an example
of all that is practical, lays the very greatest stress on the accuracy of
parade drills. However much we may wish to give our men the
higher training we must not omit steady drill. It is an addition to
their present training, not a substitute for it, that I would advocate,
Under the bead of drill parailes we must include skirmishing and
the i.ttack formation. These are very useful and necessary practices,
but they are not worth much as a means of discipline, and they
certainly do not prepare the men for the exigencies of an actual attack.
They are the half-way boase between drill and manamvres, the connecting link between tho two gre0,t branches of a soldier's training.
But, however well a battalion may work in extendecl order on the
parade ground, practise in the field is necessary to carry out the same
movements in broken ground. The difficulties of a command become
then so much greater that the soldier is inevitably left in some
measure to his own resources, anrl he must be taught to use his
head. D,·ill in extended order cannot do this, for it is drill onlyit is not training. For tbe latter we want to accustom the man,
as far as possible, to the difficulties be will have to overcome in the
real attack, and to teach him to employ his brains to surmouat them.
Above all, we want to habituate him to the sights and sounds ( as far
as is practicable in peace time) which will surround him in action, so
that when he loses his head, as many men undoubtedly do under fire,
he may still instinctively act rightly. It is for this last reason that
the constant use of an enemy against whom to manceuvre is most to be
desired. Without one a1l movements must have too much unreality
about them to be thoroughly instructive.
But of all situations in which the private soldier is likely to find
himself, that of a sentry on outpost duty is the one where his indic
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vidual qualities will become most apparent. The duty is of the highest
importauco, and the training required for it by no means easy to
impart. An undue use of his rifle as a means of giving the alarm
may have the result, not merely of causing an unnecessary disturbance in rear, but, if repeated, of being treated as a cry of ' Wolf.'
On the other hand, a carelessness whicli may allow an enemy to
approacli unchallenged may lead to tlie loss of his own life and a gap
in tbe line of sentries.
But do tho majority of our privates really understand the meaning
and use of countersigns and paroles, and can they be trusted to take
the proper steps should a party appro,icbing tlieir post omit to lialt
when ordered? It is, unfortunately, customary in our service for
both officers and men to neglect altogether the sentry's order to halt,
while they frequently defer replying at all to a challenge till it has
been repeated. In peace time this does not appear to matter, but the
habits of peace time are not shaken off in a day, and I have seen the
thing clone repeatedly on active service.
Then with regard to reporting any occurrence the sentry bas
noted, bow many of our men could give an intelligible account of what
they had seen, and. how many would forget the direction of their front,
or that of their picquets?
Outpost duty, and the individual instruction of the men therein,
,equire more time anc1 care than are usually devoted to them.
With the musketry instruction of our army I think there are two
great faults to be founc1:
(a) It is carried out maiuly with a view to getting a good figure
of merit.
( b) It is an annual course, not a continual practice.
The figure of merit was instituted as a test of the instruction given;
it bas become the object of that instruction. The colonel, who woulc1
have his men trained under some approach to the conditions of active
service, must have the mortification of finding his regiment near the
bottom of the lists when the results of the annual practice are published. The consequence is that the men are only allowed to shoot
under the most favourable conditions, and not, as would be the case
on service, in all states of weather and light. Firing with the valise
on is also seldom attempted. I should be inclined to say that all
practice, save for marksmen's badges, should be done in marching
order.

The annual number of rounds fired by our men is very small, and
can hardly· be deemed sufficient nowadays. It is not any too much
for an n,nnual course, and certainly not enough to admit of monthly
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practice in addition. And yet I cannot but think this latter necessary. It must be remembered that at whatever period of the year we
go to TI'ar a large proportion of our men, under our present system,
will not ha.c fired a shot for many months. What effect that would
have upon their shooting way be judged by the improvement the
annual course makes in the practice of a company. If more attention
were paid to position drill throughout the year some improvement
would no doubt be visible. But position drill is wearisome in the
extreme, unless it be made the preliminary to actual practice. I
would strongly advocate, therefore, the introduction of one day's firing
a month.
The use of movable and disappearing targets and the German
Ziclgcwcbr for barrack practice would also seem well worthy of con•
sidcration. The introduction of field.firing has undoubtedly been a
great step in ad vaucc, and it is to be hoped it will become more
general than at present.
But there is one point connected with fire discipline which seem•
now to be much neglected. Go to Aldersbot on any manoeuvre day
and watch the conduct of a fire-combat. You will find the men firing
1tway as they like, using very independent firing, exhausting their
supply of cartridges in a few minutes, seldom looking at their eights,
and scarcely ever interfered with by the officers. Can anyone who
has seen this believe that a British army corps, bad it been at Gravclotte, would have only used an average of twelve rounds a man P
At skirmishing drill we do go through a mechanical form of 'odd
numbers fire,' 'rear rank fire,' &c., but even this poor pretence of
fire-discipline usually vanishes when blank cartridge is employed at
a field day. And yet this fire-discipline is a matter of the greatest
importance.
Formerly we were told that the volley must now be giveu up, but
latterly a reaction has occurred in its favour. This metbod of firing
undoubtedly gives a great check to a reckless expenditure of ammunition, besides bciug a very potent weapon, when properly employed,
against an enemy. But let anyone in the Long Valley try, after
heavy firing bas commenced, to get a company to fire a volley, a.ud he
ill see bow much fire-discipline there is a,mong our men. Unless
roops are traiued to listen to their officer's voice for directions, as to
bom they should fire at, when they should fire, and what range they
should use, they cannot be said to b::wc real fire-discipline . Above all,
·t should be thoroughly iustille,l into the minds of both officers and
en that it is not the number of cartridges burnt, but the number of
its made, that really produces the desired effect,.
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But, though the men must be ready to listen to their officers' voices,
it is impossible that the latter should always be ready to give the
necessary advice to each man. The soldier must therefore be prepared
to use bis own judgment when left alone, aud above all, he must be
capable of judging clistances from the appearance of the enemy. For
this purpose the· more he is practised at judging distances in broken
ground, ancl the more he is exercised in manrenvres against an
opposing force, the better. J uclging distances, like position drill,
should be carried on throughout the year.
Those who remember the first autumn manceuvres at Aldershot
must recognise what a change for the better has since then come over
our men with regard to knowledge of the ways of camp life. Then,
not a thing could be done without the Sapper-kitchens, ovens,
latrines, everything seemed new to the regiments. Now when a new
camp is formed, it is rare indeed to find a battalion which is not
capable of seeing to its own comfort. So great is the improvement
that it may scarcely seem necessary to say anything more about it
here. There is one point, however, in which, perhaps, a 1ittle annual
instruction would not be thrown aw"y, and that is the constmction of
biyouac shelter.
The use of the spacl.e is slowly but surely growing, and itis becoming
more an Infantry than an Engineer tool. Much of the work to be done
on the field of battle must be performed without the assistance of the
Royal Engineers, or it will not be done at all. But this work is usually
of a very simple cbnracter, and, eo far as tbc execution is concerned,
presents little or no difficulty. The planning and tracing alone require
any real training, n.nd these must be clone by the non-commi8sioncd
officers and officers. So Jong as the men know how to handle a spade
and pick, and to make a loophole with n. crowbar, it does not seem
necessary to spend their time in going through the sommvbat elaborate
shelter-trench d1·ill. I I ake it that any officer will be quite capable of
stringing ant his men along a line of proposed shelter-trencbee, once
the site has been chosen.
It may be a question, howeT"er, whether opportunities should not bo

given for the construction of shelter pits during field clays. The men
would thus learn what form of pit suited themselves best, and they
would also learn where best to place these pits.
The use of the axe is more irnporta.nt, as it requires greater
training than that of the spade. In a country like England no
position could, as a rule, be chosen in which there was not a con ..
siderable amount of clearing to be done. But if 500 men, untra-inecl
to the use of the axe, were turned into a wood for four hours, it is
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wonderful how little impression they would make upon it. The same
number of trained mon, in the same time, would make a considerable
ckarn.ncc.

Turning next to the training of the non-commissioned officers, I
must first claim from them a thorough knodcclgc of all tliat is required
from the solclier. They get this schooling, first, while in the ranks;
secondly, while superintending the training of the men. But more
than this is necessary. If a regiment be hotly engaged it is certain
that before long many of the sergeants must be employed in carrying
on the duties of the officers who have fallen, and they must be preparcel to take their places.
The non-commissioned officer, in fact, occupies a·position half-way
between that of the soldier and the officer, ancl his training must
partake of the character of both. It certainly is not necessary to instruct
him in strategy, or in the higher hmuches of tactics; but he must at
least be prepared to act on his mvn initiatirn when detached with a
small party of men. Thus the dut,y of a flanking patrol on the line
of march, and of an outpost when the troops are encamped, will
demand for their proper execnt,ion a certain amount of theoretical, as
distinguished from the practical knowledge to be gained in the field.
This fact is so well understood in the German service that theoretical
indoor instruction is a regular part of the non-commissioned officer's
training.

It would be well if this theoretical instruction were given them by
their own officers, rather than by the garrison instructor, for thus two
great benefits would result. In the first place, the officers would learn
more folly what were the weak points of the men under their command;
and in the second place, the instruction woulcl take the form of a
gradual training and not of a mere ' conrse of lectures.'
The system too prevalent in our service of teaching various subjects
by means of a ' course,' and then leaving the matter alone, seems one
which cannot be sufficiently condemned. In itself, a ' course ' may be
o. good commencement to a prol011ged training, but it is only a preliminary step to, and not tl1e training itself. It is probably because
men feel intuitively the worthlessness of a mere course of lectures, on
subjects to which they do not afterwards recur, that so much is said
against theoretical as compared with practical training.
Take, as an instance, the classes established at Chatham for the
training of Cavalry pioneers. When tl1e course is just finished the
men, no doubt, know their work very well. But as the months roll on,
without the chance of practising what has been ]~arnt., it mnst soon
get forgotten. Here is an instance which occurred on active service.
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A Colonel, commanding a Cavalry regiment, wished to employ a little
guncotton. There were two officers in the regiment who had been
through a pioneer class, but he asked an Engineer officer to do the
work. He said it was two or three years since bis officers bad been
through the Chatham course, and be thought it probable that they had
forgotten all about it. The Colonel may have been wrong in t,his
particular case, and bis officers may have been quite competent to do
the job, but it was natural that he should disbelieve in a system which
leaYes such matters to the instruction obtained during a few weeks'
course without any subsequent practice.
But though theoretical instruction of non~commissionecl officers is
ad vocatecl, the g1;eatcst care should be taken to make it as practical
as possible. W c do not want to develop our sergeants into Jominis.
If we try to teach them a little about the theory of tactics we must be
careful not to turn our lectures into military history. Perhaps a
good rule to follow would be to confine the lectures to explanations
over.night of any intended drill or manreuvre, and criticisms, on the
evening of the day, on what has been performed. The value of such
lectures must of course depend upon the instructor, but a good
practical Captain should be able to explain to his men, in a good
practical manner, the points be thinks worthy of attention. If, in
addition, he has sufficient influence over his men to induce them to
take an interest in the subject, and discuss it openly with him,
ho will probably liud that he will gain as much instruction as he
imparts.
It is scarcely necessary here to speak of the value of the non-commissioned ofliccl' in maintaining discipline, or of the impol'tanco of
vigilance on the part of the supernumerary rank, from the moment
the men are called to attention till the word is given to stand at ease.
But there is one point connected with fire-discipline to which etttcn.
tion should be drawn. When the men are extended it is a physical
impossibility for the officers to supc1-intcnd the individual performetnce
of more than a small fraction of their men. The cluty must devolve
on the leaders of squads, and they must be carefully trained to perform
it efficiently. The French, realising the importance of this, have
lately issued an order that non.commissioned officers should only have
thie~y- six rounds each, in order to prevent their neglecting the duty of
lookmg a.ftcr the mcu ju the more exciting work of firing themselves.
The rounds given to them are supposed to be for self-defence only, or,
at most, for trial shots to find the range. Beyond this they are not
supposed to fire r,t all.
Let us turn next to the training of officers.
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It need hardly he said that the officer should know all that he
expects his men to know. But it is open to doubt whether the averago
English officer does know the details of the drill book and musketry
instruction as he should do. It is possible that many officers may
argue that an intimate knowledge of the cautions in squad drill would
not bo worth the time required in getting them up, and that this style
of thing may well he left to the drill sergeant and musketry instructor.
I am not inclined to lay great stress on this point, but I fancy few
Colonels will deny that officers who really pay attention to it are
better men for their purposes than those who do not. Certainly, an
officer who does know his drill book by heart is better fitted to
superintend spring drills than one who does not.
Now, of course, spring drills are not a very high branch of the
soldier's art, and the young officer who bas just studied the strategy
of one of Napoleon's campaigns may find it somewhat of a come-down
to have to learn the 'position of the soldier ' by heart. But spring
drills have the;r place in the training of the soldier, and a place which,
as yet, we cannot supply in any other way. While, therefore, their
necessity is admitted they become important as a link in the chain we
are forging.
But we will suppose the officer is thoroughly up in all such
details, that his knowledge of regimental duties, &c., is perfect, and
further, that he has the ordinary theoretical knowledge of tactics and
strategy usually obtainable from the received text-books on the subject,
and from the instruction to be gained in garrison classes. What more
do we want?
Now here I am somewhat in a difficulty. I ha,e admitted that my
icleC1l officer has au intimate acquaintance with the books published
by authority for bis guiuauce, and that he has profited to the usual
extent by the instruction of the garrison class. If this is not enough
we must go behind these authoritative sources of efficiency and knowledge, and point out something fresh. But it would first be as well
to show that there is some necessity for doing so.
At the commencement of the wal' in 1866 it was a very common
tLing to hear it said that the short service men of the Prnssian army,
largely mixed as they were with reserves who bad been absent from
the colours for considerable periods, and themselves without any
ex periencc of actual warfare, must fail before the better trained veterans
of the Austrian army. The facts completely falsified these opinions,
and then every one attributed this result solely and entirely to the
deadly effect of the needle-gun, when opposed to the old-fashioned
muzzle-loader.
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Although it is truo that, practically, the needle-gun decided the fate
of the war, a close study of the battles of the campaign seems to
di sclose a fact, tbe importance of which is perhaps not fully appreciated.
Roughly speaking, it is tbis-that experience of actual warfare had
not taught the Austrian regimental officers the necessity that exists
in modern warfare for all officers to understand thoroughly the
tactical handling, as well as the mere drill, of a battalion. Theoretical
training and peace mancenvres, on the other hand, had made the
German officers adepts in the art.
Space will not allow of this statement being proved, but the follow.
ing illustration, drawn from the battle of N achod, will show what is
meant. The quotations are taken from a book called ' Wandernngen
iiber die Gefechtsfelde der preussiscben Armeen in Bohmen, 1866,'
p. 39, and they form a portion of the criticisms the author makes on
the Austrian tactics:
' The quiet, order, and determination with which the Austrian
brigade deployed and advanced to the attack should be noticed. All
tbe movements were carried out according to regulation. Divisions,
battalions, regiments, stood close to or behind one another as if on
parade; the brigade was completely in band. But if, in spite of this
and of the great numerical superiority, the bravely executed attack
completely failed, it was on acconnt of the Austrian general system of
tactics aud training, for which individuals cannot be made answerable.
' What happened? Wholly unpractised in the conduct of a fight
adapted to the features of the ground, and to "shooting one's way
forward," and for m,i,uy years drilled only to carry out a badly prepared bayonet attack, there remaine<l nothing bat to bring into play
this much belauded remcdr. 'l'be first lino was reinforced to a superiority of four or five to one, and went forward without regard to tbe
ground. The attack, ho·wever, recoiled powerless before the cool
behaviour and the murderous fire of the Prnssian battalion. '1.1he
losses suffered during the retreat were considerable, and then first
they sought Rhelter in the ground . ..
' The faulty utilisation of the ground for covering ad vanciug
columns is very clear, and on the Austrian side no one sePms to havo
noticed it. Thus, Austrian accounts speak of the great watercourse

south of Wenzelsberg only as a considerable obstacle. That it
ccl'tainly must have been under the circumstances, but in no less a
degree might -it have been utilised as a. means of cover. It was well
suited to admit the approach under co,er of some clivisi0nal ~oJumns
close to the left flank of the Prassiau battalion. But of course one
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mnst be practised in making nse of this and similar features. , , .
Certainly they had to pay for serious failings and errors in the just
appreciation of the spirit of modern warfare and fighting tactics, and
of the peace training of troops to be based thereon.'
Are these criticisms in any way applicable to our own army ?
Until we have been tried in European warfare it would not be possible
to give a decicled answer to this question, but the following quota.
tions from a letter of Boguslawski to the Militiir TVochenblalt
will show what the Germans think of our tactics during the Boer
War.
He discusses, first, the question of good individual shooting, and
dl'aws the conclusion that, important as this factor undoubtedly was,
it by no means ,wcounted for the four times repeated defeat of regular
troops by untrained farmers.
'The chief and most certain cause of the English defeat lies, to our
thinking, very clearly before us. It is the same which caused the
bea"y losses at the commencement of the Zulu War. First, the
undervaluing of the enemy in every way ; then the consequent
employment of too small a force ; in most cases the numerical superiol'ily of the Boers ; ancl lastly, an indifferent tactical conduct of the
actions, and an extremely badly considel'ed method of handling the
English . . . . .'
Then be proceeds to discuss each action sepm·ately, and I have
extracted here the chief faults be finds, which seem to bear upon our
subject:
'The first encounter which took place was a surprise of the English.
The want of precaution can scarcely be excused. . . . . A few
flanking patrols wonlcl h:we rendered the sudden appearance of the
Boers impossible, and the escort of the convoy would have been in a
better condition to receive and fight the enemy. "\Ye notice here the
same carelessness which is so generally apparent in the non-European
wars of the English, and to which Prince Napoleon fell a victim . . . .
'In the second fight at Laing's Nek, 28th January, the Boers were
on the clefensfre, and, therefore, all the more able to make use of their
good shooting. According to aU accounts the English seized the 'bull
by the ho,·ns. A frontal attack took place, which failed with very
heavy loss, notwithstanding that the English had prepared it by an
artillery and rocket fire. 'fhere is nothing extraordinary in this . .. •
'The fourth fight, in which General Colley fell, bas made the
greatest impression, because in this case the Boers stormed the bill
seized by the English during the night, and drove them off it with heavy
loss, including unwounded prisoners. If one ascribes the defensive
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power of the Boers to good shooting, one must seek for a new cause
here to explain how it, was possible for even a three- or four-fold
superiority to eject from thefr position G50 well-trained soldiers, armed
with breech-loading rifles. . . . . To me it seems that the complete
success of the attack was due chiefly to the circumstance that the
position the English took up was not good-that is to say, it was not
favourable to the employment of fire.'
I was not engaged in the Transvaal War, and I do not know how
far Boguslawski has hit the right nail on the head, hut certainly be
bas pointed out three faults which he supposed were committed, and
which might have been eliminated, at least in part, by a careful training of regimental officers. These are(1) 'rhe conduct of the march of a detachment through a hostile
country.
(2) The utilisation of the ground during, and the proper conduct
of, an attack.
(3) The placing of men so as to get a good field of fire.
These are all points which require practice for their proper performance, and this practice can undoubtedly be obtained during peace.
Important as they are, however, they are by no means the only, or
even the most important, points to which regimental officers should
turn their attention.
While troops fought in close order, and maoonvered by brigades in
line, regimental officers had little need of a knowledge of tactics
beyond what was required for the duties of outpost warfare, or of the
skirmishing line. Orders came direct from the Brigadier, and if the
battalion officers knew their drill they could carry them out without
much difficulty. But in the present day this is no longer the case.
The Brigadier may order a regiment to attack in a certain direction,
or to hold a given portion of ground, but the mauoou vres necessary
for carryiug out these orders must be decided upon on the spot. It is
firstly on the Colonels of regiments, and secondly on the leaders of
companies, that the duty must devolve of actually ordering the movements of the men.
The necessity for careful individual training of officers and men in
fighting tactics, as opposed to mere drill, seems scarcely to have
received all the attention it deserves, and yet it is upon this that the
battles of the present day are built up. Study any battle of the
Franco-German War, and see how it is composed of a mass of details,
of the movements and doings of companies and battalions. Compared
with a battle like Austerlitz all seems confusion and chance ; possibly
to some extent it was so as regards the French. On their side
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officers and men showed gallantry and self.devotion, perhaps as great
n~ on that of Uic adversaries. As I heard an eye-witness say, 'the
r('tl• legs Uicd as freely as any men conld,' and yet somehow ln all
contests, under even circumstances, victory always inclined to the one
siLle. Everyone may not agree with me in thinking this was due
al1110st solely to the better individual training of officers and men in
the German service, and yet the more one studies the cair.paign the
more clearly does this fact stand out.
If it be asked where is this training to he got, the answer is in the
company and battalion schools. The proportion in which each of
these should play its part is a question which must be deferred to a
later part of this essay. Bat here I would wish to point out clearly
that it is in the company and battalion schools, and not in big field
d<Lys and manceuvres, that the real foundation of the training of both
officers and men must be laid. Not that field days and manceuvres
are to be in any way despised. They are a very necessary part of a
soldier's training. But in so far as they arc a means of tactical
training of regimental officers and men, they arc so because there the
company and battalion schools can be developed under their most
difficult aspect.
But in these schools it is not the General and his staff, nor the
Ga.rrison Instructor, who can carry 01d the training. It is on the
regimental officers that the duty must fall, from the Colonel down to
the subaltern; and if they would do it efficiently they must prepare
themselves for the work. For this purpose there are three chief
means at their disposal :
(1) Drill and manoeuvres.
(2) Theoretical stucly of tactics.
(3) Kriegs-spiel.
Drill mn,y he taken to include the practice of the field exercises, as
laid down in the reel book; while manrouvres arc the application of
this llrill to broken ground against n.n opposing force, real or
imaginary. I will not discuss here whether Lbe formations Ja.id down

ore the best tba.t can be devised. They are laid clown, and must be
adhered to. That regiments should be thoroughly trained in all that
is to be found in the drill book must he taken for granted. It is also
laid down that drill should be carried out in broken ground. In close
formations this is intended :merely to accustom the men to drill
steadily under difficult circumstances. In extended order it is intended
also to teach individual men to make use of cover when skirmishing,
and units of men, such as supports and reserves, when executing the
attack. But it should be noticed that till we get to Part V. we are
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dealing only with drill, and when we do reach Part V. we leave the
battalion to take care of itself, and deal only with the manamvres of
larger bodies.
Thus in the drill hook the battalion has a sealed pattern frontal
attack aoainst an immovable enemy laid down for it; hut beyond that
there is ~othing. Auel yet it is the next step beyond-the application
of this drill to the changing phases of an Infantry fight-that the most
attention should be paid. Nothing hut constant practice of the hat.
talion-whether by itself or in conjunction with the other arms, whether
singly or brigaded-in fighting tactics on broken ground, will really
train our regiments to the exigencies of the clay of combat.
But, in order that this practice may he carried out intelligently
and usefully, it is necessary that officers of all ranks should clearly
understand the meauing and intention of what tl1ey are doing. The
word ' theory ' is so unpopular in the service that I hardly like to
make use of it, hut do what one will one must come back to it. It is
true that a knowledge of the theory of the fighting tactics of a
battalion may, to a great extent, be lea.-rnt practically on tLc exercise
ground; but, however learnt, that knowledge is necessary.
But, though I admit most fully the practical training of the exercise ground, I by no means deny the value of the theoretical study for
officers as well. If it were necessary to choose between the man who
had been well trained in the field and the one who had learnt the
subject from books, there can be no clouht but that the former would
be the better of the two. But equally there can be little doubt but
that the man who had had both forms of training would be better
than either.
It is unfortunate that in our language we have no convenient
word to express the nature of the study which is alluded to above.
We usually call it military history, a very misleading name. J\lili.
tary history really means a narrative of the course of events during
a ca,mpaign. A. knowledge of these may be very interesting, and, in
so far as it gives a wider idea of the general aim of miJitary art, it is
undoubtedly useful. But at best it leads only to a study of strategy,
or of the tactical handling of large bodies of men. Now these aro
matters which concern rather tl1e Generals and superior staff officers,
and not the regimental officers. The latter, if they would derive true
value from thei.i- study, must endeavour to follow individual battalions and companies throughout the course of an action, to picture
to themselves what the Colonel or the Captain saw in front of him,
and to realise his reasons for adopting any given formation or line of
action.
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But to do this requires some considerable practice, and even then
it is often difficult to get hold of the necessary details out of any
history of a war, however minute. Fortunately there exist critical
books on late campaigns, which will train the student to understand
and fill up for himself the mere outlined accounts of the histories of
battles. It is the study of these I would advocate.
Men sometimes talk as if theoretical tactics were a subject which
can only be known by a few leamed individuals who lecture about it.
Unless they can be learned by those who have to put them in practice
they may just as well be left alone. Garrison instructors are not
meant merely to train their own successors. Then, again, there are
others who seem to think they may be learnt in a course of lectures,
like the elements of geology or any other science of facts. In reality
I belieYe no course of lectures on the subject was ever of the slightest
use to any man, save as a means of putting him in the right way of
studying it afterwards. Theoretical knowledge of this sort must soon
evttporate unless constantly renewed by practice and fresh study.
It is not every man that begins to work at the subject who will
become a good battalion, or even company, leader; but few will be
hurt by such study, while most will be improved by it, Of course
there are some men who seem to be gifted with an intuitive genius for
troop-leading, and who do not appear to require special training, but
such men are extremely rare, and we cannot legislate for their case.
The ordinary company officer is no better and no worse than the
average man one meets every day, and he cannot expect to be able to
do the right thing in the right place, under what are really trying
circumstances, unless he will do his best to prepare himself beforehand.
Do what we will I do not see how we o,re to get on without some
theoretical work. At the same time the more we can supplant booktheoretical work by whttt I must call the practical theoretical work of
the battalion school the better. But this latter must itself be based
on theory, and the officer who would impart a thorough training to
those under his command by means of mancenvres is merely doing,
with better appliances, what the garrison instructor tries to do with
maps and blackboard.
I have mentioned Kriegs-spiel as one of the means of training.
Now if we regard this game as a mere trial of skill between two
officers I believe it to be a complete failure. It is not a game, in the
ordinary sense of the word, but a study, in which unexpected phases
of the combat turn up and impress themselves upon us. First there
is the original problem set to the two players, which necessitates their
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thiukin" carefully over the particular kind of operation that has to be
pcrfor;ed. Then there is the study of the map, the calculatiou of
distances, the rates of marching of the vn.rious arms, and the inflncnco
of the obstacles to be encountered. Lastly, there is the practice in
drawing up the orclerg nece:=;sary to ensure the clue execution of the
players' designs. All of this is most useful for those engaged, but it
is preliminary work, the whole of which might very well be carried
out without playing t.lie game at all; and thus, where time is not
available for the wearisome hours-long game, the practice might very
well stop here.
But if time does admit I certainly think the game should not be
omitted. It would be very diflicn lt to get officers to pay sufficiently
close attention to the details of the map if the correctness of their
calculations and consequent orders were not put to some trial. Without doubt the game does afford in some measure a test for all this.
Then, as I have said above, unexpected phases continually a,rise which
would give occasion for reflection, and sometimes teach really valuable
lessons.
Ent with regard to tactics it al ways seems to me that the attempt
to carry them out in detail for larg-c bodies of men is not worth the
trouble it occasions, and for anything larger than a brigade we mnst
be content to deal with the necessary movements rather in the lump,
and then I do not much believe in the value of the lessons to be learnt.
For smail bodies, however, tactical details can very well be worked
out on the map, and I fancy that few more instructive practices canhe tried than working out problems, similar to those in Hugo Helvig's
valuable book, upon the map-one player against t.be other.
I have laid, perhaps, too great stress on all this book and map work.
But if that be the case it is not because t,be matter is unimportant,
hut because it bears only indirectly upon the subject of this essay.
It may be said that indoor work does not form a portion of 'field
trai.ning,' aucl that by< t.i·oops' is intcndcU the army as n, whole, and
not the officers in particular. I do so because I despair of c~cr seeing
really good field trr,iuing of our troops until all ranks receive better
individual instruction.
Aldersbot is perhaps our best school of instruction for the army,
but is everything satisfacto1·y there? How often do the battalions
there get practised in the Rpecies of mancenverinO' to which I have
been allmling? A.s battalions they seldom leave th~ir parade ground,
aud 'the tactical handling of battalions in broken ground against a
real or suppo'3ed ene1ny' is never practised, save at the larger field
days.
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Now of these there are two kinds-the ' minor tactics ' and the
divisional days on the Fox Hills, or wherever it may happen to be.
The former do in some measure fulfil the requirements I have been
pointing out. But they are made somewhat too formal, and too infrequent. 1nstea,l of being looked on as some portion of the brigade
progl'amrnes for the week, they have to be put in divisional orders.
It is the divisional General who undertakes them, and consequently
hut one at a time can be ~arried on; while even then they must not
be too frequent. As much fuss is made over what should be regarded
as the ordinary drill for a couple of regiments with a few gnus and
troopers, as if it were an army corps being pnt in motion. The
Colonels, acting in command on either side, are ma.de to regard the
day as if it were a trial of their own knowledge and skill, instead of
an opportunity of affording instruction to their men and officers. If
it be necessary to announce these drills in divisional orders, to have
se\eral Generals present, and a large staff of umpires employed, the
'minor rnanceuvres' will always have a show character given to
them, in which the wish to gain instruction will be neglected in the
endeavour to appear already instructed.
But throughout all Aldershot drills there seems to run an idea of
unreality for which it is not very difficult to account. Let us take
an ordinary day on the Fox Hills, when a defending force of one
brigade is to protect Aldershot from a force of two brigades advancing from Pirbright. Few men can have been at Aldershot long
without having fought an action with a general idea of this nature.
The brigades move off to their respective grounds with the very
smallest attempts at carrying out the precautionary measures of a
march. The artillery cavalry and infantry usually go there inde·
pendently, and the idea of a combined march with cavalry patrols, a
perfectly organised advanced guard of all arme, infantry flanking
parties, and so forth, is seldom or never attempted.
The defending force, on coming on the ground, proceeds to take
up the position ordered for it. lt consists, perhaps, of four regiments,
mustering 2,500 rifles, seldom more except during the summer drills ;
and this force, according to the received ideas of the requirements of
actual service, would give a front of 300 yards. But on the Fox Hills
the line taken up will usually be from 1 mi]e to I½ mile, or, at most,
a man and a half a pace. Now, I do not mean to say that in peace
manceuvres we should have tbe 8,000 rifles a mile, which is the
authorised strength on active service, for with the small forces employed this would limit the movements too muc!b. But sec what a
difference it makes in the course of the action. 2,500 men on a front
D
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of a mile gives merely a weak first shooting line, without reserves i
support for the first line, and without second line or general reserv,
We may, it is true, form some sort of weak reserve by still forth◄

'"cn.kening tbc shooting lino ; but even then there al'e not enough m
to give the defence any manccuvering power. The course of action Q

tbo dcfcnclers' side will therefore be limited to holding the r
assnmcil wbcn the enemy attacks it by keeping tl1e men in their fir1
positions and blazing away.
When the enemy closes, the defende
feeling his weakness, will most probably give way, and the line wi
fall back fighting till the ' cease firing ' sounds. Any attempts ,

counter.strokes, of offensive returns, of manceuvres of any sort, mm

be "bandoned. The men to carry them out are not there.
Similarly on the attackers' side we find the same unreality apparen
The original proximity of the two forces usually prevents any attem1
at commencing the action by a reconnaissance made with the a(
rnnced guard. The whole force is already massed within strikin
distance, and it plunges at once in 1neclias rns. The attacking fore
deploys on a front equal to that of the defenders, and proceeds, after
very short preliminary artillery fire, to m11ke a frontal attack a
along the line. For this purpose alone its strength would usually l
far too slight, and as it generally adds e flank attack the strength c
the line at any one point is still further reduced. Consequently tb

attack, like the defence, has little or no power of manceuvering, an

the day's proceedings are usually limited to carrying out the form,
attack, as practised in the banack square. It is true that, being i
broken ground, some instruction in the nse of cover is obtained, bu
practice in !he real fighting tactics of a battalion is impossible.

However necessary it may be to practise the division in these mor
extensive movements we should, at any rate, give opportunities fc
exercising them in the denser formations of actual warfare. l\101
cspecially'might this be done when, during the summer drills, largE

bodies of men are accumulated at the camp. But what we usually fin
during these summer drills is that advantage is taken of the greate

number of men available, not to strengthen the line but to extend i
~Ty objection to this very great extension of the line at field days i

not based ent.irely, nor even chiefly, upon the bad idea it is likely t

give the troops engaged in it of what they would have to do in ref
warfare. Such an o~jection can be valid to some extent, but it con],

be met., p,11·tially at le<Lst, by the answer that the men actually in th
field are supposed to represent a much stronger force-that we ar
using, i~ _fact,. sl1ele!on forces.

But it is based on the impossibilit.

of pract1srng toe men m the manam.res which would be not on!,
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possible but necessary, both during the duration of an attack or a
defence.
'ro take even one of the most simple of the tactical examples in
Hugo Helvig, No. 38, I would ask how should we manage at an Alder.
shot field day to imitate such a manoouvre ? The concentration
ago.inst the enemy's left flank was possible in the first period, merely
because, at starting the attack, although two battalions were engaged
in it,, the firing lino was extended only to the amount due to one
oottalion; the second battalion following behind, as main body, in
close order, till required to take its place ( still more or less in elose
order) in the firing line, so as to bring about the crisis of the attack.
From what I have seen at Aldershot such a thing is never done. Tho
battalion, with its front of 400 paces, is supposed to be strong enough
to carry out the attack to the bitter end ; and a second battalion, if
available, merely prolongs the line.
But a battalion in our attack formation shows its full extent of front
from the very first, and its supports and main body are all required
to bring this front up to the required thickness for the ordinary duties
of the attack. It has nothing to spare for manrouvering purposes,
whether to furnish an overwhelming superiority to a given portion
of the line, or to meet a threatened counter-stroke on its flank. If
men are withdrawn for either of those purposes, some portion of the
fighting line must become too weak. Our battalion, therefore, depends
for its manran vering power on the support of other battalions following
it. But, as I hayc already said, at Aldershot it seems to be considered
sufficient to make the attack in a line of battalions in attack formation
without second line of reserves. Were it not that the defence is
working on the same principles, and has no men available for
manrou'"ering, this error would show itself very plainly even on a field
day; but, as it is, it is passed over without discovery, and the opportunity of practising the troops in manreuvering during an attack is lost.
And here I feel much tempted to enter into a discussion on the
merits of the German system of company columns, and the consequent
employment of large companies. But such questions might be considered beyond the limits of this essay, though they certainly have a
very direct bearing on the training it is possible to give to the troops.
Bat I think it is necessary to point out a very vital difference betweeu
tho German system of extension and our own, which must be
undel'Stood if we would wish to apply Helvig's examples to our own
battalions.

In our attack we begin by deploying 200 men on a front of 400
paces, and we gradually reinforce them up to 800 men, or 4 men per
D2
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vanl. Thus we cannot divert any portion of a battalion, once
~ommittecl to the attack, from the front line without reducing the
thickness of the latter.
The normal German system seems to be to maintain the skirmishing
line at its full strength from the very beginning, and to reinforce it
by prolonging it to the right and left. Thus, at first, the front shown
is only qnarter that of the whole battalion, while its length is
successively increased until the full extent is occupied. Thus, if at
any time a portion of the battalion bas to be employed in repelling the
flank attack, the front line remains curtailed in length, but is not
reduced in resisting power for the front shown. If, again, it be
desirecl to make a converging attack npon the enemy, one or two cam.
parries may be moved to a flank for the purpose, and extending there
each portion of the line will have the same consistency as if the whole
battalion bad attacked straight to its front.
Examples of both of these mana,uvres may bo found in Hugo
Helvig repeatedly; but, if we try to work them out with a battalion
which bas commenced the attack on our system, we shall find, in the
first case, that the front line, though only that originally taken up, is
dangerously weak; while in the second, we have nearly double the
front a battalion is supposed to show.
Om- system may have advantages to compensate for these apparent
defects, but I point out these differences to prevent misconceptions in
studying Hugo Helvig.
[NOTE BY l\I.uon-GENERA.L PoRTER.-Tbere seems something wanting to complete this branch of the essn.y.]

Having thus dealt with the question of training as it affects the
various ranks, the next step is to look at it from a; more general point
0£ view, and to see what instruction is to be imparted by the varions
units of the army. l<'or this purpose I shall divide the subject under
the following heads :
(a) The recruits' school.
(b) The company school.
( c) The battalion school.
( d) The brigade school.
(e) The manoonvre school.
But though I have divided the training into these schools I do not
mean that a man is to be passed from one to another after a complete
course in any one of them. Such a system might have its advantages,
but, as I shall endeavour to show further on, is hardly applicable to
our army. When I talk of the company and battalion school I mean
1ho instruction that is to be given by the officer commanding the
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company or battalion. This instruction must,, to a great degree, run
on concurrently. Thus one day a man may be at the disposal of this
Captain, but the next day the whole battalion may be united under
the Colonel, while the third day it may be brigaded.

(a)

THE RECRUITS' SCHOOL.

This may be dismissed with comparatively few words. Its object
is twofold.
(1) To prepare the new-comer to take his place in the ranks with.
out causing confusion, and to enable him to profit by the
instrnction given to the older men.
(2) To give him a thorough grounding in the rudiments of drill,
so that he may devote his attention thereafter to the higher
instruction he will receive.
For these purposes it is necessary that he should have been well
trained in Parts I. and II. of the Field Exercises ; that he should, by a
course of gymnastics, have had his corpora\ powers thoroughly developed; and that he should have been taught his manual, firing, and
bayonet exercise. But whether it is necessary to retain him in the
recruits' squad till he has passed his first musketry instmction must
depend upon whether we intend in future to limit the musketry
instruction of the regiments to an annual course, or not. If we do so
limit it he should join the ranks when fit for it by his knowledge of
recruits' drill, and pass his musketry course on the next opportunity.
If, however, we intend to supplant the present annual course by a
monthly practice, he should complete the recruits' course before joining
the company. It is this latter plan which I would recommend.

(b)

'£HE C01,1PANY SCHOOL.

Many advocates of the German company school write as if they
thought that our companies could receive the same sort of instrucbion.
They talk as if an English Captain might with advantage take his
company into broken ground and practise it in field roanceuvres on a
small scale. But one of our companies, even in a regiment on the
strong establishment, will seldom put more than fifty men on parade,
and any attempt at tactical movements, with such a body, will
degenerate into an absurd caricature of the operations of war. If,
therefore, we confine our ideas of the company school to sing1e companies, I think the tmining to be given must not go beyond the
following points :

(1) Steady drill on the barrack square.

f
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----
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be practised at this stage of the instruction: it must be relegated tq
the brigade school.
But the proper carrying out of the attack by the first line ca.n and
must be taught in the battalion school. To do this we require t q
practice-(!) The normal attack formation on the parade ground.
(2) The adaptation of this attack to broken ground.
(:3) The modification of the attack to suit the actual dispositions oi
an opposing force, or the supposed movements of a masked
or imaginary enemy.
(4) Careful training in fire discipline during the execution of th,
attack.
(5) Practice of one battalion against another, each commandm
having complete liberty to act as seems best at the moment
These stages are essentially progressive, and are each of the greates1
importance. In the first, the chief object to be aimed at is an orderlJ
carrying out of the various stages of the attack, and the avoidance
as far as possible, of the intermixture of units.
In the second, we must add to these an intelligent use of th,
features of ground ; and also, what the limited size of a parad,
ground prohibits during the first stage, a proper regard to th,
distances to be preserved by supports and reserves.
'l.'be third stage takes away from the more formal character of th
training hitherto given, and acca.stoms both officers and men to th
use of mancsuvres, which cannot be laid clown in the drill hook. I1
this stage the ' bait' should be frequently sounded, the sitnatio1
explained to the men, and the reasons given for the movements tba
have been, or are about to be, ordered. To render the practice of rea
value a sound knowledge of fighting tactics will be required, on tb
part of both battalion and company leaders.
The fourth stage is one which can be, to a certain extent, combine,
with the first three; but, as it would require for its complete attain
ment a use of blank cartridge, I have thought best to regard it as
separate stage, to be taught when the battalion has already bccom
l1andy in fighting formations.
The fifth stage can only be accomplished sat.isfactorily by tw
battalions which have been thoroughly trained in the first four. ,
general idea should first be decided on as to the object to be held i
view, and the battalions should be as widely separated at starting a
they would be in time of war. As a rule, it would be as well to hav
the Brigadier-General or other superior officer present, to regulat,
the movements; but this would not he absolutely essential, provide,
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always that some officer of standing, not necessarily the senior one on
pamdc, is present to undertake the duties of umpire.
But this word 'umpire' may lead to a misconception of what I
mean. The practice of one battalion against another is not intended
as a competition of skill between the opposing commanders, but as an
opportunity for affording instruction to two battalions. An umpire's
duties would therefore he confined to preventing the men getting into
too great proximity to each other. Where, however, the Brigadier is
present, his criticisms on the ·movements would form the natural
termination to the day's proceedings.
For the third and fifth stages I would recommend the use of
exercises such as those contained in Hugo Helvig's I Tactical
Examples.' They need not actually he taken from that book, nor
i11 the fifth stage could his examples be strictly adhered to. But in
He! vig we can find a guide to the sort of instructiou to he given.
The defence may be practised in a similar manner, only in this case
the first stage should be omitted. It is scarcely necessary to go
through the form of extending men for the defence on the even
surface of a parade ground.
But in addition to the attack and defence there are many other
points of instruction which come within the scope of the battalion
school. Of these the following are the chief:
(1) Taking up a line of outposts. For this purpose broken ground
is necessary, and also a general -idea to govern the dispositions
made.
(2) Route-marching, with all the proper precautions to he taken
in traversing a hostile country. I think it is very doubtful
whether, in our service, this practice is not made too formal
and too little instructive. Perhaps the best method of
imparting life to the performance of the Juties of the
advanced guard and flanking parties would he to start two
regiments in opposite directions, so as to ensure their meeting somewhere along the line of march. Where ground is
available for a deploylllent this may be combined with a
manomvre practice, to take place when the regiments have
met. Where the ground will not admit of this, the regiments
may he started with the idea of one endeavouring (o elude
the other, by obtaining information of its line of march.
I have tried this latter practice without in any way communicating
with the regiment I wished to avoid, merely learning beforehand the
hour at \'i hich it was going to start and the gene1·al direction of its
march. Before moving my own men off I merely told them that there
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was a regiment marching towards us, along the roads somewhere, and
that I wanted to conduct my march so as to avoid it, and that for this
pL1rpose it was necessary that I should have early and exact information
as to its movements. It was wonderful how keen the advanced guarJs
and patrols were to find out what I required.
(3) The formation of bivouacs, including the placing of outposts,
and the cooking of dinners in the open.
( d)

THE BRIGADE ScnOOL.

The battalion, which has hitherto been working for its own hand,
must now be joined to the others of its brigade for training in the
higher school of drill and manamvres. .A.nd here, as in the case of
the battalion school, t.he training must be in some degree progressive.
It would divide itself, naturally, into the following stages:
(1) Brigade drill in close formation.
(2) The formal attack of a brigade-( a) without reference to the
ground, (b) taking advantage of the natural features that may
exist.
(3) Modifications in attack formations to suit the actual dispositions
of an attacking force, or the supposed ones of an imaginary
enemy.
( 4) Manoeuvres of one brigade against another, the commanders
having complete liberty of action.
Much that has been said of the successive stages of the battalion
school is applicable here also, and need not therefore he r epeated. But
there are certain points, connected with the use of the second line in
the attack, to which I wish to draw attention.
In the Field Exercises nothing is said directly about the attack
formation of a brigade, but Plates XLI., XLII., ancl XLIV., give us
something to go upon.
In Plate XLI. the fighting line is composed of the three battalions of
a brigade side by side, and each battalion, as we are told in paragraph 2,
Section 3, Part V., is formed in the same manner ns for the attack
of a single battalion. There is not, therefore, much to be learnt by
pract,ising a brigade in this method of attacking, except accustoming
the various portions of a long line to work in concert with each other.
Nor can we practise tbe brigade in the second line formation, for a
second line without a first :is an n.bsnrdity, even for drill purposes.
Beyond, therefore, a very occasional deployment of the whole brigade
to form the fighting line of au attack, there is no need to practise the
first formation shown in the red hook.
In Plate XLII. we have each brigade of a division showing two
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battalions in front, and one as second line. In this case, therefore, our
drill will be more instructive, for it will include the handling of the
second line. Now the duties of the second lin.e are laid clown to be(1) To support or prolong the first line.
(2) To confirm its success.
(3) To meet a flank attack.
('1) To protect or cover its retreat if it be forced to retire.
If we consider what these duties mean it will be evident that,
from the drill point of view, the second line bas a more difficult task
than the front line. 'rhe latter assumes a certain formation, is directed
on a given poiut, and bas to go throngb a we11.known series of move~
ments, which, though liable to modifications owing to the ground, or
the enemy's movements, are tolerably well known beforehand. The
former, however, at starting, does not know what duty it will be called
upon to fnlfil, or what formation it will have to assume. .A.nd yet it
must be prepared to carry out its duties rapidly and with precision.
Under the circumstances it certainly seems to me a very great pity
that,, in our brigade drills, the second line is omitted altogether, or, at
any rate, practically so.
The same reasoning does not apply with equal force to the reserve.
If the reserve be not wanted, the battalions composing it waste their
time. If it be wantecl its duties are very similar to those of the second
line. Its omission only affects the training of the General, and, should he
require his reserves for any special purpose, he may deviate from. the
usual course and retain as many men as he wants for that purpose.
Judging from the common practice at field clays, however, I fancy
that, as a rn1e, Generals will be satisfied at such times with a strong
Bccond line.
Another point, on which great stress should be laid in all manrouvre
drills, is the necessity for pausing when an attack has succeeded, before
pressing further forward. The regiments which have made the attack
must be much dism.'dered, and a distanglement of the confused units
should at once take place. Preparations mm,t be made for maintaining the ground won against any counter-attacks the enemy may
attempt, and time mnst be required for deciding on the further progress of the action.
When acting on the defensive it may be presumed that the line has
been properly organised, weaker possibly than that of the attack, but
still on much the same principles. Unfortunately a great difficulty
lies in the way of the defence practising the tactics it would liave to
employ on the day of action. I refer to local counter-strokes, which, in
one form or another, must constitute the life and soul of the d'lfence.
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These may take the forms of- (1) An advance of the firing line, reinforced by it~ supports ~nd
reserves, and by the whole or a part of his second !me,
against a foe already shaken by the fire of the defenders.
( 2) A sally against the flank ,of the attack by troops of the second
line.
(3) The advance of the second line directly at the enemy, at the :
instant of bis piercing the front line.
( 4) Subsequent attacks upon him, either before or after he bas
established himself.
Under due supervision of the umpires the last of these may
certainly be attempted, but the first three will be dangerous, as
likely to lead to a real combat between the opposing forces. I do
not see how they can be practised, except against an imaginary or
merely masked enemy.
The larger counter-strokes, or definite assumption of the ofl'ensivo
by some portion of the defensive line, aided by the reserve, do not
however present the same difficulty.

( c) Trrn

MANCEUVRE

ScaooL.

In this school we have to treat of the training of the various
arms together, constituting the highest branch of tactics. In it aro
included(1) Manosuvres between small mixed detachments of all arms.
(2) Manomvres Letween larger bodies, more or less approximating
to the composition of a divjsion or an army corps.
(3) Autumn manreuvres, or continuous manrouvres, drill including
instruction in camp life.
Much that has been said about the practising of one battalion
against another is applicable to the first of these. Manosuvres of this
nature are certainly not intended as show days, but as opportunities
for very valuable instruction. I think it would be as well if they
were divided into two classes: (a) those in which the opposing forces
carried out certain movements prescribed for them ; ( b) those in
which the commanders have complete liberty of action. In the first
place the General, or whoever has to draw up the scheme of the day's
work, should begin by setting a general idea for the operations, and
then work out the simultaneous positions tbe troops would occupy at
every stage of the attack and defence. Here, as in the case of the
battalion drill of a similar nature, there should be no hurry about the
performance of the task. The 'halt ' should be sounded from time
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to time, mistakes co1Tected, and the object of the various movements
explained.
Even when the commanders are left to their own devices the
officer superintending the operations should cause the 'halt' t~ be
souncled occasionally, and, after inspecting the position of the contending sides, he should find out from the commanders their intentions
and reasons for acting as they have done. In this way he will find
it more easy to draw up a satisfactory criticism on the day's proceedings.
The value of the larger field days, as a means of accustoming the
various arms to work together, is very apparent. To artillery and
cavalry they afford opportnnities of learning how to co-operate with
the infantry, such as they cau hardly obtain in any other way. To
officers, too, of all ranks, the instruction to be obtained :is very
valuable. For the men of the infantry, however, these days are
hardly more useful than an ordinary infantry brigade day. Still
they can, at all events, be made as useful as these latter are.
Beyond advocating greater depth and less width in the formation
of the contending lines, and a better superintendence of the fire discipline than is now usually to be observed, I do not see that much
ncecl be said about these field days.
With regard to autumn manceuvres, however, there are one or two
points on which I shonlcl like to touch.
'£he advantages obtained by them are the following :
(1) Practice in camp life and its exigencies. This of course might
be obtainecl at any time, with very slight expense, at most of
our stations, and the habit of placing men under canvas
might well be more often resorted to tban is now the case.
(2) Greater facilities for carrying out a fielcl day than can be
obtainecl when both sides move out from the same camp.
(3) The possibility, unfortunately too rarely taken advantage of,
of carrying out a continuous series of operations.
(4) Better practice in the warfare of outposts. It may be a
question worth considering whether, in connection with this,
it might not be possible to introduce a little more night
work, alarms and even partial attacks, and so forth.
It is some years since I have had an opportunity of taking part in
the summer drills at Aldershot, but the impression I took away with
me from those which I did see, and they were several successive ones,
was that much time and opportunity for instruction is lost while the
men are under canvas. We often hear Colonels lamenting over the
few opportunities given them of having their whole regiment on
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parade, and how fatigues, duties, &c., reduce the para~e strength till
the battalion looks more like a company than auythmg else. But,
when in camp during manrouvre, this is no longer the case. The
reO'iments are as strong as it is possible to make them, and all arouud
is the ground best suited for working men over brok~n gro~nd. A
reaiment should be taught to look upon the few weeks it gets m camp,
d;ring the summer drills, as a valuable opportunity occurring but too
seldom, and of which the very most must he m"'de. And yet we find
that the number of hours' work done a day is usually kept as low as
possible.
[NOTE BY 1\IAJOR·GENERA.L PonTEn.-1 think something was intended to have
been added here.]
APPLICATION TO OUR ARMY.

Hitherto I have been dealing with the various details of training
which it seems proper for our army to undergo. I propose now to
attempt to reduce this training to system, and show how it may be
"'dapted to the service.
I start with the assumpt,ion that the fact of the present subject of
this essay has been decided upon, because there is a generally received
impression that the actual system of training in our army needs im~
provement, if we would place it ou a level with those of foreign
Powers. That this is the case is due to various causes, some of which
are inherent in our method of recruiting, and conld not be eradicated
without organic changes of a nature not to be entered upon here. At
best we cannot hope to arrive at the theoretically perfect systems of
foreign nations; still I believe we may approach nearer to them than
we yet have done. My object will be to endertvour to show how we
may, without alteration in the fundamental principles upon which
our army is raised, introduce some of the more valuable portions of
the continental system of training,
But, before starting, it is necessary to dispose of one difficulty which
must be present in the minds of all. The soldier, at the present time,
receives a certain amount of training, and that training, if not theoretically the very best that can be given, is at any rate about as good as
cau reasonably be expected from the amount of time devoted to it.
Every system of training that can be devised must commence by
demanding greater exertions from both officers and men than they at
present are called upon to make. But to this it is usually objected
that half the charm of a military life, for the class from whom tho
greater part of our recruits is drawn, lies in its comparative indolence
in time of peace. Were we to work our men in any degree like the
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Germans do theirs we should find our recruiting sonrces dried up, and
the army nnable to maintain itself with short service at its present
strength.
Now to a certain extent this difficulty does occur, as I am afraid
everyone must admit, ancl it is a difficulty inherent in our system of
voluntary recruiting. But I doubt whether it is of so much important,;
as is usually attributecl to it. A very large portion of our recruits
come forward with the vaguest ideas of what is before them, and are
prepared for much harder work than actually falls to their lot.
Another fraction are driven by necessity into the ranks. In both of
these cases additional time given to training would have little or no
effect upon recruiting.
But there is undoubtedly a large class of recruits who deliberately
choose the red coat because they hope to have an easy time in the
army. If it were once known that the soldier was expected to work
for his living, as hard as he would have to do in civil life, these men
would not take the shilling. But as it is, these are usually the worst
class of recruits we get, and it certainly does not seem logical to
abstain from properly training the army in order to pander to the
idleness of the more worthless portion of it. I£ these men decline to
enlist we must endeavour to obtain more of the other categories. It
may be that this will necessitate higher expenditure, but that cannot
be helped. We prefer in England to have voluntary enlistment, but
if we would have. our voluntary army as good, man for man, as the
conscript armies of foreign Powers, we must be prepared to pay whatever we may find to be the market price of the article we require. If
we are not so prepared we must put on one side all ideas of higher
training, ancl be content to muddle on as we have hitherto done.
Then, again, with regard to the officers, this higher training will
require a greater self-devotion to their work than has hitherto been
generally the case. With some this might not be popular, and iu
practice, no doubt, there would he a good deal of grumbling. But I
fancy that there would not be much difficulty in getting whatever we
want done, even though it might result in some slight falling-off in
the present enormous competition for Sandhurst. A few months ago,
tbe present Adjutant-General, in an article in the 'Nineteenth
Century,' accused the British officer, as a rule, of caring little for the
hard work of his profession. He pointed out that the leave taken
annually by our officers was far longer than that allowed in foreign
armies, while the number of hours' work a week was far lees. More
work and less play is the gist of this part of his article.
•rhis article was certainly not popular in the ante-rooms of the
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army. With some the idea that the British officer should drudge at
his profession, like the German, was scouted as au impossibility. It
was pointed out that the conditions of service in the two armies
were very different. The German, by becoming an officer, escapes
service in the ranks, and exchanges an unpleasant form of duty for
one which is less distasteful. The whole nation belonging practically
to the army, a military spirit pervades every member of it, and the
0 fficer receives a social standing from his commis~ion which is not
gained by him in England. With us the majority of officet·s come
from a rank of life which is at least ns high in the social scale as that
to which his position in the army would entitle him. Thon with
regard to pay, although in our service it is somewhat higher than in
the German, yet compa1·ed to the scale of living in the two countries
it is much less. In Germany the officer looks to his pay for his
income; in England this is vm·y far from being the case. Lastly, if
the British officer is to pass all his time on the parade ground, or in
the study, he must lose many of the qualities which we have hitherto
looked upon as being most valuable.
But this line of reasoning was by no means general. A very ]arge
portion of the army argued that they were ready and willing to
undertake the heavier work and new duties hinted at in Sir Garnet
Wolseley's article. But they pointed out that, under our present
system, it was more or less impossible. One of tbe chief of these
duties is the training of the large number of recruits which, under
our short service system, annually join each regiment. Now in
Germany these recruits all arri,c in one batch on a certain day, and
the company officers can set to work to train them systematically in
lal'ge bodie~, and in a progressive manner. With ns. however, they
an-i've in driblets throughout the year, and ,\·e are practically obliged
lo fall back upon the adjutant, the sergeaut-major, and the orderly
officer, with their staff of drill-sergeants. 'l'he true company system
of the German m·my cannot be carried out.
Another essential point of difference, wLich has a great effect upou
the possibility of getting onr officers to supersede the drill-sergeant,
is the system of making the home battalions supply large annual
drafts for the foreign army. This is not the case in the German
service, w11ere the recruit, on joining his company, comes for three
years under the hands of the same officers, who are thus able to see
the gradual effect of their own training, and do not have to suffer the
disheartening influence of losing their men· just as they are beginning
to become efficient.
But, admitting the truth of a great deal of this, I do not think we
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eed despair of introducing a new spirit of work into our aervice.
he arguments of those who say they are willing to work, but find it
mpossible under our system, do not seem applicable to any part of the
ol<licr's training save that of the recruit, and for this I think we
hould make special arrangements. But to those who say that we
annot expect the British officer to work like his German comrade we
ust find a different answer. No doubt, if more work and less play is
become the rule in our army, we shall lose many men who are good
portsmen and thorough gentlemen, and, according to the ideas
'therto in -.ague, good officers. Their loss will be a very real one;
t will it not be compensated for in other ways ?
There are no reasons why a man who is prepared to work should
oot be as good a gentleman as the one who prefers play; and as for
,portmanship, we have only to look around us to see that many of the
bardcst-working officers in the army are as good riders, and as fond of
IN,dily activity, as auy in the service. There is, however, one class
:II' officer of whom we might very well be rid, namely, the ante-room
._cer, who passes his time in an arm-chair, whose sporting proclivities
confined to studying the odds or a visit to a racecourse, and whose
rcise is limited to a stroll in the ' High ' or down ' Fore Street.'
is class may not be a numerous one, but it exists, and I fancy it is
's one which would be moet touched up by an increase of work.
But whatever the result on officere or men, an improvement in the
ining of the army must mean more work, and we must face the
rnatives of remaining as we are, or of spending more time and
rgy over our di-ills and manrnuvres. But if we expect more work
our officers we must endeavour to hold out to them more
ucement to work, and that inducement might easily be made to
e the form of responsibility for the result of their labour, and a
sequent effect upon their promotion.
By this I do not mean a very thorough system of selection, but
er a moderate one of rejection. The occasional compulsory
irement of an officer who will not do his duty thoroughly would be
excellent spur to the zeal of tbe remainder, and would, to a certain
nt, accelerate their promotion. Now that reports are no longer to
confidential, colonels will not feel that they are hitting a man unfairly
fthey report badly of him, and there will no longer be any excuse
Cir glossing over the shortcomings of careless or ignorant officers.
Presuming that by some means we shall be able to extract a great
unt of work from all ranks, let us next see how far our present
nisation would allow our training to take the form of an annual
E
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I will suppose that the German system is well known to all who
may read this essay; if it be not, I would recommend a study of Sir
Lumley Graham's very valuable paper on the subject, which appeared
iu N os. 109 and 111 of the Journal of the Royal United Service
Institution. This system I will take as the model at which I am
aiming, of course with the necessary modifications to suit it to the
special conditions of our service.
The two most important points of that training appear to be(1) That each year the whole of the regiments are carried through
a prog1·essive course of iustrnction, which, starting at spring
drills, culminates in divisional or army corps manoouvres.
(2) That the men are trained at each successive stage by the
officers commanding the unit for which that stage is int.ended, while, before passing to the next, they are inspected
by the officer under whose command they are about to pass;
thus bringing home to each officer his responsibility for the
men under his command.
At first sight it would not appear very difficult to int.roduce these
two principles into our service; and, as a matter of fact, we do now
attempt, at Aldershot at least, to work as far as possible iu this
manner. But even before we go into the details of the system, many
of which are of the highest importance, and most of which it would
be most difficult to adopt, we fiud ourselves confronted with very great
obstacles. To show what I mean it will be necessa.ry to enter into
the composition of the battalions at home, which are on the weak
establishment. Out of a total of 71 battalions, 43, or considerably
more than half, have an establishment of only 480 rank and file, while
8 more are but 500 strong. The total strength of a territorial
regiment, of which the home battalion is on the former establishment,
and the sister battalion is in India, officers omitted, is as follows:
Home Battalion-Non-commissioned officers
Drummers
.
Rank and file .

DepOt-Rank and file

.

50
16
480

.

50
12

Non-commissioned officers
Total at home

Indian battalion-Non-commissioned officers
Rank and file

Drummers
Total Indian battery
Add men at home
Total

.

,

608

.

42

,

820

•
.

878
608

16

1,486
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As, according to the organisation scheme of this year, no man is to
embark for India under one year's service, the whole of the men,
belonging to the two battalions, of less service than this amount,
must be included in the 608 men of the home battalion and the depot.
Let us see how many they amount to .
.Allowing one-seventh of the home strength and one-eighth of the
foreign strength for the time-expired men due to one year, and 6·4
per cent. for the home battalion and 60 per battalion for that in
India, for waste ( which figures are taken from the Report of Lord
Sandhurst's Committee), we find that the following recruits must pass
annually into the home battalion:
One-seventh of home strength
6·4 per cent.
.
,
.
One-eighth of foreign strength
60 per battalion ,

87
39
109
60

Total ,

295

Of these recruits, at any given moment, 50 are on the strength of the
depot, and 245 on that of the home battalion.
Thus, in a battalion of 480 rank and file, 245 are under one year's
service, leaving only 235 who are above that length of service.
Now, if we suppose that the regular course of instruction is to
commence directly after the last draft has left for India, say on
April 1st, and to continue till the next trooping season, say the
middle or end of September, we shall have at the commencement of
the season our 235 men of more than one year's standing, and to these
might be added one-half of the recruits, who would have more than
■ix months' service, which would give a strength of 377 men for
regimental parades. To these might be added the recruits due to the
half-year of the course, who could be placed in the ranks as they
successively arrived at the end of their first six months' service. This
1Vould give us 147 men more. But it must be remembered that,
though these men would gradually swell the numbers, there would be
a corresponding iiepletion going on from time-expired men and waste
of the home battalion, which would result in a loss of 63 men in the
corresponding period. The net result would be, therefore, that we
should commence t!Je drill season with 377 men and end it with 461
men. Further, it must be remembered that those men who join
during the course will only receive a partial training, while those who
leave during the same period will also lose the benefit of that pro·
gressive schooling of which so much is now thought. In fact, in any
lllle year only 314 men in the battalion would receive a complete
Raining.
B2
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But even this is taking too sanguine a view of the case. In the
first place it has been assumed that tbe recruiting could be so arranged
that the regiment will be at its full strength directly the Indian draft
bas left; but, in order to do so, it must have been above its strength
before, wl1ich will hardly, I fear, be the case as a rule. In fact, the
real way of looking at it will be that the day after the departure of its
Indian relief the regiment will be by that amount under its strength,
and tb"t it will have to replace these men, who are all, be it observed,
of more than one year's service, by new recruits to be obtained as
rapidly as may be. The available men of more than six months'
service will, therefore, instead of varying between 377 and 461, really
vary between 293 and 377 ; so that, allowing for men who leave
during the course, the total number who will be present during the
whole training will be only 230.
If we further take into account the unavoidable absentees from
parade, the guards and fatigues, both regimental and garrison,
prisoners, deserters, sick men, and those specially employed, I think I
shall be rather over than below the mark if I say that 200, at the
commencement, and 300, at the close, of the drill season will be the
maximum ever present on parade, and 175 and 275 the corresponding
averages.
While the battalion is undergoing the company school these
numbers will admit of the formation of two to four companies. But
if we take an eight-company battalion and make it up into two companies for drill purposes, or even four, it is evident that the training
of companies by their own officers becomes impossible. Thus the
second of the two main principles quoted above bas at once to be
neglected.
But the matter is still worse when we come to the battalion school;
for the numbers are too small to admit of any satisfactory battalion
rnanomvres. It is true that a certain amount of battalion drill may be
attempted, but the higher training of manceuvres becomes impossible.
This impossibility becomes almost an absurdity when we attempt
brigade or divisional manreuvres with such small units; and thus the
progressive training, which is the first of the two main principles
quoted above, bas also to be broken through.
It seems to me, therefore, that the progressive training of the fiftyone battalions on the weak establishments is a practical impossibility,
though it is no doubt more or less applicable to the remaining twenty
battalions. Nor does there seem much reason why it should be
~ttempted for these weak battalions if we accept the apparently
authorised explanation of their existence,
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This explanation seems to be somewhat as follows. We had and
still have 141 battalions to deal with, of which 71 are at home and 70
in India and the Colonies. The total strength of the 71 battalions
(exclusive of the permanent staff of the depots) amonnted to about
42,000 men, or an average of 600 men per battalion. Bnt of these it
was found that not more than from 400 to 450 could be counted
npon as fit to go abroad or on active service, even before the present
system of furnishing reinforcements for a foreign battalion through
the home one was introduced. Hence, whenever a regiment was
ordered to embark suddenly, it became necessary to make it up to the
proper strength by volunteering from battalions whose services were
not immediately required. The evils of this system were a constant
source of complaint. To remove this defect it was decided that a
certain number of regiments should be kept up at what was practically war strength, and thus we are now to have twelve battalions
of 950 men and four of 850. But as it was not intended to increase
the total number of men with the colours, the other regiments had
in consequence to be reduced. Hence our fifty-one very weak
battalions.
But so long as the depots could supply the recruits required for the
battalions abroad, these fifty-one battalions, though weak, were in a
much better condition than now ; the proportion of men of over one
year's service being about double what it now is. Since, however, it
was decided that men should not be sent abroad under one year's
service, it became necessary to treat tbe home battalion as a dep/)t for
the foreign one, which, however, it must be owned, it had been to a
great extent before. Unless the total number of men at home were
to be increased all the men of one year's service must be taken from
the battalion at home. I have already shown that 300 recruits a year
are required for the two battalions, or an average of 2,5 a month. As
the dep/)t only consists of 50 men it will not usually have men of more
than two or three months' service, and hence all men of one year's
service must have been counted on the strength of the home battalion
for nine months at least. Of course the dep6t might be increased in
size, but, unless the total strength of the home army were increased in
like proportion, this could only be done by still further weakening the
already attenuated home battalions.
Tbe opponents of the system point out that tbe result is to render
these weak home battalions practically useless. The official answer
appears to be that they are not useless : they are depOts and training
schools by which our Indian and Colonial army is maintained; while
for active service abroad we have, in the first instance, sufficient
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material for one army corps kept in a state of readiness, and, by calling
in the reserves, we can raise as many more of the weak battalions as
we like to a war establishment.
Now, if we accept this idea loyally, it will follow that we need not
regard these fifty-one battalions as anything more tban training schools
for individuals, nor count upon them as units which vtonld have to
take their place in the line in case of war. This can easily be shown.
I have already said that '1t any given moment the number of men
of over six months' service in each battalion will vary from 293 to 377.
Let us take the higher figure and deduct from it, what would certainly
be a minimum, 77 men for absentees, prisoners, men unfit to take the
field, &c. This will leave 300 men available to form a part of the
regiment when mobilised. But a regiment on a war footing requires
the following men :
Corporals

41

Pioneers

:Band

13
20
004
22

.

Privates
Drivers .
Total

1,000

Thus 700 new men will have to be brought in to raise our battalion
to its proper war strength. Tbe new body thus found is tbe old ono
in name only, and no a.mount of careful training of the latter will
make the former a trustworthy machine wherewith to work.
We see, therefore, that the recognised idea of these battalions, as
mere training schools for recruits, and as depOt.s for the sister battalions
abroad, is the correct one, and nothing will be gained by trying to
treat them as real regiments. In them the training of tbe recruits will
be the ebief work to be clone, and the bigher schools may be comparatively neglected. The recruits will arrive at the rate of twenty-five,
or about i,alf tbe strength of a company, a montb ; and, in order to
enable tbo officers to look after their own recruits I would sugo-est
tbat all those coming in during a given month sh~uld be posted to
one company, each company in turn being told off to receive the newcomers.
As the companies are very weak I would suggest that company
clrill sbould be habitually carried on in double companies, tbough the
individual instruction of men and non-commissioned officers might
still be done in their own companies and by their own officers.
The battalion scbool can only partially be carried out, and sbould
be confined almost entirely to the parade ground. Similarly the bri~ade
0
drills would be limited chiefly to parade movements.
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Lastly, none of these weak battalions sbonld ernr take part in
manoonvres on a large scale.
But, with these exceptions, I think we should endeavour to systema.
tise the instruction given as far as possible in accordance with the
plan I shall propose for the remainder of the army.
In thus boldly saying that three-fourths of our regiments are to
take but a very limited part in tho system of instruction that I am
advocating, I feel that I am exposing myself to the criticism that my
system is not that best fitted for our army. But, in the first place, I
would point out that while our regiments are so very differently
organised from each other as they are now to be, it would be pedantic
to endeavom t.o make one system fit all. In the second place, we have
it on authority that the remaining-twenty batt<tlions really form our
whole field army. And in the third place, I desire to put forward a
project for rearranging our men so as to be able to give the full
training to a maximum number of battalions; as, however, I fear that
ihat matter hardly falls within the scope of this essay, I have relegated
it to an Appendix.
It is as yet difficult to foretell exactly how our new system will work
ffl'ith regard to the battalions on t,he larger establishments. It is
ecrtain, however, that the proportion of men of under one year's service
,will not be more than one.third of the ent.ire regiment, while the
,number of men who will remain in it after being trained will be very
great. The officers will thus have an inducement to look after the
instruction of their men, which does not exist in the weak battalions;
hile in each company there will be a strong nucleus of men
ho haYe already bad at least one year's traiuing, and who will remain
during the whole of the year's course. In theso regirnents we may
therefore hope to be able to systematise the training, at least to some
extent. But even here there must be a great difference, at lbll events
in the company school, between our service and the German.
In Germany the whole of the recruits arrive on a. given dn.y, and for
some weeks the whole energies of the officers arc devoted to preparing
them to take their place in tbe ranks. The training of the rest of the
company during this period is confined to some of the minor details of
a soldier's edu·cation; the real company school has not yet commenced.
It is not until tbe recruits are ready that tbe training of the company
is taken in hand. The grea.t importance attached to this company
training depends in some measure upon the fact that, in tl1e German
army, the company is tho true tactical unit. The bn,tt::tlion, on the
l'field of battle, is as much composed of separate companies as tbe
brigade is of separate battalions. Each company forms its own sup-
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ports and reserves, and, as far as is possible, is kept distinct from the
remainder of the regiment. It thus employs in action the drill it has
been taught by its own company officers, and it fights under those
officers.
With us this is quite different. We cannot tell off a certain portion
of the year for the training of recrnits, for they drop in by twos and
threes throughout the year. If, therefore, the recruits are to he trained
by the company officers, they will not be able to devote their entire
energies to the annual course of their companies.
Noris the company our tactical unit. If we take the normal attack
formation of the drill book we find that the company does not supply
its own supports and reserves. It is, rather, all extended at once, or
all in support, or all in reserve. Where the supports join the fighting
line two companies are doubled np together; at the close of the attack
four companies are intermixed. The men are no longer fighting as
companies under their own officers, but as an integral portion of a
deployed battalion. This fact alone must det.ract from the extreme
value placed by German officers on the company school.
But, in addition to this, the attack, as practised by a company,
cannot resemble the fnnctions it will have to undertake when forming
part of a battalion. When by itself it must form its own support and
reserves, and then the front shown, already smaller than in war time,
owing to peace establishments, must be furth~r curtailed. The
difficulties of command are lessened, and the men arc accustomed to
be looked after by their officers in a way which is impracticable when
the full front of 200 paces is taken up. The consequence is that both
men and officers find that company drill is but a partial training for
battalion drill.
Nor can the difficulty be got over by the habitual use of double
companies. In the first place, the don ble company means that the men
of the company under the junior captain have two masters, and the
officer who commands them under fire is not the same as he. to whom
they look for guidance at other times. The German idea of the
'Father of the Company' mnst thus be given up. In the second
place, the double company, with our system of drill, only carries us one
step further in the attack. We have now a fighting line ancl support,
bnt we still have no reserve, and again there must be a difference
between double company and battalion drill.
This last difficulty might of course he removed by introducing the
German system of the attack. We should then, on commencing the
attack, dflploy one half company of each double company, but on a
front of 100 instead of 200 paces; the other half company would
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form the support, and the second company the reserve. As a rule,
the extension would be commenced by two double companies only, the
remainder prolonging the line to either flank, as required.
But if, in order to preserve the value of the company school, we were
to introduce this formation, it would certainly seem wiser to accept
the situation and make onr double companies permanent. As, however, there appears little likelihood of this being done, it would be
better to acknowledge that, with us, the company school is not the
really important one, and that the soldier's training must be completed
in the battalion school.
(NoTE BY MAJO.R·GENERAL PORTER.-The ma.nuscript finishes at this point. No
doubt, had my son lived to complete the re1"ision, he would have here introduced
a few suitable paragraphs to dose the subject.]

APPENDIX.

According to the 'Revised Memorandum,' in which were embodied
the main features of Mr. Childers's scheme, the British army in England
was to consist of the following batt.alions :
43 of 480
8 of 500
4 of 6.50
4 of 850
12 of 950, these latter belonging to 1st
Army Corps.
NOTE.-The remainillg nine battalions required for the 1st Army Corps are to be
obtained from the Mediterranean garrisons and the Guards.

If we examine the composition of the 51 battalions of 480 and 500
men we shall arrive at rather curious results. In the first place, no
man is to be sent to India who is under one year's service. Conse-

quently all drafts of men for India must be taken from the sister
battalion at home. The Indian battalion is 820 strong, and the men
are enlisted for seven years, with the possibility of an extension to
eight years. Let us suppose that every man serves his eight years,
then the Indian battalion will require annually 8 0 men to replace

!

time-expired men. But, according to Lord Airey's Committee, there
is a further average waste of sixty men per battalion per year in India,,
which must be made good.
Then the home battalion has a strength of 500 men enlisted for
· I reqmre
· on t h e average 5Too men t o rep Iace t·1meseven years, and w1l
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expired men, and, according to tho same commission, the waste at
home is 124 pm· 1,000, or 62 per batt,.lion of 500.
Thus the home regiment must annually be recruited by

820
500
8 - +60+ - 7- +62

=

296 men.

But the strength 500 includes all ranks-officers, orderly-room
clerks, artificers, and so forth. Even if we count in all these, except
the officers, we find that in each regiment there are only
500--27-296 men of more than one yea1·'s service.

=

187

,,

"

When we consider that this number must include the whole of the
staff of the regiment, and most likely would include the whole of the
officers' servants-if we further make allowances for fatigues, prisoners,
sick men, and guards, it is evident that very few men in the regiment,
who have joined after the course bas begun in one year, will remain
with it to obtain a regular training tbe next year.
l<'urther, if we endeavour to estimate the number of men it should
be possible to assemble at any time for battalion drill, the result is not
encouraging. Including his recruit's conrse of musketry, six months
is the shortest time before the new-comer ca.n be counted upon as
forming a part of the regiment. Thus, at all times, the regiment will
be 150 under its nominal strength. After making allowances for
officers and the regimental staff, we find, therefore, that 800 is the very
largest number of men left, From this number must be deducted
prisoners, men in hospital, on guard, or on fatigue, as well as the
officers' servants. These would of course vary in 1n1mber, but I doubt
whether they would ever be reduced materially below 100, and usually
would be nearer 150. We have, therefore, left as the parade strength
of bayonets from 150 to 200. Sach a number can hardly carry out
battalion manoouvres, though it may make some pretence of battalion
drill.
So far, therefore, as the men are concerned, the higher training of
the battalion will become impossible. But even if it were possible it
may be doubted whether it would be of any value. On mobilisation
t,be on]y men who could Lo retained in the regin1ent would be so many
of tbe 300 above mentioned as could pass the doetor. I think we
might safely say t hat a battalion 300 strong would not produce more
than 250 trained soldiers for active service, and 750, or exactly 3 to 1,
of new men, would have to be added to them to make up the authorised
war strength. .A. battalion thus formed would no more be the same
battalion that it was before than a watch with new works and a new
case would be the same timepiece that it was before these improve-
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menta were made, So far as the men are concerned, therefore, timo
spent in the higher training of the battalion school would be lost.
But it may be questioned whether, if a man is not to belong for
fighting purposes to the battalion in which he has been trained in
peace time, the higher training is of much use to him.
The individual training of the man is chiefly to be obtained in the
company school, where ho is taught to make the most of the natural ·
features of the ground, as well as to execute with intelligence the
duties of outposts and advanced guards. The use of the higher training is chiefly to accustom the officers to fight in the larger units, and
also to give homogeneity to the battalion. In this case the latter is
impossible, and for the former the only practical way I can conceive
is to combine two or more battalions into one for drill pnrposes.
NOTE BY THE AUTnon.-It would be possible to devise a permanent combination of
these battalions, but the necessary reorganisation might seem too drastic, and the subject is perhaps somewhat beyond the scope of this essay. Still I will give a brief outline
of what I mean. Under the new system of the gradual relief of officers and men
attached to the foreign battalion by those belonging to that at home, the relief of
the battalion, as a whole, becomes a work of supererogation, a needless expense. Thus,
when the time comes for relieying the battalion, many officers and men who haye
been out only a short time must be brought home, and their plact>s taken by others
who have been only at home a short time. Then in the next and succeeding years
officers who h:we only lately been brought home will h:we to proceed a.broad again.
If this system bo not cari.·ied out the relief of the battalion is merely a nominal, not I\
real one; if it be, it entails needlei-s expense.

My first proposal is, therefore, to omit the relief of battalions, and
to carry out the relief of individuals by drafts. We shall thns have
seventy battalions of our army permanently abroad, and, as the home
battalions, as such, will not have to go abroad, there will be no
necessity for any different establishments among them, so far as this
consideration is concerned. I shall thus have remm--ed an objection
to the scheme that I am about to propose, the ad vantages of which I
shall afterwards discuss.
Instead of having seventy regiments of two battalions each, with a
depot centre, I would have thirty-five regiments of four battalions
each-two ,it home, two abroad. The foreign battalions would be the
same as at present. Of the two home battalions, one woul<l be an
active battalion, the other a depot one. All recruits for the other three
battalions would first join the depot battalion-those for the home
battalion remaining six months, those for India till the despatch of the
next draft after they had completed one year's service.

In calculating the strength available for these regiments I will
follow the figures already given in this paper :
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Recruits required annually for seronty regiments a?roa.d
Recruits required every six months for home battalions

70 x 160
3,5 >< 120

11,200
4-,200

15,400

Strength of thirty-five depots
Ditto of each dep0t

=
=

16,400
36

= 440
42,040
15,640

Total home strength tt1ken as
D educt strength of depOts

26,400
Strength of f"ach home battalion

26;~•0 =

"760

In comparing the strength of these home battalions with the present
paper strength, we must add 120 recruits to it, which are with the
depot battalion, which would give us 880 per battalion. On mobilisation, however, these 120 recruits could only be counted upon as a
resource to be made use of further on, and the battalion would have
to be completed by 280 reserve men-not, however, an excessive
proportion. In case of colonial wars the battalion would be strong
enough as it stood, or, if it were deemed necessary, a portion of the
Indian contingent next for embarkation might be taken from the
depot.
Our home army would thus consist of thirty-five battalions fit for
active service, not including the Guards and the Mediterranean
garrisons, which would give us more than enough for two army corps.
Behind it would be thirty-five more cadres, which, by means of
recrniting and reserve men, might be made to supply a second line,
almost as strong in numbers, though not so good in quality, as the first.
Now before pointing out the advantages which I should claim for
such a system, I wish to answer one or two objections, which I feel
sure will be made against it.
First of all I shall be told that this is a further blow at the regimental esp,·it de corps-that officers will now have practically to belong
to four regiments, and al] feeling of comradeship, such as used to
exist, will be gone. Well, first I will call to my aid all the arguments
already used by the authorities in favour of linked battalions. Secondly,
I would point out, what I for one believe to be quite true, that all
officers have already protested that the link battalion system has
killed esprit de corps. If it have, then this further change can do no
more harm.
Then I may be told that my weak depot battalions will not require
so many officers as service battalions, while service with them will not
be popular. With regard to the first I do not propose to go into details,
as I do not think that in this essay questions of pure organisation,
which do not affect training, should be included. But I would point
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out that, whether popular with the army or no, a reduction in the
number of officers, could it he effected without loss of efficiency, would
certainly be a gain to the country. That some such reduction could
be made I believe, but to what extent I cannot say. But it does not
necessarily follow that such a reduction must be made. Presumably,
it it were effected, it would be because the authorities were convinced
that it could safely and advantageously be done. As to service with
the depot being unpopular, I fancy that in some respects officers would
like it, especially married officers, who would rejoice in the prospect
of a prolonged stay in one place. But of course any officer who
remained too long with the depot would fall behind his comrades in
proficiency, and therefore serdce there must be done by roster. .As,
however, nearly all regiments call out that they are under-officered,
owing to the number of men away from their regiments from various
eauses, I would suggest that, supposing the total number of officers
was not to be reduced, all such absentees shonld be borne on tlie
strength of the depot, while the active battalion should be maintain ed
at its full strength; so that the proportion of officers serving with the
depot to that serving with the colours would, in most cases, be reduced
to :ibout two-and-a-half or three to four.
And now as to some of the ad vantages I claim for the system(1) I believe that by it we should obtain the largest number of
real battalions which it is possible to form out of the men at
our disposal, and at the least cost.
(2) That the whole of the battalions which we intend to mobilise
would be of sufficient strength in peace time to allow of their
receiving an efficient training.
(3) That it would be possible so to manipulate the recruiting and
the Indian drafts as to allow the young soldiers to arrive
at their service battalions in large batches, not in small
driblets as at present, and thus facilitate the introduction of
a. systematic form of training, more nearly resembling that
in the German service.
[NorE DY MAJOR-GENERAL PonTER.· - This Appendix is also, I consider, i.ncomplete.
ith regard to the suggested objection that making regiments all consist ?f four
ttalions would still further des troy the spirit of esprit de corps, I would po1~ t out
t thi s system now holds good iu Loth of the Rifle regiments, as well as rn ~he
uards. Era long, the new four-battalioned regiments would have the same feelmg
angst tbemselvc8. J
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PAPER V.

REPORT OF THE RAILWAY OPERATIONS IN
EGYPT DURING AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER 1882.
By

MAJOR W •

.A. J, WALLACE, R.E.

ON 6th July, while home on leave from India, I was summoned

to the Horse Guards, and informed by the Inspector-General of
Fortifications that a Milita.r y Railway Corps was about to he formed,
and that I was to have charge of it.
The organisation and strength of the corps* having been determined
upon, the officers, non.commissioned officers and men were selected,
the equipment was proceeded with, and the purchase of the following
railway plant, material, and stores was ordered:
4 Small tank locomotives.
2 l st Class carriages.
2 2nd ,,
6
40
4
2

3rd ,,
,,
Cattle trucks.
Brake vans.
Travelling cranes.
2 Breakdown vans.
5 Miles of permanent way complete, with accessories, tools, &c.

While these articles were being procured and shipped, Sir Andrew
Clarke, through the courtesy of Mr, Forbes, Chairman of the London,
Chatham and Dover Railway, obtained permission for the officers and
men of the 8th (Rail way) Company, Royal Engineers, to have the run
of that line and pick up what they could of railway working in the
Locomotive and Traffic Departments, the Heads of those Departments,
Mr. Kirtly and Mr. Mortimer Harris, affording every facility and
assistance.
Similarly, opportunities of seeing practical pla(elaying were freely
afforded by Mr. Brady and Mr. Jacomb, the Chief Engineers of the
South-Eastern, and London and South-Western Rail way Companies.
• 7 Officere, 1 Warrant Officer, 2 Buglers, and 97 Non-commissioned Officers and

Sappers.

For particulars flide Captain Sidney Smith's report appended.
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These few days' training, giving, as they did, to intelligent men
opportunities ot' seeing how work should be done, were of great use
to us afte1·wards.
On the 2nd .A.ugust I receivecl orders to proceed with Captain D .
.A.. Scott, R.E., vi,, Brindisi, to .Alexandria, there to report myself to
the General Officer Commanding, and arrange with him for shipping
to the base of operations such rolling stock, material, &c., as might be
required.

We arrived at Alexandria on the 10th .A.ugust, and carried out
the above instructions. Lieutenant Willock was left bebind in
England to see to the shipping of the railway plant, and to follow with
it and the 8th (Railway) Company, Royal Engineers, in the steamship
' CanadiaI!.'
.A. meeting was held at .Alexandria with Mr. Le 11Iesnrier, C.S.I.,
and the principal officials of the Railway Administration, Brig. -General
Nugent, C.B., C.R.E., attending. The terms upon which the rolling
stock and materials were to be made over having been agreed upon,
the necessary steps were taken for shipment to the base of operations.
Two tank locomotives were purchased for £800 each from Messrs.
Greenfield & Co., the smallest available engines being selected with a
view to the difficulties of landing at Isruailia, where there were no
facilities for dealing with heavy weights.
On the 19th .A.ngust the general move from Alexandria took
place. With it one tank locomotive, belonging to the Egyptian
railway, 19 wagons, and some permanent way material were despatched

as a first instalment; the locomotive, being too large for the hatchways, had to be carried on the deck of the steamship ' Osiris ' ; the
wagons and permanent way materials were towed in two large barges,
one of which foundered off .A.boukir during the night. Subsequently
four other locomotives, 19 wagons, and some more permanent way
material (sufficient for about one mile of line in all) were packed in
barges and similarly despatcbeil by Captain Scott, who was ordered
by the Commanding Royal Engineer to remain at Alexandria .
I arrived at Ismailia on the morning of the 21st, and was at once
ordered by the Commander-in-Chief to repair the line as far as Neficbe
(three miles). 'l.'aking 12 Sappers of the 17th Company, Royal
Engineers, Captain W oocl, R.E., accompanying, with 20 sailors, a
truck and some rails, &c., we found the line cut in two places. The
requisite repairs were soon effected, n.nd on arrival at N efiche, which
bad just been occupied by Major-General Graham's Brigade, we found,
standmg at the station, a train of 22 wagons, the leading one of
which, loaded with coal, had been struck by a well-directecl 7-inch
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shot from the Admiral's ship at Jsmailia; the engine had been disconnected and removed by the enemy.
Finding the bridge and water supply at N cfiche intact, I recommended sending the engine and wagons to Suez, there being no
means 0£ landing them at Ismailia, the Admiralty vessel ' Recovery,'
specially fitted £or lifting heavy weights, not having yet arrived. But
it was deemed expedient to wait till the enemy had been dislodged
from certain strong positions which he occupied oo t.!10 canal bank
between Ismailia and Suez.
I obtained permission to commence next day laying a line of rails
from the Station to the Central Landing Place (about 1,000 yards),
but no working party was forthcoming ( ,;II hands being busy landing)
till late in the afternoon, when at 7 P.M. 4.00 men of the Guards and
King's Royal Rifles were placed at my disposal. With these the rails
and sleepers were laid out by 11.30 P.M,, when the moon went down.
The Commanding Royal Engineer then ordered me to proceed
with the locomotive and wagons to Suez ; I accordingly startecl at
daybreak on the 23rd with :Mons. Cboissy, Assistant Locomotirn
Superintendent, Egyptian Railways, and a staff of 12 fitters, drivers,
&c. Owing to delays and detentions in the Canal, due to grounding
and meeting steamers conveying the Indian Contingent, we did not
arrive at Suez till the night of the 24th.
'l'he 25th and 26th were spent in lauding and erecting the locoruo1ice and wagons, valuable assistance being rendered by Capt. Hext,
R.N., Chief Transport Officer, and also by some of the artificers of
the Fleet, whose services were made available by Admiral Sir W.
IBewett, V.C., K.C.B. Unfortunately twelve hours' delay was caused by
he. bursting of a t.nbe jnst as we had got steam up in the locomoti\·e;
nt lllons. Choissy worked with most praiseworthy energy tbl'Ough
e night, and had the engine ready £or the road by 8 A.hi. on the 27th .
Expecting to meet with opposition and obstruction on the lir:e to
mailia, a 7-pr. gnn was mounted in the leading truck, which was
lated with /,-in. iron, and fitted up for its reception. This gun was
'lnanned by 10 sailors, commanded by :Midshipman Beaumont., H.M. S.
Euryalus'; a guard of half a Company, Madras Sappers, under the
'IOmmand of Colonel Brown, R.E., C.S.I., with Lieut. Burn Murdock,
IB.E., and a truckload of rails, sleepers, &c., for possible repairs,
accompanied.
Leaving Suez about !) A.AI., we found the road in good order
fll,roughout, with ample water supply ready for use at Genefe and

~yed, and got to Ismailia without hindrance of any sort by 3 P.M.
The water supply at N efiche hacl been neglected and allowed to
F
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run out in my absence, but this was rectified next day, and no similal'
failure occurred at tbis important station, upon which we had to
depend entirely for watel' for engines until the advance reached
Tel-el-Kebir on the 13th proximo.
The S.S. 'Canadian,' with the 8th (Railway) Company, Royal
Engineers, had arrived at lsmailia on the 23rd A.ugust, late at night.
On the 28th A.ugust the train set·vice from Ismailia towards the
front was commenced, and the first train of supplies was run to
Tel-el-Mahuta (about 8 miles from Nefiche), then the most advanced
post, where the enemy had blocked the line by filling in a cutting.
This obstmction was not entirely removed till the 30th, when the
daily supply train ran through to Kassassin, 22 miles from Ismailia,
t,nd some 5 miles beyond the sk,tion of l\Iahsamah, where upwards of
100 vehicles had been captured-chiefly wagons, including one water
tank on wheels, which proved of great service afterwards. There
were no watering arrangements at iraLsamab, consequently the
engine supply, which was one of our chief difficulties, continued and
increased till the 13th, when the capture of Tel.el.Kehir, where
there was an ample supply, put an end to the water difficulty.
The engines being all of small water capacity, tenders had to be
improvised, the tanks brought from England for the purpose answering
very ,veil; but the pumps supplied from home were unsuitable, and
their place hnd to be taken by fire-engine pumps obtained from the
shipping. Supplemental'y tanks were placed a.t Ismailia, Tel-elMahnta, and Kassassin, ancl wero kept constantly full by fatigue
parties frnm the troops holding these posts.
On the 31st A.ugust the Railway Department was placed uµder the
orders of :Major-General Earle, C.S .I. , commanding line of communi.
cations.
With a view to relieving the great pressure of traffic at and from
the central pier, and to afford additional facilities for landing stores
and mnterial, a line of rails was projected from the Railway Station to
the mouth of the Sweet-water Canal (about l¼ miles), where lighters
could approach the bank with ease.
On the 1st September the work was made over to the Indian Contingent, by whom it was completed in about a week. This line was
not only a most convenient one for the transport of heavy goods, but
jt was also a great boon to the sick and wounded, who were conveyed
by means of it to the door of the Base Hospital, which had been
established in the Khedive's Palace.
On the 1st September the following rules for carrying on the railwny service were drawn up with the approval of Major-General Earle:
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J. Tho d1.~y before the departure of each train 24 trucks to Le handed over by the
rl'raffic Superintendent, Isma.ilia, to the Commissariat DepartmPnt to load.
Three trucks will be prodded for the Indian Commissn.riat Department daily for
the present.
2. The Director of Railways hopes to run soon two or more trains daily to the
front, one of which will be a. mix.eel train.
Hours of departure to be settled by Director of Rall ways, and put in Orders.
3._ As a ru_le, the supply trains will go straight to the Advanced Dep6t, only
stopping for railway purposes.
4. The mixed train will take supplies for intermediate posts.
5. An Officer or Senior Conductor to be in charge of stores, with way-bills; and
if proceeding by mixed train, to know exactly what is to be deli'\"er&'d at each post.
6. An (R.E.) Officel' or Non-commissionocl Officer will be in railway charge of
each train.
7- No Officer or man to proceed by train without a pass signed by the Commandant of the Bast', or the Advanced Dep0t, or a Raihrny Staff Officer. These passes
will be inspected before a train starts off,
8. As & rule, horses and mules will not be conveyed by tmin.
9. In the case of Ordnrtnce Stores, Artillery Equipment, &c., required to be for warded by rail-a requisition for railway transport., stating the approximate weight
and size of stores, to be forwarded the d:iy pre,ious to the Railway Staff Officer.
10. A telegram to be sent by the Railway Staff Officer on the departure of each
train to each station where stores are to be deliyered, to ensure regular fatigue
parties being detailed.
11. A similar telegram to be sent by the Commandant, AdV'anced Dep0t,, for
return traius, if nP.cessary.
12. The tramway, from the landing wharf to the railway station, to be worked
(under the supervision of the Railway Officers) and horsed by the Commissariat and
'.l.' rau sport Department.
13. In order to secure the regularity of the Railway Senice, it is essential that 110
person whatever should take it upon himself to interfere with the orders of the
Director of Railways about traffic, stopping and delaying trains, &c.
14-. The Officers employed on the Railway will on no account depart from Urn
orders of the Director of Rail ways, and nre not permitted to comply with any requests
to stop or delay their trains at any but the authorised points.

The supply trains were worked with one engine till the 1st September, when two tank engines, pnrchased at Alexandria, arrived vfrL
Suez, where they bad been landecl and promptly erected by l\Ions.
Choissy.
On the 5th September, four small tank engines iirrived from
England, and joined in the work on the fol lowing day.
Four and five small trains of e-igbt to fifteen wagons, nccording to
the power of the engine, were now run daily to the front,, till the 11 th,
1Vheu t wo large goods engines, shipped at Alexandria., arri\ed i·ilL Suez,
and the 200 yards of li ght rails used for hasty repairs near llfagfar
had been replaced by hea,vy ones.
The transport work was now renclcr('cl cornparatiYcly ('rt:.y, thcso
en gines being n.Lle to draw trains of 3r, ]oaded truckR. Upwards of
2t,0 tons of supplies and bnggng(', in addition to details of troops, were
l"2
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carried to the front daily until the 13th idem, when the capture of
Tel-el-Kebir an,1 Zagazig placed at our disposal an ample supply of
rollino- stock for future requirements.

The following is a brief abstract of Rai\w,i,y traffic work done nt
I smailia betweeu the 28th August and 25th September, when tho
working of the branch lines was made over to the Egyptian Railw'1y
Administration : Eighty-eight trains in '111 were despatched from Ismailia, the principal items of contents being as fo11ows : Truck Loads

. 855
English and Indian Commissariat Stores
. 178
Regimental and Staff Baggage
.
.
20
Ammunition .
.
.
,
9
Royal Artillery Guns and Wagons
17
Field Hospitals a,nd Medical Stores .
41
Royal Engineer Material
19
Clothing, &c. .
.
.
.
.
10
N arnl Brigade, with G Gatling guns
71
Passenger Carriages
38
Trucks for Soldiers
12
Horses .
13
,,
Empties
.
20
P~rm:rncnt 1.Vay Material
Iron-phted Trafo for 40-pr. Armstrong, 1 Krupp,
and 1 Gatling Gun .

Total.

1,308 equiYalent to
- - about 9,000
tons.*

In addition to the above, the sick and wounded, men and horses,
were brought back from the front in the return trains to Ismn.i]ia;
also additional was the work of moving the Army to Cairo when the
general advance took place, besides clearing and carrying forward the

large accumulations of supplies and stores which had been brought up
by both rail aud canal to the advanced depots formed at l\Iabuta and
Kassassin.

Very early in the morning of the 13th September, having made
arrangements for providing a water supply for the engines at Kassassin,

Major Ardagh and I left with a small locomotive pushing tbe ironplated train, with the 40-pr. Armstrong iu front, for Tel-el-Kebir,
Captain Smith, Lieutenant Vidal, and l\Ir. Donald, Cirilian AssistautEngjneer, following close behind in a train conveying 350 yan1~ of
permanent way material, with tools, &c., complete in c,ery detail fur

repairs that were expected to be required.

*

When we arri1·cd in the

This does not include casuals and clehtils of all Lr:inches of the Serriec. who
were carried in almost f-very train, sitting on the loaded wagons in numbers tLat.
aYeraged upwards of fifty men pet· train,
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vicinity of the works the attack by our Infantry was just commencing;
but owing to the hazy and uncertain light and ever-increasing smoke,
it was found to be impossible for the 40-pr. to take any part in the
fray, and the disappointed sailors had to look on while the enemy's
sliells burst provokingly all round them .
.As soon as the position was carried the trains moved up, and the
8th Company men, assisted by a detachment of Madras Sappers, at
once set to work to make a gap in the enemy's lines, which had been
rorried across the railway; and , though this part of the parapet had
heen constructed of clay mixed with sand and strong reeds ( very
tough, clinging stuff), the men worked with such goodwill that in less
tl,an two hours the trains were enabled to pass within the lines of
Tel-el-Kehir, where upwards of 120 carriages and wagons wero
captured, many of the latter being filled with ammunition of all sorts
ruixed up with curious explosives, such as dynamite cartridges with
detonators attached.
Later in the day I took the ~0-pr. train, followed by a train carrying the head-quarters of the 2nd division, and pushed on to Zagazig,
IWhere I arrived some hours after the station had been occupied by
ir H. ?!i"acpherson, V.C., K.C.B., and where seven engines and 80
agons had been captured.
The general move to Cairo commenced on the 15th September;
is necessitated the employment of many heavily-laden trains for
veral days, and involved much hard, anxious, and trying work,
rried on at a time when the telegraph, then only partially restored,
as overwhelmed with messages and quite unable to meet the requireents of railway working, the notices of departures of the trains
ften not arriving at the forward station until after the arrival of the
ins referred to. The necessity for a wire exclusively for railway
essages was fully recognised by Colonel Webber, R.E., who had one
pplied as soon as possible, but this was not in time for t,he greatest
ssure of traffic.
The officers, non-commissioned officers, and men of the 8th (Railay) Company, Royal Engineers, had many difficulties to contend with,
tl much arduous duty to perform, -both by day and night. .
.
.All hands worked willingly and well, and when it is borne in mmd
at they had little or no previous experience of railway business, the
ults achieved were, I submit, creditable on the whole.
.
A heavy and important traffic had to be carrie~ on, wo.rkmg
ainst time, in a trying climate, over a badly furmshed railwa!,
ich had to be repaired under difficulties ·in some places, and Ill
era was liable to be covered with sand and rendered uusafe without

.-
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a moment's notice. For the said traffic there were available, at first,
only a few shaky wagons of inferior construction, with feeble engines,
brought round, one or two at a time, from Alexandria; the water
difficulty in the desert was continual and increased with the advance ;
the native staff had deserted to a man, ancl there was no local labour
procurable. But the work was done ; not, however, without some
mishaps (vicle Appendix), such as engines breaking down, wagons
getting off the rails, water supply failing, &c. &c., but without one
single accident resulting in loss of life, or even serious injury.
Lieutenant Dopping Hepenstal unfortunately fell ill at the outset,
and was invalided, thus throwing additional duty on the other Officers
of the Company.
Lieutenant Huleatt worked most assiduously, and showed considerable aptitude in acquiring the duties of a Traffic Manager at
Ismailia.
Lieutenant Vidal, who was our chief platelayer, superintended
most of the repairs and renewals of the permanent way; he also laid in
a siding for passing trai.n s at Kassassin. Throughout he was ably
supported by Serjeant l\Ioat, Foreman Platelayer.
'l'he Locomotive Department was judiciously and efficiently conducted by Seijeaut-Major Loxton, assisted by Corporal Longcroft,
who also took his share of the engine driving, and whose mechanical
skill proved useful on several occasions.
The engine drivers had specially arduous duties to perform, and
they acquitted themselves most creditably, often undergoing serious
privation and discomfort during long hours of unavoidable detention,
far from Head-Quarters, and without proper food or rest. I wish to
bring prominently to notice Corporals Freeman, Saunders, and Garden,
who had a large share of the most trying work.
The want of previous training in station duties, notably in shunting
and marshalling wagons, making up trains, &c., was very much felt;
hut some of the station-masters and guards soon picked up a f1tir
knowledge of their duties, which they carried out in a generally
satisfactory manner. The following are deserving of special men.
tion:Serjeant Pepperell, Station-master, Nefiche.
Corporal Penney, Guard.
,,
J . Perry, Assistant Station.master.
Lance-Corporal Bradley, Station-master, Kassassin.
"

J. Walclrou, Guard.

Although the line of communication did not at first exceed 20 miles
in length, the 8th Company, Royal Engineers, provecl numerically in-

sufficient for the work to be done, owing partly to the whole of the
native railway staff having deserted before our arrival ( we had conse·
quently to furnish from our limited numbers pointsmen , signalmen,
greasers, engine cleaners, carriage examiners, &c.), and partly to tbo
smallness of the engines necessitating a great number of trains, each
of which required a full staff of guards, drivers, firemen, &c. On this
being brought to the notice of t,he Commander.in-Chief, the officers
commanding regiments were called upon to send in the names of any
of their men who had ever worked on railways in the Locomotive or
Traffic Departments. This call brought out a number of useful hands,
who were a great help. Amongst those who rendered the most valuable
service, I would nameSe1jeant Luscombe, 1st Black Watch, Royal Highlanders} G d
uar s.
Jones, Royal Marine Light Infantry
,,
Lance-Corporal Thompson, Seaforth Highlanders}
Firemen, Engine·
Pl'ivate Connors, 19th Hussars
cleaners, &c.
,,
,, Wardrobe
•
,, Ralph, Royal Irish Fusiliers
Captain Sidney Smith, Royal Engineers, Commanding the 8th
Company, took his full share of the hard work, acting ou many
occasions as conductor of trains, sometimes under very trying circumstances, when, owing to accidents or mishaps, long hours of night.
duty were involved.
Lieutenant Walker, of the Royal Irish Fusiliers, rendered very
useful service, running many trips as conductor of trains and per•
forming the duties most successfully.
Captain England, of the same corps, acted once as a volunteer in
the same capacity, when he showed a thorough knowledge of the
Work. He would have done more for us had not his regiment been
just then ordered to the front.
My special acknowledgments and thanks are due to Major Ardagb,
C.B., R.E., who was indeed a frie11d in need. He, although my senior
in the Service, willingly lent a hand when the pressure was at its
height, and the numerical inadequacy of the railway staff was most
fe]t; his sound judgment, good advice, readiness of resource under
difficulties, and, above all, his indomitable energy and good example,
were of the greatest value, and contributed much to the success of tho
railway operations.

Captain D. A. Scott, R.E., performed excellent service, both at
Alexandria and afterwards on the Iamailia~Cairo line, where be
worked with indefatigable zeal and energy from the 2nd to the 25th
September. Always ready to undertake any work, however arduous
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or irksome, he invariably carried it through to completion in a satisfactory manner. He is, moreover, an officer who has had considerable
practical r ailway experience, which proved especially useful, the staff
being generally ncw to the work.
From first to last every possible assistance was r endered by Mr.
H. P. Le Mesurier, O.S.I., President of the R ailway Administration,
who placed the whole of bis resources unreservedly at our disposal.
Amongst the members of his staff, who rendered the most valuable
aid, I wish to bring specially to notice the following officers:
Mr. Donalcl, Assistant Engineer, arrived at Ismailia on the 4th
September, brtving previously done good service with Major Ardagh at
Alexandria; be worked with energy, and was of the greatest assistance
both as an engineer and as a traffic officer, when we were very weak in
the latter branch, the whole of the native staff having deserted; be
conducted the difficult operation of relaying with full-sized rails some
2Z0 yards of the m:1in line between N efiche aud Mahuta, which had
previously been hastily r epaired with light rails. This work had to
be carried out chiefly at night in order to interfere as little as possible
with the train service to the front.
Monsieur Ohoissy, Assistant Locomotive Superintendent, personally
superintended the erection, under great difficulties, of the whole of
t he roll,ng stock landed at Suez, where there were none of the usual
facilities for the cond uct of such work. By means of his energy and
example the work was expeditiously and well done. We are much
indebted to him for the very valuable service thus rendered.
Valuable service was also rendered by l\Ir. Carlisle, officiating
Locomotive Superintendent, and 1\Ir. Redmond, Cal'riage Superintendent, in the shipment of locomotives and carriages at Alexandria, also
by :Mr. H olzer, District Locomotive Superintendent at Zagazig, and
Mr. Leete, Travelling Locomotive Inspector at I smailia, who worked
willingly and right well throughout a trying time.
I received much assistance from Colonel R. Harrison, C.B., R.E.,
A.A.G., whose exceptional knowledge of the duties and responsibilities
of railway officials greatly facilitated our business relations; he always
gave me the earliest and follest information regarding the intended
movements of troops, supplies, &c., but at the same time he was careful
to avoid interfering in any way with the executive details of railway
working.

Cairo, 4th October, 1882.

W. A. J. WALLA OE,
llfajor, R.E.
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APPENDIX I.
The following order was issued on the 10th September:
EsconT Fon RAILWAY

TRAINS,

In consequence of the advance of the Army and tho necessity to guard the rail'\\1ay from damage by n.ny of thf' small bodies of the enemy's cavalry, it is considerf'd
advisable Ly the General of Communications that, in addition to Caxalry Patrols,
which hMe been ordered, a smnll armed party should accompany every trl\in.
A guard should be detailed fer this purpose by the Railway StRffOfficer, formed,
if possible, of men going up and down the line. Should none of these men be arni!ablo, you should arrange for the Royal Engineers employed on the train (guards,
engine driver, &c.), who should always take arms and ammunition, to be supplemented
by as many armed ruen as you may consider necessary.
The Railway Staff Officer to be held responsjble for informing you if any special
guard is required.
To Major

,vDirector
allace, R.E.,
of Railways,
Ismaili a, 10th September, 1882.
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APPENDIX II.
ABSTRACT OF ACCIDENTS,

Dote

&c. 1 BETWEEN

Nature of Accident

28th Aug. Three wagons dera.iledat
Nefiche points.
One ~ragon derailed by
sand on line near Mahuta.

29th ,,

Tender derailed by sand
11
on line near Mahuta.
1st Sept. Three wagons derailed
from same ea use at the
same place.
1st .,
Train detained at Mahsameh by order of a
Staff Officer and made
to run an extra trip;
ran short of water.

30th

2nd

11

Similar break down of
two engines for want
of water.

6th ,,

Three wagons badly derailed at l\Iahsamf'h
points.

8th
8th

Engine broke down
Tender derailed at Ismailia,

11th
13th

14th

"
"
"
"

"

16th

,,

17th

.,

18th ,,

Cairo,

THE 28TH AUGUST AND

25th

SEPTEMBER.

Damage to
Rolling Stock and
Permanent Way

Remarks

Trifling

Lino ·was cleared by Captain

Nil.

Smith 1 R.E. Train detained
1½hour.
Accumulation of sand due to
C£walry Cl'ossing line to and
from water. Train detained
1 hour.
Detention of 3 hours,

Nil.

Train detained

Nil.

2½ hours.

Nil.

Detention of several hours ;
three engines not home till
2.15 A,rir. on 2nd September.
Traffic arrangements for that
day thrown out in consequence.
Nil.
Relief engine sent out at 1 A.M. 1
brought the others in at5 A.M.
on 3r<l September. Traffic
arrangements thrown out.
Slight;
This accident was due to tbe
two axle-boxes
pointsman, and caused a
broken.
delay of 8 hours, the train
not getting back to Ismailia
till 3 A.M. on 7th September.
Nil.
Slight.
The rails being out of gauge
was the cause of this accident.
The body of the Accident due to defecti.e tyre
tender injured.
of wheel.
Trifling.
This accident was due to baggage animals getting in the
way of the train; a detention
of several hours was caused.

Tender
derailed at
Nefiche.
Two wagons of train derailed near Zagazig,
while com·eying headquarters of Division
& Royal Highlanders
Points injured
Point rails and This mischief was done by
connecting rods R.A. guns crossing the line 1
broken at
the result being serious inAbu Hammad
terruption of traffic at a Yery
and Zagazig.
busy time.
Tendn <lerailed at RasNil.
Bundle of tents from stack
sassin.
alongside fell on linej detention trifling.
Two wagons derailed at
Nil.
Detention of q hour.
facing points in Ismailil\ station yard.
Engine, tender, & brake- The said rolling The derailment was caused Ly
Yan of train completely
stock was
a bundle of tents that had
thrown off' the line,
seriously
fallen from the preceding
about two miles east
damaged.
train. Fortunately nobody
o.f Abu Hamruad stawas hurt.
t1on, at 10.15 P,M.
4tli October, 1882.
A. J, ,VAUA.CE, Major R.E.

,v.
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APPENDIX III.
A REPORT ON THE Wonx PERFORMED BY THE 8TH Cm.IPA.NY, ROYAL ENGINEERS,

DURING TllE CAMPAIGN IN

EGYPT,

1882.

The 8th Company, Royal Engineers, on embarkatlOn, consisted of:

,vCompany
arrant Officer
•
•
Sarjeant-Major •
Officers

,

•

Serjeants ,
.
Buglers .
•
Rank and filo .
Drivers ,

,

Total .

.

4

1
1
8
2
88
7
. Ill

Nearly all the men were selected with a view to their being suitable for all kinds
of railway work, and consisted principally of fitters, engine drivers, smiths, carpenters, plumbers and clerks, with a few masons, boiler maker, coppersmiths, painters,
&c., together with two tailors and a i-hoemaker.
Before leaving England these men were told off to Y&rious railway duties , which
were slightly modified when we arrived in the country; tho actual duties being as
follows:
Company duties
.
5
Locomoti-ve engine dri,·ers
8
Firemen •
.
•
6
Ice machine driYers •
•
2
LoeomotiYe superintendent
1
Running shed foreman
•
1
Engine repairers and cleaners
7
Inspectors and greasers
2
Guards •
7
Station-masters
•
6
Ismailia Eitation staff
6
Pointsmen
5
Stororoen
2
Platelayers
20
Smiths
•
•
•
6
Carpenters and painter
5
Total •
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The remainder were employed at their trades as extra men whenever required, and
to replace any men who were temporarily unfit for duty.
.
I took over the Company on the 13th of July, 1882, and between that time t1.nd
the date of embarkation (8th August), tbr0l1gh the courtesy of the London, Chatham
and Dover and South-,Vestern Railway Companies, portions of _the Cot?pany were
practised in platehiying, engine dril·ing and firing, shunting, station duties, guards,
&c., the men being allowed to do actual work in relaying _the pe~roanent WOJ', trarn1ling on the engines with the guard, marshalling and shuntrng trams1 and takrng turns
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in the signal boxes. The pla.telaying party _was under the supe~intendence . of
Lieutenant Vidal, and the station party under L1 eutenant Buleatt, whilst I supermtended the engine drivers and parties generally, Lioutenaut Dopping•Hepen.etal and
a few men of the Compa.nywent to ,voolwich to aFsist in putting tile locomoti,cs and
.
wagons on bo:trd the stMmers.
During this time (a.bout ten working Jays) the men uudoubtedly picked up a la.rge
amount of useful informat ion, which could have boC'n learnt in no other way.
The Company emb:trked on the 8th August on Loar<l the steamship 'Canadian '
('fo. 17), and sailed on the !)th. Thora wera no other troops on boarJ her (except
thrC'e Warrant Officers), and she had also fiyo miles of permanent way, ten pairs of
points and crossings, wr.ter tanks, condensers, woo<l and girders for a pier, and
miscellaneous railway stores and tools. On the Yoyage lectures were g!Yen daily by
the officers on marshalling trains, station duties, engine driving, platelaying, and
railway duties gonerally, in addition to some giYen Ly the Medical Officer on tem~
pornry stoppage of bleeding, bandaging, carrying tho wounded, &c.
'l'ho steamer went direct to P ort Said, where she arrind on the e,·ening of the
22nd August, and proceeded direct to I sruailia the next morning, where we arriYed at
b P.lr., and took up our position in Lake Timsah.
On arri,·al, six men were sent ashore sick and, with the exception of these, only
one man of tho Company went to hospital during the whole time we were in the
<'o untry. Some men had sli ght attacks of diarrhcea and sunstroke which kept them
from work for a few days, but nothing more until the Company embarked for England,
,rhon a Sarjeant and a Sapper (both of whom had been quartered at Nefiche the
whole time) got enteric fever and were left behind at Alexandria ; one man was left
at Malta. with dysentery, and at the present ti me thl'-re are four men in hospital
suffering from df'bility and sores. Beyond these there ,rere no casualties of any
sort among the men. Li eutenant Dopping-Hepenstal w:1s taken to hospital shortly
:1fter arrin1l and was sent to Cyprus; he returned for a few days &nd was ultimately
~cut home to Enbland on the 20th September. No other officer was sent to replace
him .

The behaviour of the men was all that could be desired, and they took great interest
in their work. 'l'hey often ,vorked tightE'en or twenty hours on a stretch, and t he
l'ngine dri,ers ani.l men in smn.ll detachments were sometimes without food for a.
Yery long time, HS it was quite impossiLle to get rations for them, not knowing where
they were. One non-commissioned tJfficer was placed in arrest for in subordinate
language ~nd w~,s severely reprimanded, but from the day of embarkation up to the
pr_es~nt time there has ~10t been a .~inglc rrgimc1ital entry against any non-com•
mmnoned offi~er or man rn the Company.
Some spec!ally selected non-commissioned officers and privates from Cavalry and
Inf!ntry Regi ments were attached to the Company at Ismailia, and assisted in the
duti es of guards, _clerks, and fi_remen. As all the engines we got at first bad no
tenders, a truck with tanks on 1t was always attached to carry coal and water, and
one> man h~d to bo .constantly employed pumping water from these tanks into those
o• the engrne, rnakmg~hree 1~en to each engine. Th ere was also a permanent fatigue
par~y of Infantry detailed daily to coal, water, and assist in cleaning the engines and
station yard.
DESCRIPTION OF LINE AND STATIONS •

. Th e liue from Ismailia. to Zagazig is a siogle one of the English gauge, the rails
bem~ the ~sual double-heade~ ones laid on 'pot' sleepers, which seemed to answer
arlmiraUly rn_ the ~nd, excepting when trucks weot. off tbe line and ran a.ny distance;
the wheels 1_11 this case brl,ke the ' pots ' aod bent the tie-bars connecting them,
time narrowmg the gnuge. :rho sleepe:s taken out by us were different to these;
they were long,. hollow, sheet-iron ones with round ed ends, the chairs being screwed
on to th?m w1~h bolts. and ~uts. 1'ho keys, instead of being made of wood, were
:wro_ught-1ron spiral Rpnngs, slightly tapering towards one end; in dl'fring them in
an non core was used. The adYantage of these was that they did not fall out, beiug
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!llways in f\ state of tension, wooden ones being liaLlo to shrink. Both the sleepers
nnd keys nnswered well_. The line was, a~~ rule, nearly Jeyel, and the curves very
cusy; the steepest gradient was from Ismn.1ha up to Nefiche.
The Ismai~ia Stati01~ consisted of a larga stone building with telegraph officefl,
sturo rooms, ticket offices, &c., below, and three small rooms and a Yeranda upstairs.
'There wa~ no turn-taLle, no engine pit, coal shed, or any means cf watering. The
goods stat10n, about 150 yards off, had an office and a co,·ercd platform, at which four
trucks could be loaded.
There were six lines in the stationNo. l, or the Central Wharf Line.-This was of light rails, and only used for
horse traffic to brin~ up stores from tlrn central wharf; six horses coul<l
pull two tt·acks at a time. This W{lS built by the Royal Engineers; it was
n.bout three-quarttlrs of a mile in length, and was opened on the 29th of
August.
No. 2, or the Goods Sidiug.-Thiswas used for unloading the trucks, the English
Commissariat and Ordnance Store DPpartment using tho platform, and the
Indian Contingent loading from the ground between it and the passenger
stat.ion.
No. 3, or the 'Middle Road.'-This \¥as used for empfo:s, and loadnd trucks
waiting to be marshalled.
No. 4, or the :Main Line.-Trains were made up on this line, and started from
the platform of thn passenger station. This line was then kept clear for
incoming trains to ?e discharged at the passenger station before being
shunted on to the n11dJ.le road.
No. 5, or the Engine Siding.-This was used 'by the engines to run round the
trains. The engines stood at the lower end of the platform to be coaled and
watered. This siding was not long enough when we bad heavy engines, as
they took such long trains, consequently the engines had to be brought out
before the trains were made up.
No. 6, or the North ,vharf Line.-This was built by the Indian Sappers and
Miners, and was o,er a mile in length. It was wurked by the shunting
engines and principally used for trucks of for.11ge. The wounded and sick
were also sent to hospital by this line. It was opened on the 9th September
for traffic.
The siding accommodation was often quite inadequate for the number of trucks
which accumulated, the main line often having to be blocked, in order to carry out the
ahunting, thus causing great delays .
After our arrirnl, some tanks were fixed on a temporary staging, and water pumped
llp into them from a. stand-pi pt> near the platform.
The rolling stock consisted of Uox-trucks, high-sided trucks, Iott-sided trucks, and
rail trucks; these lattn were .ery long, with six wheels. A ,·ery large pcrc<'nt11ge
-were box trucks ; which were inconvenient for most stores.
The whole of the traffic arrangements at this station were carried out by Lieut.
Huleatt, under the snper,ision of 1\Iajor Wallace, R.E., Director of l'fo.i1ways, and the
Officers of tbe Rail way Staff.
.
.Z\'efiche Station (2½ miles).-This station i.s on the main line from Zagaz1g to
Suez, Ism&M.ia being a branch lino from it. The line here forms a triangle, Ly means
of which engines were turned; there is also a largf'r water-tank and engine pit. The
engines ·were always watered hel'f', Loth going out and coming back, tlw tanki; nt
Ismailia Leing only used for the shunting engines, or":hc-n absolt~tely n_e~f'ssnr_r. !)n
the st11tion sicle of the triangle there were three ltnes, formmg s1dinJ!~,. wlnch
were usf'd for rolling stork when not required, or when the I.smatl1a yard

bcc~7:h~:~~c1~:~t~·(lO

miles).-This wa<1 simply a h{llting plac? on t.h~ line, where
a camp had been formed. It was proposed at one time to put rn a s1d111~ here fur
trains to cross, but it was not carried out, as the advance wa::1 made more quickly t!rnn
was expected.
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Mahsamak Statio1i (16 miles).-Here there was n small stone station and telf>graph office. This station bad two lin<>s where trains could cross C'ach other, o.nd
formerly a third central lino, which had been destroyed apparently by the enemy.
KasSassin Station (22 milcs) .-This was simply a halting place, where a camp
had been formed, originally; but being a large cn.mp, a siding 230 .Yards long _wns
la.id down here by the platelaying party of the 8th Company under Lieutenant Vidal,
so tba,t tr,lins could pass, or a train could be unloaded without stopping ~he traffic.
1.'el-el-Kebir Str,,tfon (31 milcs).-llerc there was a small stone station and telegraph office, also watering arra~gements. There ~•ere t_h~ee lines _through the station,
an additional one on the west side, also a long. l,lmd s1d1ng curnng off to the north 1
.
.
.
which had the appearance of being intcnd~d for a bra11ch line.
.A.boo Hamad Statio1t (-10 miles).-Th1s was a small E=tone stat10n with two lrnes
through it, where trains could c1·oss, also a loop outside.
Zaga::i_q Statio1i (.J.S miles).-This was a largo junction connecting the Isma!lia.
line with the two lines to Cairo, as well as to Tantah nnd the North. It had engrne
and repairing sheds, watering arrangements, and some miles of sidings. The main
line from here to Cairo and also to Alexandria was a double one.
The great object in view was to take up to thl" front each day as many truckloads
of stores, food, forage, &c., as the Commissariat and other departments could load up,
nnd as we only hn.d a. limited supply of engines the trains were made up to as many
trucks as the engines could move, pace not being so much a.n object as quantity. I
do not think that on any one day we failed to mol'e to the front the total amount of
stores that were loaded up for us, and that we had stated we could take, though the
last trains back f1·equently did not return until long after midnight.
There were many difficulties to contend with, the principal one, perhaps, being
the priming of the f'ngines, due to the very dirty water and to the boilers being never
properly cleaned out, In peace time, the engines in Egypt used to ha'\'e a 'shed' day
eyery third day, while with us they were run a fortnight and sometimes longer without a chance of being cleaned. This priming reduced the speed Yery considerably
and caused a great waste of water, thus increasing the difficulty of supply.
Until after the baltlc of Tcl-el -Kebir, the only watering place we had was Nefiche,
and it was only when no ,·ery great delays occurred that an engine drawing the usual
heat"y train could run from Nefiche to Kassassin and back without requiring extra
water. In course of time we bad tanks placed at Mahouta and Kassassin, which
were filled from the canal and then the water was transferred to the engine tanks
by buckets and pumps-a '\'ery laborious operation.
Another difficulty, due to sand and other impurities in the water, was that the mjectors frequently got out of order and, on some occasions, when both broke down the
train was brought to a standstill until another engine could be obtained.
The troops used the railway to
The sand also caused dela.Js in other ways.
march along, the result being that the rails got covered, which acted as a t"ery severe
brake to the trains .
. Furthermore, in t~e neighbourhood of camps, the Cavalry often had to cross the
railway to water; this ca~sed sand to accumulate on the rails, where it was usually
fo~gotten (~lthough ten mmutes would ha.ve removed. it); these accumulations were
qmte. suffic1en_t to throw trucks off the rails and, at Mahouta, this occurred t1ll'ee days
runmng, causmg delays of from one to three hours but luckily on those occasions the
.
'
trains were always running engine last.
. T.he R?yal Artillery gun can:iages and othor heavy c:1rts, in marching along the
1111:e, m'\'ariably b_roke all the points they passed over, necessitating special parties
gomg out to repair them before trains could pass. This occurred at Nefiche, 'l'el-elKebir, Aboo Hamad, and Zagazig .
. The line being a single on.c, the telegraph was essential in order to arrange for
tr:i,ms to pas_s at _crossing stations, but as nearly all messages were sent along the same
wue, and th,s wire frequen~ly broke do:w~ altogether, it was of very little use t..o us,
and caused much delay, trams often wa1trng for each other at crossing stations three
or four hours when they might have gone on.
Delays were also occasioned by stores and baggage being stacked too close to the
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rails, and in one instance trucks were thus thrown off the line. Vforking parties to
unload the trains were not always obtainable, as men had frequently to stand to arms,
and after long marcht:; wtire tou faligued to work.
Tho entire management oftho railways was in the hands of l\fajorWallace, R.E.,
Director of Railways ; he was assisted by Captain D. A. Scott, R.E., and Lieutenant
\Villock, R.E., who formed the Railway Staff, in addition to the Officers of the 8th
Company, Royal Engineers. A portion of the time we also had the assistance of
Major Ardagb, C.H., R.E. Captain Scott was employed at Alexandria loading
engines, collecting rolling stock, &c., for the first fortnight, and Lieutenant Willock's
duties lay in disembarking and checking stores in addition to station work.
,ve :first commenced work with one engine brought up from Suez by Major
,Vallace; i.t was :i. medium-sized side tank engine, English made, but rebuilt in
Egypt. It had no blower, and its injectors were very bad. A few days later two
more engines, of a smaller type and with saddle tanks, arri-red from Suez, and by the
end of a week our four English engines were brought up from the same place by
Lieutenant ,Villock. Three of these were capable of taking from 10 to 12 loaded
trucks each, and the fourth was a small engine used for shunting purposes. On the
9th September a full-sized goods engine with tender arriYed from Suez, and another
on the 11th, m::i.king a total of nine engines. After the battle of Tel-el-Kebir, we
could get as many engines and Wflgons as we required.
The first few de.ys we could only run one train a day, which took about 100 tons
of food anti stores to the front. On and after the 6th we ran three and sometimes
four trains a day to Kassassin, leaYing stores when required at Mabouta and
Mahs:1.mah, ,n-eraging about 40 trucks or 250 tons of stores per diem; and after
the 13th we iweraged 100 trucks or about 700 tons per diem to Cairo, until
all the stores were cleared away from Tel-el-Kebir, }{assassin, Mahonta, and Ismailia,
after which (25th September) the railway was handed o~er to the Egyptian authorities,
the men of the 8th Company ha-ving gradually been withdrawn during the few pre-,,ious days, and their places taken up by the native staff and superintendents. The
next few days were employed in handing onr and collecting stores, and on the 29th
September the Company embarked for Alexandria en route for England.
(Signed)

CHATHAM,

SIDNEY SMITH, ()aptain, R.E.
Commanding 8th (Railway) Company,
Royal Engineers.

6th NovemOe,·, 1882.

---------- -

--
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APPENDIX IV.

L,sT OF RAILWAY l\fATEl?IAL, RoLLtNO STOCK, AND

STORES, HANDED

TO

EGYPTIAN

RAILWAY ADMINISTRATION.

No. or Quantity

Description

Where at

841 rails in Iioe at
or near Ismailia
and KassassinsiJ..
ing.
100 on trucks at
Tel-el-Kebir.
1,744 at Alexandria.
2,485 in line at or
near Ismailia and
5 miles
line.
Kassassin.
About 530 tons
350 on trucks at
7,990
Tel•el-Kebir.
5,155 a.t Alexandria.
1,050 pairs in line or
loaded on trr,cks.
2,922
{ 1,872 pairs at Alexandria..
About 7 tons 5 cwt.
5 miles line {
in line, remainder
at Alexandria.
46 cases used in line.
54 " atAlexandria.

line1

Steel rails, double headed, For [j miles
70 lbs. per yard, 21 ft. long
2,6U
Do. 18 ft . .,
71
About 585 tons

Sleepers, steel, buckled
plates, with cast-iron
chairs bolt.ed on

Fish plates, steel, for above
rails, pairs

Fish bolts, nuts, & washers,
for above
Spiral keys for chains
Points and crossings, corn-

plete, with wooden sleep-

{For

}For

fIii~ !a::;es lin~ {

;:fis,8;t~;l~/a~~is,g~:~
5 sets 1 in 10; 3 ~ets 1
in 8; 2 sets 1 in 12
.
Platelayers' tools, sets ofeach consisting of Ii-in.
auger, 1~-in. anget·, 2
crcwbars, 2 sho,•els, 2
picks, 6 spanners, 1 hrrnd
hammer, I keying ham•
mer, 2 cold sets, i chisels,
lj•pi.nt oil Cfl.11
•
,

of1

10

2 sets laid at Kassassin.
4 sets laii.l at L!mailia.
4 " at Alexandria.

10

Distributed along the
line and at Ismailia.

f

Remarks
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LIST OF RAILWAY llirnRIAL, ROLLING Serocx, A..."iD

No. or Quo.ntity

Description

Long wood permanent way
levers •
•
.
•
Screwing machine, to screw
½in., j jn,, J in,, f in. 1
nnd 1 in.
.
.
.
Drilling mnchine, with sot
of drills .

20
I

Pot sleepers, cast-iron

( No. 1,279
.}
53 tons 13 cwt.

Tie bars for above sleeperi:1

{3g b;;ndl;s " .

Tanks, galvanised iron, rectangular, 5 ft.x3 ft. x
3 ft. 6 in., to bold 300
gals. each
.
.
.
:Brass cocks for galvanised

l

tanks

Tanks, ste~l, cyiindri~al, t~
hold 300 gals. each
.
Case, hose, and :fittings, fo1·
cylin<lrical tanks .
.

SronEs-continued.

Where nt

10 at Ismailia.
10 at Alexandria,

At Alexandria.

Case No. 37.

At Alexandria,

Case No. 38.

At Alexandria.

f

20

15 at Isro.ailin. and on
line.
5 at Alexandria,

}
}
}

20

1 at Ismuilia.
19 at Alexandria.

20

At Alexandria.
At Alexandria.

LOCOMOTl VES,

~all 6-wheeled coupled }
tank engines, by Manning
& ,Yardle, Leeds, 1882;
weight about 14 tons
,
,itall 4-wheeled coupled }
tank engine, by Manning
& ,vardle, LePds, 1882;
'Weight :i.bout 13¼ tons •
nall 4-wheeled - coupled }
tank engine, by Manning
& ,vardle, Leeds, 1882;
'Wright about!>} tons
•
1\·heeled tank engines, 4
wheels coupled, by Beyer
& Peacock, l\I-anchester;
purchaseU from Messrs.
D-reenfield & Co., Alexao idria, for £SOO each •
.
11ro parts for engines,
by l\Ia.nniog & Wardle,
lfn.cluding tubes, springs,
'1\ko chest coYers, pa.ckillg, gaugo glasses, &c.

l
j

1 at Cn.iro.
1 at Ismaili,1.

At Cairo,

At Ismailia..

At Ca.iro.

l
j

travelling cranL•,
~mpletc
•
•
.
1,r6 wheds :mU axles ~,,r
~OYO

1 at Ismailia.

C.\SCS

llon

•

•

p:111'8

Ilemarks

At Ndiche,

-

-

-----------~-

-
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LtsT oi, RAILWAY MATERIAL, RoLLING STOCK, AND

STORF.S-coutimud.

'I
No. or Qunutity

Description

Where nt

Remarks

LocollOTtVES- co11ti11 ucd.

5-ton tra\'"elling crane, cornplete
Spare wheels and axles ~or
a.bo,·e
pairs
Bre:tk-down rnns, to work
with
aborn-mentioned
cranes, complete with
tools, including screw
hydraulic and tranrsing
jacks, ramps, bars, chains,
tackles, ropes, &c.

}

At Nefiche,

}

At Suez.

\
[

l

At Nefiche,

j'

1st class carriages

2nd

.,

3rd ,.
Passenger Lrakc ,an ,

Goods Lrake ,ans
20

Open goods wagons
Cattle trucks

16

Pla.telayers' trollies {

large
small

1 on line.
1 at Alexandria.
At work on line.
1 on line.
5 at Alexandria.
At Alexandria.
At work on liue.
-1 on line.
16 at Alexandria,
7 on line.
n at Alexa.ndria.
I at SuPz.
1 at Ismailia.
At Ismailia.,

LA.:O.IPS.

Carriage roof lamps

50

At I snrn ili:i.

}fond signal

50

3S at Ismailia.
12 on lino.

Train signal
"\Yater gauge

.

•

Cans, tin, oil, feeding

:32
:;
50

At Isnrnilia..
On engines.

1
1

At Ismailia.

:Bottles, tin { ~~~·pc-ntin~als:
Pumps. ships, force, with
suction anddelin:ry hose,
complete
Greaso for wagons
SWPet

Oil { colza
linsccLl

ca~ks
• gals.

2 :1.t Ismailia.
4 with engines on the

29

23

~

6

Cotton, w,n,te

. cwts.

30
2

Coal .

. tons

600

line.
I 3 at Ismailifl.
l G at ..'.dt:xa.ndri.l,
At Ismailia.

Non:.-S.S. 'SteHing' returned to England, having on board one passenger
brake-van, and four cattle-trucks,
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PAPER VI.

KAFR

DOW AR,

THE POSITION HELD BY THE EGYPTIANS UNDER
ARABI FROl\I JULY TO SEPTEMBER 1882.
BY LIEUTENANT

s.

D. CLEEVE, R.E.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF COUNTRY (Pl. I.).-The country defendecl
is the narrow strip of land between Malaha Junction and Kafr
Dowar staitions on the railway from Alexandria to Uairo, or a length
of about 10 miles, the average width being about J ½ mile, from
Lake Aboukir on the north to Lake l\Iareotis on tbe south side.
The l\Iahmoudieh canal and railway run almost parallel to cacb otLcr
through the whole length of country, the former l1a,ing a bank on
both sides, and the latter being carried on an embankment nearly all
the way.
NATURE OF THE GROUND.-The whole of the ground near the canal
and railway banks is cultivated in places, but there are marshes and
swamps at intervals ·as far as the third position or ]inc of defence, and
all the country is intersected by irrigation ditches in connection with
the canal.
All traffic is carried on by means of the canal and raih,ay embankDlents, hut wheeled traffic could only move along the latter.
Lakes Aboukir and llfareotis were dry enough from July to
September to allow of cavalry or infantry moving with considerable
freedom on their borders.
GENERAL REMARKS ON TIIE DEFENCE.-From the description of tlie
G

2
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ground it will be seen tbat tbe position is one of great natural strength
and well adapted for defence.
The works constrncted by the Egyptians consisted chiefly of heavy
and carefully built earthern batteries, the largest containing twentyone, and the smallest three, guns, connected with each other by shelter
trenches or musketry parapets, and the majority being fronted by wet
ditches.
There were emplacements for 100 guns (in eighteen batteries and
seven epaulments) in the whole position, ninety-eight being embrasures
for Krupp field guns and of the remaining two, one being for a 7-in.
l\f.L.R. Armstrong gnu, the other for a 15-centimetre Krupp gun, both
of these being mounted in the large battery (No. VI.) facing our
position at Ramleh.
The parapets vary in thickness from 25 to 40 feet.
In tbe gun batteries the crest averages 7 feet above terreplein; the
guns are from 20 to 40 feet apart; there are no banquettes for musketry,
but several of the batteries have covered ways in front.
In most of the works there is a great want of splinter-proof traverses; in some cases there are as many as fi,e guns in line without
any traverses between them.
Magazines are provided in traverses at the rate of about one for
three guns, except in five of the outlying batteries of the first position,
where there was no accommodation, and the guns would have been
entirely dependent on their limbers and ammunition carts. Details of
a magazine in a traverse are shown in Pl. III. They are all of similar
construction with about four feet of earth protection, but only about
half of them were provided with doors, and these of very light timber
(¾-incb).
The gun platforms, made of 6-iuoh X 9-inch b:1Ulks, were ,sll of
similar construction. Details of one are g iven in Pl. III.
SITES OF BATTERIES.-The positions of the gun batteries are well
chosen; in most cases the ground is marshy in front in addition to
the wet ditch, but when this is not the case no attention appears to
have been bestowed upon the construction of artificial obstacles and
the absence of musketry fire from the parapets would have be;n an
additional source of weakness.
SnELTER TRENCHES.-Some of the shelter trenches are also too hi~h
for efficient musketry fire, reaching in some cases a height of 5 feet. 0
THE THREE LINES OF DEFENCE (Pl. I.).-'l'he position is diviiled
into three separate lines of defence, or three independent positions.
(I.) Consists of eight batteries and seven gun epaulments, or a
total of fifty-two gun emplacements, and several lines of shelter trench.
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(II.) Consists of six batteries or twenty-three gun emplacements;
three of the batteries being connected by musketry parapets and the
remaining three detached. This position is about four miles behind
the first.
(III.) Consists of four batteries or twenty-five gun emplacements
connected by musketry parapets, and all in one line. This line of
defence is about two miles behind the second, and two miles from the
reserve camp at Kafr Dowar station.
DESCRIPTION OF FIRST POSITION, OR LINE OF DEFENCE.
(Pl. I. and II.)
The right of the first position rests on the marshy border of Lake
Aboukir, and the left on Lake llfareotis; the total length of the line
being about l½ mile in a direction perpendicular to the railway and
canal.
There are two main batteries in this line, i.e., Nos. VI. and VII.,
which are connected with each other and with Lake Aboukir by
indented lines of shelter trench. The remaining six batteries are
detached, five being in front of the main lino and on the banks of the
canal (where there are also seven gun epanlments), the sixth being
thrown back on the right flank on the Ahoukir lake to check any
turning movement in that direction.
UN>'INTSIIED WoaK.-A new work, bastion trace with long flank,
was just commenced on the extreme left of the first position, to protect
that flank on the lake becoming dry, but this work was not sufficiently
advanced to show the intencled armament, or whether for musketry
defence only.
A short flank was also being built on the left of No. VI. battery,
but it does not show whether additional armament was in contemplation here.
DESCRIPTION OF THE BATTERIES (Pl. I. and II.).-No. I. Three guns,
Do magazines; near the scattered palm trees on the right bank of _the
canal. A half-sunken battery; no ditch in front; parapet 15 feet th10k.
No. II. (Pl. I and II.)-Three guns, one magazine; on left bank of
canal opposite No. I. Three semicircular epaulments converted i~to a
battery; no ditch in front; parapet 12 feet thick and 7 feet high;
Dlagazine in traverse between second and third guns.

No. III. (Pl. I. and II.)-Three guns, no magazines; similar to
No. I. ; situated on the right bank of the canal.
No. IV. (Pl. I. and II.)-Three guns, one magazine; similar to
No. II. ; situated on the left bank of tbe canal, opposite to No. III.

~ - - --
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No. V. (Pl. I. and II.)-Two guns, no magazine; in rear of No. IV.
on the left bank of the canal. Two gun epaulments converted into a
battery, and one epaulment for a limber separated by a traverse from
the second gun; parapet, &c., same as in No. II.
No. VI. (Pl. I. and II.)-Twenty-one guns, six magazines. The
largest battery in the whole position, extending across both the railway
and ectnal, forming part of the dam across the latter. A roadway
passes th,:ongh this work on t.he left bank of the canal. On the right
bank of the canal and on the dam itself there are eight embrasures;
in the remainder of the work there are thirteen, including the 7-inch
M.L.R. Armstrong over the rail way on a masonry platform, and the
15-centimetre Krupp gun the tenth emplacement from the left. All
these guns command the ground in front; the average relief fa 35 feet;
the parapet varies in thickness from 30 feet to 40 feet; a wet ditch,
] .J,0 feet wide, fronts the left half of the work, and a covered way with
two traverses gives about 90 yards in length of musketry parapet
iu front of the ditch, which is the only provision for musketry fire in
the whole of this battery. There are seven traverses in the battery,
six of wbicb contain magazines of tpe ordinary size. There is a large
traverse 300 yards in rear of this battery, 25 feet high and 60 feet
thick, extemling from railway to canal bank, and defilading the camp
in rear of it, which was found full of horses when the position was
surrendered.

No. VII. (Pl. I. and II.)-Five guns, no magazines; situated on the
left of the first pooit,i on; parapet 25 feet thick and no traverses. 'l'his
work was of recent construction, and was finished just before the end
of the campaign. The working parties employed could be distinctly
seen from Rainleh.
No. VIII. (PI. I.and III.)-Fivs guns, no magazines; thrown back
on the right flank of the first position on the Aboukir side of the canal;
no gun platforms and no traverses. A wet ditch with indentations
passes in front of this work from the canal to Lake Aboukir, about 10
feet wide with hanks thrown up on both sides.
GoN EPAULMENTS (Pl. I. and II. ).-There are seven gun epaulments
on the banks of the canal in front of the main line of the works of the
first position, all of semi-circnla.1' trace ; parapets 12 feet thick, relief
7 feet; the earth for the construction of these cpaulments is carried
from the surrounding ground; none of them have clitchcs.
LIMBER EPAUL>IENTs.-There are three similar epaulments for limbers near those for the guns, the former having no embrasures.
SHELTEI< TRENCIIES.-The shelter trenches are of very variable scctionsJ some being converted irrigation ditches ; some of the pnrapets

are too high for efficient musketry fire; in most cases the interior
slopes and crest lines are revetted with mud and straw.
All the trenches on the right bank of the canal extend to the
marshy border of Lake Aboukir, where they end in a flank thrown
back to protect the right. (Pl. I.)
DESCRIPTION OF SECOND POSITION, OR LINE OF DEFENCE.
(Pl. I. and IV.)
The second position, about four miles behind the first, extends like
the latter from the edge of Lake Aboukir on the right to that of
lliareotis on the left; but the line is not straight, the right being
thrown out in front of the left as can be seen on the plan. (Pl. I.)
There are four batteries in the main line, i.e., Nos. IX., X., XI. and
XII., the two former on the hanks of the canal ; No. IX. being connected with Lake Abonkir by a shelter trench. Nos. X. and XI. are
joined by a curved and indented line of musketry parapet, and all
fronted by a wet ditch, ar,d Nos. XI. and XII. are connected by a
shelter trench, which extends to the left of No. XII., completing the
line to Lake Mareotis. The two detached batteries in rear of the
above line are N os. XIII. and XIV. ; the former, three-fourths of a mile
behind No. XL, commands its interior, and the latter, three-fourths of a
mile behind No. XIII., is situated by itself on the right hank of the
canal.
DESCRIPTIOK OF THE BATTERIES (No. IX.).-Three guns, one magazine; on the right bank of the canal; an unfinished hatttery with two
traverses (one containing the magazine) and no gnn platforms. The
section is similar to No. XIV. (Pl. IV.) ; the earth for the construction
of the battery was taken from the ground in front and rear, which is
rough, marshy, and in places under water.
No. X.-Three guns, one magazine; situated on the left bank of the
canal opposite No. IX.; an unfinished battery with two traverses (one
containing the magazine) and no gun platforms. Relief 35 feet, aver~ge
thickness of parapet 25 feet. This battery forms the right of the line
of musketry parapet, which extends to No. XI., and all of which is
fronted by a wet ditch communicating with the canal, and of average
width, 20 feet.
No. XI. (Pl. IV.)-Six guns, two magazines; sitn'1ted on elevated
ground about half way between the canal and the railway, and forming
the left of the musketry parapet communicating with No. X. Rehef
40 feet, tetTeplein 30 feet over ground in rear. Wet ditch and covered
way for musketry.
No. XII. (Pl. IV.)-Three guns, one magazine; on the left bank of
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the railway and connected with Lake Mareotis marsh by a sl1elter
trench, forming the left of the line of defence.
No. XIII.-Four guns, two magazines; situated on slightly elevated
ground, three.fourths of a mile behind No. XI. and commanding its
interior; there is no ditch to this battery, the parapets and slopes are
unfinished, and there are no platforms; relief over ground in front 10
feet ; relief over ground in real' 25 feet.
No. XIV. (Pl. IV. )-Four guns, two magazines; situated on the right
bank of the canal, three-fourths of a mile behind No. XIII. There rtre
two traverses on the gnu terreplein containing one magazine each, and
a long traverse 9 feet high on the lower terreplein. The earth for the
construction 0£ the battery was taken from both in front and rear, as
in No. IX., the ground being in consequence broken and wet.
MtrSKETRY PARAPETS AND SHELTER TRENCITES (Pl. I. and IV.).-A
shelter trench, giving 4 feet 6 inches of cover, extends from battery
No. IX. to the Aboukir Lake on the right of the second line, with a
right angle branch about the centre; the ground in front of it is
marshy, and in rear chiefly sand.
Jlfusketry parapet, in a curved line with one small salient and two
indentations, all fronted by a wet ditch; has already been referred to
as connecting batteries X. and XI. ; details are given on Pl. IV.
A shelter trench connects No. XI. with the railway opposite No.
XII., and from the latter extends to Lake Mareotis, the section
throughout giving about 4 feet 6 inches cover.
DESCRIPTION OF THIRD POSITION, OR LINE OF DEFENCE,
(Pl. I. and V.)
The third position or line of defence lies about two miles behind
the second, and about the same distance in front of the reserve camp
There are four batteries (Nos. XV. to
at Kafir Dowar station.
XVIII.) in this position, connected by musketry parapets loopholed
nearly all the way and fronted opposite the loopholes by a wet ditch.
There are no outlying works in this line of defence, the right of which
rests on the left bank of the canal, and the left, forming battery No.
XVIII., terminates on the edge of Lake Mareotis, the rail way passing
through !Le entrenchments about the centre of the position.
DESCRll'T!ON OF 1'HE BA1'TERIES. No. XV. (Pl. V.).-Twelve guns,
four magazines ; situated on the left bank of the canal, extending to the
left about 150 yards, when the line of defence is broken by a road and
the musketry banquette is continued to the milway. There is nothing
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special to note in this battery, except that in front of the salient
there is a traverse in the ditch and a covered way, and a large traverse
on the terreplein of the salient protects the line from enfilade.
Nos. XVI. and XVII. (Pl. V.)-These batteries, containing three
guns and two magazines each, are exactly the same, one on the right,
the other on the left of the railway ; there is nothing special to mention
in describing them, except that they are fronted b.y a wet ditch about
40 feet wide and 5 feet deep, containing about one foot of water.
No. XVIII. (Pl. V. )-Seven guns, two magazines ; situated on the
extreme left of the third line, and bas a wet ditch ; there is nothing
special to mention in this battery.
llfusKETRY PARAPETS (Pl. I and V).-The musketry parapet, connecting the four batteries in the third position, is traced with a
slight salient at the railway, and the portion on the left of this bas a
re-entering angle, about half way, of 158°. Loopholes or musketry
embrasures extend nearly the whole length of the line, and are most
carefully made of mud and straw, of the dimensions shown in Pl. V.
Earth was taken partly from the front and partly from the rear.
COMMUNICATIONS.

RAILWAY.-The railway was destroyed by tearing up the rails in
front of the first position at intervals extending over a length of l¼
mile. Inside the first eutrencbments (i.e., battery No. VI), both lines
of the railway were found in good working order the whole way,
and there were apparently no preparations made for demolition iu case
of a retreat.
CANAL.

(Pl. I and II.).-Two dams were built across the canal to
shut off the water supply of Alexandria, and to give an increased
heacl of water for flooding the ditches and grounds throughout ~he
positions. The first dam formed part of No. VI. battery and carrwd
three field guns; it was made of earth and straw, revetted with m~d,
and 120 feet in average thickness. The second dam, about l¼ mile
further up the canal, was 50 feet in width, and similarly mado to the
first, except that it was kept up by means of piles and rough sheetmg
on both sides. Both of these dams were used for passage of troops
. .
across the canal.
BRIDGES (Pl. I. and II.).-Between Nos. III. and IV. bat~enes, m
front of the first position, there were earth ramps extendrng mto
DAMS

I
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the water, within about 100 feet of each other; there seems to have
been either a light bridge here or some arrangement for crossing the
water by rafts .
.A. large bridge of barges existed across the water at Kaf Dewar
camp, but this could be cut if necessary to let boats through, and
there did not appear to hlLve been any other obstruction to navigation
above the second clam.
CAMPS (Pl. I.).-The positions of the Egyptian encampments are
shown on Pl. I.
There were small camps for Horse or Field Artillery immediately
in rear of each position ; the main camps were behind the first line
of defence, extending to the rear for about tbree miles, and the reserve
behind the third position between Kafr Dowar station and the canal.
Outposts were encamped in front of the first position, nearly opposite
the scattered Pa,lms, and on the north side of the canal at the second
dam, and at batteries N os . IX. and XIV.
There was nothing to note in the camping grounds, except,
perhaps, the method of feeding the horses. Each animal was picketed
near a circula,r mud block about 2 feet 6 inches high, and in some cases
having a tin, or the end of a bell railway sleeper, inverted in the bottom
of the basin, which was a hollow in the top of the block into which the
forage was placed. (Pl. V.)

S. D. C.
ALEXANDRIA:

2nd Nov., 1882.
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PAPER No. VIL

NOTES UPON NARROW-GAUGE ROLLING
STOCK.
BY MAJOR

J. R.

HOGG, R.E.

'rRE following notes relate to the use of the 18-inch gaage of rail
upon defence works, which have been for some time in progress by
means of convict labour, and are intended rather as a general description of the motive power and vel1icles which have been under the test
of continuous work, than as advocacy of a gauge so narrow in cases
where economy is the chief desideratum. A talented civil engineer
having on one occasion been invited to lecture at Chatham upon the
structure and appliances of narrow-gauge railways, preferred, with
good reason, to style his subject 'light railways' rather than one
which might appear intended to reopen the gauge controversy which
followed, some years ago, the construction of narrow-gauge lines of
rail in North Wales.
It may saflice here to state that the choice of gauge for the works
near Chatham was not a free one ; the War Department had at its
disposal some 18-inch gauge locomotives of special design, which bad
been constructed for possible military requirements, and their possession, as unemployed capital, decided the question.
That narrow-gauge rail lines for the execution of works, such as
those of an entrenched camp, especially if by convict labour, secure
certain advantages bas been fully proved, and these may be summed
up as follows :
1. Easy application to the contour of the ground surface.
2. Ready combination of branches of 'portable rail' with tbe
permanent way of the steam line without change of rolling stock.
3. Lightness of rolling stock fo1· hand-shunting ancl running trucks
to tip without employing horses.
On the other band, the disadvantages arc:
4. Comparatively high cost of the steam traffic per ton of freight.
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5. Need for extra care in the maintenance of permanent way in a
condition safe for tmffic at fair speed.
6. Great restraint in structural details of engines and of rolling
stock generally, prejudicial to their durability in working order.
LOCOMOTIVES.

Plate I. illustrates in longitudinal section the general proportions
of one of the locomotives, which, by their presence in War Department store, decided the choice of 18-inch gauge; carrying, perched in
front, a steam-winding crab, and being fitted with rail clutches of
'Handyside' pattern, in order to use the winding rope upon inclines,
they have become locally styled 'the Handysides.' It is, perhaps, just
as well that these engines were not actually required for war service,
their build presenting so many weak points which only admit of temporary and partial remedy, and which very soon showecl themselves
under the test of the very duty for which the engines were specially
intended, viz., traffic upon rough lines of rail, with curves, or rather
elbows, of great sharpness and continually liable to distortion. Nevertheless, it is unfortunate that the skill of the constructor was so heavily
taxed, an exceedingly difficult problem with such a gauge having been
given to him to solve.
The mounting of the crab engine upon the same frame with the
locomotive, and the desire to make the latter take such sharp curves,
restricted the boiler and tank capacity, and, at the same time,
seriously interfered with the longitudinal frame rigidity ; the overhang beyond the driving wheel base brings too great a strain upon the
Bissell trucks, of the form employed, to allow them to radiate with
snfficient freedom, the result Ueing a succession of transverse strains
and shocks, even when running at very low speed, which start open
the steam joints, and very frequently necessitate a lie-up for repairs.
In order to get at the running gear over the frame sides, the boilers have
been mounted so high, for the gauge, their axis 4 ft. 9 in. above the rails, as
to give these engines a very unstable appearance; but the actual stability
at speeds not exceeding ten miles an hour has turned out to be fairly
satisfactory. Of course a run.off at that speed might be expected to
cause a, capsize ; the fact that no such accident has occurred in nearly
four years of traffic upon a line of rail having little or no ballast below
the sleepers may perhaps be taken as proof that the degree of stability
meet.s the special purposes of the design.
On the whole, although very frec1ueut repairs have been necessary
in order to keep these engines under steam, they may be said to have
performed a fair amount of work under rough conditions. Their fuel
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consumption in full work is at the rate equivalent to 67 lbs. of good
smokeless Welsh coal per hour, and the water consumption about
61 gallons in the same time. The substitution of inspirator-feeding
for supply by means of the pump fixed across the frame at P has much
helped the steam economy under heavy stre;s of work; but the small
boiler and tank capacity not only makes this steam economy a difficult
task to the driver, but restricts the running range of the engine to
very short distances from watering stations. In good state of repair
the rail traction, with 140 lbs. of boiler pressure, is nearly one ton, but
it has been difficult to maintain on an average more than two-thirds
of this power.
For some months, one of these engines was employed in hauling
loads of gravel, &c., up an incline, graded -ft for 500 yards and
.J, for 1,800 yards further, the maximum gross train load possible
being about 10 tons; but it soon became evident that the steam wear
and tear was ruinous, and this duty was consequently discontinued as
soon as it became possible to conduct the haulage by means of a
winding drum driven by a fixed engine.
The steam winding crab mounted in front of the' Handyside' is
practically useless in that position as a haulage apparatus for loads in
rear of the engine, although it is just possible to pass the winding
rope back between the wheels along a straight piece of incline.
It can, of course, be turned to account in other ways, and has been
found very useful in hauling a gross truckload of 3½ tons up an
incline of 1 in 5 from the excavation of a fort ditch, at a good speed
of rope; and, in another position, the winding-drum barrel has been
used very effectively as a shaft pulley in driving concrete mixers, &c.,
by means of a belt.
When it became evident that the ' Handysides ' could not be
relied upon for regular train service in the transport of convicts upon
the defence works, and, generally, that a more efficient type of engine
was needed, attention was directed to the flexible wheel-base system
as applied by J\Ir. Percival Heywood, of Duffield Bank, Derbyshire, to
an experimental engine of 15-iuch gauge and 3 tons in weight, which
he bas constructed. Some account of this engine was published in
the issue of the ' Engineer ' for July 15th, 1881.
This system may roughly be described as the employment of sleeve
axles upon which the wheels :;re keyed, and which are allowed play
upon the engine axles which they encase, the latter being rigidly
parallel and carrying the frame in the usna.l manner. The Jead-ing
and trailing engine axles drive their sleeves by means of central
ball-joints, and these sleeves aro wide open trunks to allow radial
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play within themselves; the_ mid~e engine axle ~ or p~ir of axles, i~ it
be desired to build the engme eight-coupled) rides m a close-fitting
sleeve, drives the latter by means of a straight key, and is capable
only of straight transverse motion within it, according to the limit of
curve radius for which the engine may be designed.
The.leading and trailing axle sleeves are so linked to the central
one as to enable it to draw them into convergence upon the centre of
rail curvature by the mere action of the lateral sliding upon its
encased engine axle which this curvature causes.
The power of :tllr. Heywood's experimental engine, in utilising its

whole weight for driving ad hesion, is fully established; it will haul a
trainload equal to that weight np an incline of 1 in 10, even when
the rails are hardly dry.
The opinions of the system which have been expressed by eminent
authorities upon locomotive structure lead only to the conclusion
that its non-application, as yet, is mainly une to the small demand
that has existed for engines of less than metre gauge.

Plate II. exhibits the main features of an engine designed by
Major English, R.E., constructed at the works of the Vulcan Foundry
Company, Newton-le-Willows, and which has now been running for
some months upon the defence works. Its weight, iu driving order,
was at first 9¾ tons, but was increased to 10 tons by substituting
5 cwt. of iron for the woodwork of the front buff'er-block at n;
this additional head weight, without setting np auy forward
oscillation, has enabled the engine to haul without difficulty ten
loaded convict carriages, weighing about 38 tons, upon a gradient of

1 in 50.
Its tractive force is just half as great again as that of the
'Handyside,' when the latter is in high working condition, but it is
incm.npara.bly its superior in maintcnn.nce of power. The strong frame

structure, in which steel has been freely used, the good boiler capacity,
aud the steady longitudinal balance, have, in the hands of skilful
constructors, combined to turn out an engine of great value for its
The rocking crutch-bearing upon the trailing
special purpose.
Bissell truck has answered well in saving the main frame from the
racking strains which are so injurious to the 'Handyside.'
The fuel consumption of this engine, in full work, is at the rate

equivalent to GD lbs. of good smokeless Welsh coal per hour, the water
consumption in the same time aboa.t GG gallons.
TIP TRUCKS.

For simple transport of stores or materials, the size of vehicles

employed does not seriously affect the principles of rolling-stock
design, the tonnage of freight for a given train length being variously
proportionate to the gange, but the latter becomes a ruling consideration in the design of tip-trucks.
For all embankment formation with the standard main-line gauge
of rail an efficient end tip-truck is the first consideration, and its best
proportions are consequently as familiar to the navvy as are those of
the wheelbarrow. U pan a gauge as narrow as 18 inches the structure
of such a truck is not so well known, but forms a problem into which
cost enters as a very troublesome factor.
A number of trucks have been constructed for the works bv the
Lancaster Wagon Company, arranged for <>11-round tip, tbe bodies
being mounted rather high, for stability upon the gauge, and swivelling
upon turntable plates, but their structnre is expensive, on account of
its inherent weakness and fragility. More th<tn one rolling-stock firm
confessed that they did not see their way towards a satisfactory design
of end tip-trucks of the capacity desired, viz., 20 cubic feet, althongh,
of course, the structure for side tipping presented no difficulty
whatever.
A solution of the problem was soon suggested by Sergt.-Major F.
George, R.E. ; if the top formation of the embankment, such as that
of a rampart, be not less than 40 ft. in width, then, by the use of
braced portable rail of 1 ft. G in. gauge, the work can be carried
forward easily by side tipping alone, the rail line simply forming a
loop, like the frame of a racquet bat, the curved head of the latter, or
the whole loop and switch, being shifted bodily forward by liand, yard
by yard, as the work grows. This system has been applied very satisfactorily, and has had a further application; trucks brought up from
excavation by locomotive have been run to side tip forward, the train
encircling the engine w bilst it stood upon a central tongue of rail, fr01n
three-throw switch, in readiness to return with the empties; it sufficed
to support the switch aud central tongue upon loose timber sleepers,
without spiking down, and to replace the portable rail in rear of the
points by spiked roadway as the bank advanced.
After much experiment with various contrivances the design of
trnck arrived at, which appears to answer best for this kind of work,
is illustrated by Pl. I,l I. The proportionate tare weight is higher than
what is customary in cqntractor's rolling stock of ordinary gauge, but

can ha1·dly be reduced except by the free use of steel, and consequent
increase of cost.
'l'rncks of this pattern arc very convenient for hand shunting by
convict labour, without the aid of horses.
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Boom WAGONS.
For simple transport of ma.tcrials, without any tipping arrange.
ment, a much more satisfactory tare proportion, thn.n with trucks, is
obtained by the use of the bogie wagon, a good design of which is
shown upon Pl. IV. By lowering the hinged side-boards and strutting
them apart beneath the body it forms a carriage for 26 men, and had
its use been possible for convict transport, the cost of the latter, by
means of closed carriages, could have been reduced by nearly one-half.
CLOSED CARRIAGES.

The pattern of carriage adopted for the transport of convicts is
shown upon Plate V. ; the chief features of the design are similar to
those of some of the carriages in use upon the Festiniog and SnowdonRanger-lines in North Wales.
The first carriage constructed for experiment required some minor
alterations, but its main proportions were untouched, and the design
may be said to have met every requirement; it has stood the test of
more than two years' constant traffic without accident, and the daily
passenger freight between Borstal and Horsted now exceeds 300
men upon each trip.
Somo difficulty was met with in the structure of the bogies, it
having been necessary to conform to the very low draw-bar level of
the 'Handyside' engines. Of course, the proper point of draw-bar
attachment to the bogie pin would be between the iron saddle of the
main frame and the top of the bogie transom, but, in order to o,void
the use of bent draw-bars, the attachment has been made as ebown, at
some exposure to buckling strains, but the latter have done no harm.
The convicts not being sent out upon the works in very stormy
weather, these carriages have escaped risk of being blown over, but
they have been driven in high winds without apparent danger to
stability, the rail gate spaces relieving the side pressure.
A. more rapid method of securing and releasi2g these rail gates
than by the use of their stock locks has now been introduced, a chain
being fed along the side of the carriage through sliding gate bolts and
padlocked at its end.
GENERAL REMARKS UPON GAUGE.

The cause of the employment of so narrow a gauge as 18 inches.
has been mentioned iu preface ; b n.d it not cx-isiecl a wiclel' ono wou1d
doubtless have b een chosen and would have tnruccl ont more cc01~omica.l

in working as well as iu cstablishmeni.

A gauge of 2 ft. Gin. would
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appear to promise the best results in employment for the special
purposes described, and would be far superior to that adopted in the
following respects :
1. Admitting comparatively sharp rail curvature, it is easy to
apply to the contour of the ground without heavy formation work;
indeed, as regards the formation width, it is on a par with the 18-inch
gauge, for the latter requires, for stability of traffic, sleepers fully
I, feet in length, and they may with advantage be even longer.
2. Upon a 2 ft. 6 in. gauge the rolling stock would still be
aufficieutly light for rapid hand-shunting and tipping, though being
Jn.ore capacious.
I 3. This gauge is not too wide for the use of portable rail in
combination with the permanent way.
4. The permanent way would not need such jealous tending in
order to maintain it in safe condition for traffic.
5. The cost of the traffic per ton of freight would show considerable economy upon that which the 18-inch gauge involves.
6. Almost all the conditions opposing efficiency in locomotives of
18-inch gauge disappear with the liberation from the restraints of tho
er. Upon a gauge of 2 ft. 6 in. a good boiler and saddle tank
u be carried without blocking op access to the gear of the engine
thin the frame, and the duty of any Bissell truck added may be
~ inly that of steadying the latter against longitudinal
oscillation
tead of diverting so much of the engine weight from useful driving
hesion.

7. Whilst all rolling stock may, upon the wider gauge, without
erious increase of cost, be more substantially and durably bnilt,
he proportion of t!\re weight to gross trainload can be reduced, and

t

•o can also, for a given freight, the train resistance due to curvature.

ln the case of passenger freight the train length could be reduced by
one-third, and in the case of materials by nearly one-half.
J. R.H.

July 12th, 1883.
P.S.-Since the aboYe was written, Vol. VIII. (Occasional Papers Series) of the
R, E. Professional Papers hns appeared from the press, confaining Colonel Macquay's
treatise upon the whole subject of rllil appliances for military purposes, but the
Ft"sent notes may hardly be viewed as a repetition of matter, although, in one
tNpoct, going onr the aame ground. It is 1:m,tisfactory to notice that, from a.
dil'erent field of observation to that in which the present contributor has been
employed, the same conclusion has been arrived at respecting the gauge of rail
boat suited to the rOle of temporary lines,
J. R. H.
H
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PAPER VIII.
REPORT ON THE

FALL OF THE CHIMNEY AT THE RIPLEY MILLS,
BRADFORD, ON THE 28TH DECEMBER, 1882,
BY LlEUT.-COL.

H.

c.

SEDDON,

R.E.

( Oonunwnicated by the Secretary of State.)

CONSTRUCTION OF CHIMNEY.

Tms chimney, which was built of stone, and about 85 yards high
Crom the top to the foundations-about 10 ft. below ground level-was
erected between l\1ay, 1862, and November, 1863, under a contract
between the late Sir H. W. Ripley and the firm of John 1\Ioulson &
Sons, builders. 1rhe contract was to build an 85.yard octagon stone
,himney, with a 9-ft. internal flue, and 24 ft. square at base, similar in
every respect to a 60-yard chimney just completeJ by the same firm at
LJ:ie Ripley Dye Works. Although at that time it was considered an
sxceptionally high chimney to build, its design was simply a repetition,
on a larger scale, of other stone chimneys common to that part of the
aountry.
No professional advice appears to have been taken; and although
,ertain plans, got out for Sir H. W. Ripley by a firm of architects
'.!fessrs. Andrews & Delaunay ), were produced to the Court, they
lid not represent the chimney as actually built.
According to the evidence laid before the Court, the late Sir
B:. W. Ripley acted throughout as his own architect, employing a
lle1·k of works, responsible solely to himself, to supervise the work.
FOUNDATIONS OF CHIMNEY.

The site selected for the chimney was immediately over a filled-up
ea! pit, which had been used in getting the coal from a seam known
H2
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as the 'better bed coal,' about 30 inches thick, and at a depth of about

18 yards from the surface.
The excavation for the foundations was 30 ft. X 30 ft. X 14 ft. deep,
through clay, down to hard dark shale which overlies the coal. From
the bottom of this excavation, the old coal-pit, which was either
8 ft. x 6 ft., or 6 ft. circular (according to different witnesses), was
opened up, and round it were sunk four more circular 6-ft. shafts down
to the rock seating of the coal; the old headings were then walled up by
packing with dry rubbish, wedged tight to roof and sides with oak
wedges, for a radial distance of about 6 yards from tbe centre of the
old pit.
These five shafts were then filled up, from the coal seating to the
foundation level, about 15 yards, with lime concrete, thrown in in a
sufficiently liquid state to find its own level. A bed of lime concrete,
30 ft. x 30 ft. x 2 ft. 6 in., was then laid at the bottom of the excavation,
a.n d on this two courses of 12-in. ragstone footings (no stone under
40 ft. super), the bottom course 28 ft. x 28 ft., and the top course
26 ft. X 26 ft.
REMARKS ON FOUNDATIONS.

I had the chimney base .b ared down to the ragstone foundations,
which, though they had never been brought to a level face, appeared
to be perfectly sound and undisturbed, exhibiting, practically, no signs
of settlement; for on levelling the quoins immediately above the foundations, a difference of level of only ¾in. could be detected. This
might have been due to a little want of care in the original setting
out, but in any case it would hardly have thrown the top of the
chimney 8 inches out of plumb, and could therefore have had nothin
to do with its fall.
This being the case, it was unnecessary to go lower down, and
examine the concrete below the ragstone foundations.
At the same time the foundations prepared for carrying the chimn
the total weight of which may be taken as at least 3,600 tons, mig
he reasonably suspected to have been at fault, although, even if tb
had yielded at any time, their ultimate condition was evidently not
cause of the accident.
It would be natural to suppose that the ground round an old
pit might be more or less disturbed, and its condition would not
improved by sinking four more shafts close around it, whilst
common lime concrete piers, formed by filling up these five sh
ccnld not be relied on to carry a weight which amounted to about
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tons per foot super, oven when uniformly distributed over them, and
to much more when the shaft was acted on by heavy winds.
The use of furnace ashes in the concrete no doubt greatly improved
the feeble setting properties of the lime employed; but the very liquid
state in which it was thro,vn in woulcl allow the water to drain out of
it into the old coal workings below, carrying away much of the lim e
from the bases of the concrete piers.
There is al ways a great risk in building over old coal workings,
howevar well packed they may be, and in the case of so weighty and
lofty a structure, standing on so small a base, the results of any failure
in which would entail most serious consequences, the right course

would have been to have carried the entire structure down to the rock
seating of the coal.
That the foundations were not found to be at fault was probably
due more to the soundness of the shale below than to the snpport of
the concrete piers.
CHIMNEY SHAFT.

The base of the shaft, as erected, was a square of 24-ft. sides, with
the angles cut off so as to bring it to an irregular octagon, with four
long faces of about 15½ feet, and four angle faces of about 6 feet each ;
at the ground line, about 10 feet above the base, it was brought to a
·egnlar octagon, and so continued to the top. ·
Two flues ran into the base of the shaft; that on the east side was
6 feet from floor to crown of arch and 5¼ feet wide, whilst that on the
west side was 7 feet from floor to crown of arch and 6½ feet wide.
The chimney fine was 9 feet 8 inches diameter at the base, working
"nto 9 feet diameter a little above the midfeather, which was 10 feet
igh; from thence to tbe top it was a 9-ft. flue.
The shaft itself, which had an external face-batter of about
ths of an inch to a yard, was constructed as follows, np to 30 feet
from the base :
1st. An independent inner 9-in. ring of firebricks, built with one
eader course to every three stretcher courses, and laid in fine riddled
ime mortar.

2nd. A D½-in. ring of red bricks, consisting entirely of header
ourses (as far as could be seen, for there was only the lower 20 feet
eft standing) laid in fine riddled lime mortar, and separated from tbe
nner firebrick lining by a 6-in. air space.
3rd. Fi11ing, or backing, of common rough rubble work, laid and

routed in common backing mortar, the lime being unriddled.
4th. An outer case of dressed wallstones, 6 inches to 7incbes deep on
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face, averaging about 6 iucbes on width of bed, and laid in fine riddled
mortar.
At a height of 30 feet from the foundations, 19 inches of solid red
brickwork, resting on the top of the fire brick and red brick linings below,
was carried up to the 38 yards' level, whence it was continued, 14-} in.
thick, up to a necking attbe 74 yards' level, from which point the rubble
backing was omitted, and the shaft was continued in solid brickwork,
with the wallstone facing, up to the seat of the ornamental stone
capping. This was solidly put together with iron cramps, and apparently had no great projection, besides being shaped so as not to offer
much resistance to the wind.
From about tbe 40 yards' level the same, mortar was used in the
rubble backing as in the outer and inner faces of the shaft. Eight
through bond stones, one on each of the octagon faces, and of the same
thickness as the outer wallstones, were specified to be inserted at every
3 feet in height, extending from the outer face right, through the rubble
backing and half way into the inner Lrick lining. It was stated that
more than the specified number were put in.
When the chimney had reached a height of over 10 yards, Sir H. W.
Ripley determined to ornament the shaft by sinking circular and long
panels, about 5 inches deep, in each face of the octagon. Accordingly,
commencing at a height of about 15 yards from the ground level, four
rings of circular, alternating with three of long panels, were constructed on the outer face of the shaft.
The building of the shaft commenced in July, 1862, and went <Ila.
till about the middle of December, when, frost comiqg on, it
covered up, its height being then about 40 yards.
Work was begun again on the 28th February, 1863, and was ag
stopped on the 8th June, when just o.er 70 yards high, the cbim
being found to be out of plumb about 3 feet at the top, though said
have been plumb wl,en left the evening before.
A surveyor was at once sent for, to ascertain accurately the Jean
the shaft, and the resnlts of his observations, as sbown by drawi
produced at the inquest, indicate that the lean was from the foun
tions, which appears to have been the general impression amongst
men employed on the work, owing to its having apparently gone
of plumb in the course of a single night.
At the same time, the description given to the Court by the f
man of masons was: 'It was all right when we left at night . .
When we came to look at it again it was bulged out one side ancl ho
on tho other.
Again, another mason, who went to work during the straighten'
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process about to be described, says in his evidence : • It seemed to get
out of plumb about 18 yards up /he chimney.'
STRAIGIITENING OPERATIONS.

After the surveyor had fixed the extent and direction of the lean,
a chimney straightener, of the name of Woodman (now deacl), was
sent for from Manchester.
This man, who is said to have doctored a great many brick
chimneys, but is not supposed to have been previously engaged on a
stone chimney, straightened the shaft by cutting a slice out of it, a
little more than half way round, on the opposite side to the Jean, and
at a height of about 17 yards from the ground , of the same thickness as
one of the courses of the facing stones (6 inches to 7 inches), replacing
it by a course of flat bond stones passed halfway through from both the
inside and outside of the shaft. This course was half an inch thinner
than the coarse of wallstones removed, the reduced thickness being
made np by thin iron wedges, which, when finally drawn, let the mass
above them down on to the bond stones below.
This operation brought the top of the shaft back about 18 inches
out of the 3 feet, but not altogether in the direction desired.
Accordingly another similar cut was made, about 3 feet higher
up, which brought the shan plumb.
It is important to mention here that in cutting out these two slices
the external quoin stones were purposely left in, to prevent the mass
above coming over too suddenly, the result being that the outer casing
was cracked and broken above and below those quoins for a considerable distance. The damaged portions of the outer casing were afterwards removed and made good, but without clisturbiug th e backing by
a/tempting to bond the new face worl, to it.

The operation of drawing the iron wedges, which took from three
to six days for each cut, was thus described by one of the masons employed on it :
'We Lad to use big hammers to move them, knocking the wedges
from side to side. When we moved the wedges a bit,, it seemed as if
men were striking a 40 HP. boiler. That was the throughs breaking.'
The sound so described is not a single report, but a succession of
reports, dying away gradually.
Another mason employed upon the straightening said: 'I heai·d
noises like the discharge of pistols.'
Nothino- was done to the side of the shaft opposite to the cuts,
of the witnesses stated that the joints on the opposite side
though

on:
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of the shaft to the cut showed signs of opening. After the straightening, the chimney was gone on with at once and completed.
REMARK S ON THE STRAIGHTENING.

Notwithstanding the surveyor's drawings and the general opinion
expressed by the men employed on the work, that the cause of the
cl1imney leaning was a sudden giving of the fouudations during tbe
night of the 7th June, the evidence of a member of the firm employed in erecting it, and the description already quoted of the appear1mce of the shaft, given by two of the masons, together with the fact
1.l1at the spot selected for cutting into it was 17 to 18 yards above the
ground level, all seem to point to the conclusion that the leaning over
was not from the foundations, but rather from some distance above
them.
All the witnesses, however, agreed in stating that the top of the
shaft was 3 feet out of plumb, whilst the surveyor's plans confirm
their evidence. Taking this to be the case, and also that the course
replaced at each cut was only ½inch thinner than that taken out, a,bouo
which there was no difference of opinion, it is clear that there must
have been considerable yielding somewhere for tbe shaft to have become
plumb, as it would have required nearly 3 inches to be taken out, at
the level of the cuts, to have brought the top of the shaft back &
distance of 3 feet. Bearing this in mind, it is quite possible that tbs
founclations may have been partly at fault, and that on the weigh
coming over, they yielded slightly in lbe opposite direction, tbu
bringing them nearly level again, as they were found to be on th
removal of the base of the shaft.
The effect of making a cut 6 inches to 7 inches deep through th
rough rubble hearting of the chimney, inserting the bonds and wcdg
meeting half way through, and then drawing the wedges and lettin
the rnbble hearting above down on to the bond stones, was simply
break the latter like biscuits; whilst, as the upper part of the sbaf
weighing about 2,200 tons, gradually took its new bearing, the bear
ing would be shaken, and numbers of the tbroughs would break n
with the loud reports described by the witnesses. Again, by leavin
in the quoins to take tl1e first shock of the weight as it came over,
bond between the outer casing and the hearting was destroyed f
some distance both above and below the cnts.
The opening of the joints on one side of the shaft was but t
natnra.l consequence of taking a slice out of the other side, and
regular coursed work such as a brick chimney, this could have
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remedied by wedging up, or removing a course of bricks and turning
them on edge; but nothing of the kind being done in this case, the
upper shaft, about 2,200 tons weight, would in every wind be liable to
rock with disruptive effect, surely, however slowly, destroying all
cohesion in the masonry at and about that level, and especially in the
unfortunate slice lying between the upper and the lower cuts.
SoBSEQUENT HISTORY AND FALL OF CHIMNEY.

In 1806, three years after its completion, the same firm of John
l\Ioulson & Sons were employed to take down some of the outer
casing (at and about the level of the two cuts) which had become
bose, showing cracks, bulges, and broken stones. The witness, William
l\Ioulson, stated : ' I was of opinion that the cracks had been caused by
the tilting of the chimney, which had had a tendency to make the outer
case bulge at the height of the cutting. Of course, the throughs were
broken. We took a lot of the outer casing off, including the eyes
(lowest circular panels) and replaced it with good stone. This
occupied about seven weeks, iuvolvin~ an outlay of about £ ~6.'
Both he and his foreman stated that the hearting, behind the outer
casing removed, appeared to be then quite sound, and the chimney
itself to be perfectly straight and in the same condition as when completed. It was not till about fire years ago that the same wituess
noticed it to be at all out of plumb, whilst other witnesses spoke to
having seen slight cracks for some years back, bnt chiefly along the
joints, which were pointed up some four or five years ago. Nothing
particnlar, however, appears i.o have been noticed until about two
years ago, when the steward, who had been in charge of that property
for nine or ten years, drew Sir H. W. Ripley's attention to a crack
which appeared to be about two yards Jong and½ inch wide at the S.E.
angle, one of those previously damaged, just below the lower cut; r.n~
a year later he pointed out a second crack which had appeared on the
S.E. face, starting about seven yards from the ground, running
straight up for three or four yards, and then following the joints
irregularly. The crack at the S.E. angle seemed to be about the same
then as when first noticed. Sir H. W. Ripley did not appear to think
much of these cracks, probably merely waiting till it should become
necessary to repeat the repairs carried out some sixteen years before.
In less than a year after this, on the 9th November, 1882, Sir H. W.
Ripley died. About the beginning of December the steward f~ncied
that the crack at the S.E. angle looked bigger, and on the mormng of
the 20th December, in passing through the yard after a heavv snow

I
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storm he noticed that the wallstones of the outer casing, between the
two c~acks, were so bulged that he could see daylight behind them.
The chimney bad been leaning a little to the S.E., the direction
of its ultimate fall, for some time; sufficiently, at last, to lose its face
batter, though not to overhang.
Mr. Humphreys, a builder, was at once· sent for, and from that
time until its fall men were stationed in the yard, and afterwards
barriers were put up to prevent anyone approaching the chimney for
fear of their being injured by the falling of any of the wallstones of
the outer casing.

That same afternoon chimney ladders were fixed against the shaft,
and the next morning an examination was made of the bulge by
Humphreys and Miles Moulson, one of the masons who had workecl
at the straightening; and again in the afternoon in the presence of
Mr. Andrews (successor to the firm of Andrews & Delaunay), who
held the original plans connected with the chimney, and had designecl
several well-known chimneys in that part of the country.
Tbe conclusion come to was that the chimney appeared to be safe,
and that the bulging of the outer casing was no doubt due to the
damage done to it in the straigbteniug operations ; at any rate, that
the loose portions must be taken down before the hearting behind it
could be examined; and that, if it was found to be sound, all that
would require to be done would be to renew the damaged facing.
Mr. Humphreys, to whose firm the work was entrusted, states: 'I
went up (the shaft) to look, on the Thursday before Christmas Day.
I then found a portion of the outer face ready for tumbling, but the
inner case, from what I saw, was sound enough-in good condition.'
The question of examining the interior of the chimn ey was discussed, but apparently postponed, under the idea that the condition o
the hearting could not be seen from the inside on account of the inn1::r
brick lining; also that an internal examination would be unnecessary
should the hearting, as revealed on the remova.l of the outer casing,
prove to be sound. On Saturday, 23rd December, work was begun
by placing a plank, from the top of a ladder, behind the bulge on tho
east face, and pulling it down ; an attempt was also made to pnll
down another bulge found on the S.E. face, but without success,
and it was therefore left to be taken down from the scaffolding w be
erected.
The work of erecting the scaffolding was proceeded with on Sunday
Christmas Day, n,ud Tuesday. On Wednesday morning no work wn
done on account of heavy wind and rain. On that morning, however,
the bulge on the east face, which they failed to pull down on the
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Saturday, fell of its own accord, breaking down part of the scaffold
and tl1e ladders.
Wednesday afternoon was spent in procuring fresh scaffolding and
ladders, which, not being ready the first thing on Thursday morning,
caused the men to be late at their work, and so to escape the fall of
On
t,he chimney, which occurred a few minutes after 8 A.Ju.
Wednesday night <Lud Thursday morning tbe wind was very high, ancl
early in the morning some more of the outer casing fell, and small
portions, as described by some witnesses, no donbt came away from
time to time after the pulling ii own of the bulge on the east face,
naturally alarming the women and children in the surrounding
mills.
According to the evidence of the only witnesses who clearly saw
the fall of the chimney-during a heavy gust of wind it burst out
suddenly, at a considerable height above the ground (one of the
men at the baniers in the yard says 'just above the top of the
scaffolding'), then the upper portion just settled down vertically, and
finally seemed to turn slightly on its heel and fall over to the E.S.E.,
cutting down the Newland l\Iill, a four-storeyed building occupied by
three different firms of worsted spinners and wool-top makers.
Besides lernlliug the greater portion of this mill to the ground,
about 54 lives were sacrificed, in addition to the injured. Had the
chimney fallen but a few minutes sooner, the loss of life would have
been far greater; fortunately, it happened when most of the hands
had left for breakfast.
RESULS"S OF IKSPECTING THE RUINS.

I first saw the ruins some five days after the disaster, by which
time most of the dead bodies had been recovered, and the deb,-is had
been cleared away from the actual site of the fallen mill ; tbe yard
however was filled with the wreck of the chimney, to a depth of about
18 feet, completely covering up the portion of tbe base of the chimney
still left standing. I was frequenlly on the ground during tbe removal
of tbe debris rouucl the base of the shaft, and carefully inspected the
latter as it was first c]eared out down to the undergronncl flues and
then taken down, piece by piece, to tbe ragstone fouudations, which, as
already stated, were found to be undisturbed and practically level. .
The debris was heaped up round the broken base of the shaft, JUSt
as would have occurred had it burst out, as described, at some distance
up, and then the upper portion, crnshiug aucl being crushed, settled
down vertically and finally toppled over.
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'l'he cap of the chimney lay in a cellar beneath the ruined mill, at
a distance of abont 120 feet from the base of the sbaft, giving some
idea of the length of the upper portion which finally fell across the
mill.
The debris consisted chiefly of loose stones, of all shapes and
sizes, from the backing and powdered mortar, mixed up with loose
bricks from the inner lining and wallstones from the outer facing ;
some of the latter were firmly cemented together, and in many cases
stained on the backs and in the joints with soot, which must have
come through cracks in the backing. Whatever throughs there might
have been were evidently broken up, as very few were found entire.
Of the backing very few fragments remained so large as a cubic
yard, and even these were ready to tumble to pieces, and in no case
did I find any portions of the backing and the outer casing hol<ling
together.
The backing mortar, where not reduced to powder, was full of
large lumps of unslaked lime, and seemed to bave been run in profusely,
being often from 7 inches to 14inches thick, one mass seen being quite a
foot cube in bulk. In fact, as acknowledged by one of the witnesses, the
rubble backing was regarded as mere filling in between the inner and
outer casings, and was composed of the commonest materials used.
An exception, however, must be made with respect to the backing
below the ground level, which was very sound and solid, requiring to
be got ont with picks and crow bars ; the same mortar had been used
as above ground (a pure lime mixed with furnace ashes and sand),
but the stones were large and flat bedded, and the work not being
exposed to vibration, as above ground, the mortar had bad a better
chance of setting hard.
The stones in the outer casing were much too sha1low on bed, and,
having no proper connection with the backing, were ·of little use
except as regards appearance. The bricks used in the interior of the
chimney were very good, but the condition of the inner firebrick
lining in conjunction with the bulging of the outer skin would, had
it been inspected, have shown that some serious settlement had been
going on in the backing. It was very badly buckled and rent, the
cracks being evidently of long standing.
OPINION ON CAUSES OF FAILURE AND REMARKS.

The failure of this chimney was undoubtedly due to the operation
of straightening. The only wonder is that it survived that operation
for twenty years. One cut would have been serious enough, but the
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second was fatal to the slice of masonry between the two cuts. The
weight of the shaft above (at least 2,200 tons, giving a uniform pressure of nearly seven tons per foot super) rocking in every wind on
this weak spot, slowly but surely disintegrated the masonry; the loose
rubble backing in yielding threw the weight on th e damaged outer
casing and the inner brick lining, which ]atter stood on two independent single brick cylinders 30 feet high, the inner one of firebrick
exposed to all the heat of the ascending gases, and the other of red
brick laid without any stretchers, at any rate for the greater part of
its height.
The leaning of a chimney and cracks in the shaft would not be
sufficient of themselves to cause any apprehensions of immediate
danger in a district where tbe majority of the chimneys are moro or
less cracked, and many are considerably out of plumb ; but, as it
happened, those who examined this chimney were misled, by a knowledge of its previous history, into thinking that the rapid develepment
of the cracks and bulges was merely due to the vibration of the
chimney in the wind loosening the old portions of the outer casing,
which had been built up after the straightening without being tied
into the backing, and which had again become loose and undergone
similar repairs about sixteen years before.
The chimney was, in reality, daily resting more and more on its
outer skin, to remove which, as decided, was no doubt a fatal error.
Before, however, this could be done, piece after piece of tbe outer shell
was pinched ont, and the rocking of the shaft in the wind on the
Wednesday and Thursday morning completed the destruction of the
chimney. A heavy gust came, and the damaged backing, having lost
the little tie previously afforded by the outer casing, burst out and all
was over.
It is easy to be wise after gaining experience, but the history of
this chimney is so exceptional that I doubt if anyone would have
anticipated any immediate danger. The cutting straight of brick
chimneys is an operation of common occurrence, but I am not aware
of any stone chimney, except this one and another close by belonging
to Messrs. Sugden & Brigg's Works, having been so treated. I
unhesitatingly say that it was an operation which ought never to have
been performed. The design of the chimney was radically bad in
nlmost every particular, and although tbe actual cause of its falling
when it did was the damage done to it in straightening, I feel c_er~ain
that, even without tbat operation, it could only bave bad a hm1ted
life; and, unless taken down in time, it would certainly have fallen
some day or other.
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The system of constructing chimney or any other walls to carry
heavy weights of three or four different parts, each too weak in itself,
and yet so put together that they cannot possibly work in unison,
cannot be too strongly condemned ; whilst the necessity in large
chimneys for the fire-brick lining being perfectly independent of the
structural part of the shaft is now universally recognised. The fall
of this chimney ought to be a warning in future to anyone who,
dispensing with proper professioual advice, takes upon himself the
responsibility of carrying out works upon the safety of which the
lives of so many may depend. Here we have a self-constituted
architect and engineer, with a thoroughly bad design to begin with
for an 85-yard chimney, in which the uniformly distributed pressure
on the masonry at the base of the shaft would amount to over 9 tons per
foot super, first deciding, after getting about 10 yards above the ground
line, to carry the shaft up to 100 instead of 85 yards, with the idea of
making it look lighter ( this was abandoned after the failure at 70
yards), and next weakening the structure considerably by inserting
recessed panels aU the way up to ornament the faces, and that in
spite of the advice, of bis builders to the contrary.
It may not be out of place here to point out that !-here is a limit to
the useful height of a chimney as rega,r ds draught; whilst tbe increase
of height is frequently more than counterbalanced by the losses due to
sndden changes of direction in the underground flues, and their want
of gradual easing into the chimney, as well as by the unnecessary
admission of cold air into the interior of tbe chimney.
Looking to the possibility of there being other factory chimneys in
a dangerous condition, as well as to the evidence of the Bradford
Borough Surveyor as to the difficulty of getting to know of such cases,
whilst he has no power to inspect such structures without some
grounds to go upon, it is worthy of consideration whether the Factory
Inspectors might not be empowered to make inquiries on this subject,
and to report any cases which may come to their knowledge.

H.

c.

SEDDON,

Lient .• Colonel R.E.

March 13, 1883.
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R.E.

INSTITUTE, CHA.THAU,
20th March, 1883,

To the Under Secretary of State,
Home Department.
Srn,-Referring to my Report on the fall of the chimney at Bradford, already forwarded, I omitted to mention a point which, I think,
ought to he brought to the notice of the Home Secretary, namely, that
neither in Bradford nor in Leeds are there any building regulations
analogous to those contained in the Metropolitan Building Act.
Beyond fixing a minimum height for factory chimneys, there are no
regulations to ensure their safe construction, or that of any other
buildings.
Some such regulations seem to be required in these large commercial centres ; for instance, the means of egress from lofty factories,
crowded with operatives, are often so narrow and limited that the
results of a fire would be terrible to contemplate.
That the safety of those who are crowded together in some of these
factories is often not sufficiently consulted was evident from the existence, very near the site of the disaster, of another chimney, about
103 yards high, bending over considerably at the top-so much so,
that the owners, after what had occurred at the Ripley Mills, decided
to lower it l00feet; which work had just begun when I left Bradford.
The foundations of this chimney, I ascertained, bad been carried down
to the rock seating of the old coal seam below, and the whole structure
bad been far better put together than the chimney that fell. The
general impression, however, that its appearance conveyed to the
mind, from a little distance, was certainly one of insecurity, whilst it
seemed to have been watched anxiously by the people about during
any heavy gales ; at the same time, when viewed close by, it looked
solid and safe. Such a lofty chimney, however, rocks very considerably
in heavy winds, and although the coincidence might not have occurred
in 100 years, still an exceptionally heavy gust, just happening to catch
it when full on the swing, might have caused a terrible 11ccident. The
question is whether such a doubtful structure, surrounded by factories
full of operatives, ought to have been allowed to remain standing
until the owners, warned by the havoc and loss of life brought about
by the fall of a neighbouring chimney, thought it best to put an end
to the risk.
I have the honor to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,
H. C. SEDDON, Lieut.-Ool. R.E.
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PAPER X.

THE 'FORTRESS WAR GAME.'
BY CAPTAIN

G.

s.

CLARKE,

R.E.

IN few branches of the Art of War have modern weapons brought abont
greater changes thau in the attack and defence of fortresses. The
broad principles of strategy scarcely vary ; it is their aspects and
modes of application alone which alter with the times. But fortresses
have undergone little less than a vital change of principle, to which
the attack will have to conform. In one sense change favours the
latter. Fortresses, like navies, modernize slowly, and both must
always be a little behind tbe time. Fortification received, however,
a great impetus after 1871, and in a new Franco-German war the
attack and defence will meet ou a fairer level than at Strasburg.
The great change of principle which has come over fortification is
the decentralisation of the defence, or its dissemination over numerous
strong points, instead of within one uniformly strong ring. This
change has entailed many others, and it has left us in some
uncertainty, not so much how our forts should be built, as how
their defence should be conducted. There are many points which
the theorist cannot settle, and which must remain undecided till they
are brought to the rough test of war. But one thing is certain. The
defence of to-day requires far more genius than that of Wellington's
time, and genius, moreover, of a much higher order. Putting moral
qualities aside as counting as much or more now than ever before,
the commandant of a Peuiusular fortress needed a brain fertile in
expedient. The commandant of a besieged Metz needs to be a
general of the very highest order. He has a great area to defend.
His chain of forts presents gaps which his engineering and tactical

* The name is a difficulty. We have naturalized' Kriegsspiel' boldly and unn~ces'9.arily, but •Festungs' il.s a prefix would perhaps be too much to borr~~• while ~
mpound of English and German is clearly not to lie thought of. ' Siege Gnme
ight possibly recommend itself.
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genius must enable him to make good. He commands an army,
not a garrison. His possible courses of action are numeroa.s, and bis
earliest decisions of vast importance. He should be a strategist of
high order.
But while the conduct of the defence of to-day makes new demands
on the General, it also requires more from the Engineer. The latter
needs a se,erer course of training, an<l precisely that kind of training
which is difficult to obtain. The great value of Kriegsspiel is that it
entails thought of a special kind, and to enforce such thought, over a
solitary study of a map, need• an amount of self.discipline which few
possess. And , moreover, it enables the mind to form some concep·
tion of the time required for carrying out military combinations.
Further, by introducing a spirit of competition and an element of
uncertainty, it at the same time quickens the interest and tends to
engender a power of rapid decision. There is no reason why there
should not he a Fortress War Game, and such a game has, in fact, been
played for some years in Germany, with all the admirable earnestness
which Germans are able to bring to bear upon everything military.
During a 'recent visit to Berlin the writer happened to meet with
an excellent littla work on fortress warfare, the author of which, in his
preface, states that tbe ideas he propounds are 'the results of a study
of military history, and of the theoretical experience gained in the
Fortress War Game.' This game does not appear to be sufficiently
known in England, and no full details, embodying a complete set of rules
like those of Kriegsspiel, ha,-e at present come to hand. The following .
account, taken from a pamphlet• published in 1872, will, however,
serve to give a fair general idea of the scope of the game. The rules,
and probably the symbols used, would require to be modified
to suit English conditions. In view of the great importance of the
subject of fortress wa1-fare, and the difficulty of doing justice to it by
ordinary modes of instruction, it seems most desirable that the Fortress
War Game should be taken in hand by a joint Royal Artillery and
Royal Engineer Committee, who would give it an English dress.
Once established, it would take an important place in the training of
young officers at Chatham. The game would, however, be useful over
a far wider field than this. By its aid many ideas now floating in turbid
solution would tend to s9ttle down, while many new ones would
unqu~stionably present themselves for consideration and discussion.
An attack and defence of the Plymouth land position, or of the new
• Directi\"'en f~r d~s Fes~ungskrieg-s:Spiel, auf dienstl!che ~-eranlassung bearbeitet

L:hr~:dr::~;tfil:tr:.sct::,i-t;c~~e~he101schen Fekl-Art1ller1e-Regiments No. 8, und
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line of works at Chatham, carried on by able and well-matched antagonists, would elucidate much which is anything but clear at present.
Under such circumstances it might be expected that a new light
would be thrown on the whole question of the employment of the
artillery of the defence. Objections to the game thero must of course
be, in that it ignores the human factor. But Kriegsspiel has none the
Jess been recognised as a powerful educational instrument, and the
fortress game is perhaps less unreal. On the whole, it is probable that
the result of a contest between guns of given natures, engaged under
given conditions, is more likely to be rightly adjudged than that of
the conflict of men. In any case, the conduct of the siege and of the
defence of a fortress will require orga.n isation and method in a high
degree, and both may be learned, in some measm·e, from the game.
If the latter is successful merely in bringing home to our minds the
difficulty of the tasks we may be called upon to fulfil, it will be
none the less worthy of our serious consideration.
OBJECTS OF THE GAME.

' In the Fortress War Game the principles of fortress warfare are
reduced to a practical form by two opposing parties using a map and
suitable blocks. It is thus possible to represent the conditions of the
attack and defence with as close an approach as possible to the reality,
and to obtain the best kind of teaching on the subject. Instruction as
to the proper mode of employing artillery in the attack and defence
may be consiJ.ered as a main feature of the game.'
REQUIREMENTS.

l. Adequate data as to the fortress to be attacked and defended,
includinga. Maps and plans.·
b. Drawings and sketches of essential details whicl, the plans may
not show; e.g. important profiles, &c.
c. Written descriptions.
2. Blocks of type-metal or lead, to indicate guns, batteries, saps, &c.
(See Plates LIV.)
3. Blocks indicating field troops of all arms. Those used in Kriegsspiel will be suitable.
4. Wooden scales covered with paper-reading on one side distances, and on the other slopes co1Tesponding to contours.
5. Compasses.
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6. Ligbt iron and copper wire in pieces of suitable length to
mark shooting lines.
7. A pair of dice.
8. Some ligbt wands for pointing.
9. Forceps for handling the smaller blocks.
The maps and plans should show not only the ring of the defence,
but also the interior of the position, as this may have an important
bearing on the attack and defence. It is particularly important that
the communications and hombproofs should he indicated.
The scale of the map should be so large that the pieces required
for the game are not too small and inconspicuous. A scale of n 'IIT is
suitable, but will usually be manageable only in the case of small
fortresses. For large places with outlying chains of forts, a scale of
ni'1Jo will have to be adopted.
It is desirable that the map be coloured in order to make the
surface features of the ground more clear.
The map must be contoured, and it may be advisable that portions
of the ground should be hill-shaded to make the accidentation more
conspicuous. Even thus, a correct and rapid understanding of the
ground is often difficult, and in some cases the employment of relief
maps or models would be advantageous.
The principal map must show the terrain of the fortress, at least
as far as the first artillery position of the attack. For the more distant
ground involved in the operations of the investment, sites of parks,
&c., the ordinary maps will often serve.
The maps and plans should be cut into squares and mounted on ·
millhoard as for Kriegsspiel. The side of the squares would be a round
number of metres-500 or l ,000, according to the scale.
Objects or features, whose existence is to be taken as unknown,
can either be omitted in the pln.n or covered over as long as may
be desirable.
Detail drawings, sketches, &c., will only be needed when the
dimensions which can be taken from them are of importance to the
game, and provided that it is supposed that they could have been
obtained in some way or other. Descriptions are to be used to
exJJlain matters necessary to the game, bnt not made clear in the
maps, plans, detail drawings, and sketches. Descriptions can be
more or less ful1, or may be only oral communications. Incor1·ect
information may even be given, which may afterwards be corrected by
degrees.
By such information many modificationc;i. of the game are rendered
possible, both in its general course and at special periods.
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Plates 1.-IV. show the blocks employed to represent guns, batteries,
&c., on the scale of ,,iolf• For the -.,,'olf scale, smaller blocks can
be used ; but in their absence, the larger ones can be used with.
out much disadvantage. The symbols for particular objects cannot
always correspond with the map in scale, especially where the latter
is sma11. They must, however, be made as clear and simple as
possible, and bright colours should be used.
Field troops are represented as in Kriegsspiel, but it should be
remembered that the blocks for the latter are designed for a ~ scale.
In order to mark shooting lines, the defence uses iron and the attack
copper wires, or vice versd. At particular moments when it is
desired to show the lines of fire of the attack or defence these wires
can also be used. Coloured wires can be employed to designate different
kinds of fire.
PERSONNEL.

To supervise the game, an experienced officer is required as umpire.
He makes all arrangements, lays down for both sides the conditions
which are to be observed, and ·which do not arise as necessary consequences of the game, while he decides all issues, occasionally having
resort to a throw of the dice.
1Vhen the game is played on a large scale, it is desirable that the
nmpire~in-chief should have two assistants, to whom he delegates some of
bis functions, retaining the powers of final d~cision. One assistant umpire
takes charge of the attack and the other of the defence. If a question
presents itself for decision, the assistants have first to consider it from
both points of view, and to endeavour to arrive at an agreement, using
the dice if necessary. Should no agreement be obta.ined, or if the decision
arrived at by the assistants appears incorrect to the chief umpire, the
latter gives his verdict, from which there is no appeal.
If the game lasts a long time, with considerable breaks intervening,
it is necessary to keep a journal, and to appoint an officer for that duty.
The rest of the players are divided into two groups, for attack and
defence. In making the division, it is necessary that each group
should contain an officer fully qualified to lead it. This officer deter.
mines for bis group all matters w bich do not come within the province
of the umpires, details thA separate functions of the members of his
group, and decides whether they are to commit the special tasks to
paper or otherwise. These special tasks, after they have been separately
taken in hand, will be worked into the action of the game itself,
receiving such modifications as may be necessary.

I.
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The minimum number of players is three-an umpire, a defender,
and an attacker. The maximum permissible is about twenty, which
gives eight for each group, an umpire-in-chief, two assistants, and a
record keeper.
It is desirable that particular functions should be allotted to each
player, and tbat on every day of the game the same players should, as
far as possible, carry on the same duties.
The following may be taken as an example of the division of labour
in the groups:

Foa

THE DEFENCE.

Oue officer in command of the whole, and to work out any special
questions which may arise.
One or more officers as section commanders.
One officer for various internal arrangements, such as observation,
telegraphic communication, precautions against fire, hospital
erections, interments, &c.
One or more officers for the defence of the terrain of the fortress.
A single officer may have to undertake several of the above duties.

Foa

THE ATTACK.

One officer in command of the whole, and to work out any special
questions which may arise.
One officer to ascertain the artillery material required for the siege;
to arrange and manage the artillery parks, &c.
One officer to carry on the fight in front of the fortress, and·
the investment.
One officer to take charge of the first artillery position, the fixing
of the sites of the batteries, the calculation of working parties
for them, and all matters relating to their construction.
One officer to direct the fire of individual batteries and to fix its
direction.
One officer for the later batteries.
One officer for the special functions of the batteri~s, breaching,
demolition, &c.
In the attack, as in the defence, one officer may have to undertake
several of the above duties.
CONDUCT OF THE G!lIE.

The carrying out of the game must in every case be made to
correspond with the particular circumstances. Special consideration
is~ be given to the abilities of the players, their number, the time
available, and the particular end to be aimed at.
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Generally speaking, the discussion of particular phases should be
as thorough as possible, in order to bring the really important fea.
tures into sufficient prominence. This demands, however ( especially
where the knowledge of the game is only slight), so much time that it
is not always possible to carry out the whole course of the attack or of
the defence with uniform thoroughness. It may thus be necessary
in the game itself to take individual portions at specially important
periods into full consideration ; and in the groups to deal with the
separate problems as fully as time allows, bringing their results only
into the action of the game.
When special ideas present themselves, as in Kr1egsspiel, a full
treatment may be altogether dispensed with, or it may be sometimes
sufficient to treat a similar case in the general idea. In other cases,
however, the outcome only of such special ideas may be worked into
the game, having regard to the available time. When circumstances
repeat themselves, or in cases where the standpoint of the players allows,
it will often suffice to carry out certain measures once, and later on
only to take their results into calculation.
In many cases, particularly when the players have hut little expe.
rience, it will be desirable to open the game with a general discussion
on the various circumstances, so as to clear matters up and render the
study more valuable. Then would follow the detailing of the officers
for the various duties, while the umpire fixes such limiting conditions
as he considers necessary, both for the attack and the defence.
On these data foe players set to work, and after the special preparatory tasks have been worked out in the respective groups, the
leaders bring the results into the action of the game. The latter
cannot begin until the materials brought together in the special tasks
are made public to suoh an extent as, in the judgment of the umpire,
may be required. All special matters, with respect to which either
of the opponents could not obtain information, would obviously be
excluded during the course of the game; the umpire can, from time to
time, give information to either side in any form he may consider
proper. Such information may, under some circumstances, be of an
uncertain kind, or even false.
The journal would be commenced with the game, and would contain the general idea, with a statement of the strength and resources
of both sides. With regard to the course of tbe game itself, the following matters should be particularly noted:Date. Conditions assumed with respect to the weather on such
days as the latter would exert an influence upon the operations of the
attack or defence. Thus it should be stated whether the day is bright,
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cloudy, or foggy, dry or rainy; whether the night is light or dark,
the moon's phase being taken from the almanack. The direction and
strength of the wind should be given.
If the operations are supposed to be carried on into winter, tl,e
temperature should be given each day, so that account may be taken
of its influence. The length of the day and night would be fixed by
tbe period assumed for the operation.
Besides such matters as these, which the umpire settles, the journal
should record all important measures taken by either side, and their
results. The more comprehensive measures would be added as they
arrived at a realisation.
The above is evidently incomplete as a course of directions for
playing the game. It will serve, however, to give some idea of what
is aimed at, and there would be no great difficulty in laying clown a
set of ru]es, and in giving the game a form suited to our conditions,
possibly simplifying and narrowing it to some extent. Some of the
matters taken into account-the ' Rollbombenvorrichtung' and the
'Wall-Lampe,' for ' !:ample-may strike one as being almost ridiculously
over.minute, but the results of attention to microscopic detail in military
affairs have been made sufficiently manifest, and it is only when the sense
of proportion is blunted or lost that such attention becomes detrimental.
From the brief and incomplete account which has been given, it
will be evident that the Fortress War Game is not a thing to be
lightfy undertaken, hut the value of such a game as a course of mental .
discipline as well as special training for officers of the ordnance corps
will probably be acknowledged.
The valuable fortress manmuvres annually carried out in Germany
appear to be impossible in England. We cannot play with men, and
it is perhaps all the more necessary for ns to play with maps and
counters.
G. S. 0.
London: January, 1884.
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Plate I.

fortress War Game, Scale (1 ·2500).
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PAPER XI.

RECENT ARMOUR PLATE EXPERIMENTS.
By

COLONEL T. INGLIS, C.R.,

R.E.

THE last of my usual notices of Armour Plate trials appeared in
Paper XII., vol. iv., 1880, the snhject hcing then brought up to about
the middle of that year. In Paper II., vol. vii., 1882, which dealt
genemlly with the subject of armoured defences, and to which "
postscript, dated May, 1882, was added, a few matters bearing upon
more recent gunnery trials were noticed.
It is now proposed to discuss all known experiments which have
not been already rep'>rted, and tbus to complete the subject to the end
of the year 1883.
TRIALS OF WROUGH'f IRON ARMOUR AT MEPPEN, 1N

1882.

There is only oue set of experiments dealing exclusively with
wrought iron armour to be noticed in this paper, and that I will
dispose of before entering upon others of greater i111portance. This
formed part of a series of trials conducted by Krupp, at Meppen, in
March, 1882.
The first target consisted of a sandwich of two 7-ioch wrought
iron plates bolted together, with 9·8 inches of wood between them.
The gun used was the 15-c/m. (5·9 inch) 35 calibre gun, throwing
a Rteel shell weighing 107·3 lbs. In the first round the sbeil, without
a bursting charge, strnck with a. velocit,y of 1,705 f.s. , and an energy
of 2,509 foot tons, and perfora.ted the target with coruparati ve ease,
passing afterwards some 1,200 yards up the range. It was slightly
set up, but not broken. In the second round a similar shell passed
through the same target and was broken up. Both shells hit square
with the face of the target. As these shells should, by calculation,
only perforate a little more than 11 inches of solid wrought iron,
the facility with which they passed through 14 inches of that material,
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in t.wo thicknesscs, must be accounted for by the fact of so large !Ln
interval as 10 inches having been allowed between the plates of this
target, especially as I believe there was no defect in the plates
themselves. It will be seen, on reference to Paper XII., vol. iv., of
this series, page 181, that a similar undue success of shot, at 1vleppen,
in 1879, was attributed to a sandwich target having been made with
too small an interval for the wood between the armour plates. In
t,he present case the interval was as much too large. Had there been
5 inches of wood between the plates in each case, the resistance of the
target would have been very different. It is well to notice these defects
and their results, because they quite bear out our experience derived
from tlie original trials of 1868-ti9, namely, that the value of the
plate-upon-plate system depends very largely upon the spaces by
which the plates are separated.
The second target used at Meppen, in 1882, consisted of an 8-inch
wrought iron plate backed by 10 inches of wood, and a skin of iron
plate about.I inch thick. This was fired at obliquely by the same gun
as before, the shell striking at an angle of 55° with the face of the
front plate, or 35° from the normal. With the velocity of 1,750 feet
per second with which it struck, the shell would have perforated
nearly 12 inches of wrought iron, hitting direct.
In the oblique
direction in which it actually struck the target, the shell had upwards
of 12 inches of iron to cut through, so that, the complete perforation
of the target which it accomplished is somewhat more than it might
have been expected to do, especially considering the loss of work ,
generally occasioned by imperfect biting of the shot's point on the
face of the armour in oblique hitting,
PROPORTION OF STEEL TO IRON IN COMPOUND ARMOUR.

In speaking, upon former occasions, of the mode of manufacture
of compound (steel and iron} armour plates, which have gained so
much importance of late, it has been said that the thickness of steel
in one of these plates should be between ¼ and ½ of its entire
thickness. For the further investigation of this point two trials havo
taken place during the last twelve months. One was made on hoard
the 'Nettle,' at Portsmouth, by the A.dmiralty, when a 10-inch plate
(made by Messrs. Gammell and Co., of Sheffield), composed of half
steel and half wrought iron, the iron next to the steel being rather
harder than usual, was proved with a 10-inch M.L. service gun, and
Palliser shot fired with a charge of 70 lbs. P. powder, The other
took place at Shoeburyness, when an 18-inch pl~te (made by Messrs.
Brown and Co., of 81-,e.ffie.ld), composed of ¼steel and¾ wrought iron,
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was proved with a 12.inch B.L. gun of 43 tons, firing a 720-lb.
Palliser shot with a charge of 280 lbs. prismatic powder, at a range
of 108 yards. (Round 2,374). In the former case it was thought
that the results were not sufficiently promising to warrant further trial
of the proportions of steel and iron used in the plate. In the latter
case there were no indications of such ad vantage over the ordinary
proportions of steel and iron as would justify a change. Thus, after
aU, the proportion of ½ steel to %wrought iron, originally arrived
at almost by guesswork, has not yet been improved upon.
The only other change of any importance that has taken place in
the manufacture of these plates, consists in the gradual attempt to use
harder steel in them. Whereas at first they were made of steel
containing from 0·4 to 0·5 per cent. of carbon, a larger proportion, of
from 0·7 to 0·8 per cent. has been lately used, with good results as to
resistance, and with no apparent loss as to brittleness. The Sheffield
manufacturers have now so far extended and improved their plant that
they can turn out very large plates of this material.
ITALIAN EXPERIMENl'S

IN

1882.

In the autumn of 1882 the Italian Government carried on an important experiment at Muggiano, near Spezia, with tbick compound
and steel plates, with a view to determine which of these kinds of
armour should be used on the breastworks enclosing the turrets of
ships of the 'Italia ' and the 'Lepanto' class.
Three plates were made for the trial ; one a compound plate by
Messrs. Gammell & Co. of Sheffield, one of the same kind by Messrs.
Brown & Co. of Sheffield, and one wholly of steel by Schneider & Co.
of the Creusot Works, France. All three plates were of the same
dimensions-namely 10 ft. 10 in. long, 8 ft. 7 in. wide, and 18·898
inches ( 48 c / m.) thick.
In the CammeU plate the steel was 6 inches thick and contained 0·6,5
per cent. of carbon. It was made by the process known as Wilson's
patent, and adopted for all their plates used at Shoehuryness during
the last few years. Brown's plate was made of the same proportions
of steel and iron, hut the steel contained 0·7 per cent. of carbon. It
was made on Ellis's patent exactly as onr own plates have been made.
The Schneider plate consisted whoUy of steel containing 0·45 per cent.
of carbon. It is believed to have been macle under the hammer, not
by rolling, and that its face was hardened in oil, but little beyond this
· e known of its mannfacture.
Each plate was confined in a wrought-iron frame, 33 inches wide,
onsisting of three thicknesses of 6-inch plate strongly bolted together,
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but of otbc;·wisc very defective construction. The plates were backed
by .,l,'l inches of oak, to which t-be plates were held by mild steel bolts
4¼ inches iu diameter, screwed a short depth into their backs. The
F.-;,glish plates were held by six bolls each, the Schneider plate by
twenty.six. The targets were supported by timber struts in rear, and
the iron frames e11closing the plates were held up by long props in
front.
The gun used was one of the J 7·72-incb M.L. guns of 100 tons.
made by Sir W. Armstrong & Co. for the 'Dllilin' class of ships. The
first practice took place on November 16th, 1882. One round was
first fired at each plate with the following charge, namely, a shot of
chilled cast iron (G,·egorini) weighing 2,000 lbs., with hea<ls struck
to a radius of l½ diameter; the firing charge being 328·5 lbs. of
Fossano Progressive powder. The hits were all in the lower left band
corners of the plates.
The results were briefly as follows: Cammell's ph,tc: striking
velocity of shot 1,219 f.s., striking energy 20,600 foot tons. Corner
of plate broken off, iron frame gave way at the nngles, fine radial and
circumferential cracks on face of plate. Shot broke up, mostly in
small pieces; depth of indent not ascertainable.
Brown's plate : striking velocity of shot 1,222 f.s., striking
energy 20,700 foot tons. Plate cracked but very little, one long thin
crack developed at some distance from the shot mark. Iron frame
gave way at angle nearest shot mark; shot broke up rather more than
in former round ; depth of indent about 8 inches.
Schneider's plate : striking velocity of shot 1,232 f.s., striking
energy 21,000 foot tons. No cracks were discernible in plate. Shot
broke up to much the same extent as that on Cammel\'s plate. The
iron frame gave way badly at the angle nearest to the shot mark;
depth of indent about 8¼ inches.
On the following day a second shot was fired at tJ1e Schneider
plate with an increased charge of 4~9 lbs. of powder, which gave to
the same nature of projectile as that used in the former rounds a
striking velocity of 1,545 f.s., and a striking energy of 33,100
foot tons. This shot s.truck on a spot about 4 feet from the former
shot mark, and split the plate quite across through the shot mark
besides producing other fine cracks in radial directions across the
plate, and bringing to view two or three hair cracks proceeding from
the former shot mark. The head of the shot remained sticking in the
plate, so that the indent could not be examined, but it was thought to be
not much more that 8 inches deep. The injury done to the iron frame
in the former ronnd was now much extended.
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The snccPeding rounds were fired on November 20th, and included
n second shot at each of the English compound plates, and a third and
fourth shot at the Schneider steel plate, all with the heavier charge of
'!,70 lbs. of powder, produciug striking energies of about 34,000 foot
tons.
The effects may he sl<,ted generally as follows: In !he case of the
English plates the second shot striking some 4 feet from the former
shot marks did not penetrate very deeply, and no pieces of the projectile got into the timber backing; hut in each case t.he plate was
broken into five ot· six ruain pieces and detached from the target.,
leaving the bucking eutirely exposed, except where oue fragment of
Brown's plate was still held up by an armour bolt. All the armour
bolts were broken short off except two. 'l'be shot of course broke up.
'rbe third shot fired at Sclmcider's steel plate was made of forged
steel by the 'l'errenoire Company. It Lrougbt down ahout a fifth part
of the plate, and some pieces of it were driveu into the backing. The
shot was not broken up but rebounded entire, though very much set
up (leugth reduced from 44½ inches to ~8 inches), and flattened and
deformed about the Lead. The fact of the plate not being rernoved
entirely from the target by this round was doe !o the great uamber of
armour bolts by which it was held, 'l.'he iron frame was greatly
damaged by this round and ceased to be of any service. The fourth
shot fired at the steel plate was of Italian cast steel, and striking close
to the top edge of the plate buried itself in the backing and rendered the
whole target a complete wreck. 'l'he shot was found to be broken up.
The chief points to be noticed in this experiment are the follow~
ing: The Schneider steel plate certainly stood the test of the first two
rounds in a Vt:ry remarkable way, for although it was cracked tln·ough
it was not displaced by them, whereas the two compound plates had
all but enti,·ely disappeared from the targets after the second round.
The number of bolts by which this steel plate was E-ecured accounts
no doubt partly for its not being so easily dispersed as the other plates
were, but them still remains the fact that it was not cracked to any
perceptible extent hy the first round, and that after the second round
it was not much more cracked than the other two plates were after
their second blows. After the third blow it was as much brok.-n up
as the other ph1les were afte1· their second round, but most of tho

fragments were kept from falling oil' by the "'rmour bolts.
Weighing this result with other experiences of slcel and componnd
plates, especia.lly in an experiment to be mentioned la.ter on in this
])aper, I nm -inclined to think that the steel plate made £or these tl'in.Js
was or exceptionally g<JOd qnn.lit,y, and th:it t,hc behaviour of the
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compound plates in comparison with it must not be taken as
condemning their class of manufacture in general. They may not
have been the best plates of their kind that can be made at Sheffield ;
and this would appear to have been the view of the matter taken by
the Italian Government, judging from a speech made by the Minister
of 1fariue, in the Chamber of Deputies, at Rome, on the 12th of
Apri l, 1883.
'l'be m:mour bolts used in these targets gave way to a much greater
extent than they should have done. This points to defects in the
method of fastening them to the armour, and perhaps also to the
quality of the steel of which th ey were made. Judging from
experience gained at Shocburyness under similar circumstances, it
may be taken as almost certain that good wrought iron bolts, secured
in the way described at page 178, vol. iv., would not have been broken
unless they bad been directly in the way of the shot itself.
The beh1tviour of the forged steel shell was not satisfactory, and
from the nature of the trial but little information was gained as to the
best kind of projectile for the attack of steel and steel-faced armour,
a matter which is now becoming one of extreme importance.
To give some idea of t_b e merits and disadvantages of steel and
compound armour as compared with wrought iron plates, it may be
mentioned that in the first three rounds of the above trial the
projectile used woul<l have pierced ahout 19 inches of ordinary rolled
iron armour, and in the remaining rounds about 25 inches of the same
material. Further, a target composed of two thicknesses of wrought·
iron plates, each 1 t inches thick, would not only have offered complete
protection against the gun used iu this trial, but if it had been made
of two such plates, and of the same length and breadth as the targetll
in the trial, it would have stood three rounds from the gun far better
than either the Schneider steel or the Sheffield compound plates did,
for the injuries woul<l have been r:onfined to the localities of the shot
marks, and would not have involved the general destruction of the
target. In fact, the target would have been quite fit to receive, if not
:1nothcr round from the 100-ton gun 1 at any rate several rounds more
from lighter natures of ordnance. Again, a. target composed of two
14-inch wrought iron plates, would cost considerably less than oue of a
single compound plate 18·89 inches thick, the other dimensions being the
samc 1 and very far less than a target of steel armour of the same size.
In this view 1 therefore, while for naval purposes, where the
consideration of the saving of weight is one of paramount importance,
tl1c use of steel or steel-faced armour becomes almost a necessity,
for fortlfications on land, where increased weight has generally no
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disadvantage, thm·e appe<trs to be nothing in this experiment to
warrant the adoption of either steel or compound armonr, except,
perhaps, in certain special cases, such as in t.hat of revolving turrets
and cupolas, where there may be advantage in keeping down the
weight of the total moving load.
fTALIAN EXPERlMEN1'S IN 1883.
Before leaving this subject it may be mentioned that the Italian
Government have in the autumn of 1883 fired at two other Sheffield
compound plates which represented a quantity of armour which
is being made in this country for the navy of that Government.
The plates were 18·89 inches (48 c/m.) and 17·71 inches (45 c/m.)
thick respectively, and about 8 feet square. Each plate was confined
iu a massive iron frame (of indifferent construction) and held by 16
armour bolts to a massive timber backing.
The gun used was the same as that employed in the last trial, and
the charges were such as to give in the case of the thicker plate a
striking velocity of about 1,550 feet per second to a chilled cast iron
shot of 2,002 lbs. weight-equiv>tlent energy 33,500 foot tons-and in
the case of the other plate a velocity of about 1,460 feet per second
to a similar shot-equivalent to 29,800 foot tons of energy.
.
These shot would respectively have pierced wrought iron armour
25 inches and 23¼ inches thick, but the indents made on the compound plates in the two rounds fired were estimated at only about
8 inches deep. Each plate, however, was cracked through in three or
four places, :ind several other shallow cracks were formed on the face of
each. On the whole I should say that the results were favourable to
the use of compound armour for floating structures.
RUSSIAN EXPERIMENTS IN 1882-3.
The next trial to be mentioned is one which took place at Ochta,
near St. Petersburg, on November 24, 1882, and March 8, 1883, in
which a steel plate made by Schneider & Co. of the Crensot works
was compared with a compound plate (½ steel and f, wrought iron)
made by Messrs. Cammell & Co. of Sheffield, on Wilson's system.
It is not known for certain whether the steel plate was made by
rolling or hammering, most likely it was hammered only. Neither is
there information as to the proportion of carbon tbat it contained.
Each plate was 8 feet long by 7 feet wide by ] 2 inches thick, and
weighed about 12¼ tons. Each was held in an iron frame and was
backed by 12 inches of timber and two ¾-inch iron plates supported
in rear by timber struts and braces. The steel plate was l1eld to the
backing by 12 bolts-the compound plate by 4 only.
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'rho gun used for the trial was an ll~inch B. L. gun, throwing a
chilled cast iron sLell weighing 55,5 lbs. (Eng.) made at Perm in the
Ural. Range, 350 feet.
'l.'be Schneider steel plate was struck by three shells, the first having
a velocity of 1,500 f.s., tbe other two about. 1,160 f.s. each. 'l.'he
euergy ,et the former ,elocity would be about 8,865 foot tons, at the
latter about 5,180 foot tons. Also at the former velocity the shot
would pierce about 16 inches of wrought iron armour, at the latter
about 12 inches. 'l.'he first shot penetrated a.bout 13 inches into the
plate, and broke it iuto five pieces. '1.'he penetration of tr,e second
shot, which struck about 3 feet from the first, was about 16 inches,
ancl the plate was now broken into nine pieces. 'l.'be third shot passed
completely through the target and went several hundred yards down
the range, carrying away more than a quarter of the armour p'ate.
'l.'he other pieces of the plate remained hangiug on by the bolts in
seven sepal'3,te pieceG. In this condition the plate was of course unfit
to receive another shot. 'l.'his ebot was not broken.
'l.'he Gammell compound plate was struck by four sl1ell, the first
having a velocity of 1,500 f.s., the other throe the reduced velocity
of about 1,160 f.s. as before. 'l.'be first shot indented tl,e plate
to a depth of about 6 inches only, and produced a few compara.
tively unimportant cracks on the steel face in both circumferential
and radial directions. 'l'hree out of the four bolts holding the plate
were broken in this round. 'l.'he second shot struck about 2 feet
6 inches from the first, and caused an indent about 4½ i11ches deep. A·
few more fine cracks were prodnced on the face of the plate, and a
small piece of it was broken off. A piece of the steel face was also
scaled off. The remaining armour bolt was broken, and the plate fell
forward on its face. There were no cracks perceptihle ou the back of
the plate. 'l.'he plate was now provided with new armour bolts. 'l.'ho
third shot struck about 3 feet from tbe second, and 4 feet 6 inches from
the first. 'l.'he line of fire was inclined about 12° from the normal.
'l.'he point of the shot remained embedded in the plate. A few fine
ct·acks were formed, and a smn.11 piece of the steel face near the ser.ond
shot mark fell off. 'l.'he plate was still quite fit · £or another round.
The fourth shot struck in the remaining uninjured quarter of tho
plate and produced even less effect than any of the preceding shot.
Only three fine 1.1racks in t,he steel face were developed, and a piece of
the steel face near the centre of the plate was shaken out. There wa.e
little or no dn.mage perceptible on the back of the plate, and it wsu1
qnite fit to receive :mother blow cqnal to those of the last thri'e
ronncls.
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lif're, then, the palm must certainly be given to the English corn.
ponn<l plate, which not only withstood illllividual shot with considerably
less tendency to break up than was shown by the French steel plate,
bot which also stood blows equivalent in the aggregate to considerably
more that U,000 foot tons, and was fit to receive more, while the
French plate was l't!ndered lwrs de combat by blows amounting to a little
more than 11,000 foot tons.
This is the 1·esnlt, indicating a !superiority in good compound over
steel armour to which I referred a.hove ,vlien drawing conclnsioos from
the Spezin !.rials; and although it may be difficult to reconcile exactly
the results of the two trials, the experience of the present one is so clear
that it must not be disregarded. Possibly tl,e best explanation of the
anomaly is to be found iu the fac·t that the treatment of steel in
the course of its rnannfacture, a.t all times delicate and liable to
variation, increases enormously in difficulty and nncert,ainty as the
masses become greater.
The observations as to the faulty methoJ of bolting the plates for
the Spezia trials apply with equal force to the present case.
All the shot used at Ochta broke up on corning against the steel of
the armour.
One of the consequences of the trial just described, and of the
Spezia tri,ds before mentioned, will in all probability be the use of
morn bolts for holding on compound armour than were formerly con•
sidered necessary. It has heen proved by repeated experiments at
Shoeburyness that one well-constructed and properly-fitted bolt to
10 or 12 snperficial feet of plate is sufficient in the case of wrought
iron armour, and on the first introduction of compound plates for
ships' protection a similar proportion of bolts was generally adopted.
ln a i-;evere trial of compound armour at Shoeburyness, in 1879,
one-bolt, to 8 superficial feet of plate was found amply sufficient, but
these bolts were of the improved pattern already mentioned. It is
now thouO"ht by the manufacturers of armour, and by many others,
that, in o~ler to make up to some extent for the liability of compound
armour to break up into detached pieces, it should be bolted on at
closer in~ervals than is necessary for wronght iron armour, and it will
be observed that, whereas in the Spezia trials of 1882 the Sheffield
compound plates were beld on by only one bolt to 15½ superficial feet,
and in the Och ta trial of abont the same date by one bolt to 14 feet, m the
latest Spezia trial the EnD"lish manufacturers bolted on their componn<l
plate by one holt to ev:ry 4 snperneial feet. The Schneider steel
plates tried n.t-Spezia and Ochta were held by bolts in the proportion
of one to 3·G and one to 4·6 superficial feet rcapcctively.
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·whether this precaution of increasing the number of bolts for the
hard and brittle kinds of armour will really prove efficacious in
practice, seems somewhat doubtful at present; for at the best the
protection afforded by a number of loose pieces of plate, hanging on
by single bolts, conld not be of much value, though there wonld,
perhaps, be some little gain in the appearance of the structure after
sustaining an attack.
Jt may be as well to mention here that the practice of enclosing
steel and compound plates in massive frames for trial, has arisen with
the view of giving to the plate support on its edges similar to that
which it would receive from the plates adjacent to it in a continuous
structure. A measure of this kind is not necessary with wrought iron
armour, as that has but little tendency to give way by fracture and
lateral separation.
TRIAL OF 18-INCH COMPOUND PLATES, AT 8HOEBOR¥NESS, 1882-3.
In the course of some trials lately conducted at Shoeburyness, with
the object of ascertaining the best kind of projectile for the attack
of steel-faced plates, some further experience has been gained as to
the resistance of this kind of armour.
In this series, extending from October, 1882, to the present time,
18-inch compound plates (6 inches steel, 12 inches wrought iron),
manufactured by Messrs. Brown and Co., of Sheffield, have been used,
and the gun, excepting for one round from the 16-inch M.L. 80-ton'
gun, has been tbe 12-inch B.L. gun of 43 tons. The shot from the
latter gun would have pierced about 22 inches of wrought iron armour
in one thickness.
Out of this practice three rounds only can be taken as giving
clear results.
In each case the plate measured 5 feet by 5 feet, and received one round
in its centre. It was confined, on all four sides, in a vety strong frame,
composed of rolled iron armour 16½ inches by 5 inches in section,
and was backed by a mass of oak 3 feet in thickness, support,ed in rear
either by strong frames of timber piles and strutting, or by a bntt of
timber 6 feet thick placed in front of a massive iron structure.
The following are the particulars of the rounds in question.
No. 2,363. The projectile used in this round was a 12-incb
compound shot, with a head composed of hard chilled cast il'oo and a
body of steel, which was made b-y Messrs. Cammell and Co., of Sheffield,
by pouring the cast iron of tbe head into a chill, and running upon
this, while still hot,, the steel to form the body, The shot was after-
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wards finished hy turning and grinding. It weighed 708½ lbs., and
struck the plate with a velocity of 1,871 f.s., representing an energy of
17,200 foot tons. The plate stopped the shot, but they were both
almost completely destroyed. 'l'he steel face of tbe plate was flaked
off over a considerable area round the shot mark, and 12 cracks were
formed, of which 6 extended through the plate. The actual indent, on
which the point of the shot. remained embedded, was 6·85 inches deep;
but the point had not got quite through the steel of the plate. The
bulge on the back of the plate behind the shot mark was 2·75 inches
high. The shot was broken into a great many pieces.
No, 2,371. The projectile used was a forged steel shot, made by
Messrs. Cammell and Co. by melting the steel in a crucible, and forging
the ingot so formed, under a steam hammer, into rough shape, which
was afterwards tinishcd by turning and boring. The point was made
separately and screwed into the head. The body and point were
tempered in oil. It weighed 702 lbs., and struck the plate with a
velocity of l,862 f.s., and an energy of 16,850 foot tons. The shot
penetrated to a depth of 8 inches, leaving its bead in the indent, and
broke up into about, five large, and a great many small pieces. When
the bead of the shot was afterwards removed from the plate it was
found to be separated into two pieces of very remarkable form,
apparently caused by the sliding of the steel of the bead whilst the
harder material of the point had been still holding together with less
change of form. There was also a peculiar separation of the steel
of the plate in the shot-bole, forming a detached, cup-shaped piece of
that material, bearing in its hollow an exact impression of the point of
the shot. All the steel of the plate in the shot-mark, and of the
shot's head, was intensely blue, and still very hot when examined.
Altogether, there were unusually clear indications of the shot having
expended a great deal of its energy upon itself, and, therefore, of its
material having been of a quality quite unsuitable for the performance
of the work for which it was required. 'fhe plate was broken into five
ma.in pieces by radial cracks, and there were other cracks of less
importance in the steel. The bulge on the back of the plate was
2 inches high.
No. 2,381. A cored shot of chilled cast iron, similar in quality to
the service Palliser projectiles, was used for this round. It weighed
716 lbs. ; but, for some reason or other, it struck with a velocity of
only 1,807 f.s., giving 16,200 foot tons of energy, or 1,000 foot tons
less thctn that in 2 3G3 and 650 foot tons less thftn that in 2,371. It
indented tlrn plate t~ a depth of 6·9 inches, but, notwithsta.nding tliis,
the point did not quite get tlHough the face of the ftrmour. The
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boiy of the shot broke into a number of fair-sized pieces, but its bead
and shoulder, with the exception of the very point (about 4 inches long),
were reduced almost to powder. '1.1he plate was broken into six maih
pieces by Cl'acks in radial directions, and there were other cracks on
the face, two of which extended through to the back. The greater
part of the steel face became detached from the 1 est of the plate
through indifferent welding, and the parts immediately around the
shot-mark were scaled off. The bulge on the back of the plate was
3 inches high.
'fbe D>llowing may be said to be the results of this trial so far as it
has gone. First, that forged steel shot, which have shown such
marked superiority over every other kind of projectile in the nttack of
wrought iron armour at all velocities, and which promised so well in
shot up to the 9-inch calibre (weight 275 lbs.), against compound
armour at moderate velocities, have failed to maintain that superiority
in the case of heavier shot (12-incb calibre, and upwards of 700 lbs.
weight), employed at higher velocities against very thick masses of
compound armour. Next, that the cast steel shot with chilled iron
head has shown itself to be scarcely, if at all, helter than the service
chilled cast iron projectile for the attack of compound armour. (For
the earlier trials of steel and cast iron projectiles against componnd
armour see Paper XII., vol. iv., of this series). The present trial
further shows that little or no aclvance has been made of late in the
manufacture of projectiles for the attack of hard armour. It bas
been foun<l hitherto to be impossible to produce masses of steel of·
sufficient hardnt-ss to act upon steel and steel-faced armour without
change of form and at the same time to stand the effect of the shock
on impact without breaking up. In fact, that which was done with
pr~jectiles of Whitworth steel against wrought iron armour, when the
s:1me g.inch shell was fired three times t.brough 10 or 12 inches of
wrought iron, bas not been approached in the case of steel-faced armour.
AH kinds of projectiles hitherto used ha.ve been broken into pieces, or
have become extremely defol'med in being bl'ought to rei:::t, from even
moderately high velocities, against steel armour ; and this appears to
be the case, so far as present experience shows, whether the impact be
perpendicular or oblique to the surface. While, therefore, a chilled cast
iron shot may, as in the above trial, break up into sma,ller pieces than a
steel projectile against compounrl armour, yet, as it appears to operats
almost, if not quite, as destructively as the other upon hard armour,
there can be no n.dvantage in superseding the cheaper projectile, which
it is, moreover, ea'-y to make of uniform quality, by one of costly and
extremely difficult nurl uncertain mn.nufn.cturc. At any rate, until
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something very superior to the present, steel shell bas been prorlaced
chilled cast iron must be nsrd against steel-faced armour. ]f'urther, as in
tho existing state of things it is quite hopeless to expect that any kiud
of shell will he found to carry a bursting charge through a considerable
thickness of steel or steel-faced armour, it appears desirable that, for
the attack of that kind of armour, shell should be made with the least
possible internal capacity consistent with facility of manufacture, tbe
projectile thus becoming more compact in form and stronger in the
section of the body. In other words, it appears likely that we shall
have to abandon shell and return, for the purposes of battering hard
armour, to shot as nearly as possible solid. It is right to state that
these trials of projectiles against steel-faced armour are still in
progress, and that further experience in oblique fire will shortly be
gained.
.A.1"1'BMP'IED IMPROVEMENTS IN BA1'1'ERING PROJEc1'1LES.

It may he well here to mention that in the course of the last year
or two various attempts have been made to improve npon cbiJlp,d cast
iron projectiles for battering purposes by encasing tbeir bodies in
strong steel jackets, with the hope that by this means their breaking
up on impact would be prevented, or at least delayed; but after several
trials with 9-incb and 12½-inch M.L. guns against wrought iron and
compound armour, lit.t ie or no advantage has been found to attend this
plan, while it involved considerable extra cost and much complication
of manufacture. '1.1he trials in this direction have, therefore, been
discontinued.
Another contrivance, which originated with the late Sir William
Palliser, has been lately brought forward by his brother, with the
view of getting increased effect with steel and cast iron projectiles
upon compound armour. This consisted in making the head of tho
shot very long and tapering, with several raised ribs, of triangular
section, running longitudinally along it from the point to the shoulder.
The body of the shot was further incased in a steel jacket of peculiar
form, the jacket being of the size to fit the bore of the gun, while the
shot itself was throughout of a less calibre. The object of this design
was, first, that the ribs on the nose of the shot should set up cracks in
the steel of the armour, aml next, that the steel jacket, after giving
support to the body of the shot during the early part of its penetration
into the armour, should be left behind, and the shot, thus diminished in
cross section, should have to form a hole in the armour of considerably
less diameter than the calibre of the gun. This principle had a fair tri,il
at Sbocburyness in 1883, in practice from a 6·3-inch BO-pounder M.L.

converted gnn, against 6-inch compound armour in comparison with
Palliser cored shot of service pattern, and special shot with long heads
unjacketed; also in practice from the 13-pounder gnn in 1882, against ·
4-inch and 5-inch compound plates; but the experiments did not show
any superiority in the proposed form of projectile over that of the
service form for the attack of compound armour.

TRIAL OF ARMOURED MASONRY

AT

8HOEBURYNESS, 1883.

The last trial of compound armour that remains to be noticed is
one which took place in the course of an extensive experiment carried
on at Shoeburyness, in 1883, with the object of testing various
methods of strengthening the masonry parts of existing sea forts.
As this experiment, when concluded, will be reported in full elsewhere,
I should not notice it here at all were it not that it has afforded two
very distinct results, bearing closely upon the subject of this Paper,
the discussion of which will not in any way forestall the general
consideration of the results of the whole trial when the report appears.
The two targets to be here noticed may be briefly described as follows:
One consisted of a 12-inch compound armour plate ( 4 inches of steel
and 8 inches of wrought iron), measuring 7 feet by 7 feet on its face,
made by Messrs. C. Gammell and Co., of Sheffield. It was confined in
a frame composed of heavy bars of wrought iron (16½ inches by
5 inches in section), and bolted to a mass of masonry, with 5 inches of
American elm intervening, by four wrought iron armour bolts, each
3 inches in diameter and 15 feet long, screwed a short way into the back .
of the plate. The steel of the plate contained 0·57 per cent. ot
carbon. The masonry consisted of a granite face built of stones 5 feet
and 3 feet 6 inches thick in alt.ernate courses, backed by 10 feet of
Roach Portland stone and 8 feet of cement concrete, and brickwork.
The thickness of the masonry was thus 22 feet.
The other target consisted of a sandwich of two 8-inch wrought
iron plates, made by Messrs. Gammell and Co., bolted together by six
3-inch armour bolts fitted with spherical nuts, with 5 inches of
American elm between them. The entire sandwich was held to a
masonry wall, precisely similar to that in the other target, by six 3-inch
bolts 15 feet long, fitted with spherical nuts in the rear armour plate
and hexagon nuts in the masonry. There was also a layer of t, inches
of elm between the armour and the granite.
The gun used was the 16-inch M.L. gun of 80 tons, at about 200
yards range.
The projectiles were the service Palliser shell weighted with sand
up to 1,700 lbs., and fired with the service battering chargo of
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450 lbs. prismatic I powder. In the round at the compound plate tho
striking velocity was 1,577½ f.s., and striking energy 2!!,354 foot tons;
in that at the wrought iron target the velocity was 1,568 f.s., and the
energy 29,000 foot tons. The effects were as follows:In Round 2,385, at the compound plate, the sheJI was brought to
rest with its point 13 inches beyond the back of the plate, or 9·8 inches
in the granite. 'fhe head and part of the body of the shell remained
in the shot-hole (with its point inclined a little upwards), but broken,
the pieces of the rest of the projectile faJJing cm the ground in front of
the target. The plate stood remarkably well. The steel around the
shot mark was turned inwardi;: and broken circumferentially over a
circle of about 2 feet diameter, and there were 9 radial cracks on the
face, those on the proper right of the shot mark extending to the
edge of the plate, and being there about 7½ inches deep, but the plate
was not broken through at any part. On the re1tr of the plate a
bulge some 5 or 6 inches high and 40 inches in diameter was formed
up around the shot's head, but there were no cracks whatever on the
back of the plate outside the area of this bulge. The plate was bent
or buckled verticaJJy on its proper right edge to the extent of
nearly 1 inch. There were no bolts broken. The injury done to tbe
masonry wall was confined to the crushing of the face of the granite
block at the place where it was struck by the point of the shot and
the cracking of the adjacent stones with a slight displacement of them.
The brickwork at the back of the masonry wall was very slightly bulged
and cracked. On the whole, the behaviour of this plate may be said
to have been more satisfactory than that of any other compound plate ·
yet tried. It was no doubt a plate of very superior manufacture, and
the rigid support given by the mass of masonry behind it was much in
its favour. There bas been no previous instance of a compound plate
remaining entire after its perforation by a shot bearing the proportion
in the present round of diameter of shot to size of plate. The very
local character of the injury done constitutes another main feature of
this round.
In Round 2,384 against the wrought iron sandwich target the shell
pierced the two 8-inch plates and penetrated 8 feet into the masonry
behind them. The injury to the armour was confined to the immediate
locality of the shot-holes. There were no cracks set up, and the
fastenings were quite uninjured. The shot was found cracked and
broken into fair-sized pieces at the end of the bole which it formed
for itself in the masonry. The stones forming the front of the
masonry wall were more or less cracked, and were a little di.splaced,_ the
joints bei11g opened slightly, and the stones of the course which received
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the sl1ot were moved a few inches sideways. The brickwol'k which
formed the back of the masoury wall was slightly shaken as in ronnd
2,:385 on the othe,· target.
Had the wrought iron plates used in this target been made between
9l and 10¼ inches thick, instead of 8 inches, which would have made
their cost· together correspond with that of the 12-inch compound
plate in the other target, it is calculated that the penetration into the
masonl'y would have been much the same in both rounds, a.nd then no
doubt the effect on this target would have been even more local in
character than on the steel-faced target.
Considerable importance attaches to this trial because it has
certa-inly shown an effectual way of making existing masonry proof
against any battering guns that can ever Le produced, though the great
expense of armour-plating large surfaces makes it very desirable that
some less costly expedient should be found effective.
CHILLED CAST !RON ARMOUR.

It only remains now to notice briefly the state of the qucstiou
in regard to the use of chilled cast iron armour. It has bet n explained ou former occasions that the principal advocate for this kind
of armour is Herr Griison, of :ifagdcburg, who bas large meaus of
producing it :1.t his works at Buckau near that town.
At page 270, vol. VII. of this series will be fonnd a short account
of tl1e early trials of chilled cast iron here a11d on the Cor,tinent, but·
in this country, for want of further experiment, the problem to which
I referred iu that paper is no nearer to a solution than it was wheu
1here propounded. On t.be Continent, however, the matter has not
hecn allowed to rest, and not only have further trials been made but
cast iron defe!Jces have been actually }Jl'OCeeded with in many countries
both for land and sea fronts.
According to the best accounts that can be obtaiued of these proceedings it would appear that on the Continent there arc already, or
very shortly will be, about 100 guns of various classes, varying up to
38 tons in weight, mounted behind chilled cast iron armour. Of these
55 are in 30 revolving turrets, and there is reason to believe that tho
ltalian Government contemplate setting up cast iron turrets, each of
which will mount two 100-tcn guns of receut type. At Fort Lang•
hiitzen alone, which commands the mouth of t.he Weser, there are
nine 2l•c/m. B.L. rifled guns mounted behind fixed Grilson shields,
the maximum tLickness of the metal of which is 28~1 incbc~,
auJ six 28-c/ m. guus in turrets of the samo material np~vards of
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31 inches thick. In .Austria, Belgium, and Holland there are batteries
of the same class mounting guns almost as heavy as those at Ln,nghiitzen, and as regards land fronts there are certainly cast iron shields
a]ready existing at Strassbnrg, Metz, and other fortresses. France,
I believe, has not yet made any use ot cast iron in her defences.
Even leaving out of consideration the question of whether cast
iron defences might be advantageously used in this country-for my
own part I think it extremely doubtful whether there would be any
gain whatever in using this material-there is still a strong reason
for making experiment with such works, because, withont the
experience that can be gained only by trial, it is impossible to
say what would be the best way of attacking the cast iron batteries
which will surely have to be dealt with in future wars.
Beside the early experiments on the Continent already referred to,
namely, those at Tegel in 1869, and others in 1873 and 187 4, and one
at Meppen in 1879, further trials have recently taken place at Griison's
armour works.
One of these came off in the winter of1882-3, when a turret plate,
which had been rejected on account of some small fissures called
"chill cracks," produced in the course of manufacture, was tested by
firing a 5·9-inch Krupp B.L. gun at it. The plate weighed 13 tons
15 cwt., and measured 17·7 inches at its thickest part. Forged and
tempered steel shell weighing about 78 lbs. were fired with charges
of prismatic powder, giving a muzzle velocity of 1,476 f.s., nnd
an energy on striking of about 1,200 foot tons. The range was
23 yards. It will be at once observed that these shells, with so low a
velocity, gave a very inadequate test of so thick a plate. They would
have perforated only about 8 inches of wrought iron, but to make up
for this the fire was concentrated on small surfaces. Thus three rounds
were placed within 60 square inches, and nine in an area of 24 inches by
15 inches and 13 rounds in all representing 16,000 foot tons of energy,
were delivered with very small effect upon the plate. The chill cracks
proved to be of little importance. However, as the delivery of a
number of comparatively light blows on a mass of cast iron is plainly
not the most effective way of attacking it, th~re is, T fear, not much to
be learned from this trial. It was intended at the time that the experiment should be afterwards continued, but nothing more bas been
eard of it.
Another trial, which took place at Buckau, on October 22, 1883,
was more instructive in its results than that just described. The
target used on this occasion was composed of one of the plates ma.de
for a cast iron turret for two 30·5-c/m. guns for the Dutch
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Go, crnrn cnt, which had been objected to on account of tep. chill cracks
which bad apprnred on its outer face after it was cast. This plate was
set up between other turret-plates, two on either side of it, and the
entire target was supported i.n rear Ly masonry piers. There ·was
also a roof-plate laid on the top, so that the structure roughly
repesented half a turret. The plate to be fired at weighed 47 tons, it
had a maximum thickness of 43 inches, and a mean t.bickness in the
parts struck of ahout 35 inches. It. was curved both vertically and
borizoutally.
The gun selected for the trial was a Krupp 30·5-c/m. (12·008-inch)
gnu, ' throwing steel shell weighing 445 kilogrammes (981 ·05 lbs.),
with a velocity on striking the target of about 1,460 f.s., giving
an er1uivalent energy of about 14,500 foot tons. 'rhe gun was
thus somewhat less powerful than our 12-inch B.L. gun of 43 tons,
whicl1 , at the short range (30 yards) used in this trial, and the
present charge of 260 lbs. prismatic powder, would have struck the
target with a blow equivalent to about 15,600 foot tons. The corresponding penetrat.ion of wrought iron by the two guns at this range
would be 20 inches and 21-inches respectively. After three rounds
striking on the points of a triangle with sides 34 inches, 35 inches, and
40 inches in length, the a~gles at which the shell struck being 93 °, 51 °,
and 75 ° respectively, the cast.iron was ciacked through in four places,
and was virtually separated into several large pieces. Even after the
first of these rnunds two cracks were observable on the back of the
armour. The indents caused by these rounds averaged only two inches
in depth, but the metal round the shot marks scaled off a good deal,·
and there were a good many cracks of minor importance on the. face.
The fourth shell struck on a point 50 inches from the centre of the
triangle marked by the other three shells, and 33 inches from the
point strnck by the nearest of them. It fairly breached the plate, and
broke it into six separate pieces, doing such damage as would inevitably have placed a fighting turret completely hors cle combat.
To help iu forming an opinion as to whether this result may befair!J'
considered favourable or otherwise to cast iron defence, it may be stated
with confidence that for the cost of this cast iron plate a shield
affording equal cover could be made of good wrought iron armour,
which would stand four rounds similar to those fired at Buckau witbr
ouf., being breached, and it iR equally certain that if such a wrought
icon pfale were to be subjected to further trial until ultimately pierced
the resulting injnry would be of a much less serious character than tbai
which was done to the cast iron target: }.'.Ioreover, had the aggregat4
energy of two or three of the blows dehvered at Barkau been expend4'
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in a single blow fron1 a much header gun, tliere cau be little doubt tlmt
the cast iron would have been broken through ancl that the turret
would have ceased to exist as a defensive work; whereas, the effect of
an overpowering blow delivered on wrought iron armour being mort
local in its effect, a turret made of that material might be pierced by
such a blow as that assumed above without being totally destroyed.
No doubt there is great advantage on the side of the cast iron in the
mundness of the form which may be giyen to it, which makes it ,ery
difficult to hit it at any but, very oblique angles of incidence; but, on the
other band, there is the great disadvantage that a cast iron stractnre
cannot, be afterwards strengthened by applying additional t'.licknesses
as can be done with ease in the case of other kinds of armour. The
enormous increase of weight involved in the use of cast iron for
turrets and other moving structures, as compared with wrought iron
or steel, constitutes another objection which cannot be o,erlooked .
With this I must bring the subject to a close, for the present at
any rate.

Ja""""'Y 10th, 1884.
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PAPER XII.

MODERN TYPES OF GUNS.
Beiny the Substance of Two Lectures delivered at the Royal Engineer:/
Institute, C!wtliam, in tlte Spring of 1884.

BY LIEUT.-UOLONEL

F. G.

MODERN

BAYL.H,

R.A.

GUNS.

Before entering upon :1 description of the newest form of gu118, it
will, perhaps, be as well to take a short retrospect at the class of guns
tLey are gradually replacing-, in order to see wha.t the shortcomings of
the older pieces are, aud to enable us more clearly to understaud the
oUject of tbe ,-arious changes, in form and com;truction, iutroduced in
tbe new Steel B.L. guns.
You are all doubtless i,.,timate with our Lc:wy JILL. Ordnance,
commonly called the \Y. oolwich g·L111s, which con:-:;titute the armament of
our coast defences, an<l with which the Royal Na,7 are still almost
exelusiwly ttrmed. I refer to the follvwiug· pieces, Yiz. :-The 80 and
38 tou guns; the 12" g·u11 of 35 tons, formerlytcnued · T'he ".,..oolwi<..:b
l11fa11t'; the] 2", 11'', 10", gr', 8", and 7" R.~I.L. g·uw;.
Before you (see Pl. l.) is a dittgT,m1 of the llfark II. 38 too gun,
which I have selected as being· one of the mo8t receutly-co118trncted
aud Ue1:1t-kuown pieceR of tLb gl'oup, and 011e ,Yliich embodies most,
if uot oil, of the latest nnprovemeuts "J)pliecl to tliis class of ordnance.
The guus of this type consist of an iuuer tube of toug-b steel.
(\\'L P. 1158. 1100 9
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tempered in oil, Rtreugtheued by wrought-iron coils shrunk on, and

having the end of the inner tube supported by the screwed-in cascable.
It will be observed tlrnt these l\Iark II. guns are slig·htly chambered,
which was a modification introduced with tbe view of air-spacing the

cartridge, aud so guarding ugainst excessive chamber pressure when
the charge was raised to 210 lbs.; the bore is nearly 16 calibres in
length.
The weak points of this M.L. system, which it has been successfully s011ght to osercome in the Steel B.L. Guus, may be briefly summed
up as follows:1. Their g reat weight, in proportion to the results obtained in respect
of 'energy,' m,ing to their being· built up of a combination of steel
and wrought-iron, instead of being made solely of the stronger metal ,
steel. That this form of coustrnction was so long adhered to may
perhaps be in some measure attributed to the difficulty experienced, at
eT"en a comparatively recent date. in obtaining trustworthy qualities of

steel, and hence the marked di slike that was exhibited in this country
to rely solely on steel for gun mannfacture.
2. Owing to the limits imposed on their length (from tl1e fact that
they were required to recoil inboard to en,ibJe them to be loaded),* they
could not be made of a length sufficient to enable them to profit,ibly
consume a large cbarg·e of slow-burning powder; but indeed we did
11ot, at the time these gnns were made, possess the valuable slow-

burning powders that have lately been introduced.
3. The fact that they could not be ch,imhered except to a very
limited extent; hecm1se, if largely chambered, they could neither be
properly sponged out, nor could the cartridge be g-ot to expand into the
chamber.

That this was no inconsiderable ,lrawback will be seen when
reference is made to the B. L. Guns.
4. The great leug'th of recoil requisite to enable the gun to be
loaded was often a source of inconvenience, especially in works
originally designed for smaller pieces.

5. Very long sponges and rammers lrnd to be manipulated, besides
wl1ich an the work of loading bad to be performed iu the often exposed
position ,ibout the muzzle.
There is no doubt that although the guns of this ty1,e ha,e done
• fo a few exccp!-i0nal c~;;cs, like that, of. the ' Thunclerer,' the gunt't were loaded

by means of hyclrauhc maclunery, from loadiug chambers ou1eide the turret.
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good service (and may do so again), they would be heavily handicapped
if callecl upon to couteud, on even terms,• with modern B.L. gnns, such

a.s t.hose which have for some time past been turned out in larg·e
nnmbers by foreign Powers; hence a new departure in our o,vn g·un
m,rnnfncturn b,,callle urgently necessary, and the breechloading system
again came to the front in this couutry.

Steel B.L. Guns.
As these guns are built up entirely of steel, it will be well, in the Mo,lern
fir;,t place, to explain wlrnt advantn.ges obtain from the exclusiYe use breech•
of that metal, arnl wherein it is superior to a combination of wrought- loa.clers.
iron anrl steel for purposes of g·un construction.
\Vith rei:;::pect to the iron aud steel n~Prl in gun manufacture, it may
he stated generally that the iro11 mily possesses about one-1,alf the
dasticity and one-half the tensile strength of the steel employed.
Hence, if it were attempted to turn out guns of iron and steel
combined, ~( equal pmcer to the new steel guns, the result would be
enormously lie avy a.ncl unwieldy pieces, and moreoYer their carriage
and platforms would of necessity, to a considerable extent, labour
,mder the same disadrnutag·es.
The general principles that guide the construction of the new gunA Genrrnl
may be stated to be as follows (sec Pl. II.):p,inci1•les of
1. To RO build up the gun aud reg·ulate the shrinkage that each part constrnd1011 ·
may at the moment of firing fake its fair suare of the strains set up.
(This principle applies to all built-up guns.)
2 . 'l'o make the bore of such a length as to enable a large charge of
slow-burning powder to be profitably consumed (charges as high as
half the wdght of the projectile are used in several of the new gnus).
3. To make use of a chamber of such diameter tuat the cartridge
containing the desired charge may not exceed a length of about four
diameters. If longer cartridges are userl, not only is there a tendency
for wa.Ye•action of a destructive nature to lie set up, but the workinglength of the bore is dimi11h..;hed.
4. 'l'o relieve the inner tube of long·iturlinal strain by screwing the
breech-screw into tl1e breech-piece jnstead of into tl.ie inuer tube.
• 'fhe expression' even terms' may be taken to refer either to a cn,;:e in which
gun! are opposed by others of tke same calibre, or to ouc in which guns ef eq_ual
,t•eig!tfs n.ru opposed; in either case tbe ad-.antuge would rest la.rgely with the
hrt•echloaders.
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5. To g·uanl against possible separation of tbe co111ponent parts of
the gnn by the use of the 'key-riug' (shown 011 Pl. Il .), a11d by
employing· shoulders to give the necef--sary bearing·s.
G. To distribute the work of imparting· nitation OYer the whole
surface of tbe bore by employing a polyg-roo\·e system of rifling.
7. To make use of grooves of such form in section as will only

present shallow curves for the gas to act upon.
( which is

110

The loadiJJg edge

longer 11ecessary) disappears in the hook form of rifling·

uuw used.*

JTook forrn
ot rilllng.

8. To make use of such a spiral for the rifliug as will sufliciently
rotate projectiles of the length iote11ded to be used, and will :et the
same time throw the least possible strain on the gun a11d on the
projectiles. Spc akiug ge11erally, the spiral employed is 011e increasing
from about 1 in 1:/0 to 1 i11 30 i11 the smaller, and to 1 in 3;j c ,!ibres in
the larger natures, at half way up tbe bore, from which point it i,
0

uniform.
D. To employ such a system for closing the breech as will S<,cure

the following desiderata, viz.:Safety.
Perfect obturation (or gas-tight joint).
Ease jn workiug.
Simplicity iu construction.

Durability.
• The more nearly the form of groo1'e npproaclies thl'.' form of an angle, the
great('r the tendency of the tube to split; even a straight Jeep 1:1cratch or scoring
has been found liable to initiate a splitting action.
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These qualities are all existent in the present system, which
consists of a breech block fitted with an interrupted screw and a
De Bange ohturator.

'l'aking the 8-inch B.L. g-un of 13 tons as an example (see Pl. II.), we
see that it consists of an inner, or A, tube, strengthened externally by the
breech-piece and B ring, which are keyed together by the key-ring, S,
which consists of b,-o separate lmlf-rings, held in their place by the
C ring, in rear of which are placed the trunnion-ring and four hoops
(lo, 2n, 3D, and 4 D ). I t will be observed that tl1e breech block is scre,rnd
into the breech-piece, whereby th e A tube is relieved of the longitudinal strain, and that this tube is made thinner, and hence of less strength
in propo1tio11 to the surrouuding- mass than was formerly the case, so

that, in the ecent of its failing, there would still be sufficient strength
in the gun to guard against an expl,,sive burst.
The Rteel used in gun construction is oi a ~ low ' or 'mHd ' nature,
containing OIJly a small percentage of carbon (from 0·2 to 0·3 p. c.).
The whole of the differeut parts of "hich the gua is built up are, with
the sole exception of the tnmnion-ring, tempered in oil.

The construction of the gun is so intimately counected with the
powder it is intended to burn that it will be well to offer a few remarks
regarding the natures of powder uow being used for our heavy gUIJs.
Powder,

One of the greatest, and as yet only partially sol rncl, difficulties
connected with the monster guns of the present day is the proYision of
a suitable powder. 'l.'o quote the \"VOrds of Colouel l\Iaitland :- ' If a
powder is of too ,iolent or rapidly-bur11iog a character, a vibratory or
"wave" action will be induced in the chamber, and this it is particularly
desired to avoid, as it is injurious to material and useless towal'ds the

production of velocity. The ideal powder would be one which should
burn slowly and regularly, g·i,·iug off its gos so as to yield grndually
increasing pressures equal in all parts of the powder chamber at the
same time.'
Sir ,Villia.m ,._\nnstrong q_uotes au instance of an experiment in which
the normal presRure of H:l tons was rai Rcd to O"ver 50 tons per square
inch, a11il acids: 'The extra pressure is all '" wave-action," awl c-hiefjy

takes effect lougitudinally, thereby tencliug- to tear the g,rn asUIJ<ler.'
In order to g-uard agaiJJst this destrnct.iYe action, powder, \ery

large in grain and of high density, is
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employee! for the charg-es of

the heavier natures of gum::, and the rhambPr 1s kept within mnderate
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limits of length: a quick-burning powder and loug chamber, especially
it combiueJ with a. system uf igIJitiug the ca.rtri<lge in rear (which, for
sufficient reasons, is the plan now adopted fur heavy guns), h::wiug been
found to be the means most likely to iuduce wave-action.
The following table shows the uaturcs of powder now used with
the uewer type of guns. T,tlH.E A.
Designation

"'

Share of

Grnin.

Powder.

I

Weight or
f'Adl

Si,e of G,.,in.

gr:l.i!l,

1''inbbed tlcnsity.

avproximate.

Moisture

!'.C.

- - - - - - - -;- - - - - -[-- - - - - ,·- - - - - - · -- Notlesstbanl ·76 1 to 1·3

p

Rough cube ½-in. side

p,.

-pieces to Not less thanl•i5
Do.
the pound.
pieces to Not less thn.n 1·76
·7
1
over
Diameter
Prism
the pound.
sides, 2·3Z.".
Ileightof priom.
2·00".
of
Diameter
bole, ·676".
Diameter 0'\"1·1· 10} pieces to Notlesstha.nl·75
Do.
the pollnd.
!-lides, 1·38".
lleightofprism
·98".
of
Di:uneter
h ule, ·375''.
of 3· 16 pieces to Notle£stbn.n1'83
Cylindrical I 1iameter
the pound.
c~·linder, 1·7;;".
Heightofc,dinder, 2·00".
of
Diameter
hole ·z5".

the pound.
5

Prism

C'.

80 pieces to

.

1 to 1·3
1 to 1·3

lto 1·3

1 to 1·3

Iu the case of a cartridge made up with C' pJwder (which is one of
the latest developments iu powder manufacture), it will be observed
that not only is free passage for the flame afforded throughout tbe mass,
through the holes in the cylinders, aud the interstices existing betweeu
them (a most importaut point), but a certain a1Jd coustaut amount of
air-spate is secured by tlie existence of theRe holes and iutensticeR,
wherPby tLe deusity of the cliarge iR re<luce<l, U.11(1 excessive 1n·eHsnre
gnardeLl ngain~t. So much is this the case tbat we are uow :=.ecuri11g
velocities as hig·h as 2,000 f.s., with maximuUl pressures of oulx a.Uout
17 or 18 tons per square i11ch, and the volume of slowly-evoked gas is
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sufficiently great to exert a pressure as high as 5 or 6 tous per square
inch, even at the muzzle end of a bore 30 calibres in length.*
It is only by the lll(tintenance of strong, but never excessive,
pressures throughout the whole leng·th of a long bore that a high
velocity can be imparted to "u eloug·atecl projectile, without the exertiou
of dest.mctive force.
The' De Bange' Obturator.
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This method of obtaining a gas-tight joint at the breech consists of
a movea\Jle mushroom-headed spindle made of steel, A A A, having
a ring, CC (made of asbestos fibre, soaked in grease, and contained
in a canvas euvelopt'), \Jetweeu it and the face of the breech block, B B.
Discs of soft llletal, D D, are placed in front and in rear of the asbestos
ring.

On the ignition of the charge, the pressure of the gas on the
mushroom-head causes it to set back ou to the ring of asbestos fibre,
which is thereby compressed a11d forced out laterally into hard pressure
against the surface of the chamber, forming· au absolutely gas-tight
joint.
The chamber is coned out iu rear of where the ring, 0, takes its
bearing, to facilitate the withdrawal of the breech block, B, after firing.
The asbestos ring will stand a large 1mruber of rouuds before the
canvas euvelope wears out; and it can be chaug-ed with ease a11tJ

rapidity if required. An axial vent runs through the ceutre of the
spindle, A A.
One great ad,antage possessed by the expandiug ring· is that it
accommodates it~elf to auy chaug-e of surface produced by grit,
wear, &c.
• When the charge is comparatively snrn.11, in proportion to the cnlibre, th(,!
pressure naturally falli, off very fast; thus, in the case of a 38-ton gun, the calibre
of which is 12·5 inches, a charge of 130 lbs., P.~, only yielded a pre~sure of about
1 ton per square inch u.t the muzzle en<l of a bore onl,v lLi calibre~ in lrngth.

De Ba,ng8
obt.urutur.

This system-which hni:1. so far, given excellPnt rPsults-snperserl1• 1 l
the steel cup obturator, with which, however, a few guns are Riill
fitted.
Steel Cup Obturator.

/)

/)

This mode of obturation cvnsists of a steel cu;', A A, held by tl,e
spindle, B (through which the vent passes), against the front face of
the breech block, D D, which is slig·htly convex.
On the ignition of tbe charg·e, the pressure of the gas causes the
uni-:.upported portiou of the cup to set back, as shown in the subjoined
diagram, tbereUy increasing the tendency of the ellg·e of the cup to

form a gas-tight joint with the copper ring, CC, which is f.C'cured in the
g·un at the rear end of the cha.mber. The pressure of gas acting in the
dirccti 1nf,f, has also the same tendt."ucy.
The convexity of tl1ei front face of the bref'ch block is exaggerated
in the diagra.ms to a.id explauation-in reality it is very 1-1lig·ht.

The fullowin g "Were the weak points in this system:1. Occasio1,al fracture of the steel cup in the hea,-ier g·un s.
2. If any particle of matter, such as a grniu of sand, got between
the copper riu1, and the edg·e of the cup, there was no longer a perfectly
gas-tight joint at that point, and the gas escapin g at high pressure cat
away a minute port ion of metal, both from the edge of the cup and
from the copper ring.

It is true that the cup could be turner! round on the spindle, but this
only partially remedied the evil ; t!Je only true remedy being to re-face
the copper ring·, and use n. larger cnp.
In time, of course, the e,·il recurred, and a new ring had to be

fitted, and so on.
This system was more successful in Arnall and medium than in
heavy gun~.
Tt·epanning.

It hardl_v falls within the scope of the present lPcture to enter into
any maunfacturing que~tions, hut I thi11k an exceptiou may perhapA

with adrnutage be made in the case of the new mode of hollowiug·
out steel tulles aud breech-pieces.
These are formed of cast steel ingots, drawn out under the hammer
to nearly the required size externall y, after which thP core is' trepannnl •
out; i.e., iu ~teacl of being tumed out iu flue Rl1 aving·i:, us formerly, the
corc- is remoYed iu au unbroken cylinder, which is "·orked up for the

smaller natures of guns. By t.his means a g reat sav ing of expense
and material is effected, some of the cores so remornd being worth
hundreds of ponnds as a mere cylinder of steei.
The operation may be briefly described as follows:The steel cyliuder from which the solid core has to be extracted is
caused to revolYe in horizoutal Uearings by s team nmcbinery; ug-aiust
one end of it is pressed the trepau11iug in strument, wbiCh may be
described as a hollow cylin(lf>r of steel, about an inch in thicknesR,
currying a number of Rteel rutterR nu its encl. It is g-rooYecl lmth 011
tLe inside and externall y, the irn:er gTooYe serving· to c1,11yey a coust:rnt
stream of AOap and water to the poii1ts w1tern the cutters Lear, and the
outer groo,·eA acting as ou tlets for the water, whicll carries with it
the steel shav ings cut from the cylinder as the instrumeut eats its way

iu. ,vhen half the solid cylinder has thus been trepa nned out, it is
turned eurl for end, and the other ltalf treated in like manner, Ly whi,·h
means a sol id core is separated from its centre.

The means of imparting rotation in the uew system consists of a
soft annealed copper ring squeezed on into :111 undercut groove near
the base of the shell by hydraulic pressure. The diameter of this ring
being· rnther greater than that of the bo1·e of the gun, it follows that
the copper is forced into and fills the grooves of the rifling on the guu
beiug fired.
The proportion that the weight of the projectile bears to the calibre
of the gun is expressed by

1~ =

·5, where W is the weight in pounds

of the projectile (to be determiued), cl the calibre.

For example, in the

w

10-inch B.L. gun 103 = ·5. ·. W = ·5 x 1000 = 500 lb., the weight of
the projectile; with medium guns ·4 comes nearer the mark.
Vent Swling.

With very long guns, using large charges of slow-burning powder,
the rush of g·as through the vent would have the effect of rapidly e,iting
it away; besides which, if axial-vented guns were fired with ordinary
friction tubes, the tubes would be blown back iu a way that might prove
dangerous. To arnid these evils heavy and medium guns are now
firetl either with .ent-sealiug tubes or percussion primers, which are
prel'ented from flying out by a sliding mask.
These tubes and primers may be described as follows:J"'ent-seali119 Tubes.

r;C>

-B

The tube consists of a steel envelope, A, having a caned recess, C,
in its heatl. The caned cylinder, D, before firing, occupies the position
showu in the diagram with it• file-like tongue, E, embedded iu the
detonating compositiou, F.

Ou firing, the wire, G, draw"S the cone<l

cyliuder, D, back into the caned seat in the head of the tube, ignites
the detonating composition, F, aud the hvllow column of compressed
powder, B. The pressure of gas actiug inside the now empty tube

expands it laterally and makes a gas-tight joiut, while the cone<l piece,
D, preveuts any escape through the tube.
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Percu~sion Prime,·s.

For Naval guns, where instantaneous
firiug- is esseutial,

a percussion primer,

fired with a spring-hammer and trigger

o

D

is used.

It cousists of the metal envelope,

A, carryiug in its recessed head the firingpiu, B, which is supported by the bridge
of metal, C; immediately in contact with
the bridge on the other side of it is the
cap, D, ou the au vii, E.
F

The body of the primer, F, is filled with
F.G. powder.
On the trigger berng pulled, the springh"mmer falls on B and fires the cap.

The
gas is preveuted passing through the primer
wheu the gun is fired by the bridge, C.

Relative Power of the New Type Guns compa1"ed with those they are
designed to ,-eplace.

A reference to the tables of JILL. and B.L. guns will enable an Relative
opiuiou to be formed iu this respect.

~~;rt:!~~:

Taking tern examples from the heavy guns of each type we have:Comparison
JILL. 12·5", 38 tons, JII.E. of shell, 13·554 foot tous.
of muzzle
10''
18
5·288
energies.
B.L. 12" 46
23·569
15·285
10"
26
"
The superior accuracy of the new B.L. guns as compa~·ed with the~:~~~-:~; of
JILL. may, I think, be attributed to the fol!owing causes, viz.:the B.L.
1. The more perfect centering of the projectile iu the new system1 gu11B .
and hence greater steadiness in flight.

1,8
2. Iligl1rr Yelocity, hence shorter time of fli g ht an<l less iufluence

exerted by wind.
3. The fact of the projectile being held in it s seat by the rotatingring for no appre<:iable inten·al of tirne after the charg·e is ign itet..l ,
enab les the powder to be more tboroug·b ly and uniforml y consumed
than ,Yas the case in the older system ; this wonld tend to decrease t} 1e
~ertical di$persi0n, or, in other words, to i11crease the acc uracy as
reg-ard.o;; rang e.

It may be interesting to quote two or three examples of the
a('Curacy of the new pieces.

At J ,000 yards range at Shoeburyness :The 9·2" B. L. gun put ten shots in succession tbrongh one ho:e
15" x 18" in size.
(The (!" l\LL. is not cert::ii n to hit a 6' x 6' target every round at
this range.)

Tile 12-pr. B.L. put nine successive shots into a space on a target
21 G" x 2' 311 •

The G" B.L., a sho1t time ago, made a pattern 2' 6" wrtically by 2
horizontally.
(The 64-pr. l\I.L. would not with certainty hit a 9' x 9' target at
this rang·e.
These great advances in
conside red very satiRfactory.)

powe r and accuracy cannot but ) Je

Concluding Remarl.:s.

When we consider the great responsibility that attaches to the
working ont au e ntirely new system of g un constructiou, the ma.ny

important questions and vast mass of details that ha,e to be solved
by the iight of science ,1ncl thorough practical knowledge, and the
nmnerous cha11 g·es in maunfacturing· plant and appliances that must of
necesRit y be provided for, I think you w ill ag-ree with me that the great
strides that ha,e of late been made in gu n manufacture, and the bappy

results that have attended them, reflect the IJig-hest credit. on the Hoyal
Gun Factories, a.ncl on th e Yery aUle and energetic officer who \YC

fortunately have aL the head of that department.
In conclusion, it will be interes ting· to cont,i<ler what bearing thiR
grent increase in the powe r of modern ordnance has 1 at th e pre.Bent.
mornent , 011 th e position of tl1is country with rt'fl"renc:e to othe r Powers.
\\... e kn ow th at for Rome ti111e paRt first-rate Coutinental P owe r~ }1an,•
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been straining every nen·e to Uring their naval a1ma111ents up to moderu

requirements, and that in France especially they have the means of
turning- uut annually a larg·e number of gmm of the most formidable
uature. In t!Jis country we can hardly daim to be in so forward a

stage as regards re-arming·; aucl wbat is chiefly to be dreaded is that
the imn1euse sums of money tbat must necessarily be voted to enable

a complete cbang-e uf armament to Le carried out will not be speedily
fortl1coming;.
,Ye ha,;;·e always prided ourselves un our naval supremacy, and it i~
(rompari11g· u~ with other Power~) our only strong poi11t, failiug- "·Lich

we should Le in a sorry plig-ht indeed. Well, I only ask you to cousider what would he the probable result of an action Let\\'ee11 t"'o
fil'st-class iron-clads, one armed with the old and the other \\'ith the
uew style of ordnauce; and nu less the conclusious you arri,e at coincide
witli my own, I sha.11 feel tbat I have, iu g·reat measure, failed to bri11g

home tu your minds the fact of the gTeat superiority of the gcws of
the new type over those they are designed to replace.

Uuns of Hibwul ( lVire) Co118lructiu,1.

For the late expe1·iments at Lydd two pieces of " Ribancl" construction were furnished hy the Eh,wick firm, ,iz., the 6" B.L. guu of
60 cwt., and the 6·3" jointed R.l\LL. boll'itser of 17 cwt. (made fur
elephant transport in India).
The a~hantag·es. claimed f~r this system are great circumfereutial

~i~~::~L;.~~1~1

strength m proport10n to Wt'.1g·ht of metal employed, and Leuce the tion.

production of powerful results out of comparatively light pieces, like
the 6" ,vire gun abo\-e referred to.
This method of construction, which may be said to be yet iu its
iufaucy, consists of the ,Yioding- on at high tension of ~uccessi,·e
layors of hig·hly-tempered steel wire (rectangular in section) over the

~?,!-~~:a~b~:~'t

steel tuue or breech-piece of the g·un.

•25

The tension employed iu winding on the wire reaches as liigh, I
beliff~•e, as 60 ton8 per square inch.

'l.'be fact that the metal is able to withstaud sucb a strain is- to be
accounted for by the grea.t density and strength: which result, in tl.le
first )_)lace, from the proce::;s of 'wire drawing-;· and in the secon<.l, fron1

the wire ueing big-bly tempered.

I have been g·i ven to understand that

x -u;;.
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steel wire so treated has exhibited a tensile strength considerably over
LOO tons per square inch; its great strength enables it to be wound on
a.t the tensio11 indicated, and the compression thus exerted on the tube of

the gnu is such as to induce an appreciable diminutiou in the diameter
of the bore (before 'fine-boring').

G" B .L. Armstron_q Wire Gun of 60 Cwt.
This gun was constructed to throw an 80 lb. shell with a battering
charge of 3-1 lbs. of P2 powder (if used against iron-plated structures),
the ordinary charge being 25 lbs. P 2•
It was mounted on a hydro-pneumatic carriage, which pivoted on
an' A piece,' anchored in and unrler the parapet (see Pl. III).
The A piece, which weighs 39 cwt., is capable of being taken to
µieces for transport.
The carriage, with transporting wheels and axle complete, weighs
(without the gun) 72½ cwt., but it is likely that future patterns will be
made much lighter.
In order to anchor the 'A piece' two sen·ice howitzer anchorages
were successfully employed, and the 'A piece' was further pre,ented
from lifting in front by a beam 10' x 9" x 9" placed across its front
end, over the beam 8 oak planks 4' x 12" x 3", and ornr all the earth
of the parapet. '!'bus it will be seen that to get the gun into positioH
ready for action a larg·e amount of material has to be moved, the
\\"eights of which, without t.he auchoriIJg arrangements, are:-

Gun
Carriage complete

Limber
A piece

60 cwt.
72½ ,,
12

39

1~3½ cwt.
Total
or rather more than 9 tons. It may be observed that it is unlikely that
any powerful piece could be brought up aud securely anchored without
movmg a very con~iderable weight of material.
This gun made very good practice, and the carriage worked
admirably. The gencrnl principles of the II.P. carriage of this piece
are the same as those of the H.P. carriage of the G-G" R.M.L. g~m.
which will be described hereafter; tlu~ air pressures were 1,200 lbs. pe.r
Rquare inch g-un down, and 700 gun up.
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6·3-inch R.JI.L. Jointed Howitze,•.
In the experiments before referred to, a jointed 6·3-inch R.M.L.
howitzer, supplied by tbe Elswick firm, was also tried.
rrhis howitzer, which was of the riband or wire form of construction,
in three parts, weighing respectively about 7, 7, and 3 cwt.

WW'3

The photographs show its form both iu separate parts and put
together.
There is not much to remark about it except, the clever methocl of
securing a gas-tight joint where the Lreech and muzzle tubes meet .

.a

J
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The steel r!ng 'a' is in<::erted o,er the joi11t ' b,' where the brrech
tul.,e 'cl' and the muzzle tnbe 'e • meet. Tbe g·as acting on the flanged
surfaces 'f,f,' press them down, and so make a gm,-i-tight joint.

The practice with this piece exhibited such great lateral dispersion
that it cannot be considered satisfactory.

The recoil, too, was most

difficult to control, though this difficulty is capable of being· easily
remedied by fitting the carriage with a hydraulic buffer.
The weight of the maximum charge was 7 lbs., that of the shell
G4 lbs.

Jlydro-Pneumatic Carriar;e 6·6-inch JLII.L Gun of 70 Giel.
In tLis carriage, which weighs about 51 cwt., the mode of con.

structiou adopted for eual,li11g the force of recoil to be stored up witbiu
t,he cylinder on firing, so that it may be utilised for again raising· the

guu into the firiug· positiou after loadi 11g, may l,e clescriucd as follows: -

R

E

The diagr~m rep!'0sents the ran, R fo1·cecl out to the full exteut as
"~hen the g·uu is iu the firing· position.

Un firing, the rmn R is forced iuto the cylinder B; the 1,rcssure thus
Pxerted, by causing· the caned valve E to opeu CJutwards, t·naLles the

water to escape tbroug-b it frnrn the inner cylinder B iuto the outer
cyliwler A.
In proportion as the ,n1.for is forced from B into A, so does the lm·el

uf the water iu the latter rise, aucl con.seqn.ently the air in the space A A
(which has been prm·ion~ly pmnpe<l in up to a pressure of allout
400 ll):-.. per squa,re iuch) uudergoes further and consta11tly increa~iug
compres::iion, m1til it exerts a pre::-;sure equa l to that exertell Ly tbe ram,
aud when this occurs the latter comes to rest.
Directly the ram is Lronght to re~t, tl.ie combi11et.l prei:-;sure of the
air and of a ~piral spring· on tlte coned valve, E, forces it iuto its t>eat,
:\ll(l ~l1uts off the air pressure from the r::u11.

"'hcu it is again desired to raise the gun into the firing position
the lever G is turned ; this partially withdraws the coned , by-psss •
valve II from its seat, and the pressure of the air being communicated
through the medium of the water, acts under the ram and raises the
g-nn into the firing· pu~ition.

The pressure in the cylinder is so

regulated a• to Le about 700 lbs. per
uearly home in the cylinder, or when, in
loading position, and 400 lus. per square
' firiug· position.
One-!hinl g·lycerine is mixed with

square inch when the ram is
other words, the gun is in the
inch when the gllll is up in the
the water to guard agains

freezing.
8co1·ing Shields.

In order to saYe the inner tube from the erosive action of the powder
gas at the neck of the chamber, trial has lately been made of a copper
· scoring shield.'
Brief consideration "·ill show the cause of the destructive action
referred to. Au immense rnlume of highly compressed gas is ernlved
in the chamber at an excessively high temperature, and as soon as the
projectile moYes from its seat this mass of compressed incandescent
g-as rushes forcibly forward through the neck of the cltaml>er, where,
owing to the comparath·ely sndden contractiou, the gas Lecessarily acts

with a coucentrated force, which tends to ertt out the steel in long
scorings, running fore and aft.

Scori11g·s of the nature indicated are

especially liable to increase rapidly in size and depth, aud to initiate a
Hplitting· action, which, of course, it is most important to aYoid. As long·
as tl,e movemeJJt of the gas is parallel to the surface of the chamber or
bore, it appears to flow over the metal innocuously, and it jg only when
it meets with metal inclined to its course, or is forct!d to rush through

a contracted passage, that its action becomes decidedly clestrnctive.
To guard ag·ainst this de1-;trucfr\e action, copper 'scoring shiclJs'
have been tried with promisiJJp; results.
The diag·rnm shows the form of sh ield adopted: it is driyen into
th e grooves in the tuUe by meaus of mandril,'-.

CHAMBER

NECK

Section through 'Scoring Shield.'

BORE

Examinction of Guns by means of Electric Li'ght.

An ingenious plan has been lately devised, by means of which any
part of the bore of a gun can not only be thoroughly examined, but
also be photographed.
A copper cylinder, ,dth the upper half removed, is made to fit the
bore, and to carry a mirror, A, inclined at 45° to the axis : this mirror,

on being illuminated by an electric light fixed at its base, B, reflects an
image of the desired part of the bore to an observer at the muzzle:
the image so reflected can be photographed if desired.

1/~~~~~,w~•

SIEGE CARRIAGES.

The subjoined table shows the various pieces at present in the Siege
Train, tiud the nature of the carriages on which they are mounted:Nature of Carriage.

Nature of Ordnance.

6·G-in. R.M.L. Gun,
40-pr.
25 ,,

8-in.
6·6,,
6·3,,

Steel, hydro-pneumatic
70-cwt.
3,;
} \Vrought iro11, travelling, with or
18
without overbank tops.
"
Howitzer,
70 ,,
" Troug·ht iron, travelliug, with
} hydraulic buffer for checki11g36 ,,
recoil.
18

GuN
Guncarriaget!I.

CARRIAGES.

"rhen the 40 and 25-pr. guns are used as" guns of position," which
would sometimes occITT, as, for instance, in the struggle for ground

without the fortress preceding the reg·ular attack, they would be
worked on the ordinary travelling carriages; employed in the battedes

of attack they would be fired over 5' 8" parapets, from the same
carriages, but with the overbank tops fixed, the axis of the trunnions
being thus raised to a height of 6 1 3" above the platform.

18,j

The main disadv,.ntag·e of "fixed overbank system is, that the gun,
unless screened, presents an ever-present targ·et for the enemy's fire.
The 40 and 25-pr. guns are now being fitted with Freucb·s sights,
on one side, RO as to enable them to be bid " reverse" from screened
positions.
The recoil of these pieces is checked by tbe slope, 3°, of the Clerks' 40 and 25,pr.
]Jlatforms from which they are fired.
TraYelling· siege carriages are furnished with travelling trunnion
holes: the object of which is to distribute the weight more evenly
between the gun and limber wh.eels.
The 2,j-pr. carriage is of Hea,y Field pattern, and has 1,0 travelling
truunion boles. In this carriage the height of the axis of the trunuious
is 3' 10".
The 5-in. B.L. gun (intended ultimately to replace the 40-pr.) is 5,in. B.L.
mounted on a Steel Lattice-girder ov~rbank carriage, fitted with a gun of 36 cwt·
hydraulic buffer secured in a circular opening in the axletree of the gun
carriage. This buffer is inclined downwards aL au ang-Je of about 30°
to an anchorage in the parapet, so that it exercises a holding-clown
iufluence, and restrnius the jump of the system on firing.
The anchorage is laid like au ordinary howitzer anchorage, but the
iron tie-rod is prevented from rising- by a beam beiHg laid o,er it just
inside the interior slope of the parapet.
These carriages are made lo fire over a 6' parapet.
On account of tbe large charges used with this and with the 6·6-in.
R.hl.L. gun (16 and 2/i lbs. P. respectively), it is necessary to specially
protect the superior slope from the effects of the blast; this is effected
by employing- 3 or 4 "Hicles-ox-sundriecl," in each of which about six
fill ed sand bags are placed, after which the hide is sewn or laced up so
as to form, as it were, a larg·e portmanteau. These large bales are set
in tbe superior slope, one in front of the other in the line of the blast,
from the interior crest outward::,, and ba,e been found to answer very
well.
'rhe 6·6-in. R.l\I.L. gun is mounted on a steel hydro-pneumatic carriage, the action of which has previously been explaiued. lt is capable
of firiug- over au 8' parapet.
The special ad,,antag-es of this system are:" a." The large amount of cover obtained.
" b." rrhe small amount of manual labour required to ser,e tbe gun.
"c." 'l'he short time the gun i~ expos!!d, i.e., is in the "firing
1,o~ition.11
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On the other hand, tho disadvantages are:" a." 'l'he unavoidable complications of the hydro-pneumatic
system.
H b." The necessity for making large and deep excavations for
the anchorages.
'l'he carriage with cylinder weighs 51 cwt.

JIOWITZER CARRIAGES.

Ifowitzer
Carriages

f•ir1., 6 6-in.,
and 6 ·3-in.

'l'he travelling carriages on which these pieces are mounted raise
the axis uf the trunnions to a heig·ht of 4' 5" abovn the wood groundplatform on which they are worked.
'l'he howitzers are fired throug·h counter-slopiug scoops in the parapet,
the laying being 1 ' reverse," by means of French's sights.
'l'he recoil is restrained by means of the hydraulic buffer secured
to the carriage and to an anchorage in the parapet, aided by the slope
of the platform (1 in 24).
'l'he 6·3-in. howitzer has hitherto been worked on a carriage
without a buffer, but the recoil \""vith maximum charges haTing been
found to be inconveniently great, the carriages will, in future issue~ 1
be fitted with buffers; the same carriage will then be suitable for either
the li·6 or 6·3-iu. howitzer.
'!'he following are the weights of the siege train carriages:TVeights of Cw ,·iages.

Nature of Ordnance.

I

Weight

Weight

of

Top of

Cari·iu«e
o·

(O.B.)

cwt.

cwt.

Cwt.

9¼

43

40-pr. RM.L. Gun
25-p,·.
._
,,
,,
6·6-in.
5-in. B.L. Gu11, 3G cwt.
8- in. RALL. howitzer
6·G-in.
6·3-in.

::Hii

IU{
51

}

7j

Total.

27¾
51

30
45

~5

36½

3G}

30

RElIAR'KS.

II.P. steel.
Lattice-g-irder steel.
\\'ith buffer and
brake.•
·with buffer.

• 'l'his is a tru,·clling brake fitted to the whl'Ch, which is rernoYed bL•fore thl·
howitzer is placed in ballcry.

1~7

Crusher O<tll!Je,
The in~trnment ernp1oyed for ascertaining· the maximum preRsurc
exerted by the powder g,is at any desired point in the bore of a
gun ii::; called a crusher g·aug·e.

lt consists of a steel cylinder, A A, having a screwed-in removable
head, B B.
D

G

G

F

Inside the steel cylinder is placed the small copper cylinder E. which
is hAld in position by the watch spring F iu such a way as not to
interfere with its expansion laterally; resting· on the copper is the steel
piston C, held iu positic,n by the spring, G G. The removable head, B B,
is screwed on, and the small copper gas-check, D, is insertecl over the
piston to make an air-tight joint.
The external form of the steel cylinder, A A, is made to suit the
requirements of the case; i.e., if required to be inserted t!Jrough the
metal of the gun at auy particular spot, it is made of the requisite
lengih, and turned with " screw externally, like a vent-bush, to enable
it to be screwed into the gun until flush with the inside of the
Lore.
If intended for insertion in tbe base of " project.ile, it is made like
the base plug of a shell ; if used at the end of the bore of a l\'1 .L. goo,
it i~ ~ometimes fixed in the centre of n. copper cup made to fit the end
o[ the powder chamber.
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Jn order to obtain the pressure at tho encl of the bore of a B.L.
gun, four ga.uges are placed loose in the powder of tbe charge in the
base of the cartridge.
The method of asccrtainiug the pressure at the particular point
occupied by the gauge is as follows :-A series of cylinders of precisely
the same size and shape arc cut out of the same sample of prepared
copper, and are subjected to a scale of statical pressures in a machine
in the Royal Arsenal, and the resulting compressions tabulated. Those
intended for use in the gun are selected as follows :-Suppose a
maximum pressure of 17 tons per square inch is expected, and it is
wished to ascertain the pressure at the end of the bore of a B.L. gun
and on the base of the projectile: four crusher gauges ,rnuld be
inserted in the base of the cartridge, two of which bad previousiy bad
their coppers crushed np to 15 tons, and two to 12 tons; a gauge
would also be screwed into the base of the shell whose copper bad
been crushed up to 12 tons. After the gun has been fired, the fout·
gauges which were in the cartridge will be found lying in the bore.
The shell bas to be recovered from the butt or rauge, as the case may
be. The coppers hr.ving been taken out, the amount of compression
they have uudcrgone (from the piston basing been forced down on
them) is measured with a micrometer scale; then by comparing the
result with the tabulated statement of the coppers crushed in the
machiue, the amount of pressure to which they have been subjec1ed is
ascertained without any calculation.
The object of previously crushing up the coppers to an extent but
little short of the maximum pressure expected is to gu,,rd against the
piston acquiriug vis viva, for when this occurs, a pressure in excess of
the true statical pressure is n~.corded.
The extreme simplicity of the instrument, combined with tLe Yery
accurate results it affor<ls, render it iuvaluable in proyjng powder or
guns and in experiments ; it has now beeu in almost daily use for a
considerable number of years.

Some experimental g-uos are pierced for crusher gauges at eYery
foot of their length from the end of the bore to the muzzle.
The following example of maximum pressmes thus obtained may
pro,-e of interest.*
• A is the c-rusher gauge at the en<l of the bore; 1ho other gauges bciug
1, ~. 3, &c., foet 1·espe-etin-ly from the end of the bore up to the mllzzle.
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It is worthy of note that the maximum pressure exerted on the
hase of the projectile generally falls somewhat short of that at the end
of the bore, owing- to the shot being on the morn before the maximum
pressure is reached.
Tile "Le Bouleinge" Clironograplt.*
Tm: instrument now used for taking muzzle velocities is that invented
l,y l\lajor Le Bouleinge, of the Belgian Artillery, who, in common with all
successful inventors of instruments for accurately measuring the velocity
of projectiles, makes use of electricity as bis agent.
'l'he instrument consists of a hollow brass column, S, which supports
two electro-mag·nets, A B, and a small bracket, K. The column stands
on a triaug·ular base, upon which is fixed the trigger, T.
'l'he electro-magnet, A, supports a long cylindrical rod, C, suspended
Yertically, and called the 'chronometer.' '!'his rod, ,d1ich is partially
covered with two zinc tubes, D E, called 'registers,' falls on the first
screen being cut.
'l'he electro-magnet, B, sustains a shorter rod, .F', named the
• registrar.'

The trigger consists of a circular steel knife, G /see Pl. V. fig. 1),
fixed in a recess of the spring·, II, by means of the s<:rew, N, which
forms an axle upon which it can be turned so as to bring· a fresh
portion of the edge opposite the chronometer.
The spriug·, H, can be cocked or restrained by means of the catch
on one eud of the Ie,·er, I.
The other eud of thiB leYer carries a disc, 0, fixed to a srre,;v, by
means of which it can be raised or lowered as required. TJds disc is
vertically below the registrar when suspended from its electro-m agnet,
consequently when the current througli tlle second screen is lJrukeu,
the registrar falls oo the disc awJ relea:,et; the spri11g, 11.
The tube, L, retains the registrar after its fall.
• This acronnt of the i11 strumenl is cxft-actc<l nearly YCrbutim from a de~criplion
writ.ten by Captain C. J onei:1, late R. A..

l!JO
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it be required to alter t he time taken by the reg·istrar to release

the kuife, it is done by screwing· the disc up or down; if i::icrewed up,

tbe distauce between the disc and tbe rod being lessened, the time is
diminished, and vice i·e1·sti.

The arrangement of the screens, &c., &c., is shown in Plate VI.
The disjunctor (see Pl. V. fig. 2) is composed of a mainspring, t,
carry ing· a cross-piece, u, covered with insulating material, and passing
under tbe two steel plates, q, q'. By pressing tbe mill headed screw, z,
tbe spring is compressed and held by the catch, x, '1llowing the plates,
q, q', to come in contact with the metal pins, r, r', and thuR complete
the circuits by bring·ing the screws, s, v, and s', v', into connection with
one another.
\Yhen tbe catch, x, is pressed, the mainspring being released, its

cross-piece strikes be two plates exactly at t he same instant, raises
them from the screws, "nd thus breaks both currents identically at the
same time.

The electro-magnet, A, is magnetised by the curre11t passing
through the first screen; consequently when tbe shot cuts t his screen
the chronometer is released and falls freely in a ,ertical direction.
The other electro-magnet, B, is in the circuit through the second
screen, so thn.t the 'registrar' falls when thi s screen is cut, and,
striking t he disc on the free end of the le,,er of the trigger, liberates
the spring, which carries forward the knife until it strikes the
~ch ronometer' in its fall, and makes an indent in the upper zinc tube.

It is evident that the time which elapses after the fall of the
chronometer before the registrar is released is the time taken by the
projectile in passing· over the distance between the screens; the less,
therefore, the velocity of the projectil~, the further will the cbrouometer
have fallen, and the higher up on it. will be the indent made by the
knife.
A g-radu'1ted rule is used for measuring- tbe height of the indent
above the zero point. It is of brass, and is graduated on both edges;
the upper edge is a scale of equidistant parts, divided into inches and
tenths, reading- to thousandths, with a veruier, and is intended for use

in connection with the tables.
The lower scale is for reading· off tho velocity of the projectile
without any calculation. It is gTClduated in feet for a distance between
the screens of 120 feet.
The zero point on the scale correspond." with the 'orig-in,' or tlle

point at which the Jmife mark::; tL e ziuc, if th e tri g·ger is set iu actio11
id,en t!te cl11'('1WJ11da is (If rest.

1~]

If the suspended rods commenced to fall the instant the screens
were cut, and if the indent was made by the knife the instant the
shorter rou was released, then the dist:1nce of the indeut above the
'orig·in' ,,ould afford a correct measure of tlie time taken by the
projectile in traversing· the distance between the screens. But this is
not so; in fact, after the rupture of the fin~t screen. a certain time
elapses before the elect.ro-magnet, A, is demagnetised sufficiently to
free the ,·hronometer, and the movement of the chronometer will
1 herefore he delayed.
Again, some time elapses be1'rnen the cutting of the second screen
ancl tl,e moment when the knife reaches the chronometer, viz., the time
required for the following·: 1. For the demag·netisation of the electro-magnet, B, supporting
the registrar.
2. For the fall of the registrar on to the disc of tl,e trigger.
3. For the disengagement of the catch of the spring.
4. For the knife to pass over the horizontal distance which separates
it from the chronometer.
In order to enable us to eliminate the t ime thus taken by the
instrument iu acting, a ' disjunctor reading' is taken.

This operation

m::;y be described as follows :-The disjuoctor is first cocked, then the trigger, afte,· which the
chronometer and reg·istrar are suspended. Theu by releasing the catch
of the disjunctor, both currents are cut simultaneously, and an indent
is o btainecl on the eh ronometer corresponding to the time taken by the
instrument to act.

On the graduated scale for reading off the rnloci ties is a line marker!
' disjunctor,' and .if we g·et the disjunctor reading of the instrument
to agree with it, "·e are enabled~ when using the iustrumeut for taking

velocities, to read them straight off by the graduated scale.
As explained before, we can alter the length of the 'disjtmctor'
reading· by screwing· the disc, 0, up or down. We can n.Jso, if
necessary, alter the strength of the electro-magnets by screwing their
80ft iron cores in or out.

As a rule, the instrument should be used with the magnets of a
streng-th only just sufficient to support the rods.
To enaUle the proper strength to Le arriYed at, a small extra metal

cyliuder is provided for each rod; these being placed on the rods, t.be
core of the electro-rnag·nets is screwed out until the magnet lets its
busµended rod fall ; tLe extra cylinrlcrs being then removed, tho
111agnets will Le just sfrong euoug-h to support their respective rod~.
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The first screen bas to be placed at such a distance from the muzzle
of the gun as to be secure from the destructive effect of the blast on
firing-; the second screen is placed at a constant distance of 120 feet
from the first; this being the distauce for which the graduated scale
for reading off the velocities is calculated. The velocity actually
obtained is that of the projectile at a point midway between the
screens; t !iis is referred to a previously prepared scale from which the
velocity "t the muzzle is ascertained.
It is a curious fact that, when firing charges of largc-graiued
powder, unless the precaution be taken to erect a canvas screen
between the gun and the first screen, its wires are apt to be cut by
unconsumed g rains of powder before the shot reach es the sCl'een. '~'hen
this occurs, the results obtained are of course untrustworthy.
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PAPER XIII.

THE ATTACK ON LISSA, 1866.
'l'ranslated from the French by Capt. J. F. LEw1s, R.E.

HAVING experienced considerable difficulty in findiag any account of
the attack on Lissa, it seems probable that others besides myself might
he in the same predicament. I therefore venture lo print with a few
introductory remarks, a translation which I originally made for my own
use.
The operations against the fortifications of Lissa, though now of
somewhat ancient date, are still of interest, having been carried out
with ironclad ships and rifled guns. Several lessons are to be learned
from them.
One is the familiar one of the value of high-level batteries. Neither
at San Giorgio nor at Porto Camisa were the high-level batteries silenced
by the fire of the fleet.
The necessity of having secure magazines was emphasised by the
xplosion of two in the batteries.
'rhe undesirability of extending the fortifications more than is ah•olntely necessary is shown by the intention of the Italian admiral to
keep the garrison scattered by attacking all the fortified harbours at
the same time. Of course, I do not wisl1 to say that the Austrians in
this case unnecessarily extended their defences. If any of their works
had been omitted, advantage would very likely have been taken by the
Italians to Janel their troops at the unprotected point.
It will be noticed that the ships fought at short ranges ; 300 and
400 metres' range are mentioned.
The entrance of the Fo1"niclabile into the harbour shows the necessity
for submarine mine defences, which would, at the present day, take
the place of guns firing on inner waters.
The use of telegraphic communication was shown in enabling the
garrison to ask for assistance and to receive news that it was on its
way, which must have encouraged them to make a good defence.
The necessity is shown of providing against a landing party. It
was evidently impossible to produce sufficient permanent effect against
the works by the fire of the ships alone. The batteries that were
silenced were able to resume firing when the attack slackened, an<l
several were never silenced at all. It was therefore necessary to
endeavour to la1Jd troops t.o a.ttack them.

,I
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But the chief lesson to be learnt is the desirability of fighting to
the last against a naval attack with whatever appliances may happen
to be available.
The Austrians were far outnumbered by the Italians, both in men
and guns; and they appeared to have had no guns capable of pene.
,rating the armour of their adversaries' ships. Yet they held out for
two days against a vigorous attack, causecl the expenditure of a large
amonnt of ammunition and coal, and inflicted sufficient damage on the
vessels to have had an appreciable effect on the results of the action
that followed with the Austrian fleet.
J. F. L.
14th March, 1884.

THE ATTACK BY THE ITALIAN FLEET ON THE I SLAND OF LISSA JN

1866.

Extracts translated from an article by 111. L. Buloz, in the ' Revue
des Deux llfondes,' J nly 20, 1866.
THE ITALIAN FLEET.
Cuss

GuNs, No.OF

TONNAGE

Re d'Italia
Re di Portogallo
In Irou.

Frigate, l st Class

36
36

5,700
5,700

Formidabile

Corvette, 1st Class

20
20

2,700
~,700

Frigate, 2nd Cl ass

22

4,086

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Gunhoat. 1st Class
Do.

26
26
26
26
4

4,250
4,250

NAME OF SHIP

l, 8HJP8 ENTIRELY AnMOtrRED,

In Wood.
Do.

Terribile

Do.

2. SHIPS PARTLY .Aru.r.OURED.

hi Wood,
Principe di Carignano

In Iron.
Ancona

Castelfia.rdo
:Maria Pia.
San Ma.rtino
Palestro .

Va.rese

4

4,2,50

4,250
2,000
2,000

3. TURRBT 8JllPS (MONITORS),

Affondatore

.

.

.

.

Ram

4,070

4. UNAUMOUR'ED S1nrs.

7 Frigates

340 in all

1 Corvette

20
1

16 Dispatch B~ata, &c.

3,400 to 3,98('1
1,780

1
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One thing alone was wanting, but that a very important one, which
is not bought, which is not improvised, as we have too well Jca,rut
during the wars of the Revolution and of the first Empire, w hicb
nations n.cquirc only n.t the cost of great Bacrifices and pains-a sufficiently Dnmerous body of officers imbued (trbnpreii) with a sl•a. life,
trained up in, and penet.rated with that intimate feeli1Jg of cliirnipline,
of mutual trust,and ofhonou1•, which is the soul of a naval force. rrhe
Italian government, if it foresaw an appron.ching war, ought to have
spared nothing to hasten the preparation of this indispensable element
of maritime power, without which the others lose almost all their
value.

Whilst the Austrians . .
bad only guns of an old type, of
which the largest, were smooth bores of a calibre ' of 48,' which on]y
threw solid shot of the weight of 30 kilos. (6G lbs.), a small number of
shell guns 'of 60,' and some rifled guns 'of 24,,' throwing elongated shot
weighing ~7 kilos. (60 lbs.), they were absolutely powerless against the
armour of the Italian ships, which conta,ined in their armament all
the latest improvements which the modern art of war hacl up to that
date invented. The Re cl' Italia and the Re ,Ii Poi·iogallo each carried
two Armstrong guns 'of 300,' 10 shell guns 'of 80,' and 24 guns
' of 30,' hooped ancl riflecl with steel projectiles of 45 kilos. (99 lbs.).
The Forrnitlibile and Tcrril,ile, besides their guns 'of 30,' hooped
and rifled, were armed with iJ. shell guns 'of 80,' hooped, tbrowing
elongated projectiles weighing GO kilos. (132 lbs.), as were also the
other ships.
As to the l\Ionitor with a ram the Affo,ulafore, the armament
of her turret consisted of t"·o 300-pounder Armstrong guns; and
such were the prepossessions in favonT of this ship, that when she left
the shores of the Channel she was thought capable, alone, of sinking
the whole of the Austrian squadron.
The same inequality showed itself again in the construction. The
Austrian ships, rudely built, rudely armoured, were only protected by
plates, the strongest of which were not over 12 c.m. (4¾-in. thick),
and had no ram, for one could not give this name to their cutwater, formed by the meeting of the side plates, which joined with a
bevel forwn;rd. On the other hand the AJJu,-1datorr, of Englfah construction, Imel a spur with a projection of fl m. (29 ft.). The B,' d'Italia
and the Rt~ 1N I'ndourillo, sister sLips constructed in America, carried
ar1nour 14 c.m. (0¼ in.) on a wood backing of 0 ·G0 m. (24 in.); their ·
stem, although not ~h:1pcd into a spur, was made of a. si11gle forging, anrl
their battery was 2 m. 50 (8 ft,.) above the waterline.
The Formidil,i/,- and the T,·rriliile, sister corvettes, came from the
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workshops of France, hacl plates of 12 c. m. ( 4¾ in.) of the hest metal on
a wood hacki11gof0 m. 36 (14in.), with an inner skin of0·m. 03 (1·2 in.),
and can-ied in front a spur projecting nearly two metres (6 ft.Gin.)
Besides this, they were possessed. of considerable speed (12 knots an
hour), were broad and short, m:iuoeuvred rapidly, and were really
formidable instruments of war; all that could be said against them
being that they had not enough height of battery.
Let us hasten, however, to indicate the faults that somewhat
diminished this omnipotence. The R/J ,l' Italia and the Re rli Po1·logallo
then had rudders exposecl to fire for a length of two metres, a fatal
circumstance which was not, perhaps, unconnected with the loss of
the former, and seven othe1· ships were only parti,,lly armoured, that
is to say, the forward and after part were abandoned to the incendiary
appliances of the enemy; and the Palestro seems to have fallen a
victim to this fatal arrangement.

•

•

*

*

*

*

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

*

Thanks to the revelations of those interestecl, there was no need
to have penetrated into State secrets to divine what passed between
the Minister and Admiral Pcrsano. Public outcry maclc the lawthere must he a revenge for Custozza. To the objections of the
Admiral that be could count neither on il1e officers nor the crews, which
had hardly been got into shape ( ,l peine d,'grossis ), the minister (Depretis)
replied : ' Go, then, and tell t,he people that in it,s foolish vanity thiuks
its sailors the first in the world, that with the 300 millions with which
we have overloaded its debt, we have only been able to prepare a
squadro.n incapable of fighting the Austrians! They would stone us !
Who has ever spoken of the navy of Austria before hut with
derision ? If Admiral Tegethof refuses to fight, let us try a descent
on the coast ; Jet us carry Lissa by a coup-de-main. Lissa which is 50
miles to the S.E. of Ancona, by its central position in the Adriatic, will
give us the command of that sea.'
To undertake. hastily, and without preliminary arrangements, a disembarkation against a fortified position, with the threat of a squadron
ready to fall upon him-the very thought made Admiral Persano
tremble. It would he necessary for him to disembark a force of at least
several thousand men to successfully carry t.he island and occnpy it; but
in the midst of the universal intoxication, reason·coulclno1ongermakc
itself heard. A peremptory order to act, no matter how, came from
the beacl-quarters of the Army .

•

On the 16th July, 1866, at 3 o'clock in tl1e afternoon, without
charts, witbont plans, almost, wit,h011t juforrnation on tho means of
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defence of the island, not even yet having the 1,200 troops for disem.
barking that had been promised him, he (Admiral Persano) got under
weigh from Ancona to go and hurl'iedly make himself master of Lissa.
Lissa, the ln,rgost of tho grot1p of islauds that the coast of Dalmatia
projects into the Adriatic, is a mountainous mass 15 kilom. (9½ miles)
long by 9 kilom. (5'; miles) iu the greatest width. There are 4,300
inhabitantl:l. Its 1:,oil js fair1y fertile; the sardine fishery gives it, besides,
a cortaiu commercial activity; hut it is, above all, as a military position
that it is of value. Iu 1811 a Fmnco-Italian squadron of eleven ships,
under the command of Captain Dubourdieu, struggled for it, but
withont success, against an English division of four frigates under
Commander Hoste. There are still to be seen the tombs of the English
officers killed in this combat of six hours, tombs that the Italian
bullets have not respected. Its coasts are steep ( accores), but there
are three anchorages : Porto Camissa on the W., Porto Manego on the
S.E., and Porto San Giorgio, two miles to the W. of the N.E. point.
This la3t alone has some importance ; there is the town, formerly a
Roman 'oppichlm,' with 2,500 inhabitants, at the bottom of a sort of
creek extending a mile to the S.W., and half a mile wide, but narrowed
by au islet, to not more than 800 metres (875 yards) at the entrance
which is toward the N.N.E.
Admiral Pcrsauo took with him, on leaving, only 27 ships; the
rest of tbo fleet, as well as the troops for disembaTkation, were to rejoin
him in succession. He sent his chief of the staff, cl'.Amico, in the
despatch boat Afes•<t:;giere to reconnoitre the strength of the island,
and took his course to tLe north, towards Lossino, until sufficiently
far on in the night, in order to deceive the enemy. The Messaggifre,
under the English flag, fulfilled her mission, and on the 17th, at
sunset, met the fleet at the point of rendezvous, announcing that San
Giorgio, Porto Camisa, and Porto J'.Ianego were fortified and defended
by a garrison of from 2,000 to 2,500 men. The Chief of tho Staff was
of opinion that they had forces enough to make the attempt; ViceAtlmiral Albini, who came in the evening to meet the commander-inchicf, endeavoured to dissuade him from it, maintaining that 'Lissa
was the Gibraltar of the Adriatic.' Admiral Persano, whose orders
were pressing, although be had objected that the troops put at his
disposal were not sufficient to take possession of it, decided that they
should attack without dchy.
At the entrauce to the lxty on the right hand, Fort San Giorgio
and threo old 1\Ial'tello towers, bu-llt in 181~ by the English, cross their
fire with that of a battery en barbette, situated opposite on the left
hand ; at the bottom of the port, the powerful oasemated battery of
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the Madonna, supported by otber less important work, sweeps the
anchorage. Porto Camisa ancl Porto l\Ianego have only batteries
placed on elevated points. The whole of the defence presented a front
of nearly 100 guns. The troops, warned (appelees ,, t'o,·dre) by a
signal, thoroughly understood the resolution of their Chief: the
Admiral himself with eight armoured frigates would lead the principal
attack against the fortified works of San Giorgio. In order to make a
diversion, and to occupy the garrison of the island at all points, ViceAdmiral Albini at the head of four wooden frigates would go to Porto
l\Ianego to effect a disembarkation there if he could, after having
silenced the fire of the battery San Vito which defends it, while RearAdmiral Vacca, who commanded a division of three armoured frigates,

would bombard the batteries of Porto Camisa, and find out if that part
of the island did not afford some beach convenient to land on. At the
same time Commander Sandri, with four gunboats, would go to Lesina

to destroy the telegraph station there which enables Lissa to communicate with Pola. Two dispatch boats placed as scouts on the routes by
which the enemy's squadron might come-one to the N.W., the
Exploralore, the other to the S.W., the Stella d' Italia-were to
signal the approach of every suspicious ship; finally, a supply ship,
ancl the hospital ship, under the shelter of the island Enso, to the
W.S.W. of Lissa, were disposed so as to answer any call. The movement was to begin on the morrow, the 18th July, at daybreak, and, in
fact, on that day when, at 11 o'clock in the morning, the frigate
Garibahli rcachecl the fleet, all the ships were at their aBsigned
posts, the island was entirely invested, and Roar-Admiral Vacca
opened fire against Podo Camisa. Almost at the same time Admiral
Persano, who had divided his armoured squadron into two divisions1
attacked under steam, from the N. and the S. at the same time, the
fortifications of San Giorgio. At this latter place all seemed to go
for the best ; the pampets and the faces of the rubble walls flew off in
fragments at the shock of the hollow shot from the ships ; at 1 o'clock
the explosion of a magazine blow up the battery at the left of the
entrance ; then a second went off in the fort on the right, lighting
fil'es here and there. At last, at half-past 3, the flag of Fort, Sau
Giorgio was knocked down, the guns, dismounted or deprived of their

clefenclers, were silent, with the exception of two pi•oos at the telegraph
tower, which, too high to be struck by the projectiles from the ships,
continued to fire without intermission.
The C'ncmy, however, W:18 not discouraged ; as soon as the caunonade
0£ the Italians seemed to s lacken, he remounted (rdi:t'ttil) l1is guns,
and reopened fire.
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One will have an idea, we would not say of tbe hurry, but of the
heat of th~ action on the part of the fleet, by the fact that the Re
cl' Jtc,lia alone fired 1,300 rounds, and that at a time when she was
within 400 metres of the fort, she threw, iu some minutes, 107 Armstrong and other projectiles.
'It was an infernal noise,' wrote on the mol'row the Deputy Boggio,
the accuracy of whose impressions we do not desire to gnarautee.
'Your humble correspondent' (it is the l\Iinistor of Marino, Depretis,
his friend, whoill he addresses), 'remained exposed on the poop of
the Admiral's ship from 11 o'clock to G.30, to a" tempest of shells."'
Then, with the same stroke of the pen, he gives a certificate of good
conduct and of bravery to Admiral Persano. 'Persano,' he says, 'is
unjustly accused. He deserves the entire confidence of the government and of the nation. The heavy responsibility that weighed upon
his shoulclers might have rendered him beyond measure distrustful ;
but you, who know in what state the fleet was a week ago, you will do
him justice; you will see he knows how to fight. Now that the
moment of action is come, what a difference there is between him and
others! '
The batteries at the bottom of the harbour kept up a very Ii vely
fire; the Fo,·miclabile received the order to go and bring her broadside to bear at the entl'ance to the inner anchorage, and the two
frigates, Maria P.ia and San lJiartino to penetrate into it to
support her; but at that instant, a little after 3 o'clock, information
came to the Commander-in-Chief that Rear-Admiral Vacca, seeing
his efforts powerless against the batteries of Porto Camisa, placed too
high and out of bis reach, had on his own account quitted the position
that bad been assigned to him, and bad joined at Porto 11Iauego the
flag of Vice-Admiral Albini. Re bad already been sent the order to
leave at least one of bis frigates CLt Porto Camisa to occupy the defenders, when he was seen to arrive with his division at the entrance
Port San Giorgio, where he set himself to cannonade the telegraph
tower and the batteries at the bottom of the bay.
A little after, towards 5 o'clock, it was learnt at beadqua,rters that
Vice-Admiral Albini had made no attempt on Porto Manego, and the
order was sent to him to join the Admiral, the disembarkation having
to be carried out at Porto Carober, close to ancl to the west of the
peninsula on which stands fort San Giorgio. rrhese various circnm•
stances having somewhat modified the first arrangements, towards 6
o'clock the signal was hoisted to form line to the front, when VweAdmiral Vacca came to take up his position, having kept up the fire
till then. Soon also appeared the division of Vice-A.dmiral Albini free
from all stain of powder.
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One must enter into all these details if one wishes to understand
what the It.'1lian fleet was.
Shall we giYe the na.me of n, conncil of wn.1.· to a meeting of officers
w hicb took place in the evening on board the Re d' Italia, and at
which, under the eyes of Deputy Boggio, the same Admiral Persano,
who had declared tk,t he Lael no power agarust Lissa without an
imposing military force, now expressed the intention of renewing the
attack during the night, or, a,t latest, in the morning at dayb1·eak?
Captains Ilforale and Taffini merely remarked that if 1,200 men for
disembarkation were taken from the crews alone, they could no longer
fight their guns. N evertbeless, the return of Commander Sandri cut
short these slight wishes for fighting ( vell,!ites de combat) ; the telegraph wires of Lissa were cut, but be bad learnt that a dispatch from
Admiral Tegetbof wLicb bad reached the commandant of the island
some moments before, contained these words : ' Hold fast till the fleet
can come to you.' U ncler this threat the operation was different.
Here, one asks oneself, if Admiral Persano did not feel obliged to play
bis part before the legislative attacb6, as formerly the generals of tbe
Republic before the Commissioners of the Convention, as in our time,
in autocratic governments, before certain secret, but not less accredited
and dangerous agents.
·
The next clay, 19th July, the monitor 4ft'ondatore, two screw
frigates and a paddle-wheel corvette joined, coming from Brindisi and
Ancona with troops, whicb made the disembarkation corps amount to
2,200 men. The Admiral, disturbed perhaps in bis juclgment by the
exaltation of deputy Boggio, who only thought of 'displaying with the
greatest rapidity the glorious banner of Italy on the ruins of the
Austrian forts,' flattered himself that by hastening the operations
against Lissa be would diminish the chances of being surprised by
the enemy's fleet; he therefore ordered, immediately, the nnarmoured
squadron reinforced by the small gunboats to prepare for the disembarkation iu Porto Carober, under the direction of Vice-Admiral Albin-i;
the T e,.,.ibiie and Varese to occupy the garrison of Porto Camisa; the
l?ormi<hibile to penetrate into the harbour to destroy its batteries;
Rear-Admiral Vacca to support with bis three frigates the attack of
the Fmw1,iclabile ; the other armoured ships to place themselves
under the Commander-in-Chief to prevent the works of San Giorgio
from disturbing the disembarkation in case the enemy bad remounted
some guns there.
It was half-past 3 when the new attack began.
The F'onnicla,bile, supported by the ...J.fl'undafore, took up :t
position a.t less than 300 m~-tre8 from tho powcrfol battery of the

Ma:lonna, which received her with a fire well kept up and well directed,
while at the same time other small works attacked her in flank. Rear
Adlllll'al Vacca penetrated, imleed for an instant into the harbour ;
but not being able to mauceuvre there, he left again witbouL even
,,ttacking the llfadonm,, which the Fomdclabile entirely masked.
This strong, tbongh not very graceful corvette, after having remaineil for ao hour aloue befo1·e the battery which she could not reduce,
rct..irccl, having 00 men lwrs de cmnbat, her rigging cut up, her boats
shattered, her nettings partly clestroyecl, her chimney riddled with splinters of shells, her masts damaged, six port shutters ( ,,rnutelets cle saborcl),
carried away, her deck ploughed by shot aod shell; but her armour,
notwithstanding the shock of DO projectiles, remained invulnerable, ancl
(a thing to note) , not a shell bad penetrated into the battery; one
only which exploded on the outer edge of a port, killed two gunners,
wounded ten, and filled that part of the battery with such a thick smoke
that cluring several minutes it became impossib]e to work the guns.
Thus on this side the attack failed, and one cannot tax the Austrians
with bragging, when they now boast 'of having driven back the
Italian il'onclad ships, incapable of resisting the fire of the forts which
command the harbour.'
As to the disembarkation-an operation always very delicate, even
under favourable circumstances and with well prepared ships-the wind
and the sea, the threatening weather, and the approaching night came in
the nick of time to give a reason for suspending it. The breeze which
all the day hacl blown from the S.E., that is to say from the land, and
was without waves breaking on the shore, freshened considerably at
sunset, and, according to the report of Vice-Admiral Albini, brought
from the shore a heavy (clemontee ) sea, which rendered the
approach difficult. In truth, when one thinks of the confusion which
reigned among these badly prepared, badly directed ships, among these
undrilled sailors and soldiers, who knowing neither what they had to
do, nor whom they should obey, moved about and bustled with that
profnsion of cries and fiery gestures peculiar to the f'.!outbern races of
Europe ; besides that the enemy, in ambush on the beach, had already
driven back the advanced guard, and threatened to add a certam mconvenience to the l::,nding. Should not one congratulate Italy that
Admiral Persano hn.d not succeeded in throwing hurriedly on shore part
of his forces, as be had run the risk of doing? The disembarkation
was put off to the next drty; half of the companies put on boanl the
gunboats at five o'clock were recalled at seven o'clock, tbo other half
had to pass the night there ; and the rtrmoured squadron bad the order
to keep under steam in line ahead off the roadste"'1 till clay.
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On the 20th July 1866, an unlucky day henceforth in the annals of
lt.:"lly; the early dawn brought, hdoro Li~~a. th e HLcamer Pie£lmont, loaded
with an entire battalion of ma,riue infantry.
At the sight of this unexpected reinforcement, neither· the weather,
which became stormy, nor reflection on the peril which became more
imminent at every moment of a tremendous attack by the enemy's
squadron against his shattered and disordered fleet, nothing could
change the resolution of Admiral Persano ; he blinded himself to the
danger; the telegraphic dispatch of Admiral 'fegetbof was only to bis
eyes a ruse of war to turn him from the attack of Lissa; besides,
were not bis look-out ships there to warn him in time? Aud then
several ships in the fleet bad only coal for two clays; they bad not
thought of ensuring a supply for him by transports. It was necessary
to act at once, or to return to Ancona to take in coal and warlike
stores-of which the ironclads had consumed an enormous qua,ntity in
the preceding days. The order was given to the Terribile and the
Varese to recommence bombarding Porto Camisa, to Vice-Admiral
Albini to carry out the disembarkation, to the armolll'ed squadron to
undertake again the attack of the inner batteries of the harbour.
It was eight o'clock in the morning. These orders were hardly
given, when, all at once, the E xploratore emerging from a squall to the
N.W., appeared with the signal of 'suspicions ships.'
The critical hour was now at last come for Admiral Persano, and
in what a state it surprised him! His unarmoured squadron was in
the midst of the embarrassment of a disembarkation commencing to he
carried out; tbat is to say, with its launches, boats, and barges [ chalo,ipes canots et chalands J afloat; part of its crews aucl troops away
encumbering the gunboats; and with all the internal disorder that such
an operation can bring upon ships newly fitted out.
Aud what would this have been then if the operation of landing
Latl been commenced the evening before, at the beginning of night?
Of bis corvette rams, the two most useful of bis armour-clads for
the battle that was coming on, one, the Fonniclabile, was occupied in
transporting her wounded into the hospital ship, and besides, from the
damage she had received fifteen hours before, she was hardly in a
state to take part in the action; the other, the Te,·riuile, out of sight,
engaged in a simply diversion at some leagues from her flag, could only
arrive late at the fight.
'l'be Admiral did not appear to have rcalisecl for an instant the
value of these two ships; the power of the shock or blow of the ram
escap_cd bis miud. The Bi• rli Podoyallo and the Oasle(pardu signalled
IDJur1es to their machinel'y. The rcst, with their engines motionless
(stu1,pee,) in the anchorage, waited for orders.
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Let us sum up all this. The Admiral came to the battle with his
crews fatigued, Hi men killecl aud 95 wouncled, several of his ironclads
damaged, the Ponnidabile hors de cmnVat, his wooden Rquadron as well
as his gunboats badly preparecl to take part in the action, and the rest
of his ironclads scattered over a length of 20 kilometres; great disturbance and trouble everywhere.

Then follows an account of the act.ion of Lissa with the Austrian
fleet, which ended in the clefeat of the Italians with the loss of two
ships, the Re d' Itali« and the Palestro.

J. F. L.
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PAPEU XIV.

NOTES ON ARABIA PETRlEA AND THE COUNTRY
LYING BETWEEN EGYPT A.ND PALESTINE.
BY COLONEL Sm CrrAr.LES WAr,aEN, R.E., K.C.M.G.

1. Between the cultivated lands of the Egyptian Delta and the
hill country of Palestine extends an arid wilderness, part of which is
known as Arabia Petrrea; it is a.J.so known under the name of the
Desert of the Exodus.
2. It is bounded on the North by the l\Iediterrane'1n Sea, on the
South-West by the Gulf of Suez, and on the South-East by the Gulf
Akaba and Wady Arabab. It is thinly inhabited by nomadic tribes
of Arabs, who, accorc!ing to their tTaditions, have come from the South,
from Mecca, and who are slowly migrating onward into Africa.
3. The country may roughly be divided for geueral description
into four portions :
a. The semi-fertile portions about the Southern encl of Palestine,
which have once been cultivated but are now lying waste.
b. The arid table-lands of the Tih.
c. The sandy dunes about the coast of the Mediterranean and Suez
Canal.
ll. 'rho mountainous district of the Peninsula of Sinai.
a. This is commonly called the ' South Country,' and of it P1·ofossor
Palmer remarks (page 297, 'The Desert of the Exodus'), 'Half the
desert owes its existence to him (the Bedouin); and many a fertile
plain, from which he has driven its useful and industrious inhabitants,
becomes, in his hands, like the South Country, a parched and barren
wilderness.' This South Country, or Negeb, is wholly in '.rurkisb territory; it is the home of the Lohcwat, th0 Amn.rin, t.he Azazimoh, the
Jchalin, and part of the Tcyahah. It was once a wcll-cultivatecl land,
and the ruins of the vineyards and terraces on tho slope of the hills <>re

still visible. This country is an artificial desert ; it was not visited, and
will not be further referred to.
b. The desert of the Tih is a limestone plateau, and is described in
general terms in the ' Desert of the Exodus.'
c. The sandy dunes about the sea coast and Suez do not appear to
be anywhere described. It is for the most part an undulating waste,
covered with blown sand from the sea shore or from the disintegration
of sandstone rocks. Its sands are constantly but slowly in motion.
In some portions the natural features of the country are very thickly
covered with these sands, and only crop out at intervals.
d. 'fhe Peninsula of Sinai is described in a variety of works.
4. It is not proposed in the following remarks to make a compila.
tion from other works, but simply to state what may be new or may
have been previously incorrectly stated. The very best works contain
most erroneous accounts of the Bedouin, and even Professor Palmer
was mist.-.ken about the localities they inhabit. It appears never to
have been recognised that the tribal grounds are interlaced, and that in
many parts detachments of several trihes are found amicably living
near the same wn.ters.
5. The desert territorially may be divided into three portions:
A. Turkish Tenitory.
B. Egyptian Territory East of the Suez Canal.
O. Egyptbn Territory West of the Suez C,inal.
6. The portion visited lies almost wholly between the Suez Canal
and the Eastern Egyptirtn boundary. '1.'his boundary does not appear
to have been clearly defined by treaty or otl,erwise. Several charts show
it as a straight line drawn from Al Arish ( on the Mediterranean) to
Akaba; but, on the one hand, the Porte appears to assume a nominal
control over some tribes of Bedonins to the West of this line (in Jehl
Hila\ for example) ; while, on the other hand, the Egyptian territory
on the coast of the Mediterranean extends up to Rephia, midway between Al Arish ancl Gaza. It seems probable that the boundary inland
has never vet been demarked, and this uncertainty may at some future
period be~ source of difficulty leading to a conflict of jurisdiction.
7. The tribes are located according to the lettering :
Terebin, A.B.C.
Ayeideh, B.C.
Haiwatat, A.B.C.
Towarab, B.
'1.'eyahah, A.B.
Sowarkeh, A.B.
Azazimeh, A.
M'said, B.C.
Alawin, A.
Turmeilat, 0.
Lebcwat, A.B.
l\{/ii\sch, C.
Bili ben Ali, B.C.
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8. The Tel'ebin comprise a very powerful series of tribes, principally
Jiving 11bont Gaza, where they are said to number 2,000 fighting men.
Other detached minor tribes live near the Suez Canal, and a
powerful tribe lives in the Gizeh district, near Cairo ; these tribes are
closely connected, but tbe Egyptian Terebin have, in many instances,
almost become Fellahin. Those who live in Syria arc extremely turbulent and fanatical, and "'re always hostile to Franks. They are said
to be very untrustworthy and deceitful. They have a large number
of horses and camels, grow corn, ancl are very wealthy. The Turkish
troops quarter themselves among them during harvest time for
the purpose of collecting taxes, hut are frequently driven out. The
Turks generally keep some of their sheikhs in prison as hostages.
The Haiwatats comprise also a very powerful series of tribes. They
inhabit a large tract of country East of the Gulf of Akaba, ancl also
Wady Arabah, under the name of Alawin. They also occnpy the
country between Suez ancl Akaba, but only in detachments. They
occupy the country between Suez and Cairo in great force, and also
about Zagazig. During the late war they were orderecl to fumish a
contingent of 2,000 men to save Cairo from an attack from the direction of Suez.
Sheikh ibn Sbedicl belongs to a very wealthy family living close to
Cairo, who from their wealth ancl influence, having obtainecl the ear of
the Egyptian Government, assume a kind of control over an the other
Egyptian Bedouins.
The Azazi.rneh live wholly in Turkish territory, to the West of
Wady Arabah. They are a turbulent tribe, constantly at war with
their neighbours. They have been seldom visitecl by travellers.
The Alawin are a branch of the Haiwafat, and live in Wady Arabal,.
The L elt ewat live near the Azazimeh; they do not appear to he a
formiclable tribe. Meter Sofiob, tbe guide to Professor Palmer's party,
belonged to this tribe, but had ceasecl to live among them.
The Bili be:n Ali live almost wholly West of the Suez Canal, but
there are a few families about Al Arish.
The Ayeideh live almost wholly West of the Suez Canal, where they
have been driven during the last few years by the Tcrcbin, with whom
tl1ey have still a blood fend ; their lands formerly extended between
Jebl Mogha.1·a. and Ismailia.
The Tmnrm1l1 inhabit the desert of Sinai, and keep thc-mselves aloof

from ot.hcr Bcdouins; they n,1·0 very poor, owing to thC' clrying-np of
the Penimmla in recent ye:ws, c:tnscd by cutting- llown the timLet·;
they a.re divitlctl inf.o Rf'V('rnl 1.ulnor tl'ibcR not nccP:,c,;Rnry io mr-utfon, as
the whole of the fighting men would not number 0101-e.tbau tillO,
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The Sowifrl.el, are said to be a powerful tribe; they live about Al
Aris11, and have horses. To all appearances they are a poor tribe. They
carried on a successful war with tbe Terebin for many years, with
whom they have a blood feud.
The M'srtid are a poor tribe inhabiting the Suez Canal on both
sides, near Kantara; they are a branch of the Lehew at.
The Twmeilat live on the West of the Canal, about the Wady
Tmneilat. Their Sheikh Ibrahim is a man of some weight among the
Bedonins, though his tribe is not of much account.
The Ma,iseh Ii ve in the mountains West of Suez ; they are wellknown marauders, and often travel several hundred miles in their
looting expeditions. They are the finest of the Egyptian Bedouins, and
would make magnificent soldiers if brought into tolerable discipline.
The Teyahah are a powerful tribe inhabiting the Desert of tbe Tih
and ' South Conn try'; they are a very warlike tribe, and are, in many
cases, well-disposed towards Franks ; they have been in tl,e habit of
conducting tourists through their country from Nuckel to Gaza.
9. The number of fighting men between tbe Suez Canal and
Palestine has been very erroneously computed, having been often stated
as 50,000 to 80,000; at the very highest estimate it is not likely to he
more than 10,000, and of these a large number must always remain on
the lands to guard the flocks.
THE PENINSULA OF SINAI.

10. The Peninsula of Sinai is d~scribed in the ' Ordnance Survey
of Sinai,' and in Professor Palmer's 'Desert of the Exodus.'
The Plateau of the Tih, rising to an altitude of 4,000 feet above
the sea, projects into the Peninsula, and terminates abruptly in a

limestone wall 1,500 feet in height, overhanging the sanely plains of
Er Ramleh. This sandy plain is probably formecl by the disintegration
of the sandstone underlying the limestone.
Wherever the strata of sedimentary rocks were observed near the
granite walls of the Peninsula, they were seen to have this horizontal
position, and gradually become more and more tilted np as they
approached the granite. .It appe,irs, t,hercfure, to _be probable .tl,r,t, tho
sandstone and limestone formations, once overlymg tlw g1·a.n1le, kin.•
been rcmo,Ted by clenuclat,ion.
11. The gra.11-ite and other volcn,nic roclrn, which now con8t-itutr f.hc
greater portion of thr Peninsula., lrn,ve l'Y-irlently hec'll filled in to ~ome
oxtent with scdimrntn.ry deposits, whicl1 agn.iu ha.vP for t.l1C1 rnnst part,
been suhseqn<'ntly clcar1~d ont,. In ROIDC ca~es the llepo:-iit., wLiel1 -i~ of
a marly nature, has not qtiite been removed, nnd still fills np th_e lower
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portions of the valleys. It is to be seen in the Wacly Feir&u, Hebran,
Ghurnndel, &c. ; and in all tbesc valleys springs of water are to be
found, as the rainfall cannot penetrate the marly floor, and has to run
along its surface to the sea.
In other instances, where this deposit has disappeared and loose sand
has replaced it, there is no water to be found.
The rainfall in the Peninsula is at the present time considerably
less than it is in the Desert of the Tih, and the drought is excessive.
This drought is ascribed to the gradual decrease of the trees-a
decrease which has been going on steadily for the last thirty years,
since the Egyptian Government imposed a tax of charcoal upon the
Bedonins.
Should the Government alter this tax for one which would induce
the Bedouin to grow trees, such as a tax of so many muids of dates, it
is probable that trees would again flourish in the Peninsula. The
cutting down of trees for charcoal should be prohibited, except in districts where trees are over-abundant and require thinning.
12. I was shown many places in the valleys where there had
formerly been mazaircb (cultivated ground), but which have now been
abandoned for years on account of the drought. In these plaecs there
were still existing the corn magazines and watch-houses, and the portion of the ground that bad been suJ:\ject to the plough was distinctly
visible.
13. There are extensive palm-groves in the Wady Feiriu and at
Tor. Every Bedouin family bas its garden of palm-trees. The fruit
serves for food for the human beings, while the date-stones are boiled
down for the goats.
There are several places in the Peninsula. where the water might
be dammed or stored up, but tbere ctre not such facilities for this here
as in the Tih.
14. The Peninsula is principally inhabited by Towarab, but there arc
ctlso a few families of Tcrebin, Haiwat,-ts, Debur, and Genounheb. They
aTe all very poor. The Towarah are indnstrious, and ai·e so poor that
they have to eke out their living by driving camels for hire, and go into
Egypt to act as servants in garclens. They have much work in connection with the Convent of Sina,i, ancl see so much of tourists in
the Peninsula, that they have less active prejudices against Franks
than other Beclouins, :md consequently are looked upon with doubt and
suspicion by their neighbours.
In time of war they are not in the least likely to side with Christians, unless they are sm·c they are likely to be their future masters.
The re~ark of the Bedouin is a. very untw·al one: it, js, 'If I do
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anything for you openly, what is to become of me when I lose your
protection? ' The Towarah are not a warlike race, but they would
defend their own mountain passes against great odds, or they might
fight in the open in a fit of enthusiasm .
.A.bout tho year 1869-70 they were ordered to assist in guarding the
new Suez Canal; but Musa N useir, their head Sheikh, refused to do so,
on the grounds that the Towarah had nothing to do with the country
about the Canal, as they lived beyond it. He was cast into prison on
this account, and remained there several months, but eventually succeeded in proving his assertion, and was released.
The 'l'owarah do not now contribute towards the safety of the
Canal in any way. It appears that there are very ancient archives in
the bureau at Cairo, from which Musa N useir proved his case.
15. Musa Nuseir is the hereditary chief of a tribe, and is also
Sheikh of all the Sheikhs of the Towarabs, but he is not the Sheikh
of all the Towarahs. There is none! He has very little active power
among the Bedouins, but he is a singularly upright and honest man,
and exercises a strong moral influence upon the people by his good
example and straightforwardness.
It is often stated in books that Musa N useir is the chief Sheikh in
the desert: this is a very grave error. He has no power whatever
among the Terebin, Haiwatat, Teyahab, &c., though his opinion as a
councillor in the assembly of Sheikhs would be very highly esteemed.
Personal influence goes a great way among these people, but intrigue
counteracts it.
In such a case as the recent war, when sentiment ruJed the
Bedouin, the rommon-sense arguments of J\1nsa Nuseir wculcl be
voted as ridiculous and out of place.
He is said during the war to have exercised some considerable
control 0V6r the Towarah, and to have prevented their breaking out
and sacking Tor. It is probable that bis arguments among his own
particular tribe may have acted as a wholesome check, but there is
little doubt that Tor would have been sacked by the Towarah bad
not preparations been made for the defence at the proper time. Many
of the Towarah took more heed of the messages of .A.rabi, sent through
the Haiwatats, than of the arguments of Musa Nuseir.
THE Trn.

16. The plateau of the Tih, or Desert of the Wanderings, rises to a
height of 4,000 feet above the se~ a~ its So~thern end, and slopes_ do:vn
gently towards the North until 1t 1s lost m the sandy dunes frrngrng
the Mediterranean coast.
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It is formed of nearly horizontal strata of limestone, but here and
there is found a fault, when sandstone is visible. The Tih consists of
one vast plain, intersected towards the South by deep fissures, and is
broken in places with mountain ranges, the principal of which are Jebls
Raha, Bodieh, Mogbara, Yeleg, and Hila!.
17. The soil and vegetation of the Tib is very variable. There
are many places where, for eight or ten miles at a stretch, the ground
is hard like rock, and covered with pieces of broken flint, without a
scrap of vegetation of any kind. In other places the ground is for
miles as smooth as a bowling alley, with a hard, compact white surface,
with no place for vegetation. In other parts there are stretches of
hard sand, with scanty shrubs here and there.
But traversing all these there are to be found, at intermls, broad,
shallow water-courses called seils. These are in many cases 100 yards
or more wide, and in them are to be found shrubs all the year round,
and after heavy rains the grass springs up in them and there is good
pasture for several weeks for camels, sheep, and goats.
These seils are very slightly depressed below the general surface
of the ground, and, when the rain falls, they present the appearance
of broad rivers, 100 yards am·oss, and from one to four feet deep.
These waters might be run into dams, as is done in South Africa,
and kept for summer use.
18. The so-called River of Egypt, or Wady al Arisb, is a large seil
commencing at the Southern end of the Tih, and rnnning a course
of about 150 miles before it enters the Mediterranean near Al Arish.
This river is, as a rule, a dry and shallow water.course ; but at times,
for a few hours, it is quite foll of water to a depth of three to four
feet. The beds of the large seils are very uneven, and the water will
lie in the pot-holes for some weeks after heavy rains. Generally in
January and February there is plenty of rain over the Tib-so much
so that water for drinking, both for man and for herds, can be found
every few miles in the plain, and all over the hills. During November,
December, and ].{arch, there are often dense mists, moist fogs, and
heavy dews, which saturate the shrubs with moisture, and even deposit
moisture among the rocks, so that flocks do not require to go to water.
These mists depend upon the wind, and often alternate with intense
droughts.
l\J. The rainfall may perhaps be roughly estimated as 12 inches
per a.nnum, and appeara to he considerably in excess of many of the
pasture lands of South Africa. In fact, a great portion even of the
desert proper only differs in degree from the sheep farms of South
Africa. It will al ways remain more or less a desert at certain times
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of the year, but it is a desert which might with advantage be inhabited
by farmers with settled homes.
20. There are very few springs in the Tih, and during the summer
the Bedouins are often in great straits for water. The principal
permanent springs may be enumerated .
.Along the Western edge of the Tih platfo,m, Marbrook, Moses
Wells, Wady Sudur, Elifih, Ghurundel.
In the Sinai Peninsula, the springs about Sinai : W ady Feiran,
Hebran, and Tor.
The springs in the Wady Al Arish: springs at Moghara, and in
the sand dunes about Mah ad a and Gatieh, where there is fresh water
near the surface over a stretch of several square miles.
21. .As it is known that there are not only goats, but also a great
number of sheep in the desert, it is obvious that there must be food
for them. Sheep do not thrive <luring the hot weather, and at that
time are not found to be such good mutton as goat. These sheep are
of a very hardy nature, and ewes great with young have been known to
travel 30 miles a day for four days without injury. When on the line
of march, they generally first. suffer from abrasion of their heavy tails.
The price asked for a sheep in the desert is four times that asked
in the Jordan Valley, and they often cannot be obtained under 25 to
30 shillings. This excessive price indicates that there is a difficulty
in rearing them. During the time we were in the desert, from Sep.
tember to March, we were not able to obtain any milk from the goats
or sheep, except during the last month. In Palestine the sheep give
milk during the winter.
There are no cattle of any kind in the desert. The only domestic
animals seen were-sheep, goats, dogs, donkeys, camels, and horses.
The latter are only found in the pasture lands between Al Alrish and
Gaza, and towards the South Country. Horses can be taken all over
the desert, provided camels are taken with them with a supply of water.
22. The Bedouins congregate together during the summer and
autumn, near the springs of water and palm.groves. In the spring
they have grass and water everywhere, and are free to go where they
like. In the winter they are in great straits, for they have to go where
they can find herbage, and yet have to drive their flocks to water,
sometimes a distance of 20 or more miles. This they do about twice
a week, sending the camels for water for their camp when they have
quite run out of water.
.
When visiting camps, it was not unusual for Bedouins to show that
they had not a drop of water even for making coffee until the arrival
of their camels, and I have sometimes found it necessary to provide
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the water for making their coffee, which, bowe,er, they have always
scrupulously offered to return as soon as they have been ennbled to do so
23. It is quite a mistake to snppo_se that the Bedouins of this desert do
not grow corn. Each tt-ibe hits its cultivated land (as well as its palm.
groves), and they grow as much corn as they require for their susten1tnce. There are extensive Mazeirah in Wady Er Raj, on the Tih
itself, and in various ont-of-tbe-way places which travellers do not see.
Near Wady Sudnr, on the summit of Jebl Rahab, at a height of
2,290 feet, is a large tract of Mazeirab, on which the Du bur and Terebin
grow their corn. This spot is chosen, both because the soil is fertile
and because the sea breezes, charged with moistnre, deposit water, in
the form of miu or mists, on the high grounds early in the morning.
In othee cases the Bedouins have joint lauds with the fellahen living
on the outskirts of the occupied lands of Egypt and Palestine. A
family or portion of a family of Bedonins will go a hundred miles or
more, quite beyond the tribe, to cultivate land for corn.
The connection of the tribes one with another is difficult for Europeans to comprehend; it seems so contrary to the whole rules of Bedouin
life as usually laid down. All the desert tribes have their allies or
relations among the Bedouins or fellahen in tbe cultivated portions of
Palestine and Egypt. For example, the .Aligat tribe of the Towarah
are allied by marriage with the Nifiat of the Nile. No doubt this was
at first dictated by policy in order to secure themselves friends respectively iu the desert or cultivated country; but it cuts both ways, and
anybody who takes the trouble to investigate and understand these
relationships will find it comparatively easy to make arrangements
with tribes in the desert, however far they may be. In fact, with a
reliable Government in Egypt and Palestine, the desert ought to be a
safer place for life or property than any large European town possibly
ca.n be.
THE
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24. These dunes are gradually sweeping onwards, and have already
engulphed the old pasture lands of Goshen. They are caused, for the
most part, by the blown-sands of the sea shore, which are constantly
moved inland by the prevailing wind.
The process is as follows : The sand, when blown inland from the
sea shore, moves forward slo wly in a succession of small waves, about
one and a half incheR from crest to crest. Each wave bas a gentle
slope of about 10° towards the direction of the wind, while on the
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lee side it has an abrupt slope of about 30'. Each grain of sand is
blown up the gentle slope, and falls by its own weight down the steep
slope; thus the waves themselves have a small progressive motion.
These small waves, from one cause or another, accumulate into large
waves, which in some instances rise to the height of 300 to 400 feet.
These large waves, like the small ones, have a gentle slope towards the
wind, and a steep slope -away from the wind. The sand falling down
the steep slope at certain times makes a peculiar musical note from
the ~ibration of the particles. These large sand waves or dunes are
continuaJly in motion. The motion is rendered very conspicuous
owing to the effect it has on the telegraph line between Kantara and
Al Arish. Telegraph poles placed near, or in the hollows, soon get
covered up if not constantly moved, and those towards the crests of
the d1'nes are left suspended in the air. The palm-trees at Gatieh, in
the same manner, are covered up for a while, and subsequently exposed.
The shifting dunes extend inland from the sea to a distance of from 50
to 80 miles, a.s far as Jehl Yeleg and Jehl Hila!, and are only arrested
in their onward course by the mountain ranges. In some cases the
outlines of these ranges, as in Jehl Raha, are quite covered up.
There cannot be any extensive growth of shrubs on sand so
continually shifting, and there can be no springs of water, with certain
exceptions, which I will mention. The district of these sand dunes is
looked upon with a certain amount of awe by the Bedouins, who rarely
traverse it during the hot months, as water is so scarce, and there is
danger if they lose their way.
'!.'he exceptional springs are those such as at Mahada, about 30 miles
from Ismailia, which have been preserved in a remarkable manner.
They are the old springs which were in use many hundreds, probably
thousands, of years ago-possibly the springs used by the children
of Israel living in Goshen. As the sands encroached, the shepherds
using these springs have carried the sand away from their immediate
neighhonrhood, and this going on for hundreds of years has resulted in
craters in the sand 300 to 400 feet deep, at the bottom of which the
springs are found.
The land of Goshen is thus engulphed by the sand dunes, but it is
t.bere still underneath the sand, and fertile as in days gone by.
About Gatieh, between Ismailia and Lake Serbonis, there is fresh
water underneath the soil in many places at a depth of a few feet, and
here there are forests of palms, said to number 70,000. These are
the property of the ,arions tribes and families inhabiting the desert.

c. w.

